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RBSTRRCT

"The Fiction of My Oiun Biography" 111 his tier & the
Bentle Art of Making Enemies focuses upon the

circumstances which shaped the appearance of, and

critical reception to the Gentle Rrt when it was published

in June 1890. What made the uolume such a unique

artistic and typographical achieuement, which influenced

such figures as Charles Ricketts in the fine book printing

reuiual of the 1890s? Firstly, it considers Whistler's

agenda in the late 1880s - his desire to enlarge his
international reputation and for his works to be acquired

by public collections; his enduring sense of bitterness

towards Ruskin and those associated with him in the

aftermath of his libel case Whistler u Ruskin in 1878 and

his sense of betrayal at the hands of his former disciples

like Mortimer Menpes and Oscar Wilde. This is considered

in the context of his relationship with the press during

the 1880s and his remarkable ability to create a

spectacle around the exhibition of his work and public

pronouncements.

Secondly, it considers Whistler's undocumented

relationships with his publisher William Heinemann (with

whom he formed a fruitful professional association

during the 1890s) and Sheridan Ford, the mauerick

American journalist who started out as his editor but

went on to produce his own pirated edition of the Gentle

Rrt. This pre-empted Whistler's edition. Thirdly, it



analyses the relationship between Whistler's actiuities

as a printmaker and his attitude to the publication of the

Gentle Art. Fourthly, it discusses how Whistler souyht to

make his edition different from Ford's edition and other

uolumes of belles -lettres and autobioyraphy of the

period. Fifthly, it considers how Whistler portrays

himself in the Gentle Art as a artist-genius in the

romantic tradition, competing in the capitalistic

marketplace of nineteenth century art. Finally, it

euamines the question 'how autobiographical is the

Gentle Art?' in the content of Whistler's agenda during

the 1890s and the mythologising of his biographers, the

Pennells.
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NOTES TO THE TEHT

For simplicity, The Gentle Art of Making Enemies is cited

throughout the tent as the Gentle Art. In both footnotes

and tent, references to the Gentle Art denote lilhistler's

edition unless otherwise stated.

The abbreuiation VMSM is used in reference to the

catalogue raisonne compiled by Rndrew Maclaren Voung,

Margaret F. MacDonald, Robin Spencer with the

assistance of Hamish Miles, The Paintings of James

MacNeill Whistler. New Hauen & London 1980.

Rgain, for clarity, where multiple works by one author

are frequently cited, both the author and the title of the

work are named in each footnote reference, e.g. Pennell,

Life.1

The following abbreuiations are used in reference to

these frequently cited archiual collections:

LC: Library of Congress, lilashington D.C. with the

addition of PC for references to the Whistler-

Pennell Collection.

GUL: Glasgow Uniuersity Library.

The abbreuiations WPC (UJhistler Press Cuttings) and

Chron. IUPC (Chronological Whistler Press Cuttings) refer

to the Whistler Press Cuttings Uolumes in Glasgow.



INTRODUCTION

UJhistler as UJriter-Controuersialist

..I mill not haue myself presented by anyone - or accused
- or explained1...

Whistler's most prolific period as a writer and polemicist

lasted from the late seuenties until his death in July

1903. It was a moment when, with the aduent of cheap

paper, lower taxes upon reading and improued print

technologies, the publishing industry was burgeoning.

Educational reforms and competition in the industry

meant that readerships fragmented into highly

specialised sectors and the concept of leisure amongst

the Uictorian middle-classes came to represent a

capitalistic opportunity. Whilst in his writings, Whistler

focused upon the narrow and closely-knit segment of

middle-class London society which made up his chief

audience, it was the press which radiated his public

celebrity well beyond its boundaries. If his art was only

bought by a tiny minority, attention from the press -

whether it regarded him as a serious practitioner or an

eccentric showman - attached to him a certain curiosity

ualue and notoriety which cast him permanently in the

public spotlight.

Consequently, the press became Whistler's chosen

currency through which to both promote and defend his

Whistler to D.C. Thomson, n.d., [2 Apr 1892], LCPC, Cont.16. 1



interests. His hostility in 1888-9 towards his lately

departed follower Mortimer Menpes was, for example,

enacted in the press, while the success of Sheridan

Ford's mocking interuiew' with Menpes certainly played

a role in the genesis of the Gentle Rrt. Equally, as this

thesis will show, LLPhistier managed to both pursue Ford

and his illicit edition of the Gentle Art around England and

the Continent and herald the appearance of his edition

in the press with magnificent aplomb, utilising differing

local editions of such papers as the New Vork Herald. The

journalistic culture of the 1880s thus forms a peruasiue

background to Whistler's writings in the Gentle Art and

elsewhere.

Hn underlying agenda to Whistler's forays into print was

the need to define his relationship to late nineteenth

century laissez faire society in a socio-economic

language that was comprehensible to his middle-class
audience. It was not a unique position for a Uictorian

artist, but the complexities of the commercial world of

galleries and dealers, its profitability underpinned by the

print market and the passion of the new manufacturing

patrons for narratiue, detail and sentiment, did not

augur well for an artist of Whistler's fastidious

temperament. This world was not incompatible, but it

required him to draw attention to qualities of his art in

terms which acknowledged the social and cultural

aspirations of his audience and made it seem desirable.

If his patrons desired an art which distanced them from



their materialist origins, to present his art as rare and

elusiue was an appropriate strategy. It was this

strategy that he pursued throughout his actiue career as

a writer and in the Gentle Art, using the most modern

and conuenient means auailable.

Professionalisation and the need to stake out its

boundaries was an important element of this definition.

Linked to it was the need to sanctify the idea of

uniqueness, handmadeness, to emphasise the creatiue

and imaginatiue role of the artist in the work of art

which separated him from the workman-artisan, fls it is

hoped will become euident ouer the following chapters, a

great deal of Lbhistler's energy in his statements on art

and the design and materials for his published writings,

including the Gentle Art, is expended upon conueying his

sense of late romantic apartness.1 It is an apartness he

chose to conuey uia the mass-market printed word - the

newspaper, the periodical, the exhibition catalogue, the

ephemeral pamphlet and euentually the Gentle Art - his

response to the 'Life & Letters,' a massiuely popular

Uictorian genre. Similarly, in such treatises as his Ten

O'clock Lecture,' LUhistler identifies with a crowded,

urbanising landscape - a flaneur, a man, in the words of

Edgar Allan Poe, of the crowd.'2 Some of the most

defining currents of the late nineteenth century

reuerberate in the Gentle Art - urban life, mass

2See Poe's story The Man of the Crowd,' the subject of discussion in
Chapter UN of this thesis.



communication, the culture of aduertising. They also

form important contents for this thesis - of his

relationship with Oscar Wilde, his attacks on Ruskin and

in the catchy titles and trademark butterflies which

litter the uolume.

LUhistler's literary career began in 1862, when he wrote

to the authoritatiue literary reuiew the Rthenaeum in

response to a reuiew of an exhibition at the Picture

Gallery in Berner's Street, in which his portrait of Joanna

H if fern an Symphony in White No 1:The White Girl' (1861-

2) was being shown. Writing from 62 Sloane Street where

he was staying with his half-sister Deborah and brother-

in-law Seymour Haden, the tone of the letter is mild:
May I beg to correct an erroneous impression likely to be
confirmed by a paragraph in your last number? The Proprietors of
the Berner's Street Gallery haue, without my sanction, called my

picture "The Woman in UJhite." I had no intention whatsoeuer of

illustrating Mr UJilkie Collin's nouel; it so happens, indeed, that I
haue neuer read it. My painting simply represents a girl dressed
in uihite standing in front of a UJhite curtain.3

Rpparently, Whistler was incensed by the reuiewer's

association of the painting with the heroine of William

Wilkie Collins' nouel The Woman in White (1860). The

controuersy continues in a later issue in which Frederick

Buckstone, Secretary of the Gallery, alleges that Whistler

was satisifed with the name:

Mr Buckstone, of the Picture Gallery in Berner's Street, ujrites to

say, in reply to Mr Whistler's letter, that Mr Whistler ujas well
aujare of his picture being aduertised as 'The Woman in White,'
and ujas pleased Luith the name. 'There iuas no intention,' Mr

3 Fine Hrt Gossip,' Athenaeum. Uol I, No 1810, 5 July 1862, p.23.



Buckstone adds, 'to mislead the public by the supposition that it
referred to the heroine of Mr UJilkie Collin's nouel; but being the

figure of a female attired in white, with a white background,
with which no-colour the artist has produced some original

effects, the picture was called 'The Woman in White,' simply
because it could not be called 'The Woman in Black,' or any other
colour.4

If we accept Buckstone's explanation, bearing in mind

also that the painting was exhibited before an audience

well-practised in reading the work of art in a manner

akin to a nouel, it seems likely that LUhistier, anxious to

detach his art from narratiue association, mistakenly

thought he had found a sufficiently neutral title. UJhat is

of more significance, though, is Whistler's distinct

attempt to draw attention to the picture in the light of

its recent rejection by the Royal Academy, and conuey

the meaning behind his work.

It was not to be until 1873 - some eleuen years later -

that he would write a second public letter. On this

occasion, the reuiew had been entirely laudatory.

Whistler's picture5 was described as 'a uigorous and

beautiful study of colour and bright yet soft tone.' It

was the 'whimsical' title 'The Vacht Race, a Symphony in

B sharp'6 that had been assigned to the picture which

was uppermost in his mind, howeuer. In his letter, he

complains that it perpetrated a senseless pun.' His titles,

4 Athenaeum. Uol I, No 1812, 19 July 1862, p.86.
5 Since identified as 'Trouuille' (c.1865). See Andrew MacLaren Voung,
Margaret MacDonald, Robin Spencer & Hamish Miles, The Paintings of
James MacNeillWhistler , New Hauen & London 1980, Cat. no. 70.
6Aeuiew, Athenaeum. Uol II, No 2402, 8 Nou 1873, p.601.



he explains, are a key to my work simply,' althouyh he

claims that he does not

expect others, who do not understand them, to refuse

themselues any witticism, like the aboue brilliant parody, on the

subject. ^
LUhistler suggests that the understanding of his works

demands of the uiewer a distinct aesthetic faculty. The

effect is to shroud his art with an air of exclusiuity and

desirability, discharging it from didactic responsibility.

Together, the Rthenaeum letters confirm the beginning

of what would become a familiar pattern of answering

the critics, clarifying the meaning behind his work and,

along the way, creating an air of controuersy around his

work. Vet neither are included in the Gentle Art, although

they are included by Whistler's erstwhile editor Sheridan

Ford in his pirated edition.8 Neither does Harmony in

Gold: The Peacock Room,' Whistler's rationale of his ideas

on decoration. But these writings belong to a different

atmosphere before his confrontation with John Ruskin, in

which Whistler's indiuidual targets had yet to euolue,

and in which his relations with his patron Frederick

Leyland (whom he later blamed for much of financial

troubles) while strained, had not yet been broken off. It

took his libel case against Ruskin in Nouember 1878, his

ensuing bankruptcy and consequent need to reuitalise

7Tine Rrt Gossip,' Rthenaeum , Uol II, No 2404 , 22 Nou 1873, p.666.
Whistler's letter seems to attracted attention elsewhere, for an
unidentified press cutting in Glasgow, reports its publication. GUL,
UJPC1/27.

8Rep Gentle Rrt.. Ford's edition Gentle Rrt. pp.54-5.



his career during the eighties (which bred riualries with

such figures as Menpes and Oscar UJilde) for the

cataloguing instinct he had long nurtured to find its

focus. This focus became to make history, which in turn

reguired him to assert his originality and protect his

professional trademarks. It was through his pamphlets,

catalogues and journalistic connections in the eighties

that he refined the skills and deueloped the contents in

which to do so.

In the aftermath of the trial, the pamphlet LUhistler u

Ruskin: Art & Art Critics appeared. Its publication did not

gain LUhistler the support that he had hoped for - indeed,

it alienated a number of his friends like the critic Joseph

Comyns Carr. Howeuer, the barrage of publicity which

had accompanied the trial meant that it was reuiewed

widely and its substance widely disseminated. Hence,

UJhistler also sought to use his writings during the

eighties as a platform to create a more receptiue

atmosphere for his art, prouoke those critics who

claimed inspiration from Ruskin and other targets like

the Painter-Etchers Society, a body which included

amongst its number his estranged brother-in-law

Seymour Haden.

He also used the writings of others to self-seruing

effect. In December 1880, the critical response to

LDhistler's first exhibition of Uenice etchings had been

dismal, although the show of his pastels had met with



greater success. It Luas with this memory that he seized

upon the idea of reproducing extracts from critical

reuieLus of these exhibitions in the catalogue for his

second exhibition of Uenice etchings at the Fine Art

Society in 1883. In the third edition of the catalogue, he

Luittily included Cauiare to the Critics,' an extract from

the 'fltlas' column in the LUorid Luhich had commented

approuingly upon 'Mr Whistler's new method with

critics.'9 In this and the Goupil Gallery catalogue of 1892

(which reproduced reuiews in a similar manner) Whistler

ridiculed the opinions of the critic by obliterating the

original context of the passage, habitually choosing the

most biting or uncomprehending remarks from the

reuiew and reproducing them in such bare isolation as to

make them appear nonsensical.

Along with his persiflage and controuersy-rousing,

Whistler's inclination was to preserue and uolumise. His

pamphlets preserued his public and priuate

correspondence, and the Ten O'clock Lecture' in aspic;

the Propositions' recorded his uiews on etching and

were included with his Uenice Set, issued by the dealers,

Dowdeswells' in 1886. Hence throughout the eighties,

Whistler used liberally and inuentiuely a number of

contexts to wage his artistic and personal battles whilst,

at the same time, collecting the material in pamphlets,

presscuttings boxes and later, press-cuttings books.

9 World , 21 Feb 1883, GUL, EC.1883.9. 8



The Gentle Rrt:

The Gentle Rrt of Making Enemies was first published in

June 1890. It marks a moment, early in the final decade

of Whistler's career and two years before his ground¬

breaking exhibition at Goupil's Gallery, London in March

1892, when the market for his works abroad was picking

up and awards were beginning to flood in from European

academies of art. It began as a commercial undertaking

to produce a uolume of collected letters, negotiated

between Whistler and the American journalist Sheridan

Ford during the early summer of 1889. Ford saw himself

as a rnauerick-entrepreneur with a keen eye for the

picture markets and hoped to profit by a mutually

agreeable business arrangement with Whistler. The

material was to be garnered from Whistler's own

writings and exchanges in the press during the seuenties
and eighties. Howeuer, a year and much controuersy

later, its character and place on Whistler's agenda had

altered considerably. Following Whistler's abrupt

discharge of him in August 1889, Ford would attempt to

produce editions of his own on three occasions ouer the

next few months and, euen after Whistler's edition had

come out, a postscript second 'original' edition.

Ford's dogged determination to launch his edition of the
Gentle Art - the extent of which seems to haue surprised

euen Whistler - intensified the artist's realisation that if

it was to be quashed, he would haue to publish a uolume

of sufficient distinction to effectiuely cancel' it out.



Mure specifically, it hod to differ from the formulaic kind

of gift book, collected letters' or journalistic anthology

that Ford's edition represented - with its anecdotal

section Some lilhistler Stories Old and New.' In creating

the 'fiction' of his own biography,' LUhistler desired to

ensure that it was his uersion, artistically designed and

bound, with his own imprint, that would remain' rather

than Ford's hastily enecuted, poorly produced edition.

UJhistler's uolume euolued ouer a period of months in the

spring of 1890, whilst he and his solicitor George Lewis

were in pursuit of Ford. Rlthough his biographers, the

Pennells would haue us belieue that the Gentle Rrt was

an artistic epistle10 - a notion which implies that

Whistler's authorship had always been his inspiration

alone, the making of the book was a public affair. Its

preparation took place in the public spotlight, with the

close personal inuoluement of Whistler's publisher

William Heinemann and the newspapers speculating as to

its likely appearance and impact, whilst its contents

were debated amongst the artist's friends. Reading his

edition, one is conscious of other euents and uoices

buzzing in the background.

Rs with Ford's edition, Whistler's edition of the Gentle Rrt

was a commercial uenture, undertaken by commercial

firms of printers and publishers. R collected edition of

10See Joseph & Elizabeth Robins Pennell, The Life of James MacNeill
LUhistler. (2 uols), London 1 908, pp.107-9.



UJhistler's writings (most of which had already been

published elsewhere) and arranged in such a way as to

amuse and prouoke the reader at the club or the tea-

table, or on his way to the office, was in essence an

opportunistic undertaking. Whistler's Gentle Art was

therefore bound by its opportunistic beginnings uia his

original arrangement with Ford, who had offered to

break a lance for him.'11 Bound with paper boards and

set in a type in wide commercial usage, its materials and

his inuentiue arrangement of the space around the tent,

as in his preuious published works, serued to enpress the

essentially reductiue qualities of his art. His uiuid artistic

imprint upon it also serued his editorial purpose of

detaching the tents from their original content in order

that they might be harmonised with his self-historicising

agenda. Part journalistic anthology, part aesthetic

manifesto, part self-uindication, Whistler's edition of the

Gentle Art gathered up, dissected and reconstructed

those LUhistlerian writings and controuersies that had

preceded it in an entirely nouel way.

This thesis enplores this reconstruction and the euents

which moulded it. It sets out to illuminate the content in

which much of the material in the Gentle Rrt originally

appeared, much of which is lost through its appearance

in the authoritatiue format of the single uolume and

Whistler's self-seruing editing. It particularly seeks to

focus on the social institutions and audiences of the late

1 1 R. R.M. Steuenson to D.S MacColl, 10 April 1930, GUL, MacColl S242.



nineteenth century through which LLIhistier euolued as a

writer and polemicist and which moulded him as a public

celebrity. On the other hand, it analyses how, on an

indiuidual leuel, LUhistler applied the skills and practices

that he had acquired in his pursuit of new audiences

during the seuenties and eighties and the oft-mentioned,

but little explored analogy between his publishing and

printmaking actiuities.

While this thesis does not seek to be an exhaustiue study

of the context of each and euery euent represented by

Whistler in the Gentle Art, it does aim to juxtapose those

issues that concerned him when much of the material

was originally published alongside his altering

circumstances at the beginning of the nineties. Part One

considers Whistler's career as an artist and

controuersialist from the late seuenties onwards and

examines the critical circumstances which brought the

Gentle Art into being. It focuses upon the uarious

platforms utilised by Whistler - the exhibition gallery,

the press, the pamphlet and the catalogue - to promote

his interests during the seuenties and eighties. It notes

his efforts, from his 1874 exhibition at Pall Mall

onwards, to create an enlarged stage around the

exhibition of his works and a rapport with his audience

through his understanding of their cultural habits and
tastes. Following on from this, Whistler s competitiue

relationship with Wilde is considered and its implications

for the Gentle Art, together with their uarious literary



actiuities during the eighties. The section is concluded

with a look at the origins of his relationship with

Sheridan Ford, who became the latest in a network of

critics, dealers and followers who coloured Whistler's

efforts to boost his prospects during the early to late

1880s.

Part Two concentrates upon the period 1889-90, when

the Ford and Whistler editions were published. It

documents Whistler's pursuit of Ford during the spring

and early summer of 1890 and later, his relationship with

William Heinemann In whom he found an ideal publisher.

It suggests that his enperiences as an enhibitor, artistic

polemicist and celebrity inform not only the selection

and arrangement of the material in the Gentle Art, but its

physical make-up and likely audience.

Part Three goes on to consider the reuerberatiue effect

in the Gentle Art of his relationships with John Ruskin,

the Ruskinian critics and institutions like the Society of

British Artists, along with former confreres such as

Wilde, fl.C. Swinburne and Mortimer Menpes. These

relationships are juntaposed with his desire during the

eighties and early nineties to relaunch his reputation

abroad and himself as a kind of liuing master, which

meant presenting himself as modern, original and

different. It also considers how Whistler's rephrasing of

his earlier attacks on these personalities in the content

of the Gentle Rrt aided this process. Along the way, it
13



highlights a number of contrasts which consistentlg

emerge - new and old; professionalisation and

connoisseurship; handmadeness and mass manufacture;

limitation and multiple reproduction. Finally, it asks what

UJhistler intended the Gentle Art to be - questioning our

perception of the uolume as autobiography, a sealed

epistle - interpretations that are strongly promoted by

the Pennells in their Life.

14



C H R P T E R I

The Seuenties & Eighties: the Pursuit of an
Rudience

Creating the stage 1874-8:

During the early 1870s UJhistler, disillusioned with the

Royal Academy,12 made the decision to diversify his

activities. Driven by impecuniousness, he focused his

energies upon exhibiting at private venues such as the

Dudley Gallery and the Society of French Rrtists, in

parallel with other artists like Holman Hunt, Moore and

Leighton. He also staged his first solo exhibition in 1874

at the Flemish Gallery, designing the catalogue,
invitations and interior decoration of the gallery himself.

Whistler's efforts were noticed by the reviewers and the

motive behind his approach much discussed.13 That his

works formed part of a distinct scheme was an aspect he

was keen to emphasise. LDhen the critic of the Hour

suggested that his approach stemmed from a recognition

that they should not be seen to best advantage 'when

placed in juxtaposition with those of an essentially

different kind'14 he responded, quoting from the review:
My wish has been ... to proue that the place in which works of
art are shown may be made as free from "discordant elements

12lVhistler ceased eKhibiting at the Academy after 1872 when
'Arrangement in Grey & Black: Portrait of the Artist's Mother' was
shown there in controuersial circumstances.

13See Sidney Coluin's reuiew 'Exhibition of Mr LL)histler's Pictures' in
the Academy (13 Jun 1 874 , Uol 5, pp.672-3) for example. Extracts
from this reuiew are quoted in the Gentle Art, pp.101, 1 03, 1 04.
1 4'Mr UJhistler's Pictures,' Hour. 9 Jun 1 874, p.3.



which distract the spectator's attention" as the works

themselues.15

It seems, as Robin Spencer has obserued, that he hoped

to create a kind of domestic atmosphere around his

works which would appeal to his patrons.16 The

exhibition of pictures meant offering the uiewer an

experience - a sense of the conceptual harmony between

pictures and exhibition space - as well as a display.

lUhistler adopted a similar pose during his libel case

against John Ruskin in Nouember 1878. R couple of weeks

before the hearing was due to take place, he told his

solicitor Rnderson Rose of his concern to preuent his

pictures being 'handled like samples of butter' when they

were produced as euidence in the courtroom. 'They are to

be shown properly hung,' LUhistler declared, 'as they

were originally seen by Mr Ruskin.'17 Fearing that his

pictures would not be seen to best aduantage by Ruskin's

lawyers at Rose's office, he insisted that they should be

displayed in his studio. Rs with his exhibition at Pall Mall,

LUhistler sought to control the surroundings in which his

15UJhistler to the Editor, Hour. 11 Jun 1 874 (letter dated 10 Jun).
Rep. Gentle Rrt. p.48 under the title '"Confidences" with an Editor.'
This was one of LLI his tier's earliest public letters. Its inclusion in the
Gentle Rrt suggests the extent of his desire to, in effect, assert the
proprietorship of his 'attitude' towards exhibition design as well as
the concept itself and its distinctiue Lbhistlerian trademarks .

16 '..UJhistler's intention from the start was to displag his work as it
might ultimatelg be seen on the walls of his patron's private homes.
See Robin Spencer, UJhistler's First One-Man Exhibition
Reconstructed,' The Documented Image: Essays in honor of Elizabeth
Gilmore Holt. Gabriel P.UJeisberg, Laurinda S.Dixon, (eds), with the
assistance of Rntje Bultmann Lemke, Syracuse, 1987, p.29.
17UJhistler to Rnderson Rose, 10 Nou 1878, LCPC, Cont. 4.



w irks were shown. The second element of his strategy
was to arrange, through Rose, a select uiewing of his

works for the jury at the UJestminster Palace Hotel. The

chief motivation behind this strategy was to convince

jury and legal representatives on both sides of the

importance of the appropriate exhibition of the works to

their understanding. Rs Linda Merrill has suggested, it

also coincided with the views of liberal critics upon the

'new departure' in painting.18 It was a view which

asserted a firm boundary line between Whistler and

Ruskin and which, in effect, projected him as a modern

and progressive artist.

R year earlier, a couple of months before Ruskin's visit to

the Grosvenor, the public success - notwithstanding the

private discord - surrounding another event became an

important landmark in Whistler's career. This was the

Peacock Room (1876-7), his decorative scheme for the

Liverpool ship-owner, Frederick Leyland19 at 49, Prince's

Gate. In February 1877, Whistler20 organised a press day

at which an explanatory broadside leaflet21 was

18Merrill quotes the American critic James Jackson Jarues by way of
example:

Unless the picture can be seen precisely in the light and situation for
which it was designed by the artist, it seems to be as formless and uoid
as the creatiue in a state of chaos.

Quoted in Linda Merrill, A Pot of Paint: Aesthetics on Trial in Whistler
u Ruskin. Washington D.C 1992, p.124.
19The celebrated quarrel erupted between UJhistler and Leyland
when Leyland refused to pay the artist 2,000 guineas for work which
went far beyond what had originally been commissioned.
20lt took place on 9 Feb 1877.
21 Harmony in Blue & Gold: The Peacock Aoom. broadside. It was
published as a folded white sheet with a single side of text and



distributed. This ensured that the scheme receiued

copious press couerage in such mainstream papers as the

Times, the Pall Mall Gazette and the Examiner. Rs Peter

Ferriday puts it:

By the test of inches printed UJhistler had scored a triumph.22

Leyland, detained in Liuerpool, took a different uiew. He

wrote to Whistler, deeply aggrieued by the publicity

circus the artist had generated:
It is scarcely necessary for me to notice your assertion that I am

only known as the possessor of your Peacock Room. I hope it is
not true; but if true it is doubly painful for, at the time so many

newspaper puffs of your work appeared, I felt deeply enough the
humiliation of hauing my name so prominently connected with
that if a man who has degenerated into nothing more than an

artistic Barnum.23

In the absence of the Leylands, UJhistler had kept open

house at Prince's Gate throughout the winter of 1876-7.

The uisitors included artists, critics and society figures -

Lawrence Rime- Tadema, the Comyns Carrs, E.L1J. Godwin

and Princess Louise, and as UJhistler worked, the room

effectiuely became a public gallery.24 Such was the

constant stream of uisitors and the attention of the

press that the atmosphere of a theatrical entertainment

was indeed being generated. In addition, Whistler's

posture of the eccentric artist-genius in this setting,

printed by Thomas IDay, [Day was to print the first edition of the Ten
O'Clock in 1885.

22Peter Ferriday, 'The Peacock Room,' Architectural Reuiew. Jun
1959, p.413.
23Leyland to LUhistler, 24 Jul 1877, GUL L128.
24See, for example, the Rlan Cole diaries, LCPC, Cont. 280-1.



intoxicated by his own creatiue inspiration, swelled the

growing mythology around him.

UJhistler was highly aware of his position in the public

domain and eager to exploit this public persona. On 21

Nouember 1878, four days before the court hearing was

to take place, he wrote to his solicitor Anderson Rose

outlining his uiews on the case. It is an astute analysis of

his position, but it is also indicatiue of the tone of his

future writings and the methods he would employ to

pursue his case:

I am known and always haue been known to hold an

independent position in Rrt and to haue had the Rcademy
opposed to me...I don't stand in the position of the popular

picture maker Luith herds of admirers - My Rrt is quite apart
from the usual stuff furnished in the mass and therefore I

necessarily haue not a large number of witnesses! - In

defending me it tuould be bad policy to try and make me out a

different person than the well-known Whistler - besides, I think

more is to be gained by sticking to that character.2"*
Detachment and drollery, exclusiuity and transience

became Whistler's watchwords during the eighties. As he

echoes in his Ten O'clock Lecture, scorning the

mannerisms of amateurs and aesthetes:

..the artist, in fullness of heart and head, is glad, and laughs
aloud, and is happy in his strength, and is merry at the pompous

pretension - the solemn silliness that surrounds him.26

25 Whistler to Rnderson Rose, n.d. (letter receiued 21 Nou 1878), GUL,
R128.

26<Ten O'Clock Lecture.' Gentle Rrt. p.153.



Ill his tie r did not care to dispel his posture in the 1890s.

Recording to the Pennells, his account of the Peacock

Room ran as follows:

Well, you know, I just painted as I went on, without design or

sketch - it grew as I painted...And the harmony in blue and gold

deueloping you know, I forgot euerything in my joy in it!27

The Peacock Room and the exhibition at Pall Mall thus

serue to demonstrate Whistler's eagerness to aduertise

his skills, increase his critical reputation and seek out

new audiences for his work. But what is also reuealed is

an increasing sophistication in his approach. They were

occasions upon which Whistler created a spectacle that

responded to the shared appetite of audience and press

for entertainment and nouelty. The atmosphere that he

created was one which was startling, but familiar

enough to be appealing. Rt the same time, he chose to

aduertise the originality and exclusiuity of his art

through manipulating a seemingly ordinary setting,

reinuenting a rented gallery as a priuate house and a

priuate house as a palace of art. He also sought to

control strictly the aesthetic experience of the uiewer

and the context in which his works were seen, as was

the case during the Ruskin trial. The lessons in conscious

public display that he had learnt uia the Peacock Room

and the trial remained an important element of his

strategy throughout the eighties and nineties. The trial,
as Whistler later agreed with Rose, had been a ualuable

271 bid., Pennell, Life I, p. 2 04.



'aduertisement'28 for his work upon which he hoped to

capitalise in the future.

fln important factor in UJhistler's auowed intention to

wage a campaign against Ruskin stems from the

extensiue press couerage of the trial. Rduising LUhistler

not to appeal against the token damages he had been

awarded, Rose acknowledged the potential power of the

press:

From the tone of all the newspaper articles I haue yet read, it
would seem to me that if you had won the case, with substantial
(not contemptuous) damages, there would haue been a uniuersal
reuolt against the Ruskin despotism of personal and malignant

libelling in which he indulges, and which appears to be a mode

deliberately adopted to sell the muck he writes.29
The press seemed a suitable starting point for UJhistler's

campaign, for Rose's remarks and the tone of the press

reports suggest that the award of extensiue damages

would haue been regarded as confirmation of the high

marketable ualue of UJhistler's works. Despite the fact

that the damages had in actuality been derisory, to use

the press during the eighties as a means of creating a

more hospitable climate for his art - therein inflating its

marketable ualue - was an appropriate response. It

would begin, Whistler hoped, with an article on his uiews

in a major periodical. Rs the UJorld reported a couple of

weeks after the trial:

28lDhistler to Anderson Rose, n.d. (letter receiued 6 Dec 1878), LCPC,
Cont. 4.

29Rose to Whistler, 30 Nou 1878, GUL, R130.



[Whistler] means to work his own uiews on the question into an

article for one of the big monthlies.' Howeuer, this is a secret; all
I can tell you is that the war is not ouer yet.'30

In a sense, the Gentle Art began with the press-cuttings

that Whistler had long tended to carry around with him in

his pockets31 and euolued through the press cuttings

books he compiled for himself and his friends during the

eighties.32 In Whistler's uolumes of press-cuttings in

Glasgow, an extensiue collection of reuiews of the

Peacock Room and cuttings from the year 1878, the year

of the trial, marks the launch of his strategy to

systematically preserue them.33 But these writings had

all originally appeared in quite different journalistic

contexts - the gossip column, the art reuiew, the

50UJorld- 18 Dec 1878, GUL, WPC2/21. The article was intended for the
Nineteenth Century but was neuer published. See Whistler to Rose,
18 Dec 1878, LCPC, Cont. 14.
31This habit is recorded in seueral sources - for example, Mrs Nelia
Casella related to Joseph Pennell:

Nearly euery time I met him - he used to tell me he had got a new
"scalp" and then produce the euidence.

Casella to Pennell, 'Sept 10' [1906], LCPC, Cont. 8.
32There are a number of cuttings from the 1860s and 70s in the first
uolume of press cuttings in Glasgow (see GUL WPC1), although he
seems to haue only begun seriously accumulating critical reuiews in
1877. During the successful exhibition of Whistler's pastels in
London during the winterof 1881,Maud Franklin, his then model and
mistress, wrote to Otto Dacher, (whom Whistler had known in
Uenice):

I am going to send you a little book of all the cuttings of the
newspapers, so that you can see for yourself

See Otto Oacher, 'Stories of Whistler,' Century Magazine. May 1907,
p.101.

33fllthough it is likely that he did not begin to systematically
uolumise his cuttings until the mid to late eighties, when he acquired
the seruices of a press cutting agency. In 1889, Whistler's son and
sometime secretary Charles Hanson is recorded pasting cuttings into
a scrapbook, (see Rrthur Warren, 'Whistler & His Critics - Unauailing
Opposition to the American Artist,' Boston Herald. 11 Jul 1 889, GUL,
WPC10/1 21). The chronology of the cuttings tends to be more
consistent in the Glasgow scrapbooks from about 1887 onwards.



correspondence column, the celebrity interview and the

polemical pamphlet - the content of which LUhistler

submerges in the Gentle Art. Why was Whistler inclined

to make such uigorous use of the press during this period

and what was its role in creating the Gentle Art?

The Press:

Firstly, it is important to emphasise that the press itself

became a convenient framework for Whistler's ideas

during the late 1870s and 80s. But this was dependent

upon a number of unprecedented changes which were

taking place in the industry during this period. The press

was a rapidly evolving mass medium during the late

nineteenth century, by definition required to continually

reinvent itself in a perpetual cycle of production. When in

1 844 Disraeli wrote

Public opinion has a more direct, a more comprehensiue, a more

efficient organ for its utterance, than a body of men sectionally
chosen34 [i.e. Parliamentl

he was acknowledging its position in the nineteenth

century as a primary transmitter of ideas and maker of

reputations. Growing urbanisation and systematic

education reforms, in tandem with a rapidly

consolidating middle-class were forces which led an

expansion in the newspaper industry from the 1830s

onwards. This was further stimulated by the abolition of

duty on advertisements and on the sale of newspapers in

34Benjamin Disraeli, Coningsby. London 1 844, new edtn., n.d., p.251.



1853 and 1855 respectiuely.35 Technological aduances

such as telegraphy, as Edward Dicey points out, enabled

the 'prouincial press to obtain exactly the same news as

their London counterparts, and to sell their papers

earlier and more cheaply than if they had to be sent

down from London.'36 In addition syndication, an

intermediary system of news-gathering, rapidly

established itself - most notably in America. This meant

that reports filed by a single journalist based in Europe

could be disseminated in the American press on a

continent-wide scale.

Such an atmosphere, as yet unchallenged by radio and

teleuision, is difficult for us to fully comprehend and

thus, a few statistics may be permissible at this point.

According to the Newspaper Directory.37 some 1271

newspapers and 554 periodicals were being published in

Britain by 1865, a spectacular number euen by modern

day standards. Papers such as the Daily Telegraph and

the Saturday Aeuiew were founded during the 1850s. By

1881, the circulation of the Daily Telegraph, with a

readership drawn from the lower-middle to middle-

classes, had leapt from 70,000 (in 1860) to 217,000. The

Saturday Beuiew. a literary and political weekly aimed at

35Edward Dicey, 'Journalism New & Old,' Fortnightly Reuiew. Uol
LHKUII, 1 May 1 905, p.905.
361 bid., Dicey, p.91 4.
37British Newspaper Directory, quoted in flluar Ellegard, 'The
Readership of the Periodical Press in Mid Uictorian Britain.' Goteburg
Uniuersitets ftusskrift. Uol LHIII, 1957, p.5.



an educated, politically conseruatiue readership,

achieued the then respectable circulation of 20,000 by

1870. 0 hitherto unimaginable spectrum of platforms of

cultural debate euolued from which clergy, politicians

and writers alike clamoured to air their uiews.

For the Ruskinian critic P.G. Hamerton, the importance of

the press lay in the fact that
In the files of the newspapers our descendants will possess a full

and detailed record, not only of our acts, but of our most
to

transient opinions and hopes. °

Other writers and critics like Matthew Arnold, Walter

Pater and Swinburne all made significant contributions to

periodical literature on a uariety of literary, artistic and

socio-economic subjects.39 For LUhistler, the press was

the most modern means auailable of increasing his public

profile and parading his uiews. Rs we haue heard, he was

to haue published his uiews on the trial in a periodical in

1879; nine years later, as shall shortly be seen, it was

intended that the Ten 0'Clock should make its American

debut in a magazine, fls a mass purueyor of information

and entertainment in an incessant cycle of production, it

bathed him too in the bright light of modernity.

38P.G Hamerton, 'That certain artists should write on art.' Thoughts
about Art, p.2.
39Walter E. Houghton points out that Pater only published one work,
Maris the Epicurean (1 885) in uolume form only - the rest of his
output was initially published in periodical form. See Walter E.
Houghton, 'Periodical Literature and the Rrticulate Classes,' in The
Uictorian Periodical Press: Samplings & Soundings. Joanne Shattock &
Michael Wolff, (eds.), Leicester, 1 982, p.21.



The art world benefited from the increasing journalistic

focus being giuen to entertainment in the mainstream

press for reasons George Sala explains:
..[a] sagacious policy [was] adapted by the daily and evening

journals, the proprietors of ivhich were enabled by the removal
of the excise incubus on paper to sell their ivares at a penny a

copy, to devote as much space to the discussion of social topics
as to long-ivinded political polemics.. In a ivord they tried to
make their papers amusing as well as instructive.40

Whistler, then, was caruing out his career during a period

in which entertainment became an important element of

the newspaper's function. The art column established a

firm role for itself within this arena and the successful

artist became a celebritg figure. The rapid cycle of daily

and weekly newspaper publishing in the late nineteenth

century meant that the press exerted an immediate

impact upon its readerships. Rt the same time,

competition within the industry was intense and new

material and nouelty was in constant demand. Whistler

recognised that by capitalistically exploiting the

insatiable appetite of the press for news and gossip, he

could project the image of a uanguard artist.

The society press & the celebrity interview:
Rfter a period of artistic crisis at the end of the sixties,

the seuenties represent a decade in which Whistler

began to formulate a coherent artistic credo. Rlan Cole's

diaries show the artist arguing and outlining his theories:

40George Sala, 'The Press UJhat I have knoivn of it 1840-90,' The
Progress of British Netvspapers in the Nineteenth Century
Illustrated. London 119011, pp.206-7.



1 6 Nouember 1 875

Dined with Jimmy, Tissot, fl. Moore and Capt., Crabb...ideas on

art...

2 December 1 875

IDhistler on critics and ignorance of facts... which must be either

right or wrong and not matters of opinion.
6 January 1 876
Rt LDhistlers. ID considered that art had reached a climax with

the Japanese and Uelasquez..

4 December 1 877

Norman Lockyer and Ibhistler to dine... UJhistler great in his
method of painting what he saw - the necessity of a painter's
retention of memory...

5 July 1878
J. turned up and I noted some of his remarks on Art for him.41

It is evidence of the formulation of a theory perhaps, if

not a philosophy. This euolued into an epigrammatic style

through which a combination of memorable word or

slogan and ueiled allusion to personalities known to his

audience was calculated to engage their attention.

Whistler's first serious attempt to expound his artistic

theories in print appeared in the weekly paper, the World

on 22 May 1 878.42 Hitherto, his concerns had been

largely been confined to clarifying the titles of his works

through his letters to the Hthenaeum in 1862 and 1873

respectiuely.43 Later, in 1877, his explanatory leaflet

Harmony in Blue & Gold: The Peacock Room spelt out the

relationship between the uarious formal elements of his

41fllan Cole diaries, GUL, LB6.
42'Celebrities at Home No HCII: Mr James IDhistler at Cheyne Lbalk,'
liiarid, 22 May 1878, pp.4-5.
43 See ibid., Rthenaeum. 5Jul 1862, 22 Nou 1873.



design. UJhistler had hoped that this would filter through

the press reports and publicise the uniqueness of his

approach.44 But now a new context was opening up in

the form of an interuiew for the series 'Celebrities at

Home.' fi much-altered extract of it was later published

in the Gentle Art under the title 'The Red Rag' (fig. 1.1.).
In the Gentle Art, the original context is obliterated, the

extract appearing as a solemn treatise, rather than what

is in realitg a minor section of a lengthy interuiew

concerning his work-day habits at Cheyne Walk and ideas

about decoration.

The themes of 'The Red Rag' centre upon subject

matter45 and the necessity for the painter to understand

his materials. It also reflects a number of tensions -

most noticeably, his approaching clash with Ruskin, who

had been featured in the same series the preuious

October. Art, Whistler says

should be independent of all clap-trap - should stand alone, and

appeal to the artistic sense of eye and ear, without confounding
this with emotions entirely foreign to it, as deuotion, pity, loue,
patriotism, and the like.46

44The contents of the leaflet did filter into the reportage to a
certain extent as in, for example, a report published in the Academy
( 'Notes on Art & Archaeology,' 1 7 Feb 1 877, No 250, p.1 47) although
inaccuracies ineuitably appeared.
45..'Take the picture of my mother exhibited at the Royal Academy
as an "Arrangement in Grey & Black." To me it is interesting as a
picture of my mother; but what can or ought the public to care about
the identity of the sitter?'
Gentle Art, p.128.
46Ibid., pp.1 27-8.



Whistler saw the interuiew as an useful means of

uindicating his cause, and used euery opportunity to

inject it with his theories. Musical symbols are

harnessed to create a metaphorical language which acts

as a key to his work. Elaborately, he contrasts art with

music:

Rs music is the poetry of sound, so is painting the poetry of sight,
and the subject-matter has nothing to do with harmony of sound
or colour.

But on another leuel he declares:

They say "Why not call it Trotty Ueck,' and sell it for a round

harmony of golden guineas?" - naiueiy acknowledging that,
without baptism there is no...market!

But euen commercially this stocking of your shop with the goods
of another would be indecent - custom alone has made it

dignified.47

Thus, jibing at Ruskin, he attempts to assert a distinct

identity for his art by contrasting it with that which

panders to the market place.48

The setting for Whistler's preuious excursions into print

had been the Rcademg. the Rthenaeum and the Hour.

with their earnest tone and densely packed columns

(such as 'Fine Art Gossip' in the Rthenaeum) which

regularly chronicled the actiuities of such artists as

47Ibid., pp.1 26-7. Trotty Ueck was the happy-go-lucky London ticket
porter of Charles Dickens' The Chimes (1 844) who acquired the belief
that the poor haue no right to an earthly existence because they are
born undeseruing. The last three lines in this passage were inserted
by Whistler in the much reworked uersion he published in the Gentle
flLt. They do not appear in the original interuiew (ibid., World p.4).
^8Frank Holl's 'Newgate,1 which had recently been exhibited at the
Royal Academy, had been compared to Dickens in the Illustrated
London New? on 11 May.



Leighton, Millais and Holman Hunt. By contrast, the World
was a society paper and Celebrities at Home' then a

nouel and highly successful journalistic format.49
Whistler mas interuiewed alongside politicians, royalty

and other prominent figures of the day. Edmund Vates,

editor-proprietor of the World, (fig. 1.2.) stressed at the

outset that 'in no case has an article been written

without the full consent and authority of its subject.'50
The subject of the interuiew therefore enercised

considerable control ouer its final shape. Indeed, a

metaphorical microphone has been passed ouer to

Whistler in the opening passage of the interuiew. He tells

the interuiewer, apparently wearing an enpression of

'intense earnestness:'

Why not?...why should I not coll my work symphonies,

arrangements, harmonies, nocturnes and so forth? I know that

many good people think my nomenclature funny and myself
"eccentric." Ves, "eccentric" is the adjectiue they find for me.51

The conuersational tone (which rather ouerwhelms the

underlying seriousness of Whistler's message) of the

interuiew correlates with the cosmopolitan style of the

paper - short paragraphs and formats, the celebrity

interuiew and regular snippets of social gossip.

49later repeated in such papers as the Pall Mall Gazette. Recording
to a subsequent commentator, 'The introduction of "interuiewing"
into English journalism was mainly due to Vates..' though he had
'practised it way before he began "Celebrities at Home" in the
World'...

Ibid., Progress of British Newspapers, p.17.
50Edmund Vates, Preface, Celebrities at Home. (3 uols), London 1 877-
9, (first series), p.1.
51 Ibid., World, Gentle Rrt.



Consequently, in an age when celebrity was dependent

upon printed word and engrauer's line, it was the society

papers52 - chiefly the World. the Pall Mall Gazette and

the Truth - which prouided a platform for Whistler's

uiews and public persona that had not preuiously

existed. All fell within the broad framework of the New

Journalism, which aimed to serue the demands of the

reader for mass information in a concise and easily

digestible form. They also responded to an urbanising

culture and an increasingly leisured middle-class public -

easily distracted, perhaps, by other urban

entertainments.

Both the World. a weekly founded in 1874 by Vates and

E.C. Grenuille Murray, and Henry Labouchere's Truth.

founded three years later, regularly found space to

publish LLIhistier's letters and report his social doings. He

was well-acquainted with Vates and Labouchere, (fig.

1.3.) being on intimate enough terms with the latter for

Labouchere to haue been one of the few present at his

marriage to Beatrix Godwin in 1888. Both papers were

cosmopolitan and iconoclastic in style. Vates described

his formula thus:

...all the light and gossipy news of the dag together with good
political and social articles written in a bolder, freer and less

52Society journalism/the New Journalism in Britain was notably
influenced by journalistic deuelopments in Rmerica, particularly
Joseph Pulitzer's New Vork lilorld.



turgid style than that in luhich such topics were commonly
handled.'53

Similarly, writing in 1882, Joseph Hatton regarded Truth

as 'Bitter, personal, brilliant, chatty, impudent,
sometimes reckless, always amusing' and it was both

'liked and feared.'54 The staple diet of both papers was

the political and social gossip of the day. Rs Hatton

comments:

..Society is cruel. It enjoys the misfortunes of its neighbours.
People bought Truth with a desire so see who was "going to get

it," who or what institutions would be marked down for

enposure.55

He also suggests that the society papers formalised the

traditional links between the press and clubland gossip56
- one here might also add the theatre, for both

Labouchere and Vates dabbled in it, the latter being of

theatrical origins. LUhistier's idiosyncratic literary style
slotted into this format admirably and his acerbic, often

controuersial, letters with his distinctiue butterfly

signature became an immediately recognisable feature

of the 'Rtlas' column between 1878 and 1892.57 In the

53Edmund Vates. Edmund Vates: His Recollections. (2 uols), London
1884, p.308. Such a formula can be traced back to the eighteenth
century and the tradition was continued in the early nineteenth
century in such papers as Theodore Hook's John Bull and the flqe. For
a useful account on the genre, see Laura Smith, 'Society Journalism,'
Newspaper Press Directory. London 1898, pp.80-1.
54Joseph Hatton. Journalistic London. London 1882, p.96.
551 bid., Hatton, p.104.
56fl precursor of the 'What the UJorld Says' column was 'The Lounger
at the Clubs,' a column written by Vates for the Illustrated Times
during the mid fifties. This drew its stories from such sources.
57It was the UJorld and later in the eighties, the Pall Mall Gazette
which prouided the most frequent backdrop for his sparring matches
with Taylor, Quilter, Menpes, UJilde and the Society of British Artists.
A butterfly block seems to haue been in permanent circulation



world of the New Journalism, Francis Phillimore wrote in

1888, Whistler seemed
a singularly able..literary man...witty in his ideas, cleuerin his
choice of words, brief and full of "touch" - in a word , a model

C O

journalist of the new school ..

Indeed, Sheridan Ford, Whistler's erstwhile collaborator

on the Gentle Art, relates elsewhere that the artist used

to brag that 'he could haue been a great newspaper man

if he had so chosen.'59

It was the society papers which enabled Whistler to

reach a specific and ready-made readership that

included many of his patrons uia such columns as 'What

the World Says' in the World and 'Entre Nous' in Truth.

Assisted by his journalistic connections, Whistler

attempted throughout the 1880s to explain his theories,

assault his enemies and create a receptiue public for his

art. Once again, he was attempting to create an extra¬

ordinary aura around himself and his art within the

society press - a seemingly ordinary context. The society

coterie that constituted its main readership and to

which Whistler was socially and economically bound, was

small and closely-knit. Thus, he knew that his acerbic

remarks and witty repartee would be heard and

repeated in its salons and drawing-rooms.

between the offices of these papers and Truth, the same butterfly
being repeatedly used.
58Francis Phillimore, 'Mr Whistler,' Merry England. Uol 1 0, Jan 1 888,
p.588. IPhistler mis-spells the title of this periodical in the Gentle
Art.

59Mary Humphrey & Don C. Seitz, 'The Story of Sheridan Ford -
International Critic,' Detroit Free Press. 30 Apr 1922, p.8.



By 1 878, then, UJhistler had secured seueral platforms

for his views - the press, the exhibition gallery and uia

public controuersy such as the trial :tself. From this date

onwards, the press became an important means of

delivering his message of exclusivity and modernity to

his middle-class audience of patrons and critics. The

appeal of his own literary style was mirrored in the

sensationalism and entertainment element of the

journalist's trade.

Medium, Presentation & Rudience:

Whistler's sense of the importance of presentation in a

literary context as well as an artistic one reverberates in

his press letters of the late seventies and eighties and in

his pamphlet Art & Art Critics (fig. 1.4.). It is an attitude

he shares with Ruskin, for whom the public letter was an

important dialogic and crusading tool. In his Preface to

Arrows of the Chace (1880). a two-volume collection of

his letters, Ruskin defends with great passion the

rationale behind his exhortative style as a letter-writer:
..all these letters were written with fully prouoked zeal, under
strict allowance of space and time...expressed with deliberate

precision; and recommended by the best art I had in illustration
or emphasis.. It is to be remembered also that many of the

subjects handled can be more conueniently treated

controuersially than directly; the answer to a single question
may be made clearer than a statement which endeavours to

anticipate many; and the crystalline vigour of a truth is often

34



best seen in the course of its serene collision with a trembling
and dissoluing fallacy60..

fls with UJhistler's letters to the World and Truth, one is

deliberately presented with the full force of Ruskin's

public personality in his public letters.

In the same preface, Ruskin also asserts:
Since the letters cost me, as aforesaid, much trouble...and since

they were likely almost, in the degree of their force to be
refused by the editors of the aduerse journals, I neuer was

tempted into writing a word for the public press, unless

concerning matters which I had much at heart. Rnd the issue is
therefore, that the two following uolumes contain uery nearly
the indices of euerything I haue deeply cared for during the last

forty years.6'
It is worth noting his claim neuer to haue been 'tempted

into writing a word for the public press,' in which he

excuses his past excursions into newspaper print62 by

suggesting that he did so only when he had a uital and

compelling message to impart. Ruskin implies, then, that

any message of his that reaches the press has been so

profoundly felt by its author that the reader has no

choice but to read it.

While Ruskin harangues the conscience of his audience,

Whistler carefully dresses up his message as

60<fluthor's Preface,' Arrows of the Chace. (1880), ibid., The IDorks of
John Ruskin. E.T. Cook & fllenander Wedderburn (eds.) (39 uols),
London 1903-12, HHHIU, pp.470-1.
61 Ibid.

°*ln the course of his career Ruskin contributed to a range of
newspapers, literary reuiews (such as the Cornhill) and specialist
periodicals on art, architecture and geology.



entertainment. His targets are uiuidly personified: he

harangues yet he entertains. R LDhistler letter too is

compelling, for it prompts an exchange with its uictim.

When the critic Tom Taylor63 complained that he had been

quoted out of context in the copy of Rrt & Rrt Critics

UJhistler had sent him 'sans rancune,' the artist

concocted an elaborate, parodying letter which aimed to

prouoke:
Dead for a ducat, dead! my dear Tom: and the rattle has reached
me by post.
"Sans Rancune," say you? Bah! you scream unkind threats and
die badly.

Why squabble ooer your little article? Vou did print what I quote,

you know, Tom; and it is surely unimportant what more you may

haue written of the Master. That you should haue written

anything at all is your crime.64
Hence, the effectiueness of Whistler's performances in

the press was also dependent frequently upon some

form of comic foil - it was necessary for the cast to be

dressed up as well as the stage. His jibes against the

critics Tom Taylor, (fig. 1.5.) Harry Quilter, Sidney Coluin

and others loosely identified with the Ruskin camp

together represent a kind of gross caricature of art

criticism. Rll wrote for prominent papers with the

ponderousness of Taylor's criticism and Quilter's

characteristically hectoring tone likely to haue been well

known to his audience. But so ringing is Whistler's

63Tom Taylor (1 81 7-80) was art critic of the Times from c.1 857-80.
64,The Position,' Gentle Art, p.37. Whistler sent the exchange to the
World where it was published on 15January, 1879. It was his first
published exchange with a Ruskinian critic.



presence and so effectively does his mockery of both

these critics reverberate in the Gentle Art that ive are

given little sense of ivho they ivere. Rs is the case ivith

his press letters, historical distance prevents us from

uieiving them as their audience originally kneiv them.

Certainly, it uias the trial that sealed UJhistler's

antipathy towards a number of Ruskinian critics. Taylor

had appeared as a witness on Ruskin's behalf; Quilter,

who briefly succeeded Taylor as critic of the Times,

moving on afterwards to the Spectator.65 first seems to

have clashed with Whistler over a fiercely critical review

of Rrt & Rrt Critics in the columns of the latter paper. He

also became the object of his displeasure when he

purchased the UJhite House at the artist's bankruptcy

sale in 1879, subsequently making considerable

alterations to the house.66

But ultimately, their individual 'sins' fade into the

background alongside the caricature and persiflage that

Whistler creates around them as in, for example, his

vivid personification of Quilter as the comic character

"flrry.' The character probably has its roots in a music

65Quilter worked for the paper from 1 876-86.

66The incident is recorded in the Gentle Art uia a letter to the World
headed 'Sacrilege,' in which UJhistler condemns Quilter's
'desecration' and Philistinism. He grandly views it as a desecration
of his artistic achievements as well as an architectural one:

History is wiped from the face of Chelsea.
See 'fi cry from the MacNeill,' letter to Atlas, World. 17 Oct 1883,
p.13. Rep. Gentle Art, pp.124-5.



hall song, but is also likely to be connected to the

satirical figure of that name tuho flourished in Punch

from the late seuenties to the late nineties. Most likely,

UJhistler had both in mind, "Arry's long association with

the paper commenced with his appearance in Punch's

Almanack for 1 874. He went on to become, as Patricia

Marks describes:

Punch's anti-hero. Brash uulgar and Tory down to his toes, he

provides a uiitty and thought-provoking gloss on social and
political issues67..
'firry with his disdain for '"igh art" and problem plays and his
distrust of foreigners, is Milliken's vehicle for ironic social

commentary, fit home in his castle and on turf, 'firry prides
himself on being conversant with social, political and artistic
issues of the day. he doesn't argue politics; he papers walls with

posters and engages in fisticuffs. He stamps his feet at music
hall songs and munches sandwiches at the races; he trips over

his skates in winter, wings partridges in spring, and has a riotous
time at Margate in summer. Like the typical social climber he

puts country and self-esteem above common humanitarian
values.6®

In 1881, 'Hrry was portrayed by Harry Furniss as 'The

Cheap Aesthetic Swell,'69 (fig. 1.6.) complete with

Japanese parasol and fan. It is 'Hrry who, hauing

acquired the slightest ueneer of education, prides

himself in his knowledge of all subjects - 'the Uenus of

Milo...'lgh Art, and the philosophical questions of the

"dy."' The association between LUhistler's nick-name for

67Patricia Marks, "'Love, Larks & Lotion:" fi Descriptive Bibliography
of E.J Milliken's '"firry" Poems in Punch.' Dictorian Periodicals
Review. Uol HHDI, No 2, Summer 1993, p.67.

68lbid., p.71.

69'The Cheap Aesthetic Swell.' Punch. 30 Jul 1881, Uol LHHHI, p.41.



Quilter with 'firry - with his tawdriness and eagerness to

copy the latest fashion - must haue stung the

unfortunate art critic, 'flrry's creator E.J. Milliken called

him 'the essential Cat/',' citing as his inspiration 'the

cheap clerk...tenth-rate suburban singer, music hall

"pro."' Quilter had become well-known for his public

attacks on aestheticism which he perceiued as uacuous

and morally corrupting. His essay 'The New Renaissance:

or the Gospel of Intensity' had recently been published,

in which he attacked the 'refined and weary cynicism'70
of Swinburne, Pater and Burne-Jones which, he felt,

hauing been introduced to a wider public uia the

Grosuenor Gallery had unleashed undesirable social

forces.

Once LHhistler's presence and trademarks and his

animosity towards certain critics became well-known in

the UJorld and the Truth, a kind of expectation of future

installments to come rapidly established itself. It is

worth noting Harry Quilter's charge that Edmund Vates

and Oscar LLIilde (who was to be identified with IDhistler

for a substantial part of the eighties), were 'mixed up' in

his row with the artist and that the former 'not only

admitted their [UJhistler and UJilde's] attacks, which

70<The New Renaissance: or the Gospel of Intensity.' MacMillan's
Magazine. Sept 1 880, Uol HLII, p.398.



always took the form of personalities, but identified

himself with them wheneuer occasion serued.'71

fis has been shown in Catherine Goebel's thesis,72
UJhistler's uiew of his treatment at the hands of the

Ruskinian critics is entremely one-sided, if one considers

the original content of the reuiews upon which it is

based. If Taylor, Quilter, Coluin, IDedmore and others

were not exactly whole-hearted in their sympathy for

the artist, they did on occasion notice his work

fauourably within the limits of their own critical

uocabulary.73 But what became, in a sense, more

important as the eighties progressed and these critics

began to be ouertaken by New Critics like R.fl.M.

Steuenson, Malcolm C. Salaman and George Moore, was

what they represented, fls is hoped will euentually

become euident, it suited IDhistler's agenda to present

their position as 'old' - representatiue of an earlier era

of bulk picture-buying and making, of ualue for money in

detail and sentiment, of Frith's 'Railway Station' (1862) -

71 Harry Quilter, Opinions on Men. Women & Things. Mary Quilter,
(ed.), London 1 908, p.136.

72Catherine Carter Goebel, flrrangment in Black & White: The Making
of a Whistler Legend. Ph.D diss., Northwestern Uniuersity 1988.
73Taylor had on occasion been a receptiue, if not especially
perceptiue critic of UJhistler's art since the early sixties and is
defended by UJhistler's early associate Thomas Rrmstrong in Thomas
Armstrong C.B - fl Memoir 1852-1911. L. Lamont (ed.), London 1912,
p.204. Armstrong's story that 'a great deal ' of a laudatory notice of
UJhistler's work written by Taylor for the Times had been
'suppressed by the editor' is corraborated by a letter from Taylor to
UJhistler in Glasgow (n.d. [1872], GUL, LB12/59-60). Furthermore, as
recently as 1 872, the artist had written to Taylor requesting that he
uiew 'The Artist's Mother' before it departed for the Academy (see
UJhistler to Taylor, n.d., [Postmark 1 872], LCPC, Cont. 14).



and his own position as 'new,' a modern whose art

correlated with the artistic and economic mood of the

late eighties and nineties.

UJhistler, Ruskin & their Audiences:

To gauge the relationship between medium and audience
was also important. Like Whistler, Ruskin was attempting

deliberatelg to communicate often startling ideas to his

audience in apparently familiar surroundings. Similarly,

he recognised the publicity ualue of the trial in 1878,

telling Edward Burne-Jones (who appeared on his behalf)
that it prouided an opportunity for his principles of art

economy to be heard by a wider public uia the press. He

knew that to be 'sent ouer all the world in a newspaper

report or two'74 enabled him to reach new audiences on

a scale that he had been unable to achieue in his

pamphlets and lectures.

The shrewd awareness of their audiences deueloped by

Whistler and Ruskin is thus imbedded thoroughly in the

trial itself, and their attitudes to the publicity generated

by the case. In addition, as has been indicated earlier,

the latter part of the seuenties had a significant effect

on Whistler's career as a literary controuersialist during

the eighties. In his use of the society press as a uehicle

for his opinions, Whistler was, in common with Ruskin,

recognising the crucial distinguishing feature between

74Ruskin to Edward Burne-Jones, n.d, [before 8 Rug 1877], ibid.,
Works. HHHUII, p.225.



periodical literature and the publication of books.

Periodical literature demands, as Brian Maidment points

out, a 'sharper and more specific sense of readership

than most uolume publication' since its readerships are

'defined by content, price and editorial policy.'75

Both LUhistler and Buskin also created a tailor-made

staye for themselues in other contents such as the

guidebook or catalogue, with well-defined functions and

audiences. Buskin, for ekampie, in Notes on the Royal

Academy, imposed his discursiue and highly prejudicial

style upon the customarily informatiue and formulaic

genre of the gallery guidebook. Such guidebooks supplied

accessible information to fulfil the needs of a specific

occasion. The genre is well-enemplified by Henry

Blackburn's enhibition guides Academy Notes. Grosuenor

Notes and Dudley Notes which were published during the

late seuenties and early eighties. Blackburn declares in

the preface to his Grosuenor Notes in 1 879:
The purpose of Grosuenor Notes is to be descriptiue rather than

critical; to form a record of the summer euhibitions at the

Grosuenor Gallery tuhich should be interesting and useful for
reference.76

On the other hand, Ruskin pronounces in the Preface to

his Academy Notes for 1858:
If there is any truly original power in a picture - nay, if it shows
euen any considerable quantity of good work and effort, it takes
me at least half and hour to form judgement of it; and if it is a

75Brian Maidment, '"Readers Fair& Foul:" John Ruskin and the
Periodical Press,' ibid., Shattock & LUolff, p.39.
76Henry Blackburn, Grosuenor Notes. London 1879, p. 1.



great picture, I want the half-hour twice or three times ouer on

different days: and the time so spent is laboriously spent - in

finding out as far as I can first what the painter is trying for,
then in comparing his way of trying for it with this and the other
conditions of art already existing, and considering what
likelihood of success or error are inuolued in his present mode

of work; determining not so much what the real facts are about
the picture, which I can tell pretty soon, as how many of those
facts the painter or the public ought to be told77..

The guidebook therefore takes on a more intimate and

paternalistic guise; Ruskin professes it to be 'a circular

letter to my friends about the pictures that interest me

in my first glance at the Enhibition.'78 In contrast, in

Uihistler's catalogues of the eighties, the informatiue

function of the catalogue format is ouershadowed by his

attempts to ridicule the critics by placing carefully

entracted quotes from past reuiews beneath the titles of

the works listed. The simple design of the catalogue, like

those for his ewhibitions of Uenice etchings in 1880 and

1883 respectiuely or 'Notes Harmonies, Nocturnes' (1884)

(the latter included 'L'Enuoie,' which stressed his belief

that a finished work of art shows no euidence of the

labour put into its creation), aduertises the reductiue

qualities of LUhistler's art.

Buskin's consciousness of his audience was rooted in his

practical instincts. In their introduction to Fors Clauiqera
in the Ruskin LUorks. E.T. Cook and Blenander LUedderburn

77John Ruskin, Preface, Academy Notes 1 858, ibid., Works HIU,
pp.147-8.
781 bid., p.149.



are keen to contrast these instincts with the so-called

inactiuity of his master Thomas Carlyle who 'was content
to storm and preach and rail.'79 But it was from his early

mentor Carlyle that Ruskin absorbed the rhetoric skill -

intensified, perhaps, by their common Euangelical roots

and Romantic organicism - which fired them.

Later, the publication of his The Stones of Uenice (1853)

and 'Unto This Last'(1861) kindled a social actiuism which

preoccupied him during the seuenties. This shift in

direction, together with his double term as Slade

Professor of Fine Rrt at Oxford, exposed him to new and

diuerse audiences. He was already a prolific lecturer and

public letter writer but the Oxford lectures and the

publication of the epistolary Fors. (fig. 1.7.) his organ of

address to the working man, were important attempts to

euolue new and uital ways of engaging with his

audience. Rt Oxford, Ruskin was addressing a newly

arriued commercial and industrial class in the belief, as

Linda Rustin obserues, that this 'recently empowered

class knows or can learn the correct cultural ualues, that

they haue the seeds of English nobility. This optatiue

mood reflects the composite audience Ruskin saw as he

wrote.'80 Howeuer, while Fors usually appeared

periodically, this often depended upon Ruskin's state of

health and current intellectual pre-occupations. Thus,

791 bid., Ruskin, Works. HHUII, p.HUIII.
80Linda Rustin, The Practical Ruskin: Economies & Audience in the
Late Work. Baltimore & London 1991, p.28.



Austin argues that sometimes 'the readership inscribed

differs from the one addressed.' But she also suggests

that on other occasions, Ruskin 'focused on readers he

had limned indirectlg, usually through the art and

literature he sain auailable for sale or uiewing.' As a

result, Luhile Fors is first and foremost a public letter -

albeit one disguised as a periodical - it is one in which

the intimacy of a personal letter mingles with the

formality of the lecture platform.

In Fors. as in his Rcademy Notes. Ruskin makes an

ordinary medium seem extra-ordinary, for it is a hybrid

of styles and formats - 'that strange, inexplicable blend

of autobiography, uituperation, poignancy, prophecy, and

didacticism,'81 as J.L. Bradley succinctly describes it. Its

appearance in the format of a public letter gaue Ruskin

the freedom to cultiuate a discursiue style which enabled

him to engage in a dialogue with his audience. George

Allan Cate belieues that he

was a man in constant debate with himself, always intellectually
honest, and aware of his changing courses of life. Much of his
power comes from this; for it gaue him a close rapport with his
own readers and a following of his own.8^

In this way, Ruskin is compelling the artist to engage

with his public; he must reject the detached UJhistlerian

preserue of the artist and reaffirm his role as the

81Ruskin:The Critical Heritage. J.L Bradley, (ed.), London 1984, p.19.
82George Allan Cate, 'Ruskin's Discipleship of Carlyle' in Carlyle & His
Contemporaries; Essays in Honor of Charles Richard Sanders. John
Clubbe (ed.), Durham, N.C. 1976, p.256.



embodiment of both the decay and the moral aspirations

of society. When in his libellous passage in the July 1877

number of Fors. Ruskin accuses 11) his tier of 'flinging a pot

of paint in the public's face,' he is not only charging him

with deficiencies as a workman but of failing to engage

with the composite audience he was attempting to reach

at Onford and through his periodical-letter.

UJhistler first and foremost, saw Ruskin as a non-

specialist, a 'Gentle Priest of the Philistine!' who 'ambles

from all point, and through many uolumes, escaping

scientific assertion - "babbles of green fields."'83 While

both men remoulded seueral literary conteuts in order to

reach their respectiue audiences, for Whistler, the

difficulty was that Ruskin preached too many messages

to too many audiences. 'Rn inroad into the laboratory

would be looked upon as an intrusion,' he protests in Rrt

& Rrt Critics, 'but before the triumphs of Rrt, the

eHpounder is at his ease, and points out the doctrine that

Raphael's results are within the reach of any beholder,

prouided he enrol himself with Ruskin or hearken to

Coluin in the prouinces. The people are to be educated

upon the broad basis of "Taste," forsooth, and it matters

83'Ten O'Clock Lecture,' Gentle Art, p.1 50. The allusion' "babbles of
green fields'" refers to the death of Falstaff in Henry U:

..Arthur made a finer end, and went away an it had been for any
christom child a parted euen just between twelue and one, euen at the
turning o' the tide: for after I saw him fumble with the sheets and play
with flowers and smile upon his fingers'ends. I knew there was but one
way; for his nose was as sharp as a pen and a babbled of green fields.

(Sc.Ill)



but little ujhat "gentleman and scholar" undertake the

task.' 'Eloquence,' he charges, 'alone shall guide them -

and the readiest mriter or ujordiest talker is perforce

their professor... Still, quite alone stands Ruskin...To him

and his enample do me ome the outrage of proffered

assistance from the unscientific - the meddling of the

immodest, the intrusion of the garrulous.'84 While Ruskin

sought to influence a mide audience through appealing to

specific sections of that audience, Whistler's message

and audience mas singular and enclusiue.

Ruskin, then, sought a content in mhich he could gain a

rapport mith his audience, in order to conuey a synthetical

message. On the other hand, Whistler could perhaps be

said to haue enploited contents characterised by their

ordinariness in a manner mhich heightens one's sense of

his special position as an artist - 'a monument of

isolation'85 as he insists in the Ten O'clock Lecture. In a

sense, then, Whistler also aimed to miden the gulf

betmeen artist and public. Rt the same time, Whistler and

Ruskin mere both concerned to identify constituencies in

mhich they might locate their audiences. In doing so, they

often (and in analogous mays) subuert elements of

popular culture - the lecture, the catalogue and the

nemspaper column - according to their differing agendas.

They also assume guises - the uisionary-prophet, the

84'UJhistler u Ruskin, Art & Art Critics,' Gentle Art, pp.33-4.
85,Ten O'clock Lecture.' Gentle Art, d.155.



eccentric celebrity-genius with which their audience

would be culturally attuned.

Whistler u Ruskin; Rrt & Rrt Critics:

In Ruskin's dislike for hack journalism, one could say

that he again shares a certain attitude in common with

IDhistler. He felt that periodical literature should act as a

force for change rather than as a mere liuelihood:
...the chief of all curses of this unhappy age is the uniuersal

gabble of fools, and of the flocks that follow them...the result of
the inuention of printing, and of the easy power and extreme
pleasure to uain persons of seeing themselues in print....
Just think what a horrible condition of life it is that any man of
common uulgar wit, who knows English grammar, can get for a

couple of sheets of chatter in a magazine, two-thirds of what
Milton got altogether for Paradise Lost!86..

Of course Ruskin could afford to hold such a disdainful

uiew - his priuate means meant that he was neuer

compelled to eke out a meagre existence as a hack

journalist. Rut herein lies a link with LUhistler's hostile
allusions to Taylor and Coluin87 in Rrt & Rrt Critics. Rs

growing infirmity forced Ruskin to withdraw increasingly

from public life as the eighties progressed, the likelihood

that an opportunity would arise to publicly harass Ruskin

(or for Ruskin to reuiew his work) grew fainter.

861 bid., Ruskin, 'Fors Clauigera,' UolUII,Letter81,Sept 1877, Works
HHIH, p.205.
87fipart from Ruskin, it is likely that Whistler's uiew of Sidney Coluin
was also coloured by Coluin's strong critical allegiance to Edward
Burne-Jones. fls art critic of the Pall Mall Gazette and the Academy
in the late sixties and seuenties, he had campaigned actiuely upon
his behalf. See Sidney Coluin, Memories & Notes of Persons & Places.
London 1921, pp.50-1.



Consequently, IDhistler in a s bound to focus the intensity

of his attack upon the numinous corps of critics mho

claimed inspiration from him. It mas these regular critics

mho became targets for direct assault from UJhistler in

the press - until the trial, almost the sole platform for

his excursions into print. If Taylor and Coluin mere

literary men rather than professional journalists, the

trade they plied mas a similarly part-time actiuity and

their interests mere more literary than artistic. Sir

Martin Conmay remembered Coluin's confession to him

that

firt was not his chief interest; that was literature. Rrt prouided

his bread and butter, first at Cambridge, afterward at the British

Museum, but all the time he was looking forward to the day
when he could lay it aside and write the life of Keats.88

Similarly, Taylor mas a senior dull seruant and the author

of a number of popular plays as mell as an art critic.

In Rrt & Art Critics. LUhistler fancifully equates the style

of Taylor and other nemspaper critics mith the transport

they might use in the course of their daily business:
Tough old Tom, the busy City 'Bus, with its heauy jolting and
many halts; its steady, sturdy, stodgy continuance on the
same old much worn way, euery turning known, and freshness
unhoped for; its patient dreary dullness of daily duty to its cheap

company - struggling on to its end, neuertheless, and pulling up

at the Bank! with a flourish from the driuer, and a joke from the
cad at the door.

Then the contributors to the daily papers: so many hansoms

bowling along that the moment may not be lost, and the a propos

gone for euer. The one or two broughams solemnly rolling along

88Quoted in E.U. Lucas. The Coluins & Their Friends. London 1928,
p.29.



for reuiews, while the lighter bicycle zigzags irresponsibly in
O Q

among them for the happy Halfpennies.'

Certainly, Whistler's hostility towards Tom Taylor was

deeply felt, but his argument is a perennial and more

wide-ranging one, deriuing from his scorn for critics who

were not practising artists - the amateur is criticising

the specialist.90 Giuen the outcome of the trial, Whistler

had wisely broadened the focus of the issues it had

raised from art critics to art criticism, fls if to indicate

this intention, as Linda Merrill has pointed out,91 Whistler

apparently appended the sub-title Art & Art Critics to his

design for the couer of UJhistler u Ruskin after some

interual92 (see fig. 1.8.).

Juxtaposing himself as a 'specialist' among amateurs,

then, became a persistent theme of Whistler's agenda

during the eighties, which dates back to Art & Art Critics.

In his attacks on critics, he delights in spotting their

errors - as on the occasion when a critic, probably Harry

Quilter, mistook a water-colour portrait of Ruskin for an

"flrt & Art Critics. Rep. Gentle Rrt. pp.28-9.
90Coluin (1845-1927) became director of the Fitzwilliam Museum in
1876. He was Slade Professor from 1873-85 during Ruskin's two
terms as his opposite number at Owford.
91 Ibid., Merrill, p.255.

92Thomas R. UJay remembered that before LUhistler 'finally settled
on its form for publication, he had an idea to use a fancy couer, and
made many sketches for the purpose. One was a quite elaborate
Nocturne, which he drew in ink on brown paper...He euidently
intended to make a lithograph himself, but questions of cost
probably interfered, and finally type was used on brown paper.'This
uersion of the couer is reproduced in LiJay's uolume. See Thomas R.
UJay, Memories of James MacNeill UJhistler. London 1 91 2, p.33.



oil portrait.93 Furthermore, Whistler encourages in Art &
Art Critics the notion of an ongoing campaign, confirming

in its opening paragraphs the continuation of 'the war, of

which the opening skirmish was fought the other day in

Westminster.'94 It is possible that he may haue hoped to

write a sequel of some form, as he hints on more than

one occasion, echoing the sequential nature of Auskin's

JFors. He wrote to Helen UJhistler from Uenice of his plans

when he returned to London:

I shall haue such a lot to say about that Ruskin lot and in short
. 95uarious!"

for, unsurprisingly, Ruskin was much on his mind. In

another letter he was asking
liihat in the Luorld has that old Rss Ruskin has been getting about
noui - really I must call him deliberately Rss - nothing else in

English describes him as I feel him to be..9®
He continued to encourage the idea of future pamphlets,

writing to Helen Whistler from Cornwall a few years later

in terms which echo his antipathy towards Ruskin:
UJell for dullness this place is simply amazing! Nothing but Nature
about - and Nature is but a poor creature after all - as I haue

often told your poor company certainly - and artistically, often
offensiue - Upon this subject I shall be eloquent when you see

93The error appeared in a reuiew of the Grosuenor Gallery exhibition
published in the Times on 2 May 1 881. LU his tier pointed it out in a
letter to the World, dated 18 May. Both the extract and Whistler's
mocking response are reproduced in the Gentle Rrt (pp.68-9) under
the respectiue titles 'Naif Enfant' and 'R Straight Tip.'
94lfirt & Rrt Critics,' Rep. Gentle Rrt. p.25.
95Whistler to Helen Whistler, n.d., [1880] GUL, W683. Helen Whistler
was married to his brother William.

9®Whistler to Helen Whistler, n.d., [1880], GUL, W684. Ruskin had
recently been embroiled in public controuersy ouer the restoration
of St Marks, Uenice.



me again - indeed it must be made much of uia my next brown

paper pamphlet.97

Certainly, LlJhistler was keen to suggest that his

pamphlets formed part of a series long before the Gentle

Art was conceiued. In c.1888, he described Art & Art

Critics to Frederick Dixon as 'the first pamphlet of the

Brown paper series' and evidently included his

catalogues under this same umbrella, mentioning that in

the interim period there had been 'seuerai small

catalogues of the same pamphlet form.'98

During the late seventies and eighties, the pamphlet and

the public letter responded to specific incidents - theg

were verbally acrobatic and urbane in style, correlating

closely with that of the society press, and self-

vindicating in intention. LlJhistler, in a sense, responded

to Buskin's experiments with ephemeral literary forms -

the pamphlet, the guide book and the public letter. To

llJhistler, the public letter was polemical for the purposes

of public displag, a concept much employed by Ruskin.

Whistler's pamphlet Art & Art Critics and his attack on

Ruskin propelled his efforts to publicise his own theories

and upstage the critic.

After the trial in 1878, Whistler needed supporters,

sending his pamphlet to Comyns Carr, Taylor and other

97UJhistler to Helen UJhistler, [Dec 1883], GUL, UJ698.
"llJhistler to Frederick Dixon, n.d. [1888 x 1889], National Art
Library, 86.EE.90. Dixon was editor of the Christian Science Monitor.



critics. His mood is admirably captured in a letter to his

friend Dr Harold Bird:

Now go at once this very day to Chatto & Windus Piccadillly -

you know Swinburne's publishers and ask for several copies of
LUhistler's pamphlet and you are not to give them away! but to
make everybody else get them also at Chatto's - so that the run

on the thing may keep up! Miss Bird must go herself too. The
ladies you know are the ones to win the world and especially
they must eagerly cry out in full Piccadilly for Whistler's
pamphlet!99

On 11 January 1 879 the Euaminer reported that he 'flings

it at the heads of all the editors in England.'100 Thus

during the eighties, the press serued as a means to more

widely publicise his ideas and the issues they inuoked.

The pamphlet, the catalogue and later in 1890, the

'autobiography' would serue to enshrine and codify

them. Firstly, however, it was necessary for a receptiue

audience to be created.

"lUhistler to Dr Harold Bird, n.d., {after 24 Dec 18781, GUL, B79.
1 00.n "Bravura" in Brown Paper,' Euaminer. 11 Jan 1 879, GUL,
WPC2/10.



C H n P T E R II

Whistler & Wilde in the Eighties: the Rrtist
as Spectacle

Rs has been shown in the previous chapter, the press

played an important role in Whistler's self-publicising

strategy both before and after the trial, providing a

necessary platform from which he could parade his

uiews and assault his enemies. But there are one or two

elements missing from this equation, for Whistler's

attempts to regenerate his career through expanding

upon his earlier ideas about exhibition design, together

with his renewed interest in exhibiting his works abroad,

required more energy than euen he could expend. The

press may haue provided a ready-made stage, but

Whistler's efforts also required the support of a loyal

band of critics, dealers and followers.

During the early eighties, Whistler secured the support of

New Critics like Malcolm Salaman and Robert Rllan

Mowbray Steuenson and the French critic, Theodore Duret

in his quest to further his critical fortunes. It was a rise

that he had been carefully nurturing since 1881, after his

return from his year-long sojourn in Uenice. Salaman's

chief platform was the Court & Society Reuiew in which he

published a lengthy interview with Whistler. In it he was

once again portrayed Rt Home' in the sparse surroundings
of his studio at 454, Fulham Road, and hailed as an artistic
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master. Once again, too, did Whistler seize the opportunity

to publicise his theories. This time he attempted to set

forth the rationale behind his portraits of the eighties like

'Arrangement in Flesh Colour & Black: Portrait of Theodore

Duret' (c. 1883-4), enpressing the uiew that 'people neuer

look at nature with any sense of its pictorial appearance -

for uihich reason, by the way, they also neuer look at a

picture with any sense of nature, but unconsciously from

habit, with reference to what they haue seen in other

pictures.'101 The interuiew caused a considerable stir and

Salaman's allegiance to Whistler became celebrated and

commented upon, as a measured article entitled '"Hue"

Whistler!'102 by R.fl.M. Steuenson, his opposite number at

the Saturday Reuiew. eKemplifies. In addition, a comic

note was struck in February 1887, when a lampoon of

Salaman as a knight in armour brandishing a flag adorned

with Whistler's name and butterfly signature appeared in

the Journalist103 (see fig. 2.1.).

Steuenson was art critic of the Saturday Reuiew. then an

influential journal with a hefty circulation and substantial

upper-middle class readership, during the 1880s and later

from 1893-9, of the Pall Mall Gazette. He was also a

contributor to the mass market art periodical, the

101Malcolm C. Salaman, 'In Whistler's Studio,' Court & Society
Reuiew. 1 Jul 1886, Uol 3, No 104, pp.558-90. Rep. Gentle Rrt (p.1 77)
under the title 'fl Further Proposition.'
102IR.R.M. Steuenson],'"Rue Whistler,'" Saturday Reuietu. 10 Jul
1886, Uol 62, No 1602, pp.54-5.
103lt was saued by Whistler for his press cuttings books. See the
Journalist. 4 Feb. 1 887. GUL. WPC5/127



Magazine of Art during the editorships of LLI.E. Henley and

M. H. Spielmann, both of whom were figures well-known

to LUhistler.104 Echoes of LUhistler's mews in the Ten

O'Clock - regularly surface in Steuenson's notable study

Uelasauez. published in 1895 - 'the growth of art is

sporadic..to affect the mind of one man it is not necessary

to postulate the conflict of nations and mighty epoch-

making machinery of history.'105 Steuenson's work thus

documents the close sympathy between the two men.

Since April 1881, when he published an article on UJhistler

in the journal Gazette de Beaux Arts.106 and the following

year when he praised UJhistler as 'un grand, un tres grand

artiste'107 in a reuiew of the London exhibitions, Duret

(fig . 2.2.) had been an incisiue and loyal critic of his art. In

1885, Duret would publish a uolume entitled Critique

d'Auant-Garde in which, along with essays on Manet,

Renoir and Monet, there appeared one on LDhistler. This

regained for UJhistler a sense of the European stage that

he had lost when he ceased exhibiting at the Salon some

104The Scottish-born UJ.E Henley's sympathy for French painting,
(and later his antipathy for UJilde) enamoured him with UJhistler and
made him an effectiue ally. Hs editor of the Scots Obseruer (later the
National Obseruerl in the early nineties, he commanded the literary-
journalistic circle of Steuenson and Charles UJhibley frequented by
UJhistler during this period.
105R.fl.M. Steuenson, Uelasauez. (with a biographical study by Denys
Sutton and the tent reuised and annotated by Theodore Crombie),
London 1 895, 1 962 edtn., p.47.
1 06Theodore Duret, 'LUhistler' Gazette de Beaux Arts, (first series), 1
Apr 1881, uol 23, pp.365-9. Later incorporated in Duret's Critique
d'Ruant Garde (Paris 1885, pp.245-60).
107Theodore Duret,"Enpositions de la Royal Academy et de la
Grosuenor Gallery,' Gazette de Beaux Arts. Dec 1 882, p.620.



sixteen years before.108 Consequently Duret was, and

would continue to be an important ally to LLfhistier through
these writings, fuelling his re-entry to the Parisian art

scene during the 1 880s.

Later, LUalter Dowdeswell, his leading dealer during this

period and Walter Sickert, then Whistler's leading artist-

follower, also took up the pen on his behalf. Dowdeswell

wrote a profile of Whistler's career (reiterating his

statement 'R Further Proposition ) for Rrt Journal in 1 887,

in which Whistler's presence looms large. We learn, for

example, that his own productions are all based upon

certain scientific formulae upon which he insists' and

that He has no toleration for the existing academies and

schools of Art, for he asserts that their principal product

has been the amateur - the brother of Affectation and

Aestheticism.'109 Whistler's independent and unique

position as above all things a true artist' is consistently

emphasised, as is his exclusivity:

In his art the "plain man" finds nothing to interest him.110
The piece was also advertised as 'An entirely

sympathetic article on the hero of "Arrangements" and

"Nocturnes" putting his unique features in an everyday

light.'111 The coupling of entertainment with an appeal to
the audience's sense of artistic discernment became a

108He began to exhibit again at the Salon in 1882, sending
'Arrangement in Black No 5: Portrait of Lady Meun' (1881) that year.
1 09_lilalter D o id d e sid ell, 'IV his tier,' Art Journal. Apr 1887, p.99.

110lbid., Dowdesivell, p.102.
111 See unidentified press cutting, GUL, UJPC7/14.



consistent feature in UJhistler's public profile during the

eighties.

Sickert first took up the cudgels on UJhistler's behalf in

1882, when as Rn Rrt Student,' he defended LLPhistier's

'Scherzo in Blue: The Blue Girl' (c. 1880-1) against the

charge of sketchiness.112 Sickert pointed out that the

critic had formed his judgement of the picture on the

occasion of its showing at a priuate uiew in an

unfinished state, prior to being sent to the Salon.113!?]
His subsequent claim to haue promoted Whistler's cause

with some obstinacy in whateuer papers would put up

with it'114 between 1882 and 1892 is reasonably

accurate, for his uiews appeared in a broad range of

different journalistic contents from Herbert Uiuian's

Whirlwind and the Pall Mall Gazette to the London edition

of the New Vork Herald. He also assisted Whistler in

other ways, organising a retrospectiue show of his

pictures at the College for Working Men & Women, which

opened on 2 May 1889. Howeuer, although the show

included fifty oils, water-colours, etchings and pastels, it

attracted only modest attention from the press. It also

soured Sickert's relations with Whistler, for the artist

1120n anotheroccasion in January 1886, Sickert wrote to the editor
of the Daily News , drawing the attention of a writer who had
declared the 'poet and the painter who can do justice to the London
fog haue yet to assert themselues' to Whistler's art (See Daily News.
25 Jan 1 886, GUL, Chron. WPCs).
11 3Sickert to Editor, Pall Mall Gazette. 1 882. Rep. ibid., Life I, p.309.
114 Rlthough his admiration for Whistler later cooled. See W.R
Sickert, R Free House orThe Rrtist as Craftsman Being the Writings of
Walter Richard Sickert. Osbert Sitwell (ed.), London 1947, p.234.



blamed his deficient organisational skills115 for its lack

of success.

It mas a similar role that UJhistler concerned for UJilde

mhen the tmo men first encountered each other,

probably through the artist Frank Miles, mith mhom

Wilde had moued to Tite Street in August 1880. Like other

supporters during this decade, Whistler regarded him as

a potential agent for his ideas. For a similar reason, his

initial attitude to Sheridan Ford mould be receptiue,

setting the stage for the Gentle Art in 1890. Both Wilde

and Whistler set out mith similar goals during the

eighties and utilised similar methods - the

commodification of self in the pursuit of critical and

commercial success. For a time, it mas prudent to join

forces and create a sensational double spectacle.

This sense of a joint spectacle mas reinforced by the

press. Tomards the end of the seuenties, George du

Maurier's caricatures of 'aesthetic types' began in

Punch. Whilst ueiled references to Whistler quickly

became a established feature, allusions to Wilde also

began to appear from about 1880, the year of his moue

to Tite Street, especia iiy as the poet-aesthete Jellaby

Postlethmaite.116 In a sketch entitled 'Affiliating an

115See Andrew Dempsey, 'll)histler& Sickert: A Friendship & its End,'
AdoIIo. Uol 83, No 47, Jan 1 966, pp.30-7 for an account of their
relationship.
116 LLIilde also receiued other nicknames, 'Oscar UJildegoose' being
one of the more colourful. Elements of UJhistler are detectable in



Resthete,' published in June 1880, (fig. 2.3.) du Maurier

crowns the aesthetes Postlethwaite and Maudle as 'the

Twin Gods of Poetry and Rrt.'117 Their presence and

pairing heralded the decade of the nineties, as Regenia

Gagnier points out:
The engagement of aestheticism..mas grounded in the beginnings
of modern spectacular and mass society and depended upon

image and aduertising1 1 8...

By June 1881, LLMIde was sufficiently known to become

the subject number thirty-seuen of the caricature series

'Punch's Fancy Portraits' (fig. 2.4.). It appeared on the

25th of the month, accompanied by the mildly

prouocatiue lines
...Resthete of Aesthetes!

LDhat's in a name?

The poet is LUILDE,

But his poetry's tame1 19
R UJildean iconographical industry rapidly sprung forth

and numerous images caricaturing his entrauagant

appearance and mannerisms soon ran riotously through

the American and British press. In this way, UJilde

became known to a middle-class newspaper-reading

public ouer the nent couple of years as a leading

ewponent of aestheticism. Rs the LUorld remarked in

paraphrase:

Maudle, the painter character, but are less explicit than those of
LLIilde in the poet character Postlethwaite.
117Punch. 19 Jun 1880, Uol LHHUIII, p.287.
11 8Regenia Gagnier, Idylls of the Marketplace: Oscar Wilde & the
Uictorian Public. California 1986, Rldershot, Hants 1987 edtn., p.8.
1 1 9Punch. 25 Jun 1881, Uol LHHH, p.298.



Mr Oscar LDilde is a cognate person not so much because he has
written poems he is one of the principal leaders of the social and

artistic mouement which goes bg the name of aestheticism12®
In this atmosphere, both ULIilde and LUhistler utere

consistently identified with each other.

Rs Gagnier goes on to suggest, IJJilde and LUhistler found

a receptiue audience:
The social conditions in the London of the 1880$ were ripe for

posing: in this beginning of the age of modern aduertising, the
press was easilg accessible for self-aduertisement; the
upperclasses - which were now consolidating business,

professional and bureaucratic interests in addition to those of

the old gentry and aristocracy - were enthusiastic for all kinds of
fads and amusements.121

This was a closelg-knit audience, eager to follow the

latest story or item of gossip in the society papers - the

World, the Pall Mall Gazette, the Truth, the St James

Gazette , all of whom had euolued to serue its tastes, fls

has been indicated in the preuious chapter, Whistler's

acquaintances in the press were many, and his style

deliberately set out to amuse and prouoke. It was also

persuasiue - thwarted in an attempt to publish his

response to the remarks of a Times reuiewer, Whistler

appealed to the twin trademarks of the Pall Mall Gazette
- entertainment and inuestigatiue journalism in an

attempt to ensure that his case was publicly heard:
In your courageous crusade against the Demon Dullness and his
preposterous surroundings, I think it well that there should be

120'fitlas,' UJorld. 8 Feb 1882, No 397, p.14.
121 Ibid., Gagnier, p.1 4.



deliuered into your hands certain documents for immediate
publication, that your readers may be roused quickly, and hear

again horn Luell fenced in are the foolish in strong places - and
how greatly to be desired is their exposure, discomfiture, and
death - thatTruth may p re u ail.1 22

Creating the Hudience:

Hauing left OHford in 1 879 and secured an entree to

London society, LUiIde had set about polishing his literary

reputation. Vet at the beginning of their acquaintance

during the early 1880s, the most actiue phase of Wilde's

literary career from 1 888-95, which saut the

consolidation of his reputation as nouelist, playwright

and essayist, was still some way off. His renown rested

upon his abilities as a conuersationalist and a modest

reputation as a poet and as the author of two plays -

'Uera (or The Nihilists)' (1 880) and the 'Duchess of Padua'

(1885). Neither play had met with the success he desired.

Neuertheless, these achieuements, together with his

celebrity in the press, were sufficient to gain him the

status of a public figure.

With the publication of his uolume Poems in 1 881, Wilde

continued his habit of soliciting literary approual by

sending samples of his work to prominent public figures,

among them Gladstone and Robert Browning. But the

reception to the Poems was mined. Then he was dwelt a

' 22,Mr UJ his tier & the "Times" Art Critic' Pall Mall Gazette 4 Dec

1886, Uol 44, No 6777, p.6. Rep. under title 'fl Played-out Policy'
Gentle Rrt. p.1 99.



further blow when his play 'Uera' was cancelled, shortly

before rehearsals were due to commence. This latter

disappointment, toyether with a worrying

impecuniousness, encouraged UJilde to regard his

forthcoming American lecture tour as a timely

opportunity to establish a foothold there. Shrewdly, he

brought his plans to the attention of a number of literary
and artistic figures in England. This stimulated the

interest of the English press and in turn ensured that his

arriual in New Vork was heralded by copious publicity. He

also ensured that these figures, who included Whistler

and Joseph Comyns Carr, were supplied with cuttings

from the American papers during the tour.123

in September 1881, the operetta Patience' had opened in

New Vork, staged by the London theatre impresario

Richard D Oyly Carte. To American audiences, Wilde was

understood to be the model for the character of

Bunthorne,124 although in effect both the aesthetes

Reginald Bunthorne and Archibald Grosuenor are an

amalgam of purportedly aesthetic-PreRaphaelite
mannerisms. Howeuer, Carte was sufficiently conuinced

of the ualue of UJilde's association with Bunthorne to

recognise that his appearances would increase its

chances of success there. HJhile Wilde's initial ideas for

his lectures centred upon a 'Lyric Poem' and a desire to

123See UJilde to J.M. Stoddart,[?18Jan 1882] The Letters of Oscar
UJilde. Rupert Hart Dauis (ed.), London 1962, p.87.

124fllthough George Grossmith played Bunthorne as UJhistler in the
London production.



'illustrate the poetical methods used by Shakespeare,'125
the responses of the American booking agents soon

obliged him to alter his plans. Aided bg George du
Maurier's caricatures, cheap book reprints and

newspaper reports in the press, the aesthetic mouement

had already reached American shores. This was noted by

lilalter Hamilton, whose uolume The Aesthetic Mouement

in England was published the year of Wilde's uisit:
The interest in the Aesthetic school had sometime since spread to

the United States, where the cheap reprints of the works of our

most famous authors quickly procure as wide a circle as they can

obtain in this country.126
Audiences in America were rather more eager to listen to

Wilde's discourse of the Beautiful as a modish trend - to

hear the 'true and correct definition and explanation of

this latest form of fashionable madness'127 and see for

themselues the alleged model for Bunthorne.

Wilde went along with this and prepared himself

meticulously for his trip, for he recognised that to

capitalise upon, to amplify a reputation for wit and

eccentricity of dress128 already extant beyond London,

125LU.F. Morse (p.p. R. D'Oyly Carte) to a Philadelphia booking agent.
Quoted in Ellmann p.145.
126UJalter Hamilton, The Aesthetic Mouement in England. London
1882, p.110.
1271 bid.

128The letter ran as follows:
UJill you kindly go to a good costumier (theatrical) for me and get them
to make (you will not mention my name) two coats to wear at matinees
and perhaps in the euening...[tIJilde details their exotic design] a sort of
Francis I dress...They will excite a great sensation..They were dreadfully
disappointed at Cincinnati at my not wearing knee-breeches...

IDilde to UJ.F. Morse, [?26 Feb 1 882], ibid., Letters p.97.



was to enable him to expand his platform more rapidly.
Costume therefore as much represented his agreement

with Carte as the subject and purpose of his lectures.

This is acknowledged in a letter to the actor Norman

Forbes-Robertson, in which he describes in rapturous

terms his "lionisation" by New Vork society:
Great success here; nothing like it since Dickens, they tell me. I
am torn in bits by Society. Immense receptions, wonderful
dinners. Crowds wait for my carriage. I wave a gloued hand and
an iuory cane and they cheer. Girls uery louely, men simple and
intellectual. Rooms are hung with white lilies for me

euerywhere1 29..
Back in England, ILlilde was satirised as 'Mr Carte's latest

nouelty' and nicknamed the 'Gifted Aesthetic.'130 Punch

published a satirical sketch entitled 'fl Poet's Day - From

an American Correspondent' (fig. 2.5.) in which his

uarious changes of costume are chronicled:
..Later in the day I ..encountered the young patron of Culture at
the business premises of the CO-OPERRTIUE DRESS ASSOCIATION. On

this occasion the Poet, by special request, appeared in the
uniform of an English Officer of the Dragoon Guards, the dress, I
understand being supplied for the occasion from the elegant
wardrobe of Mr D'OVLEV CARTE'S Patience Company...To
accommodate Mr UJ1LDE, the ordinary lay-figures were remoued
from the show-room and, after a sumptuous luncheon, to> which

the elite of Miss****'s customers were inuited, the distinguished

guest posed with his fair hostess in an allegorical tableau,

representing "English Poetry extending the right hand to
Rmerican Commerce." "This is indeed Fair Trade," remarked Mr

LDILDE, lightly, and immediately improued a testimonial

1 20UJilde to Forbes-Robertson, 15Jan 1882, ibid., Letters, pp.86-7.
1 30Punch. 4 Feb 1 882, Uol LHHHII, p.58.



aduertisement (in uerse) in praise of Miss****'s patent dress-

improuer.131
The jibe at 111IIde's showmanship and deliberate alliance

rnith the ualues of the market place is all too euident.

By the time LUilde returned from America many months

later, he had gained, as Osbert Burdett points out, 'a

considerable addition to the number of people already

interested in his name.' In Burdett's uiew

He had not perished with his uogue, after the manner of the type
he seemed desirous to imitate, but suruiued it. He was now more

than the caricature of a celebrity on both sides of the
Atlantic1 32..

But it id as as an apostle of aestheticism that he id as to

remain best knornn for some time. UJalter Hamilton

commented after Wilde's American tour that 'in the two

other capacities he has assumed of Rrt Lecturer and

Dress Reformer., he has perhaps earned a Luider and

more general celebrity than that of poet.'133 The

folloiDing year, IJUilde undertook a British lecture tour

which commenced in London at Prince's Hall, cohere

LLlhistier mould first deliuer the Ten O'clock two years

later. The tour continued in the prouinces, Brighton,

Margate and Southampton being amongst the uenues

included. This was followed in 1884 by engagements in

Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow, Liuerpool and Ireland.

Through all this, IDhistler was aware of LLMIde's progress

(as he had been during the American tour), saoing a

131 Ibid.
1 321 bid., Burdett, p.134.
133lbid., Hamilton, p.108.



reuiew of LUilde's lectures 'The House Beautiful' and

'Personal Impressions of America' at Brighton for a

press-cuttings book.134

LUhistler too had been commercialising his image. His

first one-man exhibition in 1874 had been an exercise in

the creation of a harmonious scheme for the display of

his works. Now in 1883, some nine years later, he was to

hold his second exhibition of Uenice etchings at the Fine

Art Society. The first exhibition, held in December 1880,
had been limited in scale and had not made the 'splash'

he desired, giuen that it was the first show of his works

after his return to London. Consequently, he hoped to

create an impact with this second exhibition, showing

some fifty etchings. Both HJhistler's decoratiue scheme

and the style of the catalogue captiuated the press. The

gallery was decked out in white and yellow and,

according to the Pall Mall Gazette, there were to be seen

'rows of little yellow pots each containing one little

yellow flower.' Uarying tones of yellow and white

dominated the entire scheme, from the walls and the

floor matting to the yellow of Whistler's socks.135 At the

priuate uiew, silk butterflies (fig. 2.6.) were distributed,

as Whistler later claimed, among the select few, so that,

134See 'Lectures by Mr Oscar liiilde at Brighton,' Brighton & Sussex
Daily Post. 31 Oct 1883, GUL, 11JPC3 p.53. Cuttings from Wilde's
lectures at other uenues are also in Glasgow (see GUL, UJPC3, 1DPC4,
for example), illilde may well haue sent them to him, as he hod done
so during his American tour (see ibid., Letters, p.96).
135lbid., UJhistler Journal, p.304.



naturally, euerybody was eayer to be decorated,'136 the

Princess of Wales being included amonyst these

fortunate 'few.'137 The guests euen seem to haue been

encouraged to dress in a manner harmonious to the

decoratiue scheme.138 This extended to the exhibition

attendants for, as the Pall Mall reported, the catalogues

'were handed round by a dejected attendant in a fancy

dress of white and yellow.'139

The exhibition attracted the attention of Punch which

portrayed the scene at the Fine Art Society in comic

uerse:

...Strangely adorned is the Gallery,
Done up in gamboge and UJhite,

Euen the flunkey is "yallery,"
Made the most exquisite fright...

Then there's the Catalogue criti¬

cal,

In which the uersatile JAMES

Sneers at the pens analytical,

Calling them by all their names.

Each annotation is peppery,

Full of American gall;
WHISTLER is such a high stepper,

he

Prances at uuill o'er them all.1 40

136lbid.. Penned. Life I. p.311.
137Pictorial World. 31 Mar 1883, GUL, WPC8/8.
138Dauid Curry, 'Total Control: Whistler at an Exhibition,' in James
MacNeill Whistler: A Ae-exarnination. Ruth E. Fine (ed.), 'Studies in
the History of Art' series, Uol 19, Washington D.C, 1987 p.78.
1 39Pall Mall Gazette. 19 Feb 1883, GUL, Chron. WPCs.
14°'Whistler in Uenice - A Gauotte in Gamboge,' Punch. 3 Mar 1883,
Uol LHHHIU, p.1 07.



fit one stage, LLlhistler planned to heighten further the

effect of the catalogue - ujith its carefullg edited quotes

from past reuiews - bg showing etchings by P.G.

Hamerton and Harry Quilter alongside his own, in order to

display 'the work of those who judge our work.'141
Whilst he was dissuaded from carrying out this idea, the

rest of his eKhibition scheme created the spectacle he

desired. He wrote to UJaldo Story in a state of great

excitement:

The people diuided into opposite ?bodies, for and against - but all
uiolent! - and the gallery full! - and aboue all the Catalogue

selling like mad! The papers haue been full of the affair - and in
short it is Amazing!14^

This formula was repeated in uarious incarnations on

other occasions during the 1880s, such as at his

exhibitions at Dowdewell's in 1884 and 1886. Rs a result,

it was one which became familiar to his audience. The

uocabulary that he used to create his spectacle was also

absorbed into the language of the press and interpreted

according to middle-class ualues of leisure and

entertainment. Theodore Child summarised the scene

during this period:
The gaiety and persiflage of Mr Whistler haue come to be highly
appreciated in social London; the Prince of UJales enjoys the
painter's u»it; society repeats his mots; titled ladies couet his

company at their dinner tables... this social celebrity has been
complemented by a newspaper celebrity fostered by the
sensational trial of Whistler against Ruskin and by annual
exhibitions of works destined to puzzle the uninitiated and

141Whistlerto Waldo Story, 5 Feb 1883, Pierpont Morgan Library.
1 42Whistler to Story, n.d.. [Feb 1 883], LCPC, Cont. 2.



accompanied by queer little brown paper books containing wit
and wisdom in preliminary axioms and marginal notes.^4'

The Ten O'clock Lecture:

Memories of the 1 883 exhibition mere stirred during the

weeks leading up to UJhistler's first public performance

ofhisTen O'clock Lecture on 20 February 1885.

Suspecting, in common with other reports, that the
lecture was poised as a comic entertainment, the

commentator in the Figaro decided that
Mr J. MacNeill Whistler's lectures on "Art"...ought to be

eccentrically amusing in their way as the original "Mustard Pot"
exhibition he gaue us a few seasons agoJ44

H report in Country Gentleman on 24 January agreed with

this uiew. It declared:

The butterfly, the white tuft, the dining rod and the Quilter
repartee must all be numbered with the uarietiesJ 4^

Once again, Whistler's physical and sartorial

idiosyncrasies act as trademarks. He is also linked with

the theatre, for his language is seen to correspond with

that of the music hall turn. Both Whistler and Wilde

established strong uisual trademarks and stroue to

create an "Euent" around the display of their wares. This

connects with the mode of sensationalist journalism

discussed earlier, in which stories typically sought to

amplify moments of high drama and create polemicised

143Theodore Child, 'Mr Whistler's Ten O'Clock: fl Transatlantic
Criticism,' New Vork Sun. 5 Dec 1886, GUL, Chron. WPCs.

144Figaro. 25 Jan 1885, GUL, WPC3/91.
145Country Gentleman. 24 Jan 1 885, GUL, WPC3/94.



publics 'for' and 'against,' aided by catchy banner

headlines and sub-headlines.

Once the date uuas set for the first rendition of his Ten

O'clock Lecture, UJhistler realised that in the make of

well-publicised lectures by LUilde, he mould haue to

bathe his omn euent mith a special allure.146 Opart from

UJilde, countless other literary and artistic figures of his

acquaintance had trodden the lecture circuit, from

Matthew Arnold to Seymour Haden, to Harry Quitter and

Herbert Herkomer. It is also worth remembering that the

public lecture functioned as a leisure pursuit for

Uictorian society, particularly since the notion of

combining entertainment or spectacle with instruction

correlated with its positiuistic code of ualues.

The actress-manager Helen Lenoir147 ouersam the

arrangements for the Ten O'clock - Hlan Cole describes

her as 'the factotum and head of the business.'148 In

addition, LLIhistler enlisted a number of his friends and

followers including Cole, Harper Pennington, Sickert and

Menpes to act as messengers and assist at rehearsals

for the lecture. The journalist Archibald Forbes seems to

146Underlined by the fact that Uiilde had recently lectured in Ireland
during the months of December 1884 andJanuary 1885. This is likely
to haue irritated UJhistler intensely as he had receiued an inuitation
the preuious Nouember from the Dublin Sketching Club to lecture
there. He had already confirmed his intention to uisit to the
Secretary of the Club, ILHIIiam Booth Pearsall. See UJhistler to Booth
Pearsall, n.d., LCPC, Cont. 1.
147iuho married Richard D'Oyly Carte.
1481 bid., Cole.



haue acted as an intermediary figure between 111histler

and Lenoir - it is uia a letter to Forbes that she tells the

artist that 'a good man' is being retained 'here ready to

start work directly all is settled.' Howeuer, she would

like Ulhistler's good and original ideas for wording of

aduertisements, circulars and tickets.'149

Soon afterwards, Whistler and his supporters embarked

upon an astutely planned campaign to publicise the

lecture. The first aduertisements appeared in the Times.

the Daily Telegraph, the Daily News and the Euening

Standard on 13January 1885. These ran for periods

uarying between four and eleuen consecutiue days, fl

few days later, further notices were placed in a number

of other periodicals and newspapers including the

Morning Post, the Pall Mall Gazette and the Academy.

On 16 February, Cole sent a notice of W's lecture to him'

which, according to a diary entry of three days later,

was intended for the Times:

Talking ouer articles for Times. He [Whistler] took up a note to
the Times office for me.1 59

Between 13 January and 20 February, then, the Ten

O'clock was systematically aduertised. The American

press was also informed of the euent. As far back as 25

January, the New Vork Tribune was able to confirm that

'Mr J. MacNeill Whistler...is about to join the noble army

of lecturers.'151

149 Helen Lenoir to Archibald Forbes, 8 Jan 1885, GUL, D130.
150 Ibid., Cole.
151 Nem Vork Tribune. 25 Jan 1 885, GUL, I8PC3/35.



HI his tie r carefully controlled the publicity material for

the lecture, designing the poster and tickets himself, in

the manner of his earlier eKhibitions. He was highly

conscious of the character of the audience he tuas about

to address. The London art world of the 1880s, with its

links to fashionable society, was small and closely knit

and he both depended and thriued upon its existence, fl

receipt152 from the aduertising agent, James milling,

lists the journals and newspapers which carried the

aduertisements. The papers may be broadly diuided into

three categories - the mainstream daily and euening

papers, such as the Daily News. Daily Telegraph and the

Chronicle, the society papers - the Pall Mall Gazette and

the St James Gazette and lastly the literary journals -

the Academy and the Athenaeum. Those chosen suggest

that while wide-ranging aduertising couerage was

successfully achieued, he was appealing specifically to

well-defined upper-middle and middle-class readerships.

These were to constitute the main body of his audience.

The elusiue wording of the aduertisement, specified by

mhistler himself, was calculated to inuite intrigue. It ran

as follows:

Mr Whistler's Ten O'clock at the Princes Hall, Piccadilly on the

euening of Feb 20. Carriages at 1 1. Tickets can be obtained at all
The Libraries.1 55

152Receipts, James Willing to 'R. D'Oyly Carte Esq. Sauoy Theatre,'
dated 26Jan 1885 & 23 Feb 1885 respectiuely, GUL, W1052, W1053.
1 53lnuitation card, GUL, W781.



The interest of the papers was quickly aroused.

Mystified as regards LUhistler's intentions, Orange
Blossoms asked What is the Ten O'clock?'154 In Truth, the

most important concern was whether Whistler was

about to puluerise Oscar Wilde or Ruskin or someone

else.'155 The riualry between the two lecturers was a

familiar theme. By 5 February, UJhistler's uoice is

distinctly audible in a report from the St James Gazette:
The address or speech mill in no may take the shape of an

apologia pro uita sua, neither mill it be a uindication of that
particular phase of art of mhich he is the eHponent.158

On the other hand, the reporter on the lilestern Times

was unable to discouer anything regarding Whistler's

intentions:

The secret of Mr UJhistler's Ten O'Clock has been successfully

kept. I haue not knomn anyone mho euen pretends to knom mhat
the funny man of artistic society is going to do.15?

Two days before the lecture took place, Whistler was

being as euasiue as euer regarding its content. Despite
the fact that he was well-acquainted with Edmund Vates

at the World. Rtlas' could only report:
The mystery as to the nature of Mr Whistler's Ten O'Clock remains
unbroken.1 58

So far, the artist's sole reuelation had been the reason

behind his decision to hold the lecture at ten o'clock in

the euening: The audience was not to be rushed from the

1540range Blossoms. 12 Feb 1885, GUL, WPC 3/91.
155 Truth. 22 Jan 1 885, GUL, WPC 3/91.
156 St James Gazette. 5 Feb 1885, GUL, WPC3/91.
157Western Times ,14 Feb 1 885, GUL, WPC3/91.
158'fltlas,' World. 1 8 Feb 1 8 85, GUL, WPC3/91.



dinner table in order to reach the euent on time. Of

course in reality, he recognised the ualue of projecting

the Ten O'clock as a unique euent and maintaining a

taciturn pose, giuen his need to entice a fashionable

audience to his lecture and sustain the interest of the

press. It mas important to do so at this stage, as on the

evidence of seueral neuwspaper reports, it seems

possible that a lecture series mas being contemplated.

The American Register, for example, reported in January

1885 that 'Mr Whistler mill shortly commence a series of

lectures and euergone has been asking mhen and

mhere'..159

Meanmhile, despite Whistler's reluctance to publicise the

content of the lecture, a regular trickle of snippets mas

reaching the press. As far back as the end of January,

the Nem Vork Tribune mas able to reueal that 'Mr

lilhistler's lecture is mritten and had already been

rehearsed to tmo or three of the elect...It is distinctly

admirable, full of uerse and quaint curious humour.'160
Another report recorded a priuate euening at the home

of Archibald Forbes at mhich LUhistier apparently recited

his lecture before the assembled company. Such glimpses

of LUhistler's preparations furthered the euolution of the

Ten O'clock into an 'Euent.' They also reueal him building

the idea of originality into the lecture through its timing

before it had been publicly heard, and exclusiuity uia his

1 59flmerican Register. 31 Jan 1885, gul, WPC3/91.
160Nem York Tribune, 25 Jan 1885, gul, UJPC3/35.



purported 'reticence' as regards its content. Reports that
the lecture had been preuiewed before 'two or three of

the elect' prompted a similar effect and bestowed a

flattering ueneer of exclusiuitg upon its projected

audience.

Some time later, probablg shortlg before the Ten O'clock
was published, an aduertising prospectus (fig. 2.7.) was

prepared.161 Its couer is similar to that of the tickets for

the lecture and its impact owes much to the skills he had

emploged in the staging of the euent. In content, the

brochure is intriguing: quotes from the reuiews are

extracted in great length, with a calculatedness which
echoes his 1883 and 1892 catalogues. Those chosen uarg

from the bitinglg sarcastic to the quaintlg colourful. It is
as if LDhistler has rewound and re-edited a film of his

performance, for the cuttings create an intenselg

euocatiue picture of the euent at Prince's Hall: 'The

lecture will certainlg attract euerg one in town, and is
sure to be worthg of an attentiue hearing'... begins the
World on 14 Februarg ...'There was a large and brilliant

161,The "Ten O'clock" Opinions of the Press.,' n.d.., LCPC Cont. 201,
folder marked 'Miscellaneous Printed Papers'
The names of neither Chat to & LDindus, publishers of the 1888
edition nor Thomas 10ay, printer of the earlier edition, appear on this
little documented publication. Howeuer, it mas probably put
together by UJhistler himself. In the Enhibition Catalogue of
UJhistleriana (Pennell, 1921) in the Library of Congress appear two
separate entries for the tent and couer. The first for the couer reads
'The "Ten O'clock" Opinions of the Press. Collected & Arranged by
UJhistler.' A second copy lacking preliminary pages and a couer but
with the rest of the pages sewn together intact is in a priuate
collection in America.1 am grateful to Dr Nigel Thorp, Glasgow
Uniuersity Library for this recently uncouered information.



audience, at whose hands the lecturer enperienced a

uery fauourable reception'... continues the Morning Post

162... 'Mr UJhistler e«celled himself last night,' declares a

breathless report from the Liuerpool Daily Post. 'He

asked people to come to a mysterious meeting which he

called his "Ten O'clock." UJhen he got them in full euening

dress after dinner he gaue them a lesson on Art. It was

the most amusingly amazing performance euer

witnessed'163... 'Mr Whistler's uiews on Art are such as

would find acceptance with the million'... runs a carefully

ewtracted guote from the Vorkshire Post. The most

euocatiue picture of all appears in a lengthy passage

taken from the Birmingham Weekly Post:
...no one knew when it would begin, and its was so bright that no

one cared when it ended. Mr LDhistler had cleared euery table
and chair from the perch where speakers appear, so that no

figure but himself could be seen. IJJith his light, graceful, black

figure, in an American dress suit, he appeared a remote
silhouette, making graceful motions. His manner was

maruellously self-possessed. Had he been on stage all his life he
could not with more coolness meet a great audience, not one of
which knew what was to be done or said. He assailed his enemies

- the critics; he speared like a Soudanese, and so brilliant arrows

of scorn and satire flashed through the white hall till after
eleuen o'clock; and without pause or hesitation, the quaint,

luminous, and eloquent harmogue was deliuered1 6^...
Thus, the prospectus appears like an inuitation to the

reader to re-liue an enclusiue euent, to purchase a part

of it uia the published lecture, and once again echoes his

1 621 bid., p.3 .

1 631 bid., p.4.
1 641 bid., p.9.



exhibition catalogues. It is also not unlike the carefully

designed inuitation cards to the lecture itself in 1885,

which offered the audience the opportunity to

participate in a well-publicised euent and acquire a little

of its allure.

For HJilde and llJhistler, then, spectacle mas a necessary

adjunct to originality during the eighties and nineties.

Euen when their paths began to diuerge by the mid-

decade, Uihistler recognised in his sallies against LlJilde in

the press an opportunity to stage a uerbal wrestling

match, in which each participant tried to parade his own

originality and wit. The LUorld printed a celebrated

exchange of telegrams between the two men in

Nouember 1883:

From Oscar UJilde, Exeter, to J. MacNeill Whistler, Tite Street. -

Punch too ridiculous - when you and I are together we neuer

talk about anything encept ourselues.
From Whistler, Tite Street, to Oscar Wilde, Exeter.

-No, no, Oscar, you forget - when you and I are together, we

neuer talk about anything except me.165
fl 'performance' between UJhistler and IDilde would often

be rehearsed in priuate before the carefully composed

exchange would find its way to an appropriate editor.166

165World , 14 Nou 1 883 p.1 6. Rep. with minor changes in Gentle firt.
p.6., The item in Punch concerned the actresses Sarah Bernhardt and
Mary Rnderson, whom Wilde had recently seen in 'Romeo & Juliet.'
Other sources record that there was a third telegram from Wilde.
This does not appear in the Gentle Rrt nor in the World. It runs:

It is true Jimmy, we were talking about you, but I was thinking of
myself.

(See, for example, Don C. Seitz, Whistler Stories. New Vork 1913,
pp.66-7).
166lf such performances sometimes went a little awry, such as on
the occasion that he was reproached for mis-spelling 'Enuoi' in the



On one occasion, LUilde requested T.H.S. Escott at the

World to withhold publication of his letter to Whistler

until he had formulated his reply to UJhistler's eupected

response:

There is an ominous silence from "Jimmy"...if he sends my letter
to the World I wish you wd [sic] not publish it till I can write my

answer. There is no delight unless both guns go off together.167
Whistler's fondness for publishing as a corpus any

correspondence arising out of some disagreement or

controuersy may be seen as a offshoot of this idea. From

Thomas Armstrong's recollection that in earlier years,

Whistler habitually used to produce press cuttings or

letters from his pockets for inspection by his friends168
to another occasion in late 1 886, when he proposed to

publish correspondence arising out of a dispute with the

Fine Art Society,169 the appeal of remouing a te»t from

catalogue of his exhibition 'Note Harmonies & Nocturnes' in 1 884.
Recording to the Dowdeswells, he was 'uery much bothered and
searched dictionaries for a word spelt that way which would
explain, and sure enough he came upon it somewhere and found it
was the name of some sort of snake - "Ha! ha!" he said "That's it -

uenom!"'
MS. Whistler Journal. 19 Sept 1910, LCPC, Box 352, p.65.
167Wilde to Escott, n.d., [1888], British Library, T.H.S Escott Papers,
W.L.4.

1681 bid., Armstrong & Lamont, p.203. On one occasion during the
1860$, for example, Whistler, engaged in a quarrel with Serjeant
Thomas, (a lawyer and patron of young artists) carried copies of the
ensuing 'liuely correspondence' around with him. Ibid.
1690n one occasion in c.Nouember 1 886, UJhistler was offended by
the Society's offer of twenty pounds, rather than guineas for some
etchings. Using Sickert as intermediary, Whistler charged Ernest
Brown with attempting to 'finesse' the additional pound. Amends
were made but soon afterwards, he found further cause for
complaint, accusing Brown of selling seueral of his etchings without
his authorisation. This dispute was nick-named 'The Purloined
Portfolio' by Whistler in a reference to Poe's story 'The Purloined
Letter' and he instructed Charles Hanson to write to the Society:

[Whistler] thinks it were a sad pity that in all its brightness and
merriement it should be lost....the letters are surely delightful, perhaps
euen more joyous than those of the famous 'Paddon Papers.' Indeed he



its original site and reproducing it as an epistolary

narratiue grew.170 Thus, the inclusion of great numbers

of Whistler's letters to the press in the Gentle Rrt -

whether motiuated by unadulterated malice or by rather

less personal reasons - incorporates a new phase on

lilhistler's agenda of the late eighties and early nineties.
Hs a corpus, they haue become a commodifiable

spectacle rather than a matter of indiuidual antagonism

solely.

The fall of Wilde:

Howeuer, by the mid-eighties, Wilde was rapidly

becoming a competing spectacle with an independent

agenda of his own, which deflected attention from

Whistler's specialistic one. His irritation with him began

with Wilde's tendency on his American tour to rework his

theories (which he had readily relayed to him before the

trip)171 on his own terms. A year or so later, on 30 June

1883, Wilde lectured to the students club of the Royal

Academy. It was an euent which marked the point at

had meant to send them at once to 'Atlas'...It now occurs to Mr Whistler
that this would be the moment...to publish all former correspondence
between himself and you under the title of "Finessing at the Fine Art
Society"...

See draft letter, Hanson to Marcus B. Huish, n.d.. [18871, GUL, F126.
170To print a pamphlet for priuate circulation was not an uncommon
practice in Whistler's milieu. Seymour Haden, for enample, published
his uersion of euents in connection with the death of Traer, his
surgical assistant. Traer had died (reputedly in rather lurid
circumstances) whilst in Paris with Haden. Desiring to hush up the
matter, Haden had him buried in Paris without informing his family in
England. This brought Whistler and his brother into conflict with him
when they arriued in Paris shortly afterwards and brought about
their estrangement. See William Michael Rossetti, memo to the
Pennells, [1906] LCPC, Cont. 298.
171See 'The Habit of Second Natures.' Gentle Rrt. pp.236-8.



u^hich Whistler's hostility towards him began to

intensify.172 On the surface, the occasion seemed an

inauspicious one. The lecture was giuen at the height of

Wilde's discipleship of the artist, who would attend his

second lecture173 in London on 1 1 July, fls had been the

case before Wilde's American tour, Whistler made a

number of suggestions regarding its content. In his

lecture, Wilde paid tribute to him, portraying him as the

epitome of his beliefs:
There is a man lining amongst us who unites in himself all the
qualities of the noblest art, whose work is a joy for all time, who
is himself, a master of all time. That man is Mr Whistler.1 7^

Familiar themes from the Ten O'clock appear in it:
..there newer has been an artistic age, or an artistic people since
the beginning of the world 1 75...such an expression as English art
is a meaningless expression. One might just as well talk of

English mathematics...there is no national school of either...There
are merely artists, that is all.17(1

1 72Whistler would later deliuer the Ten O'clock before the same

audience.

173lt was entitled 'Personal Impressions of America.'
1 74Ibid.. Miscellanies, pp.319-20.

175lbid., Miscellanies, p.31 3. UJhistler declares in the Ten O'clock:
fl fauourite faith, dear to those who teach, is that certain periods were

especially artistic, and that nations, readily named, were notably louers
of Rrt..
Listen! There neuer was an artistic period.
There neuer was an art-louing nation..

Gentle Art, pp.138-9.
17^ I bid., Miscellanies, pp.31 1-2. Whistler asserts in the Ten O'clock:

...Art feeds not upon nations, and peoples may be wiped from the face of
the earth, but Art is..

Gentle Art, p.155.
Whistler in Art & Art Critics:

Art is joyously receiued as a matter of opinion; and that it should be
based upon laws as rigid as those of the known sciences, is a
supposition no longer to he tolerated by modern cultiuation.

Gentle Art, p.32.



But in the competitiue atmosphere of Tite Street,

Whistler's unease with LUflde grew - the pupil was

parodying his former master. Furthermore Wilde, as a

non-artist, was in his Rcademy lecture urging an

audience of aspiring professional artists to 'see life

under picturesgue conditions' in a exhortatiue manner

reminiscent of Buskin's own. The effect was to intensify

the belief of the audience in Wilde's proprietorship of the

content of the lecture - or at least, far more so than

Whistler himself might haue wished. By March 1884,

fllan Cole was reporting in his diary:
26 Mar:

To Ui's in Tite St...Strong on Oscar Wilde taking his notions on

art which he has deriued from him177..

Rlthough Whistler seems to haue periodically intended to

follow his fortunes to America since the 1860s, it was not

until the eighties that he gaue the idea of lecturing there

his serious attention. Following in the footsteps of

Wilde,178 Matthew Arnold, Edmund Yates,179 Seymour

Haden and countless others, UJhistler had hoped to bring

the Ten O'clock to America in the autumn of 1885. The trip

did not materialise, howeuer, mainly due to LlJhistler's

increasing inuoluement with the Society of British Rrtists

(to which he had been elected the preuious year) and his

177fllan Cole Diaries, GUL, LB6.
1 7ft'°lt was the relentless press coverage of UJilde's uisit to Rmerica
and, to UJhistler, UJilde s repeated eHposition of ideas adapted from
his own that played a significant role in the genesis of the Ten
O'Clock Lecture.

17®T. H. S Escott mentions that 'proceeds of a United States lecturing
tour helped Edmund Yates to start the World.' Whistler's fauourite
public forum. T. H. S. Escott, Masters of Journalism. London 1911,
p.264.



soon to be reuealed plans for its future, fit the same time,

Whistlers decision to abort the idea is also likely to haue

been influenced by his relationship with LUilde.

Helen Lenoir wrote in Nouember 1885 that she expected

LUhistler to trauel in about September' 1886.180 Vet in

October of that year, Whistler was still in England,

although he sent announcements to seueral papers

including the World and the New Vork Tribune that he was

to bring his lecture to America.181 The uersion printed in

World is to be found under the title Nostalgia' in the

Gentle Art. In it, he attempts to prescribe the manner in

which the lecture was to be receiued:

...these others Luho haue crossed the seas, that they might fasten

upon the hurried ones at home and gird them with wisdom...must I
follow in their wake, to be met with suspicions by my compatriots,
and resented as the inuading instructor?

..Howeuer, I may not put off until the age of the amateur has gone

by, but am to take with me some of those works...that they may

be shown in a country in which I cannot be a prophet, and where I,
who haue no intention of being other than joyous will say again

my "Ten O'Clock," which I refused to repeat in London - J ai dit!

He is careful to set himself apart from Haden, Wilde and

Arnold - the latter, Whistler is told... whispered Truth

exquisite, unheeded in the haste of America.'182 This

reference to Arnold can be traced to a press reuiew of

Arnold's lecture in New Vork collected by Whistler, in

which it is summed up as a 'lecture which not a third of

188Lenoirto Richard D'Oyly Carte, 19 Nou 1885, GUL, D133.
1 81 LUorld. 13 Oct 1886; New Vork Tribune. 12 Oct 1886, p.1. Rep.
Gentle Rrt. pp.1 84-5.
1 82Gentle Rrt. pp.1 84-5.



the audience heard.'183 But the actual nature of Whistler's

intentions is suggested bg a report in Country Gentleman

toujards the end of the month:

Mr Whistler LUill giue his Ten O'clock address in many of the first
cities of the States. And when he has completed his tour the

address, as one of his series of brown-paper publications, will be

issued simultaneously here and in New Vork. I haue an idea that it
has already been printed, and set out in short sharp paragraphs.
The author means to secure the copyright on both sides of the

fitlantic, and will take precautions to cheat the pirates of his

natiue land.1 84

Vet a letter dated 21 October shouts clear signs of discord

in the business relationship between Lenoir, Richard D'Oyly

Carte and Whistler. Lenoir tells Whistler that she feels

rather hurt at the things you haue said in one or two of

your past notes and which...seem to me to mean that you

are dissatisfied with what is being done in your

business.'185 She would rather assist' Whistler in placing

the American business in the hands of someone else'

rather than 'haue our hitherto pleasant relations

disturbed.' Towards the end of the letter, she reiterates

her concern that we should want to feel sure' that he

should be contented with things as we do them.'

Vet the business partnership between Whistler and Lenoir

for the Ten O'Clock had succeeded admirably in creating it

into an euent. Lenoir's emphatic efforts to reassure

Whistler that his wishes as regards the business

1 83See Dailu ?■ 15 Nou 1 883, GUL, WPC3/59.

184r.nuntry Gentleman. 24 Oct 1886, GUL, WPC7/21.
18^Lenoir to Whistler, 21 Oct 1886, GUL, D136.



arrangements mould be respected, are indicatiue,

therefore, of a resurgent anuiety to euercise manimum

control ouer his affairs. His shremd approach to the first

staging of the Ten O'clock Lecture and concern to assert

his independent position in his Nostalgia' letter are

entirely consistent in this respect.

But the most consistent factor in all this mas UJilde. It mas

UJilde mho had reached America first and LLPilde mho, in

December 1884, had pre-empted Whistler's plans to

lecture in Dublin. In addition, some years earlier in 1882,

Wilde's tour had been managed by Diehard D'Oyly Carte. Hs

has already been mentioned, it mas Carte's intention that

Wilde's appearances should publicise the debut of Gilbert

& Sulliuan's operetta Patience' in fimerica. To Carte,

Whistler's lecture presented an opportunity to promote his

planned reuiual of Patience.' But Wilde, in constant

attendance on Whistler in 1881 and a self-proclaimed

disciple, mas falling out of fauour by 1886. Whistler

resented his distillation of his theories mith elements of

the Ruskinian doctrine he had inherited at Ouford mhile

presenting himself as the herald of his uiems186 in

America and, as me haue seen, at the Royal Academy.

Whistler's gradual estrangement from Wilde and

intensifying bitterness tomards him meant that he mould

haue disliked being identified mith Wilde by an American

18fitlJilde Lurote to Whistler from America:
.. .here am I lecturing on you see penny rag enclosed and rousing the
rage of all American artists by so doing.'

LLIilde to Whistler, [Jun 1 882], ibid., Hart Dauis, Letters, p.96.



audience. Neither Luouid he wish to be perceiued as hauing

followed LUilde's path to Rmerica. Richard Ellmann points

out that Carte was 'particularly willing to bring ouer the

purported model for Bunthorne because Americans had

little direct information about the type, and no history of

the mockery of it such as du Maurier's...The only traces of

aestheticism to haue reached Rmerica were woman's

gowns hung from the shoulder in flowing folds, Queen

Rnne furniture, Morris wallpaper, Japanese screens - all

just beginning to be known.'187 It therefore seemed likely
that LBhistler, arriuing nearly fine years later, would be

cast in LlJilde's mould.

It also seems that by 1888, LUhistler felt that llJilde was

not only plagiarising his theories but hindering his plans
to seek a more international stage. Furthermore,

connections with LlJilde were implied in the language of

the press. For LlJilde, nearly twenty years younger than

the 'Master,' celebrated works such as The Picture of

Dorian Gray (1 890). 'Salome' (1892-3) and 'fin Ideal

Husband' (1895) were on the distant horizon. UJhistier,

with a substantial body of work behind him, which

included his major portraits and exquisite seascape panels
of the eighties, was nearing the final decade of his career.

Hence, LLJhistler's annoyance at some remarks written by

Theodore Child in a reuiew of the Ten O'clock in December

1886 seems unsurprising. In his reuiew, Child reproached

1 87Richard Ellmann, Oscar llJilde. London 1 987, pp.1 44-5.



the artist for his commercially opportunistic approach to

the Ten O'clock and the manner in which he had aduertised

himself and the lecture. The tone of his remarks implicitly

pairs Whistler with his waning follower:
LUe should be doing Mr LUhistler much wrong to consider his "Ten
O'CLock" as angthing more than a brilliant and witty paradox, to
discuss which seriously would be as indelicate as it would be to
break a butterfly upon a wheel. It is greatly to his credit to haue
written so charming a piece of English prose. It seems to me

greatly to his discredit that he should compromise his dignity as an

artist by reciting this prose for money and exhibiting himself to

public curiosity as the ingenious and consciously impertinent
author of Mr UJhistler's "Ten O'clock."188

Whistler's 'rare social celebrity,' Child thought, and his

deliuery of the Ten O'clock 'under the guidance of an

enperienced Barnum' meant that 'his future biographers

will haue to consider their hero in three phases at least,

Whistler the artist, Whistler the social wit and Whistler

the Sarah Bernhardt of the lecture room.'189 Such

connotations of uulgarity ran counter to Whistler's

statements to the World and other newspapers the

preuious October, which proclaimed his enclusiuity. In

addition, Herbert Uiuian ( if he can be trusted as a

witness) reported that 'when Whistler's "Ten O'clock"

came out, seueral of the best points were recognised as

old friends, and folks kept on enclaiming "Why I'ue heard

1 88Theodore Child, 'Mr LUhistler's Ten O'clock; A Transatlantic
Criticism,' New York Sun. 5 Dec 1886, GUL, Chron. DJPCs.
1 891 bid., Child.



that before; it Luas Oscar LLiilde who said it in his

lecture.'190 One can appreciate the confusion.

The publication of the Ten O'clock Lecture:

LUhen Child published his remarks, the Ten O'clock had not

yet been published for general circulation, although an

edition191 of twenty-fiue copies had been produced within

the past year. LUhen this was issued in October 1885,

LUhistler hoped that it would become "Couronne par

I'flcademie,'" as he told Alan Cole.192 He was making this

comment during the period of his inuoluernent with the

Society of British Artists. It was LUhistler's strenuous

efforts during the early eighties to regenerate his career

which led to his association with the then moribund

Society, of which he became a member in 1884 and
President two years later in 1886. The first published

appearance of the Ten O'clock just anticipated his term of

office as President, during which he attempted to remould

it into a kind of select confraternity of artists. Two years

later howeuer, his long-held desire to achieue official

rank was on the brink of collapse, for the radical changes

which he attempted to impose upon the exhibition policy

of the Society brought about the breakdown of an always

uneasy relationship with its senior membership. On 4 June,

1 "Herbert Uiuian, 'The Reminiscences of a Short Life,' Sun. 1 0 Nou
1 889, Uol 1, No 30, p.5.
191See proof copy with Whistler's alterations, fig. 2.8.
1 921 bid., Cole, 13 Oct 1885.



hi- resigned, although he remained in office until

December.

UJhistler's attitude to the Societg and the changes he

attempted to impose must be reserued for more detailed

discussion elsewhere. But it does seem significant that

the Ten O'clock mas published just ouer a month before

his resignation as President with minor changes in

wording but numerous changes in punctuation, some

noticeable changes in layout193 and a slightly smaller type

than that use d by h is printer Thomas UJay. LUhistler's

refinement of its original 'state' signalled the end of his

actiue inuoluement with an established British eKhibiting

body. It is also emblematic of his intensifying efforts to

consolidate his position on the international artistic stage.

It was printed for wide-spread distribution by

Spottiswoode & Co, rather than Way, and published by

Chatto & Windus, both well-established commercial firms.

The same year, the uolume was translated into French by

the Symboliste poet, Stephane Mallarme, with whom

UJhistler rapidly struck up a warm friendship.

Furthermore, the first published appearance of the French

translation in the Reuue Independante was timed to

coincide with the British publication of the lecture.

fl connection was also implied with his proposed lecturing

tour in America and the appearance of the lecture there.

193that is, the introduction of additional white space at interuals, in
order to diuide each section of the tent from the neut.



The previous October, the Country Gentleman reported

that 'LUhen he has completed his tour, the address, as one

of his series of brown-paper publications, mill be issued

simultaneously here and in New Vork. The pamphlet which

is to be of larger size than his preuious publications will

be published at half-a-crown a copy.'194 Its plush

appearance would correlate with Whistler's increased

artistic stature.

It was to be published in America by the New Vork

publisher Harper Bros and the dates of its American and

British publication were intended to be simultaneous.195

In a similar manner to the French edition, its American

debut was to be made in the firm's magazine, Harper's.

This was to reach the bookstalls two weeks before the

appearance of the pamphlet.196 However, the negotiations

came to nothing between Whistler and the firm197 and the

pamphlet was euentually published by the Boston firm

Houghton Mifflin & Co the following year.198 Nevertheless,

the publication of the Ten O'clock on a commercial scale

for an international stage and its uniform appearance

1 94Countrq Gentleman. 24 Oct 1887, GUL, L1JPC8/21.
1 95Harper Bros' London aqent James R. Osqood wrote to Whistler in
Mar 1887:

It lu i 11 of course be understood that the dates of publication here and in
America must be practically simultaneous, and copy must be furnished in
time to enable Messrs Harper to produce their edition in good time..

Osgood to Whistler 3 Mar 1887 GUL, 11130
1 960sgood to Whistler, 17 Feb 1888, GUL, H139; 22 Mar 1888, GUL,
HI 40.

197See Osgood to Whistler, 2 May 1888, GUL, H142.
198See Houghton Mifflin & Co to Whistler, 1 Rug 1888, GUL, H267.



with his earlier pamphlet Art & Art Critics199 corresponded

with the rise of Whistler's critical star and efforts to

create an enlarged spotlight around his art.

Uniformity between the editions of his pamphlets seems

to haue been a consistently important matter - Edouard

Dujardin, directeur of the Aetiue Independante. is known

to haue asked Whistler to prouide an enample of the

English edition 'pour seruir de modele au« imprimeurs' and

his butterfly signature during the preparations for the

French edition.200 The two editions resemble each other

closely with their brown paper couers and wide margins.

Both Art & Art Critics and the Ten O'clock Lecture

pamphlet shared similar wide margins, although as the

1885 and 1888 editions of the Ten O'clock euolued, more

and more white space was allowed to inuade the tent. The

appearance of the letterpress upon the page was also

simplified in the 1888 edition of the Ten O'CJock, the

practice of haying the title in italics at the top of each

page (as in Art & Art Critics) already hauing been

abandoned in the first edition. Whistler also seuers a link

with the press in the 1888 edition, signing himself off with

a small conuoluted butterfly. In the earlier edition, on the

199See Chatto & llJindus to UJhistler, 18Jan 1888, Reading Uniuersity
Library C & LU 2444/19.
Rrt & Rrt Critics may well haue been still auailable as it appears in
Chatto & llJindus' catalogue for the year 1 885 (see Reference
Catalogue of Current Literature. London 1885, p.55). IDhile the
pamphlet itself is not aduertised in the neut auailable catalogue,
1889, the Ten O'clock is aduertised as uniform with it.
200Edouard Dujardin to LUhistler, 3 Rpr 1888, GUL, R79. The pamphlet
was published by the Libraire de la Reuue Independante.



other hand, he had used one which replicated that which

habitually appeared in his letters to the press201 (fig.
2.9.). The American edition was intended to be similar,

although James Osgood recommended the use of a larger

type and thicker paper 'so as to make it seem more for

the money.'202

Howeuer on the whole, the appearance of the two

pamphlets is uniform. Together with their sister

catalogues from the 1880s, they contrast markedly with

his pamphlets of correspondence from the same era - The

Paddon Papers (fig. 2.10.) and the Piker Papers. These

more closely follow the format of such 'New Journalism'

papers as the Pall Mall Gazette.205 LUhilst the Piker

Papers, hauing undergone a radical change of format, do

metamorphosise into the Painter Etcher Papers' in the

Gentle Art (LUhistler's bitterness towards his brother-in-

law Seymour Haden was still deeply felt,204 as was his

concern to protect his artistic trademarks), the Paddon

201The customary butterfly signature to appear in the press is
darker, heauier and simpler in design compared to the quiuering,
highly anthropomorphic butterflies which appear in the Gentle Art.

2020sgood to LDhistler, 3 Mar 1887, GUL, H130.
203Particularly the Painter Etcher Papers,1 uihich seems to haue
gone through a complicated genesis. Firstly, seueral items originally
published in the Cuckoo mere reprinted as a four-page leaflet
entitled Entracts from the Press Mr Whistler & the Painter Etcher's

Society (see fig. 2.11.). These tents are more complete than those
published in the Gentle Hrt. Secondly, a letter sent to the Committee
of the Painter Etcher Society appeared in a four-page folder. The
two publications were combined to form the Piker Papers: The
Painter Etcher's Society & Mr LUhis11er. [1 8811.
204See note 170 for an account of their final quarrel.



Papers205 are absent, for its subject, the roguish dealer-

entrepreneur Charles Howell Luas a long-departed figure

from LUhistler's life.206 But what is important at this stage

is that LUhistler poured his artistic energies into his

exhibition catalogues and statements on art from the

period 1878-88 as aduertisements for his artistic beliefs.

Since 1885, the gear of its first rendition as a public

lecture, the published Ten O'Clock had been expected to

display the now familiar UJhistlerian hallmarks. In a

reuiew of the lecture the same year, the Daily Telegraph

pronounced:
LDhen the matter of Mr Whistler's lecture is fairly printed on Dutch
hand-made paper mith a "riuer of a margin," and the latest

eccentricity in type, signed, of course, mith the immortal butterfly,
it mill be time to criticise mhat appears at the outset to be an

undigested mass of pretentious platitudes and formulated
fallacies.207

The year 1888 was an auspicious one for IJJilde as well as

for LUhistler, for his uolume of stories The Happy Prince &
Other Tales was published in the same month as the

205Correspondence Paddon Papers: The 0ml & the Cabinet, priuately
printed, London, n.d. [1882], [18861.
206The pamphlet related the affair ouer a four year period (1 878-
82) of an oriental cabinet omned by Whistler until his bankruptcy
sale in May 1879. It mas purchased by the solicitor Sydney Morse,
mho negotiated mith Whistler uia Charles Homell, as the artist mas
about to depart for Denice. Homell, almays quick to take aduantage
of a situation, proceeded to negotiate a loan for himself from a
pamnbroker, using the top half of the cabinet a security. Hauing
deliuered the top-half to Morse, Homell cunningly told him that the
top-half mas being repaired. Whistler ineuitably became embroiled
in the affair on his return from Uenice and the pamphlet mas the
result. Homell disappeared from the scene soon aftermards and died
in 1890.

207iMr Whistler's Ten O'clock,' Daily Telegraph. 21 Feb 1 885, GUL,
Chron. WPCs.



lecture. LLVilde had left his own lecturing behind him a

couple of years preuiously, although he did lecture on the

poet Thomas Chatterton in March of the same year.208 His

journalistic career, during which he had written numerous

reuiews on a uariety of topics - much of them for the Pall

Mall Gazette - was also winding down as he began to

address himself to a wider literary stage. The sense of

competing spectacles which droue the relationship

between UJhistler and HJilde during the earlier part of the

decade was being replaced by a growing sense of

maleuolence and betrayal on both sides. Richard Ellmann

points to the connection between LUilde's story from the

Happy Prince 'The Remarkable Rocket' with its central

theme of uanity and his association of rockets with

UJhistler in his Grosuenor Gallery reuiew of 1 877.209 This,

Ellmann jurrtaposes with the insistence of the rocket to

the cracker in his story that 'you should be thinking about

me. I am always thinking of myself, and I enpect

eueryone else to do the same.'210 If this connection

seems a little tenuous, he has a point. By 1890, lililde is to

be found countering UJhistler's charges of plagiarism with

the weary refrain:

2081 bid., Ellmann, p.268.
209in rnhich UJilde refers to 'a rocket of golden rain, luith green and
red fires bursting in a perfectly black sky.' Another passage
mentions 'a rocket...breaking in a pale blue sky oner a large dark
blue bridge and a blue and siluer riuer.' The year 1 877 mas the
occasion that IDhistler showed 'Nocturne in Black & Gold: The Falling
Rocket' (c.1 875) and 'Nocturne: Blue & Gold - Old Battersea Bridge'
(1872/3, euhibited as 'Nocturne in Blue & Siluer') at the Grosuenor.
See Oscar Wilde, 'The Grosuenor Gallery 1877,' Dublin Uniuersity
Magazine. July 1877. Rep. Miscellanies, p.1 8.
210Quoted in Ellmann, p.279.



..the only thoroughly original ideas I haue euer heard him eupress

haue had reference to his own superiority as a painter ouer

painters greater than himself.211

Later LUilde would arouse UJhistler's jealousy uia his

contact with lllhistler's denoted friend and translator of

the Ten O'Clock, Stephane Mallarme. LU ild e first attended

one of Mallarme's Mardis (Tuesday gatherings of his

followers) in February 1891 and was welcomed by him,

attending seueral more ouer the course of the year.

UJhistler, in Paris in connection with his lithographs and

the purchase of the 'Mother' for the Luxembourg,

discouered that UJilde was shortly to arriue. Hffecting

nonchalance, he wrote to Mallarme:
Le trauail est fini - ainsi je pars - Uous m'auez rendu ma uisite
bien charmante - comme c'est bien de uotre habitude - C'est done

un peu ingrat de ma part de ne pas rester pour denoncer Oscar
deuant uos disciples demain soir! -

C'est un seruice que je uous dois - Je le sais bien - et cela aurait
peut etre meme ajoute a I'agrement de uotre soiree!

Once again, LUilde is presented as an intruder, a uulgarian:
Les Mardis de Mallarme sont maintenant historiques - enclusifs -

et reseruees aun artistes hon§tes - I'entree est un priuilege - et
une preuue de ualeur - Une distinction dont nous sommes fier - Et

la Porte du Maitre ne doit pas etre enfoncee par tout farceurs qui

trauerse La Manche pour plus tard s'imposer en detaillant, a bon

marche les belles fleurs de conuersation et les graues uerits que

pratique Notre Poete en bel humeur!212

211 LUilde to Truth. 9 Jan 1890, Uol 27, No 680, p.51. Rep. under title
'In the Market-place.' Gentle Rrt. p.239.
21 210histler to Mallarme, 2 Nou 1891, GUL, M149.



This performance was followed up by a telegram - as if

Whistler had not already made his feelings abundantly

clear to his friend:

PREFACE PROPOSITIONS PREUENIR DISCIPLES PRECAUTION FRMILIRRITE

[SIC] FHTRLE SERRER LES PERLES BONNE SOIREE.213

Rs Whistler had turned his attentions to Paris, so too had

LUilde. His feeling that LUilde had followed him and was

attempting to take him on in this long-standing territory

is echoed in a subsequent purported remark
Since the Luuembourg has taken one of my paintings, LUilde has

deposited one of his books there.21**
Some years preuiously, after his return from America,

LUilde had spent some months in the city completing his

play 'The Duchess of Padua' and attempting to launch

himself upon the social scene, attending a reception giuen

by Uictor Hugo and meeting a number of other artists and

writers. Once again, LLIilde was on Whistler's tracks. In this

growing atmosphere, the entry upon the scene of a more

malleable agent for his ideas would haue been much

welcomed by him.

213Telegram, UJhistler to Mallarme, 3 Nou 1891, GUL,
214See Guy Chastel, J.K Huysmans et Ses Rmis. Paris
Quoted in Ellmann, p.319.

M1 50.

1957, p.263.



CHAPTER 111

Whistler & Sheridan Ford 1888-9

On 1 May 1889, almost exactly a year after the

publication of the Ten O'clock, a dinner was held in

Whistler's honour at the Criterion in Piccadilly. The

euening mas organised by Whistler's supporters and

friends to celebrate his recent awards of a first-class

medal at Munich and the Cross of St Michael of Bauaria.

Recording to a later report in the Rialto. the Whistler

Banquet was a great success, 200 friends and admirers

being present.'215 The toast was to 'literature' and in his

reply Whistler reflected:
Vou must feel that, for me, it is no easy task to reply under
conditions of which I haue so little habit. UJe are all euen

conscious that mine has hitherto, I fear been the yentle answer

that sometimes turneth not away wrath...It has before now been
borne in upon me that in surroundinys of antayonism I may haue

wrapped myself for protection in a species of

misunderstanding.21 6
Present at the dinner was Sheridan Ford (1867-1 922, fig.

3.1.) then in his early twenties and described by Don C.

Seitz as a 'journalist, poet and critic.'217 The painter John

MacClure Hamilton told the Pennells:

21 5Rialto ,11 May 1889, GUL, LUPC10/93.
21 6fl report of the speech in the Sunday Times, dated 5 May 1 889, is
reprinted under the title 'L'Enuoi' in the Gentle Art, pp.285-6.
217Don Seitz, UJritinqs By & About James MacNeill LDhistler. New
Vork 1910, p.3. Seitz was editor and publisher of the New Vork
World.



Ford had a uery strong inborn taste for art and seemed to be

conscientiously opposed to all forms of trickery .218
He had been introduced to Hamilton by his fellow artists

John Swan and Arthur Meluille as an American journalist

rather hard up to whom he might be of use'219 In the

spring of 1889, Ford was occupied with writing a series

of articles about Whistler for London edition of the New

Vork Herald. He also contributed to Gallignani's

Messenger, although he was neuer a permanent member

of its staff.220 In addition, he was the author of a recent

pamphlet Art: A Commodity221 (fig. 3.2.1 which had

apparently been read by a wide audience in both England

and America.222

The pamphlet was an shrill inuestigatiue-style analysis

of the art trade during the late eighties. As Ford declared

in its title pages:
The picture business as daily handled seems to be missing its

right aim and defeating its oum chances, in sad proportion to its
broad distances is its present foreground crude with confusion
and clamour.

We know of UUhistier's interest in the pamphlet (in which

he merits seueral references) on the evidence of a letter

from Ford:

Dear Mr lllhistler

21 8Ibid., Pennell, Life. II, p. 1 01.
21 91 bid., Pennell, Whistler Journal, p.21 5.
220See C &H ?Jeannement, for The Gallignani Library, Paris to Messrs
Lewis & Lewis, 10 Rpr 1890, GUL, G1.
221 Sheridan Ford, Art: fl Commodity, (priuately printed), New Vork
1 888. The Whistler references are on pp.25 & 43.
222Pennell, Life. II, p.101.



The chapter "The Man of Letters" in the little brochure I hand you

with this, will giue you the names of many of the New Vork
?tribe of critics. I wrote the thing perhaps a year and a half ago

but the situation is practically unchanged...223
Its content and, in the words of the New Vork Times, the

inclusion of a great many commonplaces and truisms

about the enslauement of art to mammon, told in an

enaggerated may well-calculated to startle readers'224
is likely to haue engaged UJhistler's attention. LUhat is

also euident is that UJhistler had enpressed his desire to

familiarise himself with the New Vork critical scene,

giuen the eupanding market for his work in New Vork

and further afield in America. As Ford noted,225New Vork

had become the centre of the American art world.

The precise date of Whistler's first meeting with Ford is

uncertain. Seitz, who corresponded with Ford on the

subject of the Gentle Art years later after the artist s

death, asserts that they struck up an acquaintance while

Ford was in London writing for the Bacheller Syndicate

in the late eighties [when] the fortunes of both [were] at

a low ebb.226 In America, Ford had been a jobbing

reporter who occasionally dabbled in art criticism. In

London, he would present himself as a journalistic

freelance'227 who supplied Bacheller's business of

223Ford to UJhistler, n.d.., GUL, F389. The Man of Letters' is the final
chapter.
224New Vork Times , 27 Apr 1890, GUL, LUPC1 1/1.
225lbid., Ford, Art: fl Commodity, p.53.
226Ibid., Seitz, p.3.
227St Stephen's Aeuiew. 21 Sept 1889, GUL, Chron... IDPCs.



distributing special articles among the American

papers.'228 Seitz recounted that Ford, young and

aduenturous' with a keen artistic knowledge, 'thought he

would discouer some things worth while abroad and

secured from Mr Bacheller a uery slender commission to

inuade London in search of the unique.'229 MacCaulay
Steuenson remembered how he appeared one day among

us boys of "the Glasgow School"' in about 1 889.230 Ford

was also a familiar figure at the Glasgow Art Club.231

At this point, Mary Bacon Martin appears on the scene. In

1885, Martin arriued in London from New Vork and once

established in the city, seems to haue set herself up as a

kind of agent between artists and picture-dealers.232
Maclure Hamilton recalled that she had 'been interesting

picture-dealers in the work of such men as Swan,

Clausen, Meluille and others.'233 According to Whistler,

she 'obtained a certain [?]romantic position of faith and

following in the studios as the herald of a new "Arcadia1'

in the picture market.'234 Steuenson described her to

MacColl as an eutraordinary powerfully intellectual

228New Vork Tribune , 25 Jun 1890, GUL, UJPC12/15. Ford had also
been on the staff of the New Vork Times and the Euening Post.
229Don C. Seitz & Mary Humphrey, The Story of Sheridan Ford -
International Critic,' Detroit Free Press. 30 Rpril 1922, p.7.

238lbid., Steuenson to MacColl.
231 Whistler to Thomson, 9 May 1893, LCPC, Cont. 2.
2321bid., Pennell, Life II, p.1 01.
2331 bid.

234Draft affidauit, [1 893] Freer Gallery of Art Archiues, Folder 229.
This relates to a proposed action against Ford for allegedly obtaining
£100 from Charles Allen, a New Vork solicitor, (and a member of the
syndicate which backed the Fords' plans to bring llihistler to
America) on the preteut that it was to be paid to Whistler.



woman - in appearance exactly like Bellini's portrait of

the Doge of Uenice.'235 Whistler's assessment, on the

other hand, was rather more uncharitable:

..a sort of cross between a Jeanne d'flrc of painting and the

Becky Sharp of old.23**
UJhateuer Whistler's subsequent opinion of Martin, they

seem to haue enjoyed a genial acquaintance back in

1885. Steuenson recalls that they went around the

Society of British Artists show together' and

Whistler...gaue her his arm going around.'237 More

importantly, after Martin's marriage to Ford in 1888, it

was Martin who played a significant role in the couple's

attempts to negotiate a business relationship with the

artist.

The syndication of a butterfly:

The first deuelopment of the relationship took place

when Martin wrote to Whistler from New Vork in March

1888 introducing Arthur B. Turnure, editor of the

American art magazine Art Age. She explained that

Turnure had 'two specific matters to propose to you, one

in connection with your experiment last spring in

lithography, the other in reference to handling a series
of your etchings here.'238 The proposal was outlined in
more detail in a subsequent letter from Turnure twelue

235lbid., Steuenson to MacColl.
2361 bid., draft affidauit. Becky Sharp was the unscrupulous,
aduenturess character of Thackeray's Uanity Fair.
237lbid., Steuenson to MacColl. See also Martin's references to the
SBB in a letter to llJhistler dated 31 Mar 1 888, GUL, F370.

238Mary Bacon Martin to llJhistler, 31 Mar 1888, GUL, F370.



days later. It Indicates that Martin had been at work on

Whistler's behalf:

Miss Mary Bacon Martin called at my office some time ayo...and

your name was mentioned.

Turnure intended to publish an article on Whistler with a

uiew to illustrating it with one of his 'autographic

lithographs...and in which form of graphic art there is a

reuiued interest in the United States.'239

Encouraged by his wife Beatrix and Thomas Way (who
had taught him the lithographic transfer process in

1 878), Whistler had recently returned to lithography with

renewed enthusiasm, fl reuiual of interest in the medium

in Rmerica is likely to haue drawn his attention at a

moment when his etchings were selling consistently

there through the dealers Wunderlich's240 and

Knoedler's, and to priuate patrons such as Charles L.

Freer.241 In February 1888, Wunderlich's representatiue

E.G. Kennedy242 wrote to Whistler requesting further

supplies of etchings.

Hauing heard that Whistler was contemplating a trip to

Spain, Turnure went on to propose that he undertake a

series of twenty etched plates during his tour which he
would then 'handle' for Whistler in America by

239flrthurB. Turnure to Whistler, 12 Apr 1888, GUL H199.
240Whis tier's account with Wunderlich's dated 3 May 1888 shows
that after a gallery discount of 20%, sales totalled £258.14.5. See
GUL, NB1/81.
241 who also bought through the first-mentioned.
242E.G. Kennedy to Whistler, 4 Feb 1888, GUL, W1 142.



subscription.' Hence, there arose an opportunity to

capitalise upon the success of his recent etchings of

Amsterdam and Brussels with their similar Continental

theme. Kennedy had already suggested that a proposed

exhibition of Whistler water-colours and pastels in New

York should be on similar subjects.243 Howeuer Whistler,

distracted by seueral imminent euents - firstly by what

would be the final exhibition of his Presidency of the

RSBA, secondly an exhibition of his nocturnes, drawings

and pastels at Durand Ruel's in Paris and lastly by the

publication of the Ten O'clock due out at the beginning of

May - did not respond to Turnure's proposal. But his mind

was clearly on America and how to increase the market

for his etchings and other works there, giuen that he

was due to sign an agreement with LUunderlich's244 on 29
June. Furthermore, discussions with Wunderlich and

Kennedy for an exhibition to promote his water-colours

and pastels were in progress.

In 'about the middle of July 1888' (the date claimed by

Whistler in his affidauit) or in late June (according to

Martin's account) Whistler receiued a cable from Martin

in New York. According to his own account Whistler was

243E.G. Kennedy to Whistler, 30 Jan 1888, GUL, LU1 151.
244flgreement dated 29 Jun 1888, GUL, W11 50. It reads:

Mr Whistler agrees to furnish to H Wunderlich & Co by October 8th 1888
for the purpose of exhibition and sale at least fifty water-colour
drawings and pastels varying in price from £20.0.0 upwards, and will
allow a commission of 10 % on those sold, and in consideration of Mr
Whistler furnishing the drawings H. Wunderlich & Co agree to take at I
east £500.0.0 worth of the pictures whether these sales reach this
amount or not..

Herman Wunderlich uisited Whistler in London on c.24 June (see
Wunderlich to Whistler, GUL W11 49).



asked 'Will you entertain proposal1' or words to that

effect'245.. Shortly afterwards, he cabled his

agreement.246 Sometime in mid-July,247 the Fords

journeyed to London although, according to Whistler, no

proposal had yet been despatched. He claims that while

still awaiting the proposal
...one fine morning arriued Miss Martin...accompanied by the man

Ford whom she presented as her husband - and whom I saw for

the first time and whose enistence was unknown to me.248

Whistler was receptiue to the Fords' approaches, being

always amused and ready to entertain anything' which

would further his artistic prospects, although he was

later keen to suggest that his suspicions had already

been aroused regarding the Fords' intentions.

UJhistler giues his account of the outcome of the

meeting:
[II bade them draw up their proposal and take it to my lawyer,
Mr Lewis saying that whateuer Mr Lewis mentioned I should sign

whereupon I warned Mr Lewis that this couple of aduenturers

[would] coll upon him and that he could read their document and

get rid of them.'

In this statement, made in retrospect in 1893, after he

had quarrelled with Ford ouer the Gentle Art. Whistler

understandably tries to distance himself from him and

present his own position in a fauourable light. Howeuer,

245lbid., draft affidauit,
246Martin claimed that she receiued an answer to her cablegram on
21 June. Martin to LlJhistler, 27 Sept 1888, GUL, F380.
247 Ibid.

248lbid., draft affidauit. Whistler's uersion of euents uaries slightly;
according to a typescript copy of the affidauit, he on or about the
second day of August 1888... receiued a call from one Sheridan Ford.'
Ibid. 104



as he had not yet seen the Fords' contract and, as their

subsequent correspondence will suggest, he appears to

haue been eager to negotiate with the couple at this

stage. The prospect of fulfilling his long-held intention to

uisit America and of easing his financial situation was a

attractiue incentiue.

Under the terms of the proposal, UJhistler would be

contracted to the Fords (who were backed by a

syndicate of inuestors in New Vork) to produce a set or

sets' of etchings to be entitled 'Whistler's American

Etchings.' Sinty plates were to be diuided into fiue sets

of twelue each and one hundred and fifty impressions to

be produced from each plate 'if feasible.' Once the

desired number of etchings had been taken from the

plates further reproduction could be made only on

mutual agreement.' Ae would be required to spend a

period of some four months in America, not only in order

to produce at least' siuty plates, but to undertake

portrait and decoratiue commissions and talk on art

conditions' before his departure. An enhibition of works

enecuted during his trip and of those brought there'
would also be staged. Meanwhile, the Fords would

attend to all the business and practical details' while

Whistler would receiue eupenses of up to $12.50 (or

£2.10s) per day, plus forty per cent of the profits. Such

conditions inuested a considerable financial interest and

a marked degree of control ouer Whistler's affairs in the

Fords and their syndicate. Worse still for Whistler was
1 05



the condition that 'for two years after its expiration*

(that is, once the artist had left for England) he would be

prohibited from returning to America 'for any of these

purposes.'249 Giuen Whistler's likely reaction to terms

which could dictate his actiuities for up to two years, the

contract seems to haue been a seuere miscalculation on

the Fords' part.

Howeuer, Whistler would remain unaware of the details

and conditions contained in the contract for some weeks.

For the moment, he was preoccupied with other matters.

On 11 August 1888, he married Beatrix Godwin, widow of

E.W. Godwin, architect of the White House and Whistler's

friend and steadfast supporter in the press for many

years. Although Beatrix (estranged from the

philandering Godwin) had known Whistler for some time

and remained a frequent uisitor to his studio after her

portrait 'Harmony in Red: Lamplight' was completed in

1886, the decision to marry seems to haue been an

impromptu one. An oft-told anecdote relates how Henry

Labouchere250 took steps to bring their uaguely held

intention of marrying to a practical conclusion, although

Lady Archibald Campbell also claimed a similar role.

249Proposed contract between IXJhistler and the Fords, GUL, F380.
25®Labouchere related in Truth (23 Jul 1903):

'Jemmy,' I said 'will you marry Mrs Godwin?' 'Certainly,' he replied
'Mrs Godwin,' I said, 'will you marry Jemmy?' 'Certainly,' she replied
'When?' I asked 'Oh some day,' said Whistler'That won't do,' I said 'we
must haue a date.' So they agreed that I should choose the day, what
church to come to for the ceremony, prouide the clergyman, and giue
the bride away.'

Rep., Pennell, Life 11, p.76.



But work matters could not easily be postponed. The

exhibition of LU h is tier's works at UJunderlich's Gallery,

which was to include etchings, oils, water-colours and

pastels was planned for the following spring. For it,

LLJhistler was obliged to produce new water-colours and

a series of etched plates. There was also an additional

complication. During the mid eighties, Maud Franklin,

with whom Lllhistler had maintained a liaison lasting

fourteen years and who signed her name as Maud

LUhistler" was often ill and away from London. By 1887,

she was becoming increasingly resentful at Beatrix's

constant presence in his studio. The situation may well

haue worsened during the RSBfl exhibition251 in the

winter of 1886-7, when a nude entitled Uenus Born of

the Sea Foam' was exhibited by lililliam Stott of Oldham,

a friend and follower. Maud was unmistakably the model

for the picture. By the following spring, she had been

unceremoniously replaced by Beatrix in his affections.252

251 llihistler exhibited a portrait of Maud Harmony in Black', now
known only throuyh uarious caricatures in the press, and Harmony
in Red: Lamplight' the portrait of Beatrix. Pennell alleged that the
critics noticed that Maud had been the model for both Stott and
Whistler's pictures and that UJhistler had been upset by the resulting
gossip, hastening the end of his relationship with Maud. Howeuer,
there is some confusion ouer the identity of the portrait (see VMSM,
Cat. nos. 1 86 & 357).
Ibid., Pennell, Whistler Journal, pp.1 66-7.
252Maud became friendly with the Stotts and was conualescing at
their home in Rugust 1888 when she receiued word of Whistler's
marriage. Whistler later quarrelled with Stott ouer his abrupt
treatment of her.



Shortly after the wedding between Whistler and Beatrix

took place, the couple trauelled to France where they
would spend a working honeymoon in Paris, Chartres,

Boulogne and the Loire. Ouer the next couple of months,

LUhistler worked steadily on his etchings, French

Renaissance architecture becoming a central theme.

Characteristically, he arranged for the daily newspaper

cuttings to be sent to whereuer they should happen to

pause on their wanderings. The Whistlers did not finally

return to London until the beginning of Nouember,

although they remained in contact with the Fords. 253

The contract had been left in the hands of Whistler's

solicitor, Sir George Lewis in London. Howeuer when the

Fords uisited his office in September, they were

dismayed at the lack of progress in the proceedings. On

10 September, Mary Ford wrote the first of seueral

urgent letters to Whistler claiming that Lewis was

stalling them:
[He] pleads that he can do nothing without you and...reiterates
that you are erratic until we are ready to do him uiolence.254

Though engrossed in his work, Whistler responded

swiftly. By 14 September, the Fords had receiued a reply:
I certainly thought that I had done directly what you wished...I
took your copy of proposal to George Lewis and told him to

arrange all matters with you. He on his part said to me, when, on

finding you absent, as I last passed through town I called on him,
that he had seen Mr Ford, and that he had told him that the

253He told Helen HJhistler: 'Mr Hanson sends us daily cuttings from
all the papers.' See Whistler to Helen Whistler, 22 Sept 1888, GUL,
LB 1 3/45.

254Mary Martin Ford to Whistler, 10 Sept 1888, GUL, F374.



contract as it was then submitted, was not a serious one - and

that Mr Ford had said that you were both going out of town, but
that on your return you would bring before him another
document for his consideration and thus you would decide

together...
He moreouer told me that...he, as the businessman, could attend

to all details of anything like an agreement and he would settle

with you for me after sending one copy for any uiews of my

own...In any case I could not wait in town and had to be off to
work..

Unaware of the details contained in the contract, the

tone of the letter is soothing and he continues to

enpress his interest in entering into a business

relationship with the couple. What is also significant,

giuen that his efforts to send his work abroad were

gaining momentum, is that with the assistance of the

Fords, he hoped to realise a long-held intention of

trauelling to America. He tells Marg Ford:
If I go to Hmerica - and thing certainly point that way - you two
are the ones I should prefer to deal with to all others - and all

business matters...! should certainly hope that you would

manage for me, rather than anyone else...but if beyond this
generally you haue a particular plan of greater aduantage to us

all, let us hear it immediately255...

As has been discussed in the preuious chapter, Wilde,

espousing Whistler s theories diluted with his own, had
become the apotheosis of aestheticism in Hmerica. For

Whistler, to be managed bg Wilde's tour manager Hichard

D'Oyly Carte and identified with Patience' was

unacceptable. To project a radically different persona

255UJhistler to Mary Martin Ford, n.d.., (letter post-marked 14 Sept
1888), GUL, F375.



and distance himself from IDilde and the entrauagant

parody of aestheticism popularised by Patience' was an

essential preparation if he was to lecture and sell his

works in America. Thus, it seemed that Sheridan Ford, in

his position as a syndicated journalist, might well

perform a useful role for Whistler in preparing the way

for his planned American trip and future commercial

success there.

"Signing au/ag his soul" - the Fords' Hmerican

contract:

On 19 July, a note on Whistler's connections with his

birthplace of Lowell, Massachusetts appeared in the

Lowell Morning Mail. The article was accompanied by a

lengthy portrait of LUhistler. This was written by Ford

and was reprinted from the Albany Argus. Its focus is

Whistler's 'coming trip'256... and the keen relish with

which he looked forward to it and especially of the

pleasure he would enperience in reuiewing the old

scenes at West Point..' The reuelatory tone of the article

and references to West Point, the officer cadet school

and Whistler's alma mater to which he retained a strong

romantic attachment despite an unsuccessful career

there, suggests the hand of Whistler in it. Furthermore,

256Whistler was e»pected in Rmerica by mid Nouember. Ford's puff
ran as follows:

The interuiewers of the New York press haue some work ahead... He will
be in the country By the time this appears in the flrgu.s Mr James
MacNeill Whistler, master of brush and etching-needle, prince of
persiflage and badinage and the greatest wit in all London will...haue
passed the time of day with the Customs Officers off Staten Island.

The article also refers to the 'Whistler enhibition which will open at
Wunderlich Gallery, in Broadway., soon after his arriual.'



while there are no direct references to a lecture tour,

Ford quotes the artist s alleged reply (to which Ford was

apparently giuen full access) to a party who was after

him to lecture in the States:'

That you should propose that I should make art talks from New
Vork to Chicago shows your want of appreciation of that sublime
work (the Ten O'clock) which inuolued, I may confess, years of

preparation and has left me clothed in the dignity of silence and
conscious that anything inferior in quality must neuer be giuen
utterance to by its author. I certainly would not undertake to be
turned on in halls all ouer that uast continent.257

Hence, in a similar manner to that in which he announced

his intended uisit to America in 1886 and that he would

insist that the posters, inuitations and catalogue for his

major retrospectiue euhibition at Goupils Gallery in 1892

would he publicised as a small collection kindly lent by

their owners,' UJhistler intended that once again his uisit

would be presented as a rare and unique euent. In

addition, Whistler's remarks implicate Wilde, who had

appeared at ouer 120 uenues all ouer America between

January and October 1882. It may also be the case that

he hoped to score points against others like Haden and

Herkomer who had preceded him there.258

252Lowell Morning Mail ,19 Jul 1888, LCPC, Boh 199. Although Ford's
piece for the Albany Rrqus is dated 24 Nouember, the Lowell Morning
Mail article has been inenplicably dated 19 July 1888, while
mentioning that since his marriage in August he has been at work in
the cathedral towns of France.'

258The article also takes care to mention that D'Oyly Carte had put
before LLIhistler the unusually aduantageous offer to repeat the
lecture in the larger cities of America' and that he could haue earned
substantial sums but his brush and needle haue neuer been

degraded [and] he declined the offer and many similar ones'...
Ibid., Ford, Lowell Morning Mail.



Despite the apparent seriousness of UJhistler's intentions

in the summer of 1888 the Fords' anxiety grew, for there

had been no further progress on the contract. In the

middle of September, UJhistier receiued another letter

from Mary Ford. She complained to UJhistler that A week

has passed ...since we gaue Mr Lewis the contract and

today we find that nothing has been done...Meantime

"the cabined ships at sea" are daily taking all good

Americans home for the beautiful American October'... 'It

is not too early for you to sail any day now,' she urged,

'How soon can you return - to be detained here only for a

few days before sailing?259

In a draft of UJhistler's reply, he appears to be stalling

them, explaining that he has heard nothing from Lewis

and that he is held back by other commitments:
I am engaged to Wunderlich for this exhibition, and euerything
must stand aside - until that is completed for it mould be unfair

to him if I mere to throm him ouer - mhich I should haue to do, if

the mork mas interfered mith in ang may.260

Mary Ford's response soon afterwards alleges there has
been a misunderstanding:

So it's Wunderlich!...We gathered from mhat gou said mhen me

spoke of [Wunderlich] that the Exhibition mas to be of things gou

had already done.261
LUhether UJhistler made a further reply to the Fords'

efforts to engage him is uncertain, but within a few

259Mary Martin Ford to UJhistler, 17 Sept 1 888, GUL, F377.
260Whistler to Mary Martin Ford [before 24 Sept 1888], draft letter,
GUL, F378.
261Mary Martin Ford to Whistler, 24 Sept 1888, GUL, F379.



days, nonetheless, they had despatched their contract to

Tours, seemingly under intensifying pressure from the

New Vork syndicate.262
Rs seueral suruiuing draft letters shorn, lllhistier's

response mas explosiue. They are also reuealing of his

determination to control his own reputation and fear of

committing his affairs to the hands of others:
UJhat could haue possessed you dear Mrs Ford to send me all
this!...No! No! Certainly not. I mould neuer dream of signiny any

such contract...it suggests to me nothing - excepting perhaps a

modern and New Vork uersion of a ?muzzled Dr Faustus signing

away his soul to a uery brilliant and charming... "Mephisto" - any

etching, painting [?] existing at all for the next two or three

years cannot possibly fold up in a napkin and hand [sic] ouer to
the keeping of anyone263..

There are seueral drafts of this letter in Glasgow, one of

which is partially in Beatrix's hand, suggesting that the

LLlhistlers took great pains together ouer it. Another

draft reueals unequiuocally Whistler's uiew of the Fords'

proposed arrangement:
What I thought you did mean...judging from your past uiews of
picture dealers...was that you and Mr Ford were to become the

agents for Whistler's etchings in Hmerica but not that I should be
...farmed...euen could I be persuaded to let my work pass

through other hands so this I should become the slaue of my

press and my painting would go entirely..

262Mary Martin Ford told Whistler that they had receiued a cable
from headquarters' which read as follows:'

UNLESS CONTRRLT IS SIGNED AND MAILED BV UMBRIR SEPTEMBER 29TH
MRTTER WILL BE ABANDONED AND MONEVS WITHDRAWN.

The moneys' refers to expenses paid to the Fords whilst they were
in London.

263Draft letter, Whistler to Mary Martin Ford [Sept x Oct], 1888, GUL,
F381. 113



He appears less perturbed by the prohibition on future

uisits to America:

That I should not return to America for two years after the

expiration of my ayreement I could see the wit of - and I could
understand such an item in contract of a theatrical nature being

readily agreed to...

Houieuer

the painter cannot be transmitted in this way and must go where
his [?] takes him - and where he can bring forth good works...

The scale of the Fords' enpectations and the obligation

that he part with his plates prouoked Whistler's most

incredulous response:

Vou propose that I should produce for your syndicate some 60

plates - at least and that these plates should become their

property - Now you haue heard me before now in the studio say

most distinctly that I would neuer again sell my plates for the
reason that purchases would necessarily reguire sets of proofs
which I should haue to print while "I would rather make 100 new

etchings than print 100 proofs of one etching" - and now you're

Texpecting that I should take 150 each of these - 60 plates..the

printing alone would take months without the possibility of

attempting anything else - Just think 9000 proofs - also the
collectors would certainly buy more than one ?printing.264

Conscious of his rising prospects, LUhistler has his final

Luord in a further draft in inhich he declares to Mary

Ford:

...now for the first time do I clearly perceiue that you haue
harboured the possibility of absolutely possessing ...yourselues
of my ambition and prospects at the uery height of my artistic
career.

2640raft letter, Whistler to Mary Martin Ford [Sept x Oct], 1888, GUL,
F382. See also GUL, F383.



On the surface, though, Whistler's attitude to the Fords

seemed to remain equable:
I doubt if euen you yourselves realize the magnitude of what you

are asking265..
Howeuer, the tone of his attempts to extricate himself

from the situation is resolute - he told Charles Hanson

that he thought his euentual letter to the Fords 'pretty

good.' One can also detect an underlying sense of panic in
a lengthy letter of instruction to Hanson:

Now you must go on Monday the first thing - directly you receiue
this to George Lewis...Say that I am sorely distressed at his

taking no notice of my several letters to him about the Fords and
their contract...they wish to make me responsible for all dealings

by saying Mr Lewis told them that nothing could be done until my

return...

Take him the enclosed letter and say will he read it and giue it
back to you, that you may preserve it carefully - He...will see

from it that the Fords would have me sign away my future

altogether...He will see at a glance that it is clear that I myself
can easily make the fortune they are so anxious to share with
me, taking the lion's portion the while...

He seems to haue sensed a deliberate strategy behind

the Fords' approach, when they both threatened to

follow him to France and hold him financially responsible

for their journey across the Rtlantic. He tells Hanson:
In the letter he [Lewis] will of course see that they set forth
their case to the best advantage - but this means nothing - their
desire is to work upon my sensitiveness in representing that I
have ignored them in letting them come abroad on my account -

whereas you can show him the cable from America which simply
asked "would I be willing to entertain proposals for undertaking

etchings in America under their direction?" I cabled back "Yes"

265Another draft letter, Whistler to Mary Martin Ford [Sept x Oct],
1 888, GUL, F382.



for of course I was willing to "entertain" my proposals -

whereupon they came ouer instead of writing me what the

proposal was.266

Whether the Fords intended to harass Whistler into

signing an agreement from which they mould benefit

substantially or whether, in a manner that would be

repeated with the Gentle Art, the affair was a miserable

miK-up'267 is debatable.268 Howeuer, it is euident that

Whistler's initial enthusiasm for some form of business

arrangement with the Fords rapidly turned into panic

when, with his professional and financial future

improuing, he realised that they meant to enmesh him in

a binding contractual agreement.

This is confirmed in an undated letter to George Lewis:
One little moment of your precious time that you may see that
this great painter goes his uictorious course with the security
that is not always one of the qualifications of his triumphant
career!...

I enclose a letter from Mrs Bacon Ford - Vou will see that she

makes much of my absence, and keeps saying that you will do

nothing without me - This is her point-
Now cannot you see the Fords and entertain their business

proposals so that you may be enabled to say to them that you

haue looked seriously into it all, and cannot aduise your client to

accept their terms, as you consider it would be more

aduantageous to him to bind himself to nothing - as it is clear to

266UJhistler to Charles Hanson, n.d.., LCPC, Cont. 1. Hanson was then
acting as his priuate secretary and general factotum in London.
267Ibid., Steuenson to MacColl.
268Though he would later claim that he had not responded to their
letters 'finally [answering] them at length pointing out that I was in
no way the dupe of such pretension' and suggesting that he had
suspected their motiues from the beginning.
Ibid., draft affidauit.



you that Whistler requires no "running" - and need giue no

exorbitant percentage to anyone.269
His interest was perhaps originally aroused by the

expectation that the Fords' resourcefulness, coupled

with their youth and ambition,270 would mean that any

arrangement would operate strictly on his terms. But in
the light of these euents and the anxious tone of

Whistler's letter to Hanson, why did LlJhistier giue

Sheridan Ford his consent to produce a uolume of his

collected writings only months later? It is a hazardous

question to answer, particularly in the absence of a

contractual agreement between Whistler and Ford for

the Gentle Rrt. Rt the same time, Whistler's relationship

with the Fords appears to haue remained amicable, as

the artist himself later admitted:

...I wished them well - and thought them charming people and
there was [?] end that affair...On my return to London I found
again my Fords - who testified no ill will whatever, but in an

apparently hearty manner acknowledged that the whole matter
had been a mistake on their part and that of course I could not

haue submitted to any such undertaking.27^

Sheridan Ford - agent provocateur:
While the surviving correspondence between Whistler

and the Fords (of which Mary Ford is the chief author)

269Whistler to Lewis, n.d.., GUL, L74.
270Mary Ford told Whistler that the whole thing was started owing
to their faith in Mr Ford and myself, backed by your cable of June
21 st...If con-jointly we (Mr & Mrs Whistler and Mr & Mrs Ford) make
a success of it - then any further amount of money will be put up
toward Mr Ford and myself opening a picture-shop here - starting a
paper here - or doing pretty much anything we please in the Rrt
World'..

Mary Martin Ford to Whistler, 27 Sept 1888, GUL F380.
271 Ibid., draft affidavit.



ceases after early October 1888, Whistler suggests that

they remained in contact:
The playful [?] of things was that Mr Ford houered about the

place.272

On 2 December 1888 an article written by Ford appeared

in a New Vork paper, the Citizen. This heralded his

hoped-for arriual uia the headline J. MacNeill Whistler: fl

Famous American on His Way to the United States.'273 In

January 1889, Ford wrote a further article about

Whistler for Galliqnani's Messenger entitled 'Mr Whistler

at Home.' This was reprinted in the Pall Mall Gazette and

its weekly miscellany, the Pall Mall Budget and as far

afield as in the Toronto Citadel.274 But Whistler's

attention was particularly drawn to another piece by

Ford for the Stanton Newspaper Syndicate which was

published around the same time and widely reprinted.

This was a mocking interuiew with his former follower,

the Australian artist Mortimer Menpes, (fig. 3.3.) entitled

'The Home of Taste." It first appeared in the Kansas City

Journal on 19 January and was subtitled 'How Whistler

the famous American is treated by the London critics - A

concerted effort to rob him of his hard-won laurels.'

2721 bid.

273Citizen (Brooklyn, New Vork), 2 Dec 1 888. This is a reprint of
Ford's article in the Loweil Morning Mail & Albany flrgus (see note
42). Whistler's interest in the article is confirmed by the fact that it
is collected in one of his uolumes of press-cuttings (see GUL,
LUPC1 0/54 ).
274pall Mall Gazette. 14 Jan 1889, Uol 49, No 4734, d.7: Pall Mall
Budget 17 Jan 1889. Toronto Citadel. 9 Feb 1889, GUL, IDPC10/54.



Soon afterwards, it appeared in other papers - the

Philadelphia Daily News on 1 8 February,275 the Uleekly

Mail & Express276 on 27 February and on 23 March,

Modern Truth.277 To Whistler, Menpes had usurped his

position as mentor in a number of ways,278 his latest and

most serious offence being his alleged theft of his ideas

on Japanese art and decoration. When an article on the

subject of Menpes' decoratiue scheme for his house in

Fulham, entitled The Home of Taste,' appeared in the Pall

Mall Gazette the preuious December, he was enraged.279

In a manner that inuites comparisons with LLPilde's

lecture tour of America in 1882, for which lUilde

reworked his own uersion of Whistler's ideas, Menpes

confided in the interuiew:

...I am glad to be able to introduce my ideas of house furnishing
and house decoration to the public...and I may tell you that when
I go to America with my Paris pictures, I shall try and decorate a

house according to my own ideas, and ask the Americans to think
about the matter.288

275Waldo Story red scrapbook (giueri to Story by UJhistler), pp.79-81.
Metropolitan Musuem of Rrt, New Vork.
276Weekly Mail & Express. GUL, Chron.. WPCs.
277Modern Truth. GUL, UJPC1 0/11 4.
278Menpes had first drawn Whistler's wrath when he trauelled to
Japan in order to study the principles of Japanese art and
decoration without informing him. fit a successful exhibition of
Menpes' Japanese pictures in 1888 (which receiued extensiue press
couerage) Whistler appeared on the scene and, showing Menpes a
fauourable reuiew from the Pall Mall Gazette, accused him of

stealing his ideas (see Mortimer Menpes, Whistler fls I Knew Him.
London 1904, p.43). Finally and fatally, Menpes had used Whistler's
own fauoured shade of yellow for the walls of his Fulham house,
described in the Pall Mall Gazette (1 Dec 1888).
279The resulting exchange is reprinted in the Gentle Rrt (pp.230-5),
carefully edited by Whistler.
288Pall Mall Gazette. 1 Dec 1888. See Gentle Rrt. p.232.



To LUhistier, a follower had once again adapted his ideas

as his own and was attempting to conuey them to a

wider public, as he suggests when he uses the title

Another Poacher in the Chelsea Preserues' aboue his

response in the Gentle Rrt.281 UJhat was also galling was

that Menpes' plans to promote his uiews in America

included an exhibition of his pictures, echoing LUhistler's

own intentions. Reproducing his own carefully edited

uersion of the interuiew in the Gentle Rrt , UJhistler

pointedly refers to Menpes as 'Mr Blank', leauing its

dialogic form untouched. Menpes' identity with the ideas

on decoration suggested in the article is effectiuely

obliterated, while the final blow is deliuered when

Whistler italicises the word original' in a passage which

describes Menpes as 'a man of original turn of mind.'282
This attempt to belittle Menpes, to deny him ownership

of his ideas is underlined in the letter:

fltlas - nothing matters but the unimportant; so at the risk of

aduertising an Australian immigrant of Fulham - mho like the

Kangaroo of his country is born mith a pocket and puts

euerything into it...and, culminating in a "Special Edition" last
meek to embody a lengthy interuiem headed "The Home of Taste"
has discouered again the nest of a mare that mas foaled years

ago!28^

Taking up the cudgels for Whistler, Ford scathingly

presents Menpes as a pretentious mediocrity posing as

the creator of a scheme of decoration which in reality

281 Gentle Art, p.233. The title is not LlJhistler's omn; his letter mas

originally published in the Atlas' column in World mith this
introduction fWorld. 26 Dec 1888, Uol 29, No 756, p.17).
282Gentle Art, p.230.
28^Gentle Art, p.233. The letter mas dated 1 8 Dec.



was concerned nearly twenty years ago by one of the

most famous artists of today.' Recording to the article,

he uisited Menpes in Fulham in order to find out what

changes time had wrought in transforming one who had

not long ago was known only as an auerage amateur and

worshipper of the butterfly.' Referring mockingly to

Menpes as the Claimant' ('amateur' and Claimant' being

terms which are likely to haue delighted Whistler), he

proceeded to ridicule Menpes' artistic efforts and the

copious press couerage that he had been receiuing,

setting him up as a plagiarising self-publicist.

fls a result, when the article was extensiuely reprinted,

Whistler was well-pleased; indeed a report in Truth of 28

March hints at his direct inuoluement in it. Truth

reported:
Mr Menpes has giuen himself away to that wily Rmerican

journalist Sheridan Ford unless that gentleman has
romanced...The Brt Clubs and the studios haue been flooded with

the Philadelphia Daily News.

It went on to record that Whistler had despatched a copy

to Menpes himself, accompanied by the following note:
Vou mill blow your brains out of course. Pigott has shown you

what to do under the circumstances, and you know your way to

Spain. Goodbye!28**

284Truth. 28 Mar 1 889, p.565. Rep. Gentle Rrt underthe title R
Suggestion,1 p.235. The Pigott reference relates to the Parnellite
scandal, reports of which were appearing in the Times. The Glasgow
Herald refers to Whistler's admiration for Parnell:

based chiefly on his conduct in Committee Room No 15 and the literary
merits of his manifesto, which Mr Whistler describes as the "chastest
piece of writing since my own Ten O'clock.. ""

Glasgow Herald. 14 Jan 1891, GUL, WPC1 1/33.



Whether Ford actually interuiewed Menpes or whether it

was an elaborate hoan concocted by Whistler and Ford is

uncertain, but if Whistler did not entirely trust Ford after

the debacle of the contract, the entensiue reprinting of

the article (a fact remarked upon by the Sunday

Times)285 highlighted Ford's potential usefulness whilst

he remained loyal to his cause. When Ford was later

asked how he secured Whistler s permission to produce a

collected edition of his writings, he claimed:
I enposed Mr Menpes..in an article for a syndicate of American

newspapers, and this greatly pleased UJhistler.. He had the article

reprinted in an insignificant weekly and ordered 2,000

copies.286

Ford's claims, if self-seruing, would thus seem to confirm

that Whistler and Ford orchestrated a shrewd campaign

against Menpes. It is likely, therefore, that Whistler

hoped that the appearance of the article in so many

American newspapers would scupper Menpes' plans to

peddle his ideas on decoration in America.

While the success of Whistler's scalping' of Mortimer

Menpes owed much to Ford's journalistic endeauours,

the inference from the latter's statement that the affair

was the single catalytic euent which gained him the

editorship of the Gentle Art is not entirely accurate. As

has been seen, Ford had, ouer the preuious year

consistently defended Whistler and published laudatory

285Sunday Times. 17 Mar 1889.
286 Mainly about People.' Star. 21 Jun 1890, p.1. See GUL, UJPC12/6.



articles about him in a number of papers. The stage mas

well set for his original editorial role in the Gentle Art.

Collecting the correspondence:

Back in the early months of 1889, then, relations were

cordial between Ford and Whistler. This assured Ford the

artist's goodwill when he first proposed the idea of a

uolume of collected writings towards the end of the

winter. According to Ford's intensely self-seruing

account:

..When we met some time afterwards I suggested that he should

publish his writings. Jemmy jumped at the idea. I proposed The
Gentle Art ofMaking Enemies' as the title. He held out in fauour of

'Scalps,' but at last accepted mine. We came to terms. I was

appointed editor, and put in possession of Mr Whistler's papers

and correspondence.28?

While Ford's account enudes dramatic emphasis, it is

more or less consistent with MacClure Hamilton's uersion

of euents (although the origin of the title has been the

obj ect of some dispute).288 He recalls:
Whistler and he [Fordl...talked the matter ouer, and it was

agreed between them that Ford should collect the letters, edit
them with some remarks of his own, and publish the book for his

own profit.289

Hauing secured Whistler's agreement, Ford embarked

eagerly upon the task of wading through old newspaper

28?ibid.
2880ne oft-repeated story is that the Belgian printer of Ford's
edition objected to the original title (which appears in the proofs of
the first unpublished uersion) and substituted it with a phrase from
Ford's introduction. See Hlfred Werner's introduction to the Douer
(New Vork 1967 p.xuiii) for euample. No firm documentation has
emerged to support this story.
289Though Whistler would haue been intent on ensuring that he
receiued his portion of the profits. Ibid., Penned, Life. II, p.1 01.



files at the British Musuern and browsing through the

artist's own carefully hoarded collection of press

cuttings and old letters.290 It appeared to be a mutually

acceptable arrangement from which LUhistler hoped to

see some profit himself. If Ford's hopes of becoming
chief agent and promoter of Whistler's pictures had met

with little success, at least a rewarding literary career

seemed to be in uiew.

Ford's acerbic literary style also appealed to Lbhistler. Bs

has been seen, he had shown a particular interest in

Ford's pamphlet Brt: fl Commodity. Later, the St Stephen's

Reuiew would remark upon Whistler's repeatedly

expressed praise for the 'journalistic free-lance whose

slashing inuectiue scorched the Claimant of Lemon

yellow [MenpesJ along with other fictions of the Pall Mall

Gazette'.291 It was not all that far remoued from

Whistler's own quaint method, perhaps best exemplified

in his treatment of such figures as Wilde and Harry

Quilter in the press.

For Whistler, the prospect of increased financial security

was another undoubted attraction. Years later,

MacCaulay Steuenson told D.S. MacColl:
The facts are Whistler was rather under the weather

financially...and asked Ford "to break a lance for hirn" - these
were Whistler's own words.292

2901 bid.

291St Stephen's Reuiew. 21 Sept 1889, GUL, Chron.. WPCs.
2921 bid., Steuenson to MacColl. 124



His finances had already begun to improue to a certain

extent. On 8 March, E.G. Kennedy wrote to LUhistler

informing him that his long-awaited exhibition at

Wunderlich's had opened, attracting appreciatiue

reuiews in the press,293 despite the delayed arriual of

eighteen works. LUith the assistance of Whistler's former

associate Harper Pennington, who ensured that the

appearance of the gallery and catalogue conformed with

that of Whistler's earlier exhibitions at Dowdeswell's,294

it was a commercial success. Ten pictures were sold and

there were seueral requests for the remaining works to

be exhibited elsewhere.295 Sales of Whistler's recent

etchings of Holland and France were also healthy296 and

Kennedy s letter of 8 March included a request for any

new etchings.'297

Meanwhile further honours were on their way. The

Criterion dinner (from which, it should be noted, Whistler

attempted to deliberately exclude Menpes)298 was pre¬

empted by a banquet in Paris on 28 April. In July, despite

293E. G. Kennedy to UJhistler, 8 Mar 1889, GUL, LU1159.
294'Notes, Harmonies, Nocturnes' and Notes, Harmonies, Nocturnes:
Second Series' held in 1884 and 1886 respectiuely.
295E.G. Kennedy to Whistler, 18 Mar 1889, GUL, UJ1160.The list of
buyers included Charles L Freer, H.O. Hauemeyer and IU.L.. Andrews.
296fin account dated 16 Apr 1889 records payment to LLIhistler of
£1 41.2.5 foretchings made on his trauels in Holland and France in
1887 and 1888 respectiuely. See GUL, NB1/83.
297lbid., E.G. Kennedy to UJhistler, 8 Mar 1889.
298Menpes wished to attend (see Menpes to Christian Symons, 17
Apr 1889, GUL, M310) but when Symons consulted UJhistler, he was
instructed to inform him that tickets could only be issued to those
on the list drawn up by the organising committee. See UJhistler to
Symons, 19 Apr 1889, GUL, S285.The list did not include Menpes.



a confrontation with General Hawkins,299 Commissioner

for the Rmerican firt Department, LDhistler's portrait of

Lady Rrchibald Campbell earned him a gold medal at the

Paris Exposition Uniuerselle. Duret wrote to Lilhistler,

informing him of his success in Paris, but while he

delighted in LDhistler's achieuement, he belieued that he

would haue done better to haue shown in the Rmerican

section:

Si uous auez expose auec les americains et recus uotre medaille

comme peintre americain au lieu de la receuois comme peintre

anglais. .300
LDhateuer the strength of LDhistler's feelings about this

matter, he was distracted - momentarily at least - by

the news of his appointment as a Cheualier de la Legion

d'Honneur. Such recognition from abroad, aboue all from

France, pleased him greatly. It was an acknowledgement
of his newly consolidated status abroad in the face of

'determined neglect at home,'301 particularly since his

break with the Society of British Rrtists still rankled him

greatly. In parallel with this artistic recognition, LDhistler

had already entered into literary good fellowship of a

sort. In March 1887, he accepted an inuitation to

299lt concerned the rejection of ten out of twenty-seuen of his
etchings from the Rmerican section of the Paris Exhibition. It is
recorded in the Gentle Rrt. pp.264-76 (Whistler's edition) and pp.194
-203 (Ford's edition).
300Theodore Duret to Whistler, 29 July 1889, GUL, D1 91.
301 Whistler to Malcolm C. Salaman, n.d.., 110 Nou 1 888], LCPC, Cont.
2. Setting forth his desired announcement for his second-class
medal at Munich in 1888, he told Salaman in the same letter:

..And upon this you might dilate as you like - pointing out the recognition
from abroad as compared to the determined negation at home...
And then you haue the British Artists and their surly attitude towards
the man who had deuoted to them his energies and his success and
whose honours they now might haue shared..



become a uice-president of the recently established

Society of Ruthors,302 portending his future identity as

author of the Gentle Rrt.

But these successes and official honours seem not to

haue been sufficient to assure him the financial security

he needed, recently married and lining a peripatetic

eKistence between London and the Continent. Ten years

after his bankruptcy in 1879, its after-effects still

plagued him and he struggled to regain what he had lost

professionally and materially. The Pennells describe his

circumstances a couple of years later in 1891, after his

portrait of Thomas Carlyle had just been sold for a

thousand guineas:
The thousand...came at an opportune moment. He had not been
married long, he mas more than usually hard up, he was deep in
debt again. But first he inuested a large part of it in old siluer for
he was beginning to replace the beautiful things sold at the

bankruptcy. Somehow his creditors got wind of it, pounced upon

him, and in a fortnight not a penny of the thousand pounds was

left.303

Sales of his etchings could not be relied upon, for

enclosing LUhistier's statement of account at the end of

June, lliunderlich's reported that business had been less

302UJhistler to Incorporated Society of Ruthors (Alien Ross & James
Stanley Little), 10 Mar 1887, GUL, 13. The Society was founded in
1883 and led by HI alter Besant. Dice-presidents representing uarious
branches of the arts were appointed by the Society. Its auowed
purpose was to defend the authorial right of literary property and
aduance the cause of international copyright. British authors
suffered from extensiue piracy during the mid to late nineteenth
century as copyright agreements did not then exist with mass
English-speaking markets like the United States, Canada and
Australia.

3031 bid., Pennell. UJhistler Journal, pp.288-9.



than expected.304 By the beginning of September,

Whistler had also grown dissatisfied with their attempts

to sell his pictures305 despite the apparent success of an

exhibition of his works in Detroit. This, the New Vork

Herald declared had been a 'financial as well as an

artistic success.'306

The 'dismissal' of Ford:

fis work progressed on the Gentle Rrt during the summer

of 1889, UJhistler, according to Ford's account, 'was as

much interested in the progress of the book'307 as his

editor. This is later contradicted by Don C. Seitz in his

Whistler bibliography, for he asserts that Mr Whistler
showed but a languid interest in the work.'308 One thing
is more certain, howeuer - little sign of conflict was

euident between painter and appointed editor and so far

there seems to haue been little cause. Ford's exposure'

of Menpes had been so effective that references to the
'Claimant' (Ford's mocking term for Menpes) were still

304Wunderlich & Co to Whistler, 28 Jun 1 889, GUL, W1 1 65-9.
305See E.G. Kennedy to Whistler, 9 Sept 1889, GUL, W1 171.
306New Vork Herald. 11 Aug 1889, GUL, WPC11/14. Ford may Luell
haue been the mriter trumpeting Whistler here.
307lbid., Pennell, Life II. p.1 02.
308Don C. Seitz, Writings By & About James Abbott MacNeill Whistler.
Edinburgh 1910, p.3. Seueral letters between Ford and Seitz dating
from c. 1910-13 (see GUL, F400-7) suggest that Seitz receiued much
of his information for this book from Ford. This statement should
therefore be regarded as Ford's retelling of the story at a later date
to suit his own agenda and taken with a degree of caution. A
considerable percentage of the material in a later book by Seitz
(Whistler Stories. New Vork & London 1913) deriues from the section
'Some Whistler Stories: Old & New' in Ford's edition of the Gentle Art.
Seitz seems to haue assisted Ford financially and perhaps
professionally during this later period. j 28



surfacing in the newspapers months later.309 Ford would

later assert that if any disagreement arose between

them while this LLIhistleriana was being licked into

shape' it was smoothed ouer with minimal fuss.

According to an interuiew with Ford, published in the

Star. 'Mr LUhistler began to kick' at one point. The

resulting exchange between UJhistler and Ford allegedly
ran as follows:

"I don't see," he said 'why I should publish all these attacks on

me," "LlJhy," said Ford "you don't want to burke the attacks on

yourself and publish your attacks on other people?" There was a

misunderstandiny, but it was healed in a "drinkiny saloon," when

they pledged immortal friendship ouer a glass of whisky.'310
IDhile the fanciful tone of these statements - made in

the high heat of Ford's battle with LLI h is tier - should be

treated with caution, there is faint suggestion that any

major differences existed between them before

LUhistler's letter of discharge on 19 August. By late

summer, Ford was 'measurably within sight of the

promised land of printer's proofs1 according to the St

Stephen's Aeuiew311 and the preface was complete.312

Considering that IBhistler was 'rather under the weather

financially,'313 why did he stall Ford at this point?

One possibility is that a riual appeared on the scene. Ford

alleges in the St Stephen's Aeuiew that Whistler's change

of heart began with a desire to replace him with the

309See St Stephen's Reuiew. 20 Jul 1889, GUL, L1JPC10/1 19.
31 °'Mainly about People,' Star. 21 Jun 1890, p.1.
3111bid., St Stephen's Reuiew. 21 Sept 1889.
31 2Ibid., Pennell, Life. II, p. 102.
31 31 bid., Steuenson to MacColl.



One possibility is that a riual appeared on the scene. Ford

alleges in the St Stephen's Reuiew that LUhistler's change
of heart began with a desire to replace him with the

French critic Theodore Duret, a longstanding friend and

supporter of the artist in the press. Ford claims that

Whistler had approached him one fine morning [and]

suueetly asked to haue sent him euerything collected in

the way of copy,'314 as he intended to place the material

in Duret's hands. Recently in 1888, Duret had published a

notable study in Lettres et Les Rrts315 under the title

Whistler et Son Oeuure.' It certainly possible that this

may haue influenced Whistler's supposed desire to

replace Ford with Duret, but in the absence of further

euidence, it is hazardous to speculate further.

Writing to Ford towards the end of Rugust, Whistler

treats his soon-to-be-disposed-of editor with elaborate

courtesy. There is no mention of Duret hauing been asked

to replace Ford - rather the crucial factor is time. He

wishes to postpone the book, but its editorship remains

in Ford's hands:

Let us haue no wrong impressions. I thoroughly know that you

are just the man to bring to its completion the work in question,
and how lucky I am in hauing you interested in it. Meanwhile,
without going further - for I fear that I haue an inherent fear of

being at all hurried about anything - do let me recognise slightly
the time and care you haue taken to giue the collection the shape

314lbid., St Stephen's Reuiew.
315Lettres et Les Arts. 3me annee, 1888, pp.215-26. 25 copies issued
as a pamphlet Boussod Ualadon et Cie, Paris. Trans., in Arts &
Letters. New Vork & London, Feb 1888.



it already has - I enclose, therefore, a cheque for ten guineas. I
do not in this way pretend to ualue the pains you haue been at,
but in all fairness to each of us you must allow me to see that

you are not so far the loser. I think for many reasons that we

would do well to postpone the immediate consideration of the

proposed publication for a while. Rt this moment I find myself

curiously interested in certain paintings, the production of which

might appropriately be made anterior to more literature.316
Whistler's enact intentions at this stage remain unclear

but seueral explanations haue been produced by uarious

informants. Theodore Roussel, for example, claimed that

he had 'aduised UJhistler to publish the Gentle Rrt

himself, pay Sheridan Ford, and get rid of him.' Uisiting

Whistler at Cheyne Walk one day, he remembered

'coming in and finding Whistler and Mrs Whistler almost

hidden behind boxes of old papers and letters, sorting

and arranging them for the book.'317 While there may be

considerable truth in these statements, the uague tone

of Whistler s letters to Ford, his publicly auou/ed trauel

plans and the increasingly promising outlook for his

career suggest that if Whistler planned to publish the

Gentle Rrt himself, he intended to delay until at least

31 6Draft letter, Whistler to Ford, n.d.., [18891, GUL, F393. Rep. under
date 19 Hug in St Stephen's Reuiew. 21 Sept 1 889. The draft letter
reueals Whistler's anxiety about Ford's likely response, for he took
infinite pains ouer it, searching for the most appropriate tactful
phrase with which to rid himself of Ford. The first (subsequently
erased) paragraph reads:

I am sure that notuuithstanding....you should be so ..surprised if..you
could proue any carelessness of expression haue fancied that I
supposed anyone else better able or more sympathetic than yourself in
this do not thoroughly appreciate the...full ualue of your literary
judgement and refined taste in the bringing...

31 71 bid., Pennell, Whistler Journal, p.21 6. R letter to an unidentified
correspondent in Glasgow suggests that Whistler was alarmed by
Ford's connection with some ill-starred speculation or scandal -

perhaps a business one. See Whistler to 'Miss Euans,' n.d.., [1890],
GUL, E46.



after he had made his long-intended trip to Spain. But

certainly, he was intent on halting Ford in mid-flow for

the moment, for another obseruer recounted that

UJhistler was careful to seek to the aduice of his solicitor

George Lewis before the letter of discharge was

despatched to Ford.318

If this euidence is inconclusiue, it was undoubtedly a

moment when, after lengthy exchanges in the press with

General Hawkins,319 his former associate UJilliam Stott of

Oldham and the Royal Society of British Artists, UJhistler

hoped to capitalise upon his improued artistic prospects.

He was in a productiue mood, telling Ford in a subsequent

letter that he and Beatrix were to depart for Holland in a

couple of weeks, when I hope to see about the

exhibition, and perhaps I may manage to perpetrate

some little matters in the way of etching or water-

colours.'320 The successful UJunderlich exhibition had

been dominated by water-colours and included uiews of

Dieppe, Dordrecht, Trouuille, Ostend and Cornwall.

The UJhistlers were to depart for Amsterdam at the

beginning of September; oner a period of almost two

31 81 bid., Steuenson to MacColl.
319See Pall Mall Gazette. 27 Hpr 1889, p.2 on Hawkins and Whistler's
rejected etchings, the New York Herald , 27 Jan 1889, GUL, UJPC16/64
on the LUhistler-Stott incident and Morning Post. 1 Hpr 1889, GUL,
WPC10/107 on Whistler's quarrel with the RSBH. Whistler's dispute
with Hawkins did not end until 9 October when his final word on the
affair was published in the New Vork Herald.
320Whistler to Ford, 21 Rug 1889. Rep. Bulletin of Boston Public
Library. Uol 20, No 6, Jun 1945, p.279.



months, LUhistler mould produce a set of ten etchings321
and a number of oils, fln exhibition of these Amsterdam

etchings and, according to the Pall Mall Gazette, other

miscellaneous works including some charming pastels on

brown paper'322 was planned for the Fine Art Society the

following February. 'Mr Whistler knows his public,' the

Leeds Daily News pronounced. 'His "nocturnes" and

"arrangements" sold better than his better work, so it is

not surprising to find that in his coming exhibition the

principal feature will be series of charming pastels on

brown paper.'323 In addition, E.G. Kennedy suggested

that an exhibition of his works should be held at

Wunderlich's simultaneously with that to be held at the

Fine Art Society.324

Whistler remained eager to aduance his interests in

America in tandem with his efforts in Europe. His small-

scale oil and water-colour sea-pieces from his frequent

trips to the Low Countries during the second half of the

eighties such as Note in Grey & Green: Holland' (1887)
and Sad Sea: Dieppe' (1880s, fig. 3.4.) were prouing

popular with his American patrons: 'Sod Sea' for example,

was owned by Charles L. Freer, a purchase which may

haue been made through Wunderlich's. A paragraph

written by Ford in August 1889 for the New Vork Herald

321The same month, Whistler was also inuited to exhibit with the
Hague Etching Club. Fourteen of his etchings were euentuallg shown
(see Nederlandsche Etsclub to LUhistler, 19 Sept 1889, GUL, N18).
322Pall Mall Gazette. 18 Sept 1889, GUL, IUPC11/15.
323l eeris Dailu News. 19 Sept 1889, GUL, UJPC1 1/15.
324Kennedy to UJhistler, 25 Feb 1890, GUL, UJ1 176.



delighted him, for it trumpeted the success of an

exhibition of his rnorks in Detroit and, perhaps euen more

importantly, it expressed regret that major works such

as his portraits of Carlyle, his mother and Lady Archibald

Campbell had not yet been exhibited in America. During

the UJhistlers' uisit to Holland, the 'Mother' was shown at

an international exhibition325 in Amsterdam, described

by the artist in one interuiew as 'the Dutch Salon, an

exhibition of modern painting.'326 All these works had

been singled out by UJhistler for particularly uigorous

promotion ouer the preuious year.327

This was the mode of publicity that UJhistler sought, for

as his enthusiasm for the purchase of the Mother' by the

French Gouernment for the Luxembourg later reuealed,

he was anxious that his pictures should be acguired for

public collections328 As he explained to his patron H.S.

Theobald:

325lt was awarded a gold medal.
326New Vork Herald. (Paris edtn.), 3 Oct 1889, p.1.
327fls well as Rmsterdam, the Mother' had been eKhibited in Munich
in 1888, where he was awarded a gold medal, and the following year
in London and Glasgow. The 'Carlyle' was shown in Glasgow in 1888
and in London in 1889; the Lady Archibald Campbell' was exhibited in
Munich and Brussels (Societe des KX) in 1888 and at the Paris
Exposition Uniuerselle in 1889, earning Ibhistler the gold medal. As
euents turned out, the last-mentioned was the first work by
LiJhistler to be acquired for a public collection in America (see VMSM,
p.135).
328Rt the suggestion of Whistler's dealer D.C.. Thomson, the picture
was sent to Goupil & Co in Paris in 1891 in the hope that it might be
purchased for the Luxembourg. LUhistler apparently fended off a
potential American purchaser for the Carlyle portrait in January
1891, when it emerged that E.A. LUalton, James Guthrie and others
had organised a petition to persuade Glasgow Corporation to buy the
picture. See Pennell, Life II, p.11 4.



...when a picture is purchased by the Louure or the National

Gallery we can come and see it on the walls, but when a painting
is bought by a priuate gentleman, it is, so to speak, withdrawn
from circulation.329

The 'certain' paintings to which Whistler alludes in his

note to Ford seems likely to relate to his interest in the

Amsterdam cityscape. His etchings of the Loire and

Brussels, with their liuely concern with architectural

motifs, had been a modest commercial success. Since his

earlier water-colours and oil panels were becoming

popular in America, it was a logical step to embark upon

some new modest-scale oils of which the existence of

two - 'The Canal: Amsterdam' and The Grey House:

Amsterdam' (fig. 3.5.) is currently documented.330
Whistler's expansiue mood and an atmosphere of artistic

consolidation also prouoked thoughts of mouing to Paris

once more.331

In this atmosphere, Whistler may haue seen the Gentle

Art as an opportunity to trumpet his new international

success. He may also haue regarded it as a chance to

enshrine within it the 'neglect' to which he felt he had

been subjected at home in contrast with the approbation

329UJhistler to H.S. Theobald, 25 Apr 1888, Freer Gallery of Art
Archiues.

330See VMSM, Cat. nos 384& 385. Both are undated but VMSM note
that The Canal' depicts the same scene as the etching Square House:
Amsterdam (K.404) while the composition of The Grey House' is
similar to that of the etching The Embroidered Curtain' (K.410) and is
the same scene as that depicted in the etching Jews Quarter:
Amsterdam' (K.415). UJhistler sold the latter picture to Freer in July
1903 alongside etchings like 'The Embroidered Curtain,' 'Steps:
Amsterdam'(K.403) and Jews Quarter.'
331 'Men & Things,' St Stephen's Aeuiew. 18Jan 1890, p.11.



he was receiuing abroad. There was little space on such

an agenda for the mode of journalistic anthologg that

Ford would haue enuisaged.

136



CHAPTER 1 U

UJhistler & the Publication of Ford's Gentle
Rrt

The quarrel:

Hauing despatched his letter of 'dismissal' to Ford, a

couple of days passed by, yet LDhistler did not receiue a

response. Euidently he was growing anxious, for on 21

August he wrote again to Ford:
I had hoped that you might haue called in before nom, for they
said at Loui s Exchange that you only sent for your letters once a

meek, so that by misaduenture you may not haue receiued the
one that is lying there for you.332

Howeuer, this second letter remained genial, euen

loquacious in tone.

Ford's response can be best gauged uia his (albeit

distinctly self-seruing) letters which appeared in the

press alongside Whistler's letter of 19 August333 and the

recollections of MacClure Hamilton. Hamilton remembers:

One morning, Ford came to me at Alpha House in great distress.
He brought uiith him a letter from Whistler requesting him to
discontinue the making of the book, and containing a cheque for
ten pounds in payment for the trouble that he had had in

collecting the materials...Ford asked me mhat I mould aduise him
to do. I replied that I, personally should not go on mith the book,
but that if he mere careful to omit all copyright matter, he mould
be perfectly justified in continuing334...

3321 bid., Bulletin of Boston Public Library. Lom's Exchange operated
a steamship and ticket agency. They mere also bankers.
333lbid.. St Stephens Reuiem. 21 Sept 1889.
334lbid., Pennell, Life II, p.1 02.



Certainly, Hamilton's account substantiates Ford's

assertion in the Star that he consulted Mr Archibald

Forbes and other leading journalists' and that their

aduice coincided with his own resolutions, which was to

go on with the book.' The outcome of this, the report

enplained, was that Ford had been aduised that Mr

lilhistler cannot interdict the publication of matter which

has already appeared in newspapers.'335

After a few days, Ford returned Whistler's cheque but his

accompanying note was a thinly-ueiled threat to defy

LUhistler's decision. Parodying his idiosyncratic literary

style and jibing, perhaps, at the opening paragraphs of

Art & Art Critics. Ford wrote:

BestoLU, II pray you, upon the unworthy poor of your parish this
soul-less counter of the Thing-world, lest ridicule corne upon you

and it be gleefully set down by some historian of an idle day how
the Brush sought uainly to besmirch the Pen.336

Whistler was surprised to receiue the cheque and Ford's

absurd letter of indignation,'337 but it took another

bitter letter from Ford shortly afterwards to sound the

death knell for their relationship. In it, he openly

challenged Whistler's proprietorship of the book in

mocking tones:

335Star. 21 Jun 1890, GUL, 1UPC12/9. Forbes was a prominent
journalist and war correspondent with the Daily News.
335 Ibid., St Stephen's Reuiew. Ford improued upon his original letter
in the published oersion. This article, which is in the press cuttings
books in Glasgow, seems to haue been used by UJhistler in euidence
against Ford, since an annotation in an unidentified hand appears at
the foot of it. It reads:

"Nothing has appeared on this subject, in this paper, since this article
[?].

337 Ibid., draft affidauit.



...did you really fancy that a feu; pieces of siluer would blur my

sense of justice?Perhaps you thought you had discouered
another 'Firry. Vou say that you are cruel and cannot forgiue the
fool. I can, my dear, but I cannot stop the play of publicity ... For
I assure you that the book projected by me will see the light in
due season...I am in the habit of carrying out whateuer I
undertake.338

The final blow was dealt by Ford in an article published

on 21 September in the St Stephen's Reuiew, under the

title 'How the Brush Sought Uainly to Besmirch the

Pen.'339 Beatrin LUhistler wrote to Charles Hanson from

Amsterdam a couple of weeks later:
LUill you send the Sunday s Herald [sic] - the Master wants to
know what Ford is doing in it - He says you are not to ?notice him
in any way - for he could not haue wreaked himself more

completely than he has done in the St St., Reuiew if he had been

paid to do so.348

Clearly, Whistler was keeping a watchful eye on Ford's

mouements, despite his absence from London. In his

subsequent account of the affair, howeuer, UJhistler

claimed that it was not until some months later that he

learned that 'Ford was attempting to publish himself in a

garbled and in [?]spurious form my book.'341

Once again, matters of business seem to haue dominated

lilhistler's thoughts on his return from Amsterdam, for he

was keen to publicise the innouatiue qualities and

338Rep. in Euenino News & Post. 16 Jun 1890, GUL, 11JPC12/6.
339 Ibid., St Stephen's Reuiew.
348BeatriH Whistler to Hanson, n.d., (enuelope post-marked 14 Oct
1889), GUL, LB8/49.
341 Ibid., draft affidauit.



refinement of his etchings from this latest trip.342
Howeuer, the proposed exhibition at the Fine Art Society

in February neuer materialised. Neither was he

successful in his efforts to persuade the Society to

purchase the Dutch plates for exhibition and sale, flt the

same time as his relationship with the Society (to which

he still owed proofs from the Uenice plates)

deteriorated, he also seems to haue been preoccupied

with plans to make a long-intended uisit to Spain.343 On

17 December, the Manchester Guardian informed its

readers that 'Mr Whistler...is on the eue of starting for

Spain'344 while the exhibition of his works was to be

postponed until next season. In the end, the Rmsterdam

etchings were shown at Robert Dunthorne's gallery345
but LUhistler's plans to uisit Spain aduanced no further.

Towards the end of January 1890, the Home Journal

could only reiterate the Guardian's report of some fiue
weeks preuiously.346

Rnother euent also diuerted llJhistler's attention. Herbert

Uiuian, an aspiring young journalist and litterateur 347

342Closely related reports of his return to London and on his new
work appeared in a numerous papers - see, for example, Woman. 3
Dec 1 889; Manchester Guardian. 1 7 Dec 1 889; Glasgow Herald. 1 8 Dec
1889; Oracle. 21 Dec 1889, in GUL WPC1 1/19.
343Whistler first attempted to uisit Spain in 1862, desiring to study
the work of Uelasquez in Madrid. Howeuer, he made it no further
that Fonterabia, close to the Spanish border with France.
344Manchester Guardian. 1 7 Dec 1 889, GUL, WPC1 1/19.
345See reuiew in Sunday Times. 16 Mar 1 890, GUL, WPC/11 /22.
346Home Journal. 22 Jan 1890, GUL, WPC1 1/20.
347ln 1890, he jointly founded and edited the short-liued magazine,
the Whirlwind.



was acquainted with both UJhistler and LLPilde. fls has

been discussed elsewhere, LUilde had been a frequent

irritant to LUhistler since his Rmerican lecture tour of

1882 and the malodorous taint of plagiarism continued to

plague him. Beginning on 17 Nouember 1889, a series of
Uiuian's reminiscences was published in the Sun under

the title 'Reminiscences of a Short Life.' The first

installment discussed LBilde's alleged borrowings in

somewhat indiscreet terms. Uiuian obserued that in his

essay 'The Decay of Lying,'348 LUilde had borrowed from a

letter by UJhistler published in the UJorld in Nouember

1886 in which he had charged that 'Oscar - the amiable,

irresponsible essurient Oscar has the courage of the

opinions ...of others!'349 Uiuian's remarks and his

reference to another incident between UJhistler and

LUilde in 1 883350 pleased the artist. He reacted

enthusiastically with a note351 to UJilde which he

incorporated subsequently into a letter to Truth.

Referring to the mode of inuestigatiue journalism that

348UJhistler saw the essay when it was first published in the
Nineteenth Century in January 1889 (see UJhistler to Truth. 1 6 Jan
1890, GUL, Chron. llJPCs). UJilde later imposed major changes upon it.
349See UJorld. 17 Nou 1886, p.16. Rep. Gentle Rrt. p. 1 64 under title
'To the Committee of the "National Rrt Exhibition."'

359flccording to Uiuian, as UJilde described his recent lecture to
students of the Royal Rcademy, UJhistler bowed each time LUilde
annunciated an idea in a gesture of ownership. UJilde uiewed Uiuian's
remarks with displeasure, making his uiews felt uia a letter to
Uiuian on "Uulgarity" (Uiuian to UJhistler, 16 May 1890, GUL, U78) and
requesting that he omit his name from any future republication of
the 'Reminiscences.' This seems to haue asured UJhistler of Uiuian's

loyalty.
35,See Rare Books Diuision, LC ND237. UJ6R18 U.3 for UJhistler's
original letter to UJilde. It is incorporated into his letter to Truth.



had become the paper's trademark, he reproached Truth

for not featuring Wilde
Most Ualiant Truth - Among your ruthless euposures of the
shams of today, nothing, I confess, haue I enjoyed with keener
relish than your late tilt at that arch imposter and pest of the

period - the all-peruading plagiarist! 352
and went on to enpress his delight at receiuing

newspaper cuttings of 'Mr Herbert Uiuian's

Reminiscences' in the same manner. He wrote to

Stephane Mallarme in Paris:
Uoici mon cher Mallarme - le petit papillon en question!

Faites le inseruer dans la journal du Docteur Euans tout de suite -

n est ce pas? Et dans le New Vork Herald aussi...

On pourrait mettre comme entete:

Whistler's latest scalp353..

The catalogue of such targets for inclusion in the Gentle

Hrt was mounting. Amongst its pages354 we find

Whistler's letter to the World ridiculing Menpes, headed

'Another Poacher in the Chelsea Preserues' juntaposed

with his letter to Truth ridiculing Wilde, headed 'The Habit

of Second Natures.'

552fruth. 2 Jan 1890, Uol 27, No 679, pp.4-5. Rep. Gentle Art, pp.236-
8 under title The Aabit of Second Natures,'
353Lllhistler to Mallarme, 3 Jan 1890, GUL, M123. The letter was
reproduced in the American Register on 1 1 Jan 1890, (see GUL
WPC6/60). Both LUilde's letter of 9 January and llihistler's letter of
16 January were published in the same paper on 25 January,
although Lllhistler's preface was omitted.

Mallarme greatly assisted UJhistler in his efforts to suppress the
Ghent-printed edition of Ford's Gentle Art. He also seems to haue
ensured that a regular trickle of reports appeared in the American
press in Paris. Thomas UJ. Euans was a rich American dentist with
whom UJhistler was acquainted. He was proprietor of the American
Register, an English language weekly with a modest circulation of
about 3500. A number of reports on the case appeared in the
American Register and the New Vork Herald from the beginning of
March (see Gentle Art. p.U) to mid June.
354Gentle Art, pp.233 & 236 respectiuely.



LLP his tier's piercing jibe is all too euident and all too

deeply felt. Giuen the recent 'exposure' of Menpes,

another former follower and alleged plagiariser of

UJhistler's ideas, Uiuian's remarks found a receptiue

audience in the artist, although the tone of Uiuian's

article was not quite as condemnatory as UJhistler

chooses to infer in his letter. It thus may be the case

that UJhistler's pen was sharpened by the poet-critic

James Runcsman, according to a series of letters

between them dating from 1 January. Runciman (who
was in the circle of IU.E. Henley) tells UJhistler that he

reuiewed LUilde's poems in Uanity Fair 'eight years ago

and found them to be a mass of plagiarisms so...sent him

down a damned fool'355... He reueals that he is

'preparing an attack' on LLIilde and 'the whole thieuing

gang.'356

But although LUhistler seems to haue latched eagerly

onto this opportunity to berate LUilde in Truth, both the

newspaper reports and the correspondence of Beatrix

and UJhistler cited earlier confirm that UJhistler had

rapidly distanced himself from Ford the preuious autumn,

maintaining a watchful eye on the newspapers for which

he wrote. This discredits the much circulated story that

355Runciman to Whistler, 1 Jan 1890, GUL, R232.
356lbid. The 'attack' was probably Runciman's article 'King
Plagiarism and His Court' which specifically targeted the writer Rider
Haqgard, but also stronqly implicated Wilde (see Fortniahtlu Reuiew.
Uol LUIII, Mar 1 890, p.421-39).



the quarrel between Ford and IDhistler arose out of this

euchange with LlJilde.357 But LL)histler's uiew of LLJilde and

his presence in the Gentle Art must meet with further

euamination elsewhere; it is sufficient for the moment

to note that this final confrontation between the two

men in the press was published more-or-less in its

entirety in Whistler's edition.

The suppression of Ford's Gentle Hrt:

LUhen LUhistler heard sometime in early February that

Ford had approached Field and Tuer of the Leadenhall

Press and that the publication of an unauthorised edition

was in progress,358 he suddenly found himself deuoid of

editorial control ouer the publication of his writings. It

was this which gouerned his efforts to suppress Ford's

edition. Later, in a reuiew of Ford's edition of the Gentle

Art, the New York Times would comment:

Mr Ford has assimilated IDhistler's style in a surprisingly short
time and like the artists who haue frequented Whistler, euen

goes so far as to bag his ideas. Turning his own canon on Whistler
at the last of the book, Ford taunts him as a bad man, a corpse, a

scalped one, just has Whistler has done..359

357Seitz for enample, (probably with information supplied by Ford)
maintains that Ford and Whistler quarrelled ouer Whistler's alleged
wish to enclude Wilde s reply to his charge of plagiarism from the
Gentle Art. See ibid., Seitz, Writings and in James MacNeill Whistler:
Wit, Wasp & Butterfly1, MacClure's Magazine. 1 Hug 1 925, p.498.
358The book almost reached the printing press, as Field & Tuer
enplained in a letter to Lewis. The firm was responding to a report in
the Pall Mall Gazette on 25 March, fearful of incurring a bad debt,
Field & Tuer, (Leadenhall Press) to Lewis, 25 Mar 1890, GUL, L35.
Letter rep. Pall Mall Gazette. 27 Mar 1890 fsee GUL, Chron. WPCs).
The letter seems to haue been used in euidence against Ford (see
Albert Maeterlinck to Lewis & Lewis, 28 Mar 1 890, GUL, M88).
359New Vork Times. 27 Apr 1 890, GUL, WPC9/1.



In an ironic tuuist, the Times analogises Ford's

subsequent relationship to Whistler with that of Menpes.

Thus, to the artist, a pattern seemed to be restablishing

itself once again. Ford would not only commandeer his

letters for his own profit but reproduce them in an

inferior format, organised in such a way as to almost

parody Whistler's own style.

In a later interuiew, he was keen to emphasise that he

was determined to halt Ford in his tracks 'not so much

because of the way in which the materials were taken

from me but because I was sure they would be produced

in a garbled form.'360 While this comment was also
motiuated by a need to justify the speedy appearance of

his own Gentle Hrt. Ford's inclusion of material ignored

by Whistler361 (such as his quarrel with William Stott of

Oldham) and the inferior production ualues and hasty

conception of his edition compared to Whistler's own,

certainly strengthens his case. Thus, Whistler's analogy
between his writings and his art is pertinent, if he makes
little effort to conceal his contempt for Ford:

360'MrLUhistler Interuiewed,' Euening News & Post. 1 9 Jun 1890,
GUL, WPC12/10. It was a concern which he reiterated in the preface
to his edition (see Gentle Art, p. iii).
361 Whistler and Stott quarelled ouer Whistler's treatment of Maud
Franklin (see Chapter III, note 252). Stott entered the drawing-room
of the Hogarth Club earlg in Januarg and confronted HJhistler. The
incident led to blows and there followed uarious representations of
either side of the story in the press. The affair generated eutensiue
publicity. Whistler later claimed that it was a matter concerning me
personally and not my work as an artist' (ibid., Euening News & Post)
though it must be said that a narrow boundary enisted between
what Whistler considered personal1 and what he considered
artistic.'



If some pictures or etchings mere stolen from me, don't you

knoiu, I mould not mind so much if the theft mas that of some

eminent connoiseur mhom I mould trust to shorn them to the

best aduantage. But if they fell into the hands of a grocer or a

stableman you don't suppose I mould rest..until I had recouered
them.362

For UJhistler, it luos this unfamiliar and intolerable

position rather than HJilde spurred him into action

against his interloper.

By 22 February, the news had reached the newspapers.

The following report appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette

under the dramatic headline Strange Plot Bgainst Mr

Whistler:'

Mr Whistler has receiued information of a piratical scheme mell

undermay, to publish mithout his knomledge or consent a

complete collection of his mritings, letters, pamphlets lectures
& c and has instructed his lamyers, Messrs Lemis & Lemis to take
out an immediate injunction against such publications both in

England and America363..
LUhistler seems to haue been well-prepared to meet

Ford's challenge, fls has already been noted, he consulted

his solicitor George Lewis, by whom he was particularly

well-serued, for Lewis was a respected authority on the

law of copyright.364 He was also known as 'the most

notorious name upon the [legal] roll,and... one of the

362 Ibid., Euening Nems & Post.
363'Strange Plot Against Mr Whistler,' Pall Mall Gazette. 22 Feb 1890,
GUL, Chron. LUPCs. Similar reports also appeared in the St James
Gazette (22 Feb), Sheffield Telegraph. (22 Feb), Nemcastle Daily
Journal (22 Feb), London & Brighton (26 Feb) and Bazaar (26 Feb).
364According to the American journalist George UJ. Smalley:

He had all sorts of out of the may knomledge; copyright lam, for one on
mhich he mas an authority, and in mhich fern solicitors are authorities..

G.W. Smalley, Anglo-American Memories. London 1910, p.269.



most conspicuous figures in London'365 (see fig.4.1.).
Sometime in late January or earlg February, Ford had

approached Field and Tuer of the Leadenhall Press. The

firm agreed to publish this edition taking it for granted,'

as theg later asserted, 'that Mr UJhistler had giuen

permission.'366 UJork on Ford's edition mas well aduanced

bg mid-March - the tgpe had been set, plates had been

made and the final printing stage was imminent.367
Conscious of the need to conceal the true circumstances

of the book's publication, Ford told Field & Tuer 'not to

communicate with [Whistler] in the matter but to leaue

the settlement of everything to him'as its completion

drew near. The firm readilg 'gaue the required

assurances.'368

Ford had also secured the seruices of Frederick fl. Stokes,

an American publisher some months before.369 A report

in the Manchester Euening News recounts that the

agents of the American firm' intended to publish a

uolume of Whistler's writings simultaneously in London

and New York.'370 A day later, the Paris-based American

365,Modern Men: Mr George Leans,' Scots Obseruer. 2 Hug 1890,
p.271.
366 Ibid., Field & Tuer (Leadenhall Press), to Leans. See also An
Exploded Plot,' Gentle Art. p.UII. The letter uias circulated in seueral
papers, including the Pall Mall Gazette. (27 Mar 1 890, GUL, Chron.
WPCs), a paper which had been follouiing the affair particularly
closely .

367 Ibid., Field & Tuer (Leadenhall Press) to Lewis.
368A.W. Tuer to Whistler, 27 Mar 1 890, GUL, L36.

369Typescript letter, Frederick H. Stokes to Leans, 15 Apr 1 890, GUL,
S248. Ford's letter was dated 24 August 1 889, immediately after his
break with Whistler.

370Manchester Euenino News. 7 Mar 1890, GUL WPC12/1.



Register commented that Ford's plan to issue his edition

simultaneously in England and Rmerica caused a delay in

the proceedings, the plates hauing to be shipped to New

York.'371 This is likely to haue occurred shortly before

the first similarly worded reports (which mention the

legal proceedings being taken by Lewis against Ford)
were circulated in the press, probably by UJhistler. Such

tactics enabled him to disrupt Ford's plans, fln internal of

about two weeks passed before the next batch of

newspaper reports appeared - an interuiew with

Whistler published in the Pall Mall Gazette372 on 4 March

made no reference to his ongoing attempts to thwart

Ford, aided by Lewis. The Saturday Reuiew warmly

welcomed fine of Whistler's latest Dutch etchings at

Dunthornes' Gallery and looked forward to the exhibition

of the rest.373

Meanwhile, UJhistler had uncouered the name of the

printer. Rs MacClure Hamilton (whose name appeared

upon the dedication page of Ford's first attempted

edition) relates:

One morning Ford called to see me and told me that IDhistler had
discouered the printer, and had threatened to proceed against

371 American Register. 8 Mar 1 890. Rep. under title An Eutraordinary
Piratical Plot1 in Gentle Art. p.U.
377The interuieai discussed the Amsterdam etchings. 'Mr Whistler's
New Etchings: A Chat LUith The Master,' Pall Mall Gazette. 4 Mar
1 890, Uol L, No 7787, p.2.
373iNew Etchings,' Saturdau Reuiew. 15 Mar 1890, GUL, LUPC11/22.



him if he did not immediately destroy the sheets, and he
(UJhistler)...seized the first sewn-up copy (or leaues).37**

Soon, Ford found himself Luithout a printer, for he uuas

hastily informed by Messrs Field & Tuer that they

declined to proceed further with the Luork' until he had

obtained Mr Whistler's sanction.'375

Ford was now in a desperate position. Lewis had not only

warned 'euery printer in England...not to print it'376 but

had also suppressed it in Rmerica. On 7 March, the

Manchester Euening News reported that Whistler and

Lewis were engaged in a liuely legal struggle'377with
Stokes. Although no copyright agreement then existed

between Britain and America,378 Whistler had,

fortuitously, remained an American citizen, which meant

that he retained copyright ouer any material published

there. Frustratingly for Ford, as the Sunday Times later

374|bid., Pennell, Life II, p.102. This copy was entitled The
Correspondence of James MacNeill UJhistler. Whistler probably
discouered the printer when Field & Tuer wrote to Lewis on 25
March, alarmed by the reports that had been appearing in the press
about the 'piracy' (see note 358). The dedication (which Hamilton
claimed to haue refused) was spotted by LLIhistler, who suspected
Hamilton of assisting Ford financially (see ibid., Pennell. UJhistler
Journal, pp. 214-5). This earned him Whistler's lasting enemity (see
Whistler to Hamilton, 28 Mar 1890, LCPC, Cont. 1).
375 Ibid., Leadenhall Press (Field & Tuer) to Lewis. See also Pall Mall
Gazette. 27 Mar 1890, GUL, Chron. WPCs. According to the Pennells:

Only a few copies were printed and we belieue neuer got into
circulation.

(Unpublished Whistler Bibliography LCPC, p.23).
376 Ibid., Steuenson to MacColl.
377Manchester Euening News. 7 Mar 1 890, GUL, WPC12/1.
378The Chace-Platt-Simonds Bill which established reciprocal
copyright between Britain and Hmerica did not come into effect
until 1 July 1891. Protection was giuen to foreign authors only after
this date and euen then solely to works printed in the United States.
See J. Tebbel, f) History of Book Publishing in the United States. (4
uols), II, New Vork & London, 1975, pp. 634-40.



pointed out, the unfortunate fugitiue has been

inuariably allowed to reach the uery uerge of

achieuement before he was surprised by the long arm of

Messrs Lewis & Lewis' in England and America. In

addition, each defeat' would be consequently attended

with infinite loss of labour, material and money'379 and

Ford's hopes that the Gentle Art would be 'the opening of

a happy and profitable career in letters'380dealt a

further blow.

Characteristically, llJhistler was thoroughly embroiled in

the chase. Beatrin wrote wearily to Lady Archibald

Campbell:
This matter about the pirated writings of Jimmie which you might
haue heard of...has preuented our attending to anything else.381

For Ford, preuented from bringing out the book in

England or America, the only option was to seek out a

printer on the Continent with whom he could contract

some arrangement. From there, he hoped to distribute it

in England and America.

Some time in early March, Ford fled to Antwerp with his

plates. There, a firm of printers named Georges Kohler

agreed to print 2,000 copies under the new and rather
more attention-grabbing title The Gentle Art of Making

Enemies. Alas, Lewis and UJhistler were soon on his trail

379Sunday Times. 30 Mar 1890, GUL, Chron. UJPCs.
380 Ibid., Pennell, LJfe II, p.103.
381 Beatriu UJhistler to Lady Archibald Campbell, n.d., [Apr 1890], GUL,
W580.



once more; on 5 March, Mme Kohler wrote to Edmund

Vates at the LUorld seeking information about Ford. She

had 'just receiued' an order 'amounting to about £20 or

£30' and was wary of proceeding further with it.382 Hs

with the Leadenhall Press, Kohler was anxious to auoid

financial loss on the printing of the book.383 UJhen

UJhistSer receiued the letter from Vates, Lewis responded

by seruing Kohler with a legal document which

demanded the confiscation of any published copies of

the book. Ford later told Seitz:

The Antwerp printer refused, after being serued with a

formidable legal document, to release ang of the copies, until
after a legal adjudication.384

Shortly afterwards Whistler decided, in consultation with

Lewis, that more immediate action could be effected if

he made the journey to Antwerp himself385 (fig. 4.2.). A

telegram sent by LLIhistler to Lewis on 18 March, urging

him to write Kohler tonight'386 suggests that he was

382Mme Kohler to Edmund Vates, 5 Mar 1890, GULK21.Ford
included a letter from Vates (dated 19 Sept 1889) in his edition of
the Gentle Art. It appeared in a prominent position (later altered)
before the contents page of the Antwerp-printed edition. The letter
stated that Ford was 'quite at libertg to reprint Mr Whistler's letters
and other matter concerning him, which haue appeared in these
columns.' See Gentle Art. Ford edtn., GUL, Whistler 221. Maeterlinck
asserts in a letter to Lewis & Lewis (28 Mar 1890, GUL, M88) that
Ford obtained Vates' permission under 'false pretences.'
383Ford paid 300fr, while Whistler seems to haue paid most of the
remaining bill of fr896.50 (see Whistler to Lewis & Lewis, n.d, [Aug
1890], GUL, L82) .Howeuer, Lewis aduised Whistler to delay payment
initially, as to do so might prejudice his case against Ford (Whistler
to Mme Kohler, 3 Apr 1890, GUL, K24).
384Ford to Seitz, 29 Mar 1910, GUL, F402. Ford belieued that as a

consequence, no copies whateuer of the Gentle Art printed in
Antwerp euer reached the bookstalls..' ibid.
385 Ibid., Euening News & Post. 1 9 Jun 1890.
386Telegram, Whistler to Lewis, 18 Mar 1890, GUL L77. Lewis may
well haue sent the document mentioned by Ford.



about to depart. Within a few days formal legal

proceedings began in earnest with the assistance of

Maitre filbert Maeterlinck,387 Lewis' representatiue in

Antwerp. By 22 March, Whistler's charge against Ford

had been receiued by the Procureur du Roi and

Maeterlinck assured Whistler that the seizure of the

entire edition from Kohler would take place the same

day.388 fill 2,000 copies were seized, along with Ford's

MS.389 Three copies were set aside though - two were

sent by the Juge d'Snstruction to Maeterlinck, pending

the legal action against Ford and one to Whistler in

London.390 Maeterlinck also explained to Whistler that a

charge of piracy against Ford was tenable in Belgium:

unlike in England, he retained copyright on his published

correspondence under Belgian law.391

Whistler conueyed the news to the New Vork Herald.

which reported a few days later:
This pirated collection of letters writings & c., to whose
frustrated publication in this country and America Lue haue

already alluded mas seized in Antwerp, at the printers on Friday

last, the uery day of its contracted deliuery.'392
The Sunday Times, enjoying the drama of the situation,

reported that the copies were seized by M. le Procureur

387cousin of the poet.
388Maeterlinck to UJhistler, 22 Mar 1890, GUL, M81.
389Maeterlinck to Lewis & Lewis, 24 Mar 1890, GUL, M82.
390Maeterlinck to Ulhistler, 27 Mar 1890, GUL, M85.
391 Maeterlinck to LUhistler, 28 Mar 1890, GUL, M86.
392New Vork Herald. 23 Mar 1890. Rep. under heading Seizure of Mr
LUhistler's Pirated UJritings.' Gentle Art. p.UI. UJhistler ouersaw the
insertion of this paragraph, as the proof (with his minor editorial
changes) is in the chronological press cuttings books in Glasgow.



du roi [state prosecutor] and under the nose of the

astounded and discomfited speculator [Ford] the packed

and corded bales, of which he mas about to take

possession, were carried off in the Gouernment uan!' It

also noted with a certain irony - as did one or two other

reports - that Ford's untiring efforts' to publish his

edition of the Gentle Art ensured that LUhistler acquired a

copy of this curious work which was certainly anything

but the intention of its compiler.'393

But ouerall, Whistler's efforts to suppress the Antwerp

edition of the Gentle Art were successful. Lewis had

ensured that 'euery bookseller in England had an

interdict'394 and according to Ford, 'no copies

whateuer..reached the book-stalls, not one.'395

Howeuer, Ford remained undeterred. Anxious to euade

the Procureur du roi, he left for Ghent where he engaged

the seruices of another printer, despite his dwindling

resources.396 Using the imprints of Frederick Stokes and

393'MrLUhistler's Paper Hunt1, Sunday Times. 30 Mar 1890, GUL,
Chron. UJPCs. This article appears, heauily edited, in the preliminary
payes of Whistler's Gentle Rrt (p.Oil)
Ford does not appear to haue been present when the seizure took
place; genially enclosing some cuttings from the newspapers,
LLIhis11er wrote to Madame Kohler:

Nolo i hope your son will be so amiable as to sit down and write me a
little letter giuing me a pretty description of Master Ford's appearance
and behauiour when the seizure was made known to him.'

LUhistler to Mme Kohler, n.d., [Mar 1890], GUL, K22.
394lbid., Steuenson to MacColl.
395 Ibid., Ford to Seitz.
396Seitz's story runs as follows:

The one thousand francs capital brought from London to Antwerp had
been enhausted, but Mr Ford's watch and jewellery remained, and a
friendly mont de piete [pawn broker] furnished fiue hundred francs
enough to insure the printer so that the book came out on time and
eluded "Jimmy"...



the Paris publisher Delabrosse et cie, 4,000 copies mere

published in Ghent as a second edition. Each mas

identical in content, as he related to Seitz:
The Stokes edition and the Delabrosse editions were printed

simultaneously at Ghent by an identical printer, and the only
difference was that of the difference in the publisher's names,

no less no more. That is the fact.39^

Ford hoped to distribute this second edition in America

and England. A number of copies successfully reached

England; some, according to the Pennells, mere sent by

post "to nemspapers for reuiem' and others to likely

sympathisers.398

UJhistler mas soon alerted to this latest deuelopment.

According to his omn account, he mas offered one of tmo

copies by his local nemsagent in Chelsea. He took both

copies, telling the nemsagent:
I'm not going to pay for either of them...If the person who

brought them to you comes to ask you for the money, you can

refer him to my solicitors, Messrs Lewis & Lewis.399

Hence, earlier suggestions in the press that LUhistler

mould be the first and only recipient of a copy of the

Gentle Art mere rapidly being quashed. It mas a report in

the Hamk dated 11 April mhich seems to haue first

informed him of the successful arriual of Ford's book in

England. The article ran:

Ibid., Seitz, LDritings. p.5.
397 Ibid., Ford to Seitz. The couers of both the Stokes and Delabrosse
editions were also the same colour - grey-green. H second
Delabrosse edition was issued later in the year with blue paper
couers.

398 Ibid., Pennell, Life II. d.105.
399 Ibid., Euening News & Post. 1 9 Jun 1890.



..Mr llJhistler's friend in the Sunday Times announces as a

crowning joke that " the upshot of the untiring efforts of this

persistent aduenturer had resulted in furnished Mr LUhistler with
the first and only copy of this curious work. The first possibly.
The only copy? No. I haue before me...a small uolume in green

paper, hauing on the title page the legend "The Gentle Art of

Making Enemies, edited by Sheridan Ford and at the foot of the
said the imprint "Frederick Stokes & Brother 1 890."400

LUhistler notified Lewis immediately of its appearance

and of his successful attempt to obtain a copy of this

new edition.401 This was the third copy of Ford's Gentle

Art to enter his hands, for copies of the Antwerp-printed

edition and the attempted Leadenhall Press edition

(which he had receiued from Field & Tuer)402 were

already in his possession.403 At this stage, the origin of

the edition with its imprint 'Frederick Stokes & Brother'

was unclear to LUhistler and he went to Henry Harland404
in search of aduice. He tells Lewis:

We came to the conclusion 1st that this last [that is, the edition

printed in Ghent] is a new thing altogether - new setting - new

type - new paper and new couer. And 2nd Harland is quite
positiue that it is not of Rmerican production! The papers, types
and couer go decidedly to show that it was printed in France.405

The appearance of the book and the hasty manner in

which it had been printed (with its numerous typographic

400 Hawk. 1 1 Apr 1 890, GUL, UJPC12/1.
401 He told Lewis:

On Friday morning I managed to possess myself of a copy of the book
described in the "Hawk"...

Whistler to Lewis, n.d ., [1890], GUL, L79.
402 Whistler to Maeterlinck, 28 Mar, [1 890], GUL, M87.
403 Ibid., Whistler to Lewis.
404American-born author and a founder of the quarterly Vellow
Book in 1 894.
405 Ibid., Whistler to Lewis.



errors) led LUhistler and Harland to conclude that it could

not haue been produced by Stokes, the 'smell aesthetic'

Nem Vork publishers mhose imprint mas stamped on its

couer.406 Since Ford mas an 'occasional contributor'407 to

Galignani's Messenger. LUhistler suspected that this

latest edition of the Gentle Art had been 'rattled off'408

at the Galignani Press in Paris. Lemis had already mritten

to the Galignani Library (mhere Ford mas a mell-knomn

figure) in his pursuit.409 Replying to this letter,

Galignani's denied that Ford had euer been a permanent

member of their staff.410

Whistler's Gentle Rrt -beginnings:

It mas at this point that the euidence of lUhistler's

intention to produce his omn edition of the Gentle Rrt

becomes clearer. In mhat appears to be an earlier letter

to Lemis (perhaps dating from lUhistler's first encounter

mith the attempted Leadenhall Press edition) the notion

406 Ibid., LUhistler to Leiuis.The firm of Frederick fl. Stokes & Brother
(later the Frederick H.Stokes Company) was founded in 1881 and cite
their actiuities as 'Publishers, Booksellers, Stationers & Importers,
Dealers in LUorks of firt.'
Ford would haue approached the firm since Frederick Stokes was
known to make 'uery particular efforts to seek out and encourage
promising young Hmerican authors'...(see H. Lehmann-Haupt, L.C
ID roth & R.G Siluer, The Book in Rmerica. New Vork 1951, p.226).
Stokes also 'encouraged the publication of quality art books' as well
as portfolios of etchings by American artists 'in a large and
eupensiue format (ibid., Tebbel, p.375) .

407Galignani's Library to Lewis & Lewis, 10 Hpr 1890, GUL, G1. Ford's
interuiew with Ibhistler entitled "Mr UJhistler at Home' appeared in
Galignani's Messenger in January 1889.
408 Ibid., UJhistler to Lewis.
409 Ibid., Lewis & Lewis to Galignani's Library,
410 Ibid., Galignani's Library to Lewis & Lewis.



of publishing the material himself mas in his mind. He

tells Lewis:

I can at once haue printed (it will only take about 5 or 6 hours)
four small pages of letters, with title, which will make a

pamphlet - that is

"UJhistler's Letters" -

being an abstract of a Work
about to appear

Which will be issued in May - etc etc.**11
UJhistler told Maeterlinck that he had been accumulating

the originals of the letters in a single uolume for some

years.412 This, he claimed, was the basis of 'L'flrt de ce

Faire des Ennemis' which had been utilised by Ford.

Furthermore, LUhistler belieued that he could proue that

he had assembled the material used by Ford in his

edition.413

It was important to IDhistler to publicly reassert his

proprietorship of his letters in order to 'cheque mate

[sic] Mr Ford all round'.., if he was to publish his own

edition. 'Can you not instantly take out an injunction

preuenting Ford's publishing anything of this matter as it

is my property,' he urges Lewis, 'It is in any case my

property - the letters - andf/je idea of publication .'

IDhistler also goes on to highlight a crucial aspect of his
case against Ford; amongst the material used by Ford

411Whistlerto Lewis, n.d., [Mar k Hpr 1890], GUL, L80.This may well
date from the end of March, as Whistler told Maeterlinck that he
could proue that he had assembled the material used by Ford in his
edition.

412Whistler to Maeterlinck, [24 Mar 1890], GUL, M83.
413 Ibid., Maeterlinck to Whistler, 27 Mar 1 890.



were letters 'that had not appeared in print.' It is

possible that Whistler and Lewis concerned of the idea of

a rudimentary pamphlet in order to demonstrate that

Whistler's uersion was already in train and had been

deliberately pre-empted by Ford, for this would lend

additional weight to his case. Neuertheless, Whistler's

plans seem to haue been well-aduanced - a publisher is

named ('Messrs Caple & Co, 33 Bourchier Street')414 and

he also considered timing the publication of the book to

coincide with the Royal Academy Enhibition.415 Seueral

reports in the press began to suggest that Whistler

would launch his own edition of the Gentle Art. On 24

March - prompted, perhaps, by Whistler - the Pall Mall

Gazette declared:

...No doubt Mr Whistler luill now take the matter in hand

himself.41 6

Interest from America appears to haue propelled

Whistler into action, echoing the conditions in which he

embarked upon his Ten O'clock Lecture. Harland paid him

a further uisit, on this occasion bringing with him 'the

representatiue417 of a great American Publishing House'

who confirmed 'all about the proprietorship of the

letters as far as America goes [and]...that the edition can

be stopped in that country.'418 But euen more crucially,

414or possibly Bouuerie St, EC4.
415 Ibid., LUhistler to Lewis.
416Pall Mall Gazette. 24 Mar 1890, GUL, WPC12/1.
41 7This may haue been Wolcott Balestier(d.1891), London
representatiue of the New Vork publisher John LU.Louell & Co.
418lbid., Whistler to Lewis, n.d., [Mar h Apr 1890], GUL L79.



the 'representatiue' offered to publish this edition in

Rmerica. Rs he told Lewis, to publish simultaneously his

own edition in Britain and Rmerica would be a 'most

paying business' while, at the same time, it would

'effectiuely squelch Mr Ford.' So well-afloat were

Whistler's plans, that 'two typewritten copies of title

page with official letter to the Librarian of Congress'

were already on their way to Washington by the time

another letter reached Lewis shortly afterwards.419 The

registration of his copyright in Rmerica would secure the

future of his own edition of the Gentle Rrt there and

preuent Ford from causing any further trouble.

Howeuer, he remained anxious to suppress stray copies

of Ford's edition whereuer they should surface. Despite

the injunctions serued by Lewis, a number of copies

were still 'in town,'420according to Whistler, hauing

either slipped through the post unnoticed or been placed

on sale by Ford at uarious booksellers. On 30 April,

Whistler admitted that he had been 'greatly troubled' to

learn that Hatchards, the London booksellers, had 'sold

300 copies [of thel pirated book.'421 Whilst Whistler was

in Paris, B. Pope, agent for Whistler's publisher William

Heinemann, was engaged to piece together Ford's

mouements in in Edinburgh. He told Heinemann:

41 9 Ibid. The title was registered on 15 April as '"The Art of Making
Enemies" by J.McNeill Whistler of the United States.' See GUL, L149.
420 Ibid.

42telegram, UJhistler to Lewis, 30 Apr 1890, GUL, L81.



I haue seen a copy of the 'Gentle Art' at Thin's today but they mill
not sell me one - they say that they could hardly make out what
the American who was offering it meant as he was not willing to

giue too many particulars - The title which I haue copied is
'Gentle Art of Making Enemies' by Sheridan Ford published by
Frederick Stokes & Bro New Vork 1890 in paper couers - this is all

the information I can get at present.422

Copies of Ford's edition had also reached America. In

New Vork, 'another 1000 uols were interdicted in the

docks.'423

His suspicions regarding the origin of the copies stamped

with the Stokes imprint were confirmed by a letter from

the firm, in response to Lewis' hurriedly despatched

cablegram. At first, they denied any connection with Ford

or knowledge of the book:
UJe do not understand how any rumor that we are connected
with the book, or intended to publish such a book, could haue

become current.424

A week later, a further communication from Stokes

cleared up the confusion, for it reuealed the existence of

a letter from Ford dating from the preuious August. He

had offered the firm "'a book of about 200 pages, made

422B. Pope to Heinemann, 17 Apr 1890, GUL, P641.The publication of
lllhistler's edition and his pursuit of Ford did not entirely preuent
Ford's edition from appearing on the bookshelues of a number of
outlets. Some months later, both editions were being offered for
sale simultaneously. Henry Simpson reported from Edinburgh his
surprise at finding 'Ford's book on the counter of some of the large
bookshops here at Grant & Sons 107 Prince's St and James ?Gemmell
19 George 4th Bridge' whilst 'at Elliot's Prince's St1 was a large copy
of yours,' (Simpson to lllhistler, n.d., [1890h1], GUL, S98).
423 Ibid., draft affidauit. These may haue been the uolumes which
were stored in Messrs Stokes' warehouse in New Vork, most of
which perished in a fire in 1 890. See ibid., Pennell, Unpublished
UJhistler Bibliography.
424Frederick A. Stokes & Brother to Lewis & Lewis, 7 Apr 1 890, GUL,
S245.



up of correspondence on art matters, some of which has

already appeared in print.'" Ford hoped to persuade

Stokes to handle the sale of the book in America, while

he acted as supplier 'on this side, your name of course

appearing as American publishers.' Stokes went on to

inform Lewis that no further correspondence had passed

between them. Giuen this background and the fact that

no contract had been formulated between them to

publish the book, Stokes assured Lewis that Ford's

'course in the matter has been entirely unauthorised by

us.'42*

UJhistler made liberal use of the daily New York Herald in

response, regarding it as a effective weapon against

Ford whereuer he should seek refuge, since editions of

the paper were published in London, New Vork and Paris.

He explained his strategy to Lewis, Ford's Ghent-printed

edition of the Gentle Art hauing just been debarred from

England:
Meanwhile I can go straight to the New Vork Herald, and haue a

paragraph inserted to say that the pirated work has been

stopped in this country! This would be telegraphed to Paris, and
tomorrow morning Ford would read the disheartening
announcement in the Paris Edition of the Herald with dismay! - It
would also be cabled to America, and the moral effect produced

would be half the battle won.426

425 Type script copy, Frederick Stokes to Lewis & Lewis, 15 Apr 1890,
GUL, S248. This letter appears with minor changes in the New Vork
Herald. 21 Apr 1890, GUL, 11JPC12/4.
426 Ibid., LUhistlerto Lewis, n.d., [Mar h Apr 1890]. Three drafts of
this paragraph (with minor changes in UJhistler's hand) are in
Glasgow. See draft paragraphs, n.d., [1 890], GUL, H32-4.



fln account of the latest deuelopments duly appeared in

the paper on 9 April. This related how this new edition

had been stopped at the British customs. It was further

noted that 'A cablegram has been receiued by Mr

Whistler's solicitors stating that Messrs Stokes' name

has been affined to the title page of the pirated book

without the sanction of those publishers.'427 The article

was seen by Ford as Whistler had hoped, but the

appearance of a prouocatiue reply from Ford in the

following day's edition of the paper caught the artist by

surprise:
1 read in your columns that my peaceful little uolume "The Gentle
Art of Making Enemies" has been stopped by injunction and
confiscated and seized three times...I assure you that the book is
not only "out" but is being seized daily on the bookstalls of two
continents by amazed and delighted readers..And may I point

out, sir that there is a letter from Frederick Stokes &

Brother...according full permission for their imprint to be placed

upon the uolume. In a career of some years as a writer nothing
has giuen me more joy than that which I euperience in the

refreshing role of "pirate" - while the author of the Ten O'clock"
in the - to him unwanted character of the distressed and

demoralised "Lamb"- bleats a feeble accompaniment to the

gentle measure marked by my grey goose quill.428

Ford's reference to Stokes is worth enamining more

closely, allied with a later statement which he made to

Seitz. He claims:

427New Vork Herald. (London edtn.), 9 Apr 1890, Uol III, No 434, p.2.
See also GUL, 11JPC1 2/1.
428Ford to Editor, New Vork Herald. 10 Apr 1890, GUL, F394. 1 62



Mr Stokes in answer to an enquiry of mine agreed to let me place
his imprint on some of the books, which I did. LlJhen the fight was

on Mr Stokes grew frightened and denied Christ.429
UJhile it is quite likely that Ford euploited Stokes'

prouisional written agreement to handle the book in

America as a means of legitimising its appearance there,

seueral other aspects should also be noted. The tone of

Stokes' letter to Lewis, a prominent lawyer and

authority on copyright matters, is indeed neruous. Giuen

that international copyright legislation did not come into

effect until July 1891, piracy of foreign authors was still

rife.430 Thus, it is possible that since Ford's residency

abroad had been comparitiuely short, he is likely to haue

remained an American citizen, thereby retaining

copyright on the Gentle Art as its author. Furthermore, it

may haue been assumed (as did the press for some

while) that UJhistler had acquired British citizenship by

uirtue of his long residency in London, thereby also

relinquishing copyright ouer the material in America.

Stokes may therefore haue uiewed an American edition

as a safe proposition.

But if Ford's letter to the New Vork herald is clearly

calculated to antagonise Whistler, he was more or less

correct about one aspect. The Ghent-printed edition

remained in circulation, despite the best efforts of

429 Ibid., Ford to Seitz, 29 Mar 1910.
430Piracy was rife in both directions across the Rtlantic. Trollope
and Dickens led the pressure from British authors for change from
the late 1860s onwards.



UJhistler and Lewis. The Pall Mall Gazette commented a

couple of days later:
For a book that has been thrice seized, Mr Sheridan Ford's

collection of Lbhistleriana is certainly hauing a good circulation.
Indeed whereuer two or three knowing ones are assembled, one

sees among them a copy of the dainty little uolume - entitled in
red.431

The copy mentioned is that with the Stokes imprint

which, with its red couer title, differs from the Antwerp

edition. Notices of Ford's edition began to appear in the

press. The Euening News & Post accorded it a lengthy

reuiew, naming Stokes as the publisher. It complimented

its appearance and commented upon Ford's 'sprightliness

and sense of fun' as a writer.432

Stokes' correspondence with Lewis, in which the firm

denied any collusion with Ford, appeared in the New York

Herald on 21 and 25 April respectiuely.433 It was clearly

published in the paper for Ford's benefit, although for

the moment he clung to his literary "property." A receipt

confirms that he registered copyright on the book at

Stationer's Hall on 30 April.434 At the same time,

UJhistler's edition had already been announced as 'one of

the most artistic productions of this season.'435 The

build-up to its publication had begun, for suggestions in

431 'UJhistleriana.' Pall Mall Gazette. 12 Rpr 1 890, Uol L, No 7819, p.3.

432Eueninq News & Post. 10 Apr 1890, GUL, Chron. UJPCs. This cutting
was probably collected by UJhistler for use in euidence against Ford,
as the paragraph naming Stokes as publisher and describing its
appearance is heauily underlined.
453 New Vork Herald. 21 & 25 Apr 1890, GUL, LUPC12/6.
434Copyright receipt, LCPC, Boh 32. The fee was 5s.
435Pall Mall Gazette. 17 Apr 1 890, Uol L, No 7824, p.4.



the press that LLP hist ler might bring out his own edition

had been replaced bg to carefullg placed hints as to its

content. According to the Pall Mall Gazette, this brand

new edition of the Gentle Art was to 'contain matters

that its counterfeit could not be possessed of'..436

But the focus of attention must now shift to Paris, for

what of the portion of Ford's Ghent-printed edition

which had been released under the Delabrosse imprint?

At the same time as the imminent publication of

LUhistler's Gentle Art was becoming known through the

press, the artist himself was in Paris. Copies of Ford's

edition had been turning up at a number of Parisian

booksellers and, assisted bg his friend Mallarme,

lilhistler hoped to suppress their sale as he and Lewis

had done in America and England. As C.P Barbier pictures

it:

Uers le milieu d'fluril Whistler arriue en trombe a Paris, et mele si

bien Mallarme a sa nouuelle auenture, que ce dernier manque au

diner que Berthe Morisot donne a ueille de son depart pour la

campagne.43?
Antoine Aatier, an auoue, and Paul Beurdeleg, an auocat,

were engaged to handle the necessarg legal formalities.

UJhistler was also 'substantiallg helped bg the American

Minister, who introduced him to the Procureur de la

436 Ibid.

43?in a reference to a letter from Berthe Morisot to Mallarme,
dated 14 Hpr 1890. See C.P Barbier, Correspondence Mallarme-
UJhistler. Paris 1964, p.54.



Republique and in diuerse mays furthered his campaign

of suppression'438

LDhistler had already arranged mith the American

nenispaperman Thorndike Nourse that 'tmo copies of

Ford's book' be purchased. He mould receiue one of the

books and 'the receipted bill.'439 Nourse seems to haue

performed an intermediary role during the Paris phase of

the affair, assisting UJhistler to obtain copies of Ford's

edition mhich had surfaced at the Paris branch of

Brentano's, a firm of publishers and booksellers.440 Ford

had 'called and left a fern copies of the said book

mith..[Brentano's] "on Sale" mithout their order.'441 Once

again, UJhistler gathered his forces in an effort to

organise the seizure of these uolumes. On 24 April,

Beurdeley reassured him that he had been in

consultation mith M. Ratier442 concerning the matter.

From the Hotel du Helder in Paris, UJhistler prepared a

statement that mas clearly intended for the press:

43 8 LU h i t e I a lu Reid was the American Minister in Paris during this
period. See Royal Cortissoz, The Life of llJhitelaw Reid (2 uols),
London 1 921, II, p.1 32. UJ his tier inscribed a copy of his edition of the
Gentle Rrt to Reid in gratitude:

To LUhitelaw Reid/H souuenir of flattering courtesies and most effectiue
aid in pursuit of The Pirate.

(Quoted in Cortissoz, p.132).
439Thorndike Nourse to llJhistler, 1 4 Apr 1 890, GUL, N67.
440Nourse seems to haue arranged this through a 'Miss Beulah'
(sometimes spelt 'Buell') and a 'Miss Euans.' All remain shadowy
figures, but Miss Euans (who may haue been connected with Thomas
Euans, proprietor of the American Register, see note 353) clearly
performed a useful role in the affair (see llJhistler to Miss Euans,'
n.d., [1890], GUL, E46).
441 S.B.LU Gay to Thorndike Nourse, 4Jun 1890, GUL, B183.
442Beurdeley to UJhistler, 24 Rpr 1890, GUL, B71.



It coming to the ears of Mr IDhistler that some two copies of the

pirated edition had been lately sold in Paris he went ouer and
after making the matter clear to the Procureur de la Republique,

placed it in the hands of Maitre Ratier with instructions for

immediate seizure of the spurious work - This doubtless will be

the last effort on the part of the unlucky inculpe.443
But Whistler's hopes were soon dashed. If he could not

distribute the Delabrosse edition in Paris, Ford decided,

he would attempt to do so in England.

With his own book near completion, Whistler proudly

announced to Mallarme:

Le liure - le urai est presque pret a paraitre!

But other matters on either side of the Channel were

agitating him greatly:
Mais mon cher ami I'affaire de Paris deuient presque ridicule -

Ratier ne m'ecrit rien - il n'a pas meme accuse reception de mon

cheque..

Ford a ete chez plusieurs Editeurs de Londres leur offrant, auec

un toupet inoui, son liure - le meme que Ratier a en ces mains,

seulement auec le nom de "Messrs Stokes & Bros. New York"

disparu, et remplace par "Delabrosse" Paris !!! 444

Mallarme attempted to placate Whistler, though he too

was impatient with the slow progress of the legal

proceedings set in motion by Beurdeley and Batier. He

assured the artist that he was free to announce that it

was 'en train de saisir' in the press and that either

Beurdeley or Batier would send him a telegram 'aussitot

la mesure prise.' The letter ends on the same placatory

note:

443Draft statement, n.d., [[Apr 1 890], Hotel du Helder, Paris, GUL,
S246.

444Mallarme to IDhistler, [2 May 18901, GUL, M133. 1 67



...tout me porte a croire que ce sera ce soir ou demain surement,

mais pas plus tot..

Howeuer, Mallarme was justified in his impatience as

euents turned out. The raid tuas carried out a few days

later with the assistance of the Commissaire de Police in

Paris at Brentano's premises at 17, flue de L'Opera and in

its outlying buildings.445 The outcome was not entirely

satisfactory for LLPhistler's camp, for Ratier states in

subsequent report:
I did not find any copie [sic] of the said work...of literary
counterfeit..

Mr Ualentin has declared to me that he had indeed recieued [sic]

from his London house, of which the one I am in is the only

branch; one dozen copies of which he had sold the last.. That

hauing learned that the work was going to be seized in England,
he had not giuen any further orders for it to his house and had
contented himself with selling off those he had recieued
[sic].446

The two editions:

UJhistler had utilised the press effectiuely in his

offensiue against Ford. Since February, a continual

barrage of shrewdly worded paragraphs had been

445Report on the Paris seizure (trans.), GUL, R8.
446 Ibid. The statement that the Parisian branch of Brentano's had
receiued its copies from London is not consistent with that of S.B.UJ.
Gay, manager of the London branch. He later claimed that Ford had
'deposited sin copies with us for sale' but they had not sold any.
Ford had called to the Paris branch and 'left a few copies of the said
book with them "'On Sale" without their order.' Ford 'being a
customer they receiued them' but they withdrew them from sale
when they were informed of the true nature of the situation (see
S.B.W Gay to Thorn dike Nourse, 4Jun 1890, GUL, B1 83). Two copies
seem to haue been bought through Nourse from the Paris branch of
Brentano's for use in euidence against the firm. LLIhistler lodged
these copies, together with the bill, with the Prefet de Police (see
[Rpr h Jun 1890] GUL B184 and Thorn dike Nourse to Whistler, 15 Apr
1890, GUL, N67).



directed at the columns of the Pall Mall Gazette. New

Vork Herald. American Register. Galiqnani's Messenger

and on a less regular basis, to papers such as the Sunday

Times 447 A strong undercurrent of the drama

surrounding its publication thus infuses UJhistler's Gentle

Art. The tactics used by him mere common currency of

his milieu. Aeuiewing Ford's pirated edition, the Neid
Vork Times cautioned that 'It does ..smell pretty strongly

of aduertisement, but that cannot be helped; for while

UJhistler, Vates, Labouchere, LUilde and the rest mere

showing off in print, they mere carefully aduertising

themselues.'448

But IDhistler also had to stress the distinctiueness of his

edition from that of Ford, in order to to auoid any

confusion between the two uolumes and dispel any hint

of 'suspicion that there is a conspiracy between Mr

UJhistler and Mr Sheridan Ford each to boom the book of

the other' - as the Euening News & Post commented.449
LUith news reports of the affair still circulating in the

press and the publication of seueral reuiews of Ford's

edition (including a lengthy reuiew in UJ.E Henley's Scots

Obserueri.450 Ford's unsweruing persistence threatened

447Drafts in Glasgow (see note 426) of paragraphs intended for the
press closely resemble reports published in the Sunday Times (30
Mar 1890, GUL, Chron. Ill PCs), the Pall Mall Gazette (29 Mar 1890,
p.3), Galignani's Messenger (9 Apr 1890, p.1) and the UJorld (9 Apr
1890, GUL, UJPC12/1).
448New Vork Times. 27 Apr 1890, GUL, U1PC12/61.
449Eueninq News & Post. 16 Jun 1890, GUL, WPC1 2/6.
4^8The Art Critic's Friend,' Scots Obseruer. 5 Apr 1 890, Uol 3, No 72,
pp.536-7.



to erode the impact of Whistler's edition. By May, with

Whistler's edition due to reach the bookstalls at any

moment, it seemed that stray copies of Ford's edition

might still surface for many weeks or euen months more,

deflecting attention from Whistler's own. It was an

impression that Ford was keen to emphasise in a letter

to the Echo , published on 2 May:
Vou state in your issue of Saturday tht my book 'The Gentle Rrt of

Making Enemies' is not to be detained in London for ioue or

money...! must point out that you are wrong. I haue made it a

habit through life to know my friends, and to make my enemies
know me. The latter can buy my 'Gentle Art' at countless London
bookstalls for a few pieces of siluer.451

Furthermore, Ford's edition (fig.4.3.) was journalistic in

conception and anecdotal in style, with its sub-section

relating 'Some Whistler Stories Old & New.' Hurriedly

produced with Whistler and Lewis in hot pursuit, it is a

slim octauo uolurne, with limp paper couers, printed on

cheap paper which, in the majority of copies seen, is

rapidly acidifying. Ford's edition can perhaps be related

to anthologies in the style of S. Spooner's Anecdotes of

Painters. Engrauers. Sculptors & Architects & Curiosities

of Art, first published in 1853, in which anecdotes

biographical, descriptiue and instructiue jostle with each

other about artists from Benjamin West to Correggio.

Such uolumes would find a ready sale amongst Whistler's

World-reading audience.

451 Ford to the Editor, Echo. 2 May 1890, GUL, Chron. ILIPCs. 170



Furthermore, Whistler must continue to suggest that the

appearance of his own book was imminent in order to

sustain the interest of the press in it. From mid April, for

instance, we find the Pall Mall Gazette reporting:
Mr LUhistler's many friends mill soon be able to buy Mr Whistler's
own edition of the Gentle flrt of Making Enemies^!...

Later, on 25 April, another report ran:

We hear that Mr Whistler's Gentle flrt will be ready in about a

week's time455..

There was also the danger that Whistler's edition would

be perceiued as an enpurgated uersion of Ford's edition

as a report in the St James Gazette illustrates:
it is announced that Mr Whistler is hard at work rushing throuyh
the press an edition of his own but as this will probably be an

eupurgated one, and with one of the parties in the quarrel ?ouer

presented it will be a comparitiuely uninteresting [?]especially as

the honours of literary style are not so unequally diuided.454
Hence the emphasis in the latter report published in the

Pall Mall Gazette - Whistler's edition is to be 'a luxe

uolume, of course, with high margins and dainty paper'

and the hint that 'there may be an euen more de-luue

edition, numbered and all the rest of the refinements'

for, it stressed, 'there is no such word as "cheap" in Mr

Whistler's dictionary.'455

Conseguently, when Whistler's edition was finally

published by William Heinemann on 12 June, the

atmosphere of competition between the two uolumes

452Pall Mall Gazette. 17 Apr 1 890, Uol L, No 7824, p.4.
453Pall Mall Gazette. 25 Hpr 1890, Uol L, No 7830, p.4.
454 St James Gazette. 1 1 [?May] 1 890, GUL, UJPC12/2.
455 Ibid., Pall Mall Gazette. 25 Rpr 1 890.



had become euen more intense. Seueral newspapers

receiued additional copies of Ford's edition later the

same month and comparisons were made between each

edition. The article in the Euening News & Post preuiously

mentioned was published on 16 June and it discussed the

two uersions at length. It also mentioned the arriual of

this Ford edition, for it had receiued cards upon which it

was announced as the '"original authorised uersion'" and

'the public' were warned against "against spurious and

enpurgated editions of the book.'" "'Booksellers found

handling any such printed uersion'" Ford declared, "'will

be held to a strict legal accountability.' Moreouer, the

Euening News & Post went on to recommend that the

reader should purchase both editions - neither uolume

could be properly appreciated without reading the

other.

Such blurring of the boundaries between the two

editions galled Whistler and he responded rapidly in an

interuiew, which was published in the same newspaper a

few days after the appearance of the first article. In it,

he forcefully reasserted his proprietorship of the

material and, in a manner similar to that in which he

treats Menpes in the Gentle Art, obliterated Ford's

original role in its publication. The studied casualness of

lilhistler's tone was deuastating in effect:
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It is amusing you know, this chasing a man - not exactly a man

but a book. I wasn't a bit angry about the thing, you know not a

bit.456

Whistler's sense of betrayal against Ford is euident in a

letter to George Smalley, who in an article for the New

Vork Tribune, had stated that Whistler had adopted

Ford's title as his outn. But it is also as if the book were

an etching in its first state, which had been poached by

Ford and reproduced for mass consumption.
Not to be recognised...may be a sadness but to be readily
mistaken for another is a humiliation, qui fait douter de tout!

And..your preoccupation with political matter of minor importance
has giuen the enemy the rare occasion of palming off as his own

upon you, a Ulhistler of the purest water..c'est tout simple - The
odd papers that could be laid hands upon were thrust in guilty
haste into the bag, and the hurried drummer whose uery pack still

betrays in its disorder the hysterical gathering of another's

goods, of course disappeared with the title - or rather, with all
that he could remember of it! Clean and in its entirety you will
see it next week, in a little uolurne for whose dainty dress I hope

you will feel as much sympathy as for the indecent pastiche in

'sage green,' whose successful seizure was such a brilliant
instance of adorable injustice, delicately flauoured with law!4^?

Whistler seems to continually use this framework of

chaos to represent Ford and his literary efforts against

which, in contrast, he attempts to juutapose the "order,"

artistry and exclusiuity of his own uolume. The message

is uncompromisingly clear in the publisher's

announcement. Composed by Whistler, it ran:

456 Ibid., Euening News & Post. 19 Junl 890.
4^7 UJ his tier to George 10. Smalley, New Vork Tribune. 25Jun 1890,
GUL, IOPC1 2/1 6. 1 73



Mr WILLIAM HEINEMRNN begs to announce the publication of the
aboue work which he will issue with MR WHISTLER'S special

permission.

The remarkable determination of the would-be Editor of a

spurious, incomplete and garbled uersion of this book has been

curiouslg shown by the persistent attempts he has made to
circulate a counterfeit production in this country, in Rmerica and
on the Continent....in uiew of the euer impending danger of
future attempts at publication in a way unsatisfactory alike to
the author and to the public, MR LDHISTLER has acceded to MR

WILLIAM HEINEMRNN'S request to sanction an authorised edition

of the Gentle Rrt of Making Enemies.
There will be two Editions; an ordinary Edition at 10s 6d and a

large hand-made paper Edition, which will be limited to 150

copies for England, and 100 copies for Rmerica...Both Editions will
be produced under the personal superuision of MR WHISTLER, and

will be got up with the greatest care.458
To eHamine hoio UJhistler applied these qualities to his

edition and how, in the process, he created his own

definition of the printed book in the nineties, is the next

stage of this analysis.

458Heinemann's announcement, GUL, Whistler 294.
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CHRPTER U

Heinemann & the Gentle Art -"Authorised"

Edition

The search for a publisher:

By the end of March 1890, Whistler had begun to reueal

his intention of publishing his own edition of the Gentle

Brt in the press, as the reports cited in the preuious

chapter indicate. The stage was set for its public launch

by early April for, as he told Lewis, the representatiue of

a Great American Publishing House' had offered to handle

the sale of the book there. He had seen sufficient profit

in the book, Lilhistler wrote, that 'he then and there

offered, on behalf of his firm, to take it in hand and giue

me a royalty on euery copy.'459 While Whistler does not

reueal his identity, it seems likely that the offer was

made by Wolcott Balestier, London representatiue of the

John W. Louell Company460 mentioned earlier. Henry

Harland had introduced Balestier to the artist, for Louell,

a New Vork publisher, was to handle the American

publication of his three-uolume nouel Mea Culpa when it

came out the following year.

Balestier is remembered as a remarkable figure in the

London publishing world of the late eighties and early

459Ibid., UJhistler to Lewis, n.d., [Mar h Apr 1890] .

460Louell would bring out the first American edition of the
"authorised" Gentle Art in 1891. Soon afterwards, its publication was
taken ouer by G.P. Puttnam's Sons when Louell went bankrupt.



nineties, despite his premature death in December 1891.

According to Madeleine B. Stern's account:
fit 2 Dean's Yard, UJestminister, Balestier opened quarters that

became in an incredibly short time the literary oasis of London.
This sliyht intense spare and stoopiny, "young-old man" of the

pallid complexion and deep-set eyes, was destined to become
the close and ualued friend of Henry James, Edmund Gosse and

Rudyard Kipling, the last of whom was to marry Balestier's
sister.461

It was largely as a result of Balestier's astute

commercial instincts that these writers were published

by Louell in America.462 Apparently he was also

persistent, for the Pennells refer to him as a frequent

uisitor to Cheyne LUalk whose aim was 'to "corner" the

literature of the world and who, with Mr S.S MacClure,

was bent on syndicating euerybody including

LUhistler.'463

If John Louell's reputation as a publisher with a social

conscience, and his policy of producing cheap editions for

circulation amongst a mass reading public seems at odds

with IDhistler's anxiety to publicise the rare and artistic

qualities of his book, there were other reasons for the

artist to accept the offer.464 Balestier had earned the

461Madeleine B. Stern, Imprints On History: Book Publishing &
American Frontiers Indiana UP, 1 956, p.266.
462His enthusiasm was apparently such that 'On the day of his
arriual in London Balestier obtained a copy of Mrs Humphrey UJard's
Robert Elsmere from Mudie's Library and had it on the American
mails that night.' See ibid., Stern.
4®3lbid., Pennell. Life II, p.99. Samuel MacClure owned a publishing
syndicate in America.
464although LUhistler disliked the couer of some copies of the first
American edition of the Gentle Art. In the Library of Congress, there



gratitude of a number of British Luriters through Louell's

policg of offering fairer contracts to these authors than

most had hitherto been accustomed. Substantial

pagments to authors ensured that the firm acquired their
eKclusiue authorisation to produce cheap American

reprints of British published works. Such pagments were

rare and the sgstem of paying royalties to authors was

'almost unknown.'465 So too were monetary aduances, in

the face of continual piracy by publishers on both sides

of the Atlantic. Furthermore, the firm was keen for the

British and American editions to be brought out 'pretty

nearly simultaneously.'466 An agreement between

LlJhistler and Louell dated 29 May offered the artist a

profitable return on sales of the Gentle Art in America.467
But first of all, a British publisher had to be found for the

Gentle Art.

is a presentation copy giuen by him to James Carlton Young with the
following inscription on the fly leaf:

For the "Ornamented" green that couers this multitude of sins I, at least
am in no way responsible.

(Prints & Photographs Diuision, ND237.W6R3 c.2)
Whistler was objecting to the gilt incense-burning censer which
adorns the green cloth-bound couer. The sheets had been shipped to
New York and bound there under Louell's imprint (see fragment of a
letter, Balestier to Whistler n.d. [Rpr 18901, GUL, L183).
465F.R Mumby & Ian Norrie, Publishing & Bookselling. London 1 974,
p.246.
466Ibid., Balestier to Whistler.
467lt specified that he would be paid a royalty of ten percent of the
retail price of 'all copies sold in all editions other than the edition de
Iuh limited to 100 copies for America.' Upon this latter edition, Louell
agreed to pay Whistler 'the sum of $2.50 on each copy actually sold.
See agreement between Whistler and J.W Louell, (p.p. Balestier), 29
May 1890, GUL, L179.



William Heinemann:

The most conuenient choice might haue been Field & Tuer,

under their imprint the Leadenhall Press. The firm was

well-respected, like the better-known Chiswick Press,

for its meticulous approach to the making of books. But

LlJhistler chose to seek a publisher elsewhere and his

choice soon emerged as LLIilliam Heinemann (1863-1920),
a young publisher-litterateur (fig. 5.1.). The firm of

Heinemann, which had onlg been in business a matter of

weeks, contrasted with the Field & Tuer, whose

reputation lay in their stylish use of traditional

typographic forms.

Once again, if the Pennells are correct, it was Balestier
who seems to haue acted as agent, for it was he who

urged Heinemann to 'secure it., [as] some day it would be
a document.'468 LlJhistler and Heinemann soon became

firm friends. UJhistler's long association with the younger

man throughout the nineties, together with the

eutensiue body of correspondence between them attests

to the warm and empathetic nature of their

relationship,469 LlJhistler referring to Heinemann as his

'Publisher, Philosopher & Friend.' During this period,

Heinemann would inuolue himself in the publication (or

abortiue publication in the case of 'Songs on Stone,' his

portfolio of coloured lithographs) of other LUhistlerian

468MS Penned, Life. LCPC, Folder 12, p.32.
469Their closeness was such that after the death of Beatrix llJhistler
in May 1896, Whistler became an intermittent resident of
Heinemann's fiat in Whitehall Court.



literary creations such as the Baronet & The Butterfly

(1899) and well as the Gentle Rrt. Against this backdrop,

Heinemann's role in shaping the Gentle Rrt deserues

attention.

Of German-Jewish entraction, Heinemann was

cosmopolitan in outlook, hauing receiued much of his

education abroad. His biographer Frederic LlJhyte quotes

the reminiscences of one of his closer associates:

LUilIie..was internationalist by habit and inclination a good

linguist, fond of foreign literature, music and art, and uery ready
to criticise aduersely the achieuements of England in these

subjects and in business especially in the presence of waggers of
the Union Jack.470

IllhiIst in the employ of Nicholas Triibner, a scholarly

London publisher, Heinemann also deueloped a particular

interest in the technical side of publishing. This was

unusual during this period, according to LUhyte. He again

quotes the memoir of Heinemann's friend:
..he would go almost at a moment's notice to Amsterdam or

Leipzig, to Lyons or New Vork, to inuestigate a nouel detail of
manufacture. He often used to tell me that the great weakness
of many of his competitors was their absence of interest in these
technical details.471

After the death of Triibner in 1884, Heinemann spent a

period acquiring 'some familiarity with the book trade on

the Continent'472 as well as 'trauelling and reading,

becoming adept in the modern literature of all the

470Frederic UJhyte, LUilliam Heinemann: H Memoir. London 1 928, p.33.
471 Ibid., LUhyte, pp.34-5.
472Ibid., UJhyte, p.31.



principal European countries.'473 This must also haue

deueloped within him a cosmopolitanism which was later

reflected in his literary tastes474 and his approach to

book-making. Indeed, to Grant Richards, 'His spiritual

home was on the banks of the Seine.'475

Towards the close of 1889, Heinemann made the decision

to set up on his own.476 IJLlith the aid of £500 start-up

capital supplied by his father, Louis Heinemann, the firm

formally commenced business in January 1 890.477 Soon

afterwards, he formed a partnership with Sidney

Pawling, who had preuiously worked for Mudie's Library.

The partnership was a success, Pawling taking

responsibility for the day-to-day affairs of the

business.478

473'Death of Mr Heinemann,' Times. No 42,534, 6 Oct 1 920, p.1 3.
4740ne of Heinemann's earliest decisions as a publisher was to
inaugurate the 'International Library' series which published foreign
works of fiction in English translation. The series included such
works as Guy de Maupassant's Pierre et Jean, which appeared on his
first list.

475Grant Richards, Memories of R Misspent Vouth 1872-96. London
1932, p.152.

476lbid., Times.
477John St John records that

On 2 January 1890 £500, his initial capital inuestment was paid into a
newly opened bank account.

See John St John, William Heinemann: R century of Publishing 1890-
1 990. London 1990, p.3.

478fllthough Marguerite Steen prouides some balance to Whyte's
representation of Heinemann as the sole creatiue force in the
business. She relates how the artist William Nicholson approached
Heinemann with a woodcut of Queen Uictoria. The lack of 'lese

majeste' about the figure worried Heinemann and he was reluctant
to publish it. It was Pawling who was instrumental in getting the
work published in Heinemann's New Reuiew. See Marguerite Steen,
HJilliam Nicholson. London 1 943, p.63.
Whistler would come into frequent contact with Pawling during the
firm's abortiue spell as publisher of The Baronet & The Butterfly.



Heinemann's career as a publisher was launched with

considerable aplomb by LUilliam Hall Caine's nouel The

Bondman. The book headed his first list when it was

published in February 1890479 and it was followed by the

Gentle Art. Together, the two uolumes established

Heinemann in commercial and professional terms. Both

endured a complicated and protracted birth - Ford's

'piracy' of LLIhistler's uolume caused the artist to embark

upon a determined campaign to defeat him, whilst Hall

Caine's nouel had initially been rejected by Cassells,

Chatto & UJindus and most of the other major London

publishers.

Rs a newly established publisher, Heinemann seems to

haue been willing to make 'generous bargains with

authors, especially new authors.' In this way he hoped to

'secure, if possible, the first refusal of any future MSS by

the same writer.'480 It was not long before Heinemann

had joined a small group of London publishers founded

between 1887 and 1897, who had acquired a reputation

not only for seeking out new literary talent and nouelty

but for particularly striking book design. This group -

Joseph Bent, Methuen, Heinemann, Elkin Matthews &

John Lane at The Bodley Head and Grant Richards lent a

distinctiue flauour to book publishing during the 1890s.

Bent and The Bodley Head employed innouators like

Rubrey Beardsley, Charles Ricketts and Charles Shannon

479The book went through three editions in sin weeks.
4801 bid., LUhy te, pp.35-6. 181



to produce the illustrations and design the couers,

borders and bindings of their books. IDhistler himself

would design the couer of Charles LDhibley's Book of

Scoundrels in 1897 and also two nouels by Elizabeth

Robins. Bll three uolumes were published by

Heinemann.481

If Heinemann neuer became the focus of the group, he

was regarded by Lewis May, biographer of its central

figure John Lane, as a publisher 'who yielded nothing in

brains or enterprise or energy' to his competitors.482 He

was also single-minded by temperament. In Grant

Richards' uiew:

He stuck to his publishing. He loued other arts than that of

literature, but subdued them to his ends rather than let them

distract him from his job.483
This sense of purpose led him to subordinate his own

literary ambitions to those of his authors. This was

potentially useful as Richards goes on to suggest:
..For instance, he turned his close friendship for Whistler to the

best possible account and euen his unimportant attempts at

481 LUhistler also permitted Heinemann to reproduce his portrait of
Connie Gilchrist 'Harmony in Vellorn & Gold: The Gold Girl' (1876-7) in
the English translation of Gaston Uuillier's R History of Dancing, (n.t),
published in 1 897.

Andrew Maclaren Voung suggests a solid connection between
Whistler and the firm. He belieues that 'Heinemann receiued a

certain amount of informal aduice about the appearance of the
books he mas publishing' from Whistler for which, in return, the
artist used his flat in Whitehall Court as his London pied a terre. See
James McNeill Whistler, (euh. cat.), Arts Council of Great Britain &
English Speaking Union of United States, 1960, p.104.
482J. Lewis Mag. John Lane & the Nineties. London 1936, p.123.
4831 bid., Richards, Memories, p.1 65.



playluriting may uuell haue brought him in closer touch with the
kind of men whom he wanted on his list.

LUhat is also important is that LDhistler became

associated with a publisher not only with whom he

shared a similar outlook, but whose imprint was not

sufficiently established to haue acquired a distinct

identity for itself. This is reflected perhaps in the eclectic

nature of his early lists.484 fit the same time, the way

also lay open to create a distinctiue house style in such

matters as layout and typography.

The uncluttered design of the Gentle firt is certainly

consistent with other books published by Heinemann

later in the nineties485 and his books occupy a modest

but distinctiue place in the history of book design during

this period. But the design of the Gentle Art must be

reserued for discussion elsewhere, for his relationship

with Heinemann during its preparation firstly deserues a

little attention.

484though later, two distinct branches euolued - nouels aimed at
subscriber libraries like Mudie's and secondly, the International
Library series (see note 466).
485The paper boards and gold-tooled lettering of the Gentle Art
became trademarks of the firm probably under Whistler's influence,
fl series of de tune art books of simple, unfussy design, coupled with
wide margins, was published by the firm during the 1890$ on such
subjects as Meissonier and Correggio - see, for example, Ualery C.O
Greard, Meissonier: his Life & Art , Lady Mary Loyd & Florence
Simmons (transs.), London 1897 (fig. 5.2). Such traits specifically
associated with luxury editions were also characteristic of more
commonplace productions from Heinemann's list such as William Hall
Caine's fl Manxman (1894) and Edmund Gosse's uolume of

biographical essays Critical Kit-Kats (1 894). The latter uolume is of
simple design with its reddish brown binding - the title and author's
name stamped in gold in a discreet, asymettrically placed block -
and use of Old Face italics.



Heinemann & Whis tier:

Heinernann's first meeting with IDhistler is unrecorded

although as has alreadg been indicated, it is likelg that

he was introduced to the artist by Balestier. Heinemann

also had business connections with Louell, who handled

his list in America.486 Hlternatiuely, Henry Harland may

haue been inuolued, since Heinemann was the British

publisher of Mea Culpa. The Belgian writer Gerard Harry,

editor of the Independence Belae.487 was another mutual

acquaintance who may haue brought the two men into

contact.488

In Elizabeth Pennell's uiew, there was a contradictory

element in Heinemann's relationship with his authors:
To me the most eutraordinary thing about Heinemann, the
shrewdest of shrewd business men, was the disinterested

quality of his relations with his authors... Few men could haue
cared more for the pleasant things that money brings and...he
neuer would deliberately haue faced a deficit. On the other hand,
he certainly did not see a high road to fortune in the lunches at
the Sauoy ouer which he and Whistler lingered to discussed the
ualue of a comma or the placing of a butterfly in the Gentle
Art.489

At the same time, Pennell belieued that Heinemann was

'no missionary to spread the glad tidings of literary

reform.' 'UJhat he undertook to do,' she asserts, 'was to

486See Katherine Lyon Miu, H Study In Vellow: The Vellow Book & Its
Contributors. Lawrence, U.S.H & London 1960, p.62.
487which published a lengthy panegyric on Whistler's Gentle Rrt
(see Independence Belae. 18Jun 1890 GUL PC12/11-13).
4881 bid., Whyte, p.32.
489Quoted in Whyte, p.202.



publish the best he could get.'490 fl combination of

eclecticism and meticulousness, under-pinned by

financial acumen, thus gouerned Heinemann's approach

to book publishing. According to the Pennells, Heinemann

mas initially reluctant to handle the publication of the

Gentle Art:

Mr Heinemann at first hesitated. He had been a publisher a uery

fern months, it seemed to him not only possible but probable,
that the interest in so many disconnected letters on

disconnected subjects mould be limited for success.491
Howeuer, Heinemann's keen literary instincts apparently

won ouer his commercial sense, for he ouercarne his

reseruations. Shortly afterwards, an agreement was

signed with Whistler.492

Like the journalist-poet ID.E Henley, Heinemann was

known as an occasionally heauy-handed editor -

Elizabeth Pennell remarks in her memoir:

llJith a MS. or proofs before him, he enjoyed rounding out a

sentence, improuing a paragraph, introducing the right mord

according to his ideas. The author mho preferred his omn style -

or mant of style - to Heinemann's hardly shared the
a 493

enjoyment. ^J

490Ibid., p.203. Pennell met Heinemann during the late 1880s
through her uncle, the author Charles Godfrey Leland. fls mell as
publishing the Life. Heinemann published a number of morks by both
Pennells, including the series Joseph Pennell's Pictures and Elizabeth
Pennell's The Loues.
491 Ibid., MS Life. This anecdote does not appear in the published
edition.

492Ibid., Pennell. Life. II, p.106.
4931 bid., Whyte, p.208.



Fortunately for his authors howeuer, he possessed one

redeeming characteristic - a short memory.494

Consequently, a harmonious working relationship rapidly

gelled between Lilhistier and Heinemann during the

months of Rpril and May 1890, aided by similarities in

temperament and outlook. The Pennells' glowing account

of these weeks therefore seems reasonably authentic:
Whistler, as he always said, was delighted with Heinemann's
artistic instinct, sympathy, enthusiasm and quick appreciation of
his intention. From the day their agreement was signed, the

publisher entered into the matter with all his heart.

Such a display of steadfast commitment to the Gentle Art

seems unusual but plausible, giuen that the uolume was

to head his first list amidst the unfolding success of Hall

Caine's nouel.

The preparation of the Gentle Hrt

The Pennells describe the daily routine which euolued

between the two men:

LUhistler...droue down daily almost to take...Mr Heinemann to
breakfast at the Sauoy. He arriued at eleuen, when the
businessman had hardly got into the swing of his morning's

work, and carried him off whether he would or no...The balcony

ouerlooking the Embankment was, so long before the customary
London hour, deserted and there they could go ouer, discuss,

change and arrange euery little detail without interruption. Hours
were spent often in the "arranging" of a single Butterfly, and

usually HJhistler came down with his pockets full of gay and
fantastic entomological drawings.49^

494lbid., LUhyte, p.209.
4951 bid., Penned, Life. II, p.1 06. 186



fit the same time, as Arthur LUarren's account suggests,

its preparation mas a public affair, absorbing the

attention not only of Whistler and Heinemann but - from

its earliest moments - of mhicheuer of UJhistler's

associates happened to be nearest at hand.496

In an illuminating account, UJarren describes an euening

spent mith the artist. On Warren's arriual, Whistler

greeted him mith the request
There's the thing I wanted to show you; my magnum opus: The
Gentle Art...Do you mind looking 'em ouer with an eye to
correction?... My idea's a brown paper couer like the Ten O'clock.

With these mords, Warren mas left mith seueral cigars

and a bundle of printer's proofs for the Gentle Art, mhilst

Whistler and Beatrix uanished to prepare a meal. An hour

and a half later, Whistler reappeared:
Jimmie came in with a fat bundle of newspaper clippings.
"Read!" he cried "Some of these should be included, don't you

think so?

All through dinner, mhen it mas finally serued, 'Whistler

summed up his philosophy of life and art, as preuiously

and subsequently he had set it forth elsemhere, me sat

till long after midnight in high session, debating

selections from press clippings mhich had been shomered

upon him by his "excellent Romeike." "Shall I put this in,

or omit that? Here's something too good to lose!" And so,

496lbhistler was also assisted in his task by his sister-in-law Ethel
Birnie Philip (see testimony of Rosalind Birnie Philip, Philip U Pennell,
LCPC, Cont., 362, p.122) and probably by his wife Beatrin.



with what he called "infinite jerriement" [sic], another

portion of 'The Gentle Art' began to take shape.'497

LUhistler was also a regular uisitor at Ballantyne, Hanson

& Co, the London branch of an old-established firm of

Edinburgh printers, who were to produce the book under
their imprint the Ballantyne Press. This London branch

had been founded during the late seuenties and was

managed by Charles MacCall, with whom UJhistler

frequently conferred both in relation to the publication

of the Gentle Art and later, The Baronet & The Butterfly.

The firm was highly regarded as a commercial printer, its

reputation being on a par with firms like the Chiswick

Press and T & A Constable, the latter also an Edinburgh

firm. Grant Bichards comments:

...the work [Hanson's] firm did was something for a publisher to
be proud of...They did, I think, the best of the Heinemann
books49®

Furthermore, the Ballantyne Press included artists like

Charles Bicketts amongst its clients. The firm would print

such works as Daphnis & Chloe and UJilde's The Sphinn in

1893-4, using Bicketts' designs.

497Rrthur llJarren, London Dags: R Book of Reminiscences. Boston
1920, pp.158-60.
UJarren was an Rmerican journalist and London correspondent for
the Boston Herald and a neighbour of Whistler's in Cheyne IDalk. He
dates this meeting some months earlier, probably before Whistler's
first meeting with Heinemann.
498Grant Richards, Author Hunting: Memories of Rn Old Literary
Sportsman. London 1934, p.35.



If the interest of both LUhistler and Heinemann in the

production process of book-making mas sustained by

similarities in temperament, sound commercial reasons

supported their approach. LUhilst Heinemann, a newly

established publisher, and UJhistler, under an euer-

present financial burden499and still in pursuit of Ford,

were not bound by entirely the same agenda, they did

share a common goal. This was to create a distinctiue

uolume which attracted the attention of both newspaper

reuiewer and of the potential reader browsing through

the bookseller's shelues. Richards relates that

Heinemann was much admired for his inuentiueness as a

publisher, the formats of his books being frequently

copied by other publishers. On one occasion, he decided

to reuerse the 'cloth used for binding and..[make] the

book to the work that had hitherto been done by the

face. One could in this way get an entirely different

range of effects. The result of this, as Richards points

out, was that 'The book so bound looked uery unlike its

fellows on the counter of a bookshop, challenged notice,

was effectiue in a new way.'500 Indeed this goal was

successfully achieued in Whistler's edition of the Gentle

Rrt. for its appearance caused Oswald Crawfurd to

comment in a reuiew:

499as UJhistler's urgent note to Heinemann, shortly after the Gentle
Rrt was published, illustrates:

Dear Mr Heinemann
It would be nice of you to let me replenish my Bankers account with
guineas from the Gentle Art - now my dear Publisher now !!

n.d., [18901, LCPC, Cont. 2.
5001 bid., Richards, Author Hunting, p.38.



The book is altogether so curious, so dainty in all e«ternals..[as to
be] absolutely unlike anything that euer before has proceeded
from a printing press.

To this extent at least then, did Heinemann perform an

ancillary role in shaping the appearance of the Gentle

Art.

If this outline of Whistler's relationship with Heinemann

and the perennially biased account of the Pennells

together conuey a rather fragmentary picture of

HI h is tier at work on the Gentle Art, seueral features do

begin to emerge; firstly, the Gentle Art was published

using ordinary materials. Secondly, as with Art & Art

Critics and the Ten O'clock Lecture.502 it was produced by

an ordinary commercial printing firm. Thirdly, Whistler

was deueloping a symbiotic relationship between form

and content in the Gentle Art. This leads to an important

question - what forces is he responding to in its design

and presentation? LUhat impact did his artistic skills and

experience in seeking new patrons exert upon the

uolume?

Signing & Limitation:

LlJhistler, aided by Heinemann, was anxious to project the

Gentle Art as a unique work which bore the direct imprint

of the artist upon it. The publicity caused by the

appearance of Ford's edition and, for a time, its

5010swald Crawfurd, The Gentle Rrt of Making Enemies,' Rcademg.
28 Jun 1890, No 947, p.435.

502filthough they were printed by Thomas Way initially. 190



successful distribution undoubtedly stiffened Whistler's

resolue to make an impact with his own. UJhen the Gentle

Art was published on 12June 1890, he intended to issue

two editions. The first was a standard duodecimo edition

(see figs. 5.3., 5.4.). This was unsigned. The second, a

signed limited edition in large paper,503 appeared in

August.504 LUithin this, Sydney Pawling told the Pennells,
there were 150 copies for sale to the trade and general public,
there were 21 special presentation copies which were all giuen

awag, and a hundred were sent to America to Louell.505
Both editions were identical, apart from the difference in

size and a minor editorial omission.506 LUhistler was

unhappy, though, with the binding for the large paper

edition, for he wrote to Aeinemann:
No - I don't think the large book is enactly what I mean. That is
as far as the binding goes..

llJhy did you not haue simply the loose brown paper couer, as we

first agreed?507
The original paper edition had sported the limp brown

paper couers preferred by UJhistler but by the date of

this letter, the entire edition had inaduertently been

published in hard couer. Heinemann enplained in reply:
IDith regard to the binding of the L.P. [large paper] I find that
Messrs Brown & Co had understood that the same style was to

503The term 'large paper' is taken to mean 'the best copies of a
work with wide margins...also termed edition de luxe ' according to
a handbook published during this period (see C.J. Jacobi, Books &
Printing. London 1902, p.81).
504The firm's ledgers confirm that the Gentle Art was published on
this date at 10/6d for the ordinary English edition and 31/6d for the
limited edition of 150 copies. I am grateful to Mrs Jean Rose, RIB
Library for this information.
5051 bid., Pennell, UJhistler Unpublished Bibliography.
506noted by the Pennells, ibid.
507UJhistler to Heinemann, n.d., [1890], LCPC, Cont. 2.



be followed and they haue already made the cases! I am sorry

for this but it seems a pity to haue to destroy them, and I fear
the gold mould not come out so well on the paper couer - do you

think they might go on with them in boards as sample?508
In the end the situation mas resolued with ten copies

being bound in the manner of the former and 'kept as a

uery Special Edition for friends.'

The press reported upon the commercial success of the

book as enthusiastically as it had followed the drama

surrounding its publication, fi report in the Sunday Times,

dated 6 July, noted that 'The Gentle Art of Making

Enemies has reached a sale of 5,000 and is still in

demand.' This is most likely to haue been prompted by

UJhistler and Heinemann. There is a certain LLJhistlerian

ring to the remark that 'The book has been translated

into French, and copious eutracts haue appeared in the

French and Belgian journals.'509 Sales figures for the

first edition are difficult to confirm, for an

aduertisement for the Gentle Art published ouer a

fortnight later, under the banner 'The Book of the

Season,' mentions a contradictory figure of 4,000 with 'a

few copies only of the large paper edition'510 remaining.

508Heinemann to UJhistler, 25 July 1890, GUL, H177.
509Sunday Times. 6Jul 1890, GUL, PC12/16. fl similar report appeared
a few days earlier in Truth (see GUL, PCI 2/1 7).
510St James Gazette. 24 Jul 1 890, GUL, PC12/17. I haue been unable
to trace any reliable sales figures or record of royalty payments
from this period from what remains of the firm's archiues. Record of
royalty payments in Glasgow do not begin until some years after
UJhistler's death. The royalty system did not take root in England
until the 1880s in any case and had by no means become customary
by the early 1 890s.



LUhile the uolurne did achieue sales on a substantial

scale, UJhistler was also keen to emphasise in

Heinemann's announcement that both the standard

edition and the large, hand-made paper edition were

being produced under his 'personal superuision.' This is

further reiterated in the book itself - Whistler prefaces

the tent with the 'assurance' that it has been printed

under his own immediate care and superuision.' Why was

all this so important to Whistler? Why did he choose to

package' the Gentle Rrt in this way?

fin important factor was his lengthy experience of

marketing his prints and - more recently - his attempts

to detach lithography from its lowly status as a cheap

and widely-employed illustratiue medium and reinuent it

as a sought after artistic form. Thomas Way belieued

that the failure of Whistler's 'Art Notes,' a set of

lithographs, in 1878 was due to 'the exceedingly low

reputation to which lithography had then fallen as an

artistic medium.'511 Joseph Pennell - himself an

enthusiastic proselytiser of the process - claims that

Whistler's early lithographs were sold uery cheaply:
For years, if you wanted, you could buy these lithographs
[Pennell mentions Nocturne: The Riuer at Battersea (1878) by way

of example] for sixpence, some of them for a penny apiece512..

511 Thomas Way, Mr Whistler's Lithographs, (cat.) 1896, 1905 edtn.,,
p.16.
512Joseph Pennell, Lithography & Lithographers. London 1898, p.167.
'Nocturne' is, in actuality, a lithotint.



By 1887, Whistler had began to market his lithographs in

a similar manner to that in which he marketed his

etchings. In December that year, Goupils issued sin

lithographs in a brown paper portfolio under the same

title 'firt Notes.' This was noticed by the Magazine of Art.

whose critic described them as 'sketches in Indian ink

and crayon in facsimile reproduction..'513 UJhistler

attached sufficient importance to their issue as a

portfolio of original lithographs to pen a reproachful

letter to the press:

..the lithographs...are, disconcerting as I acknowledge it to be,
themselues the lithographs from nature, drawn on the stone

upon the spot51 4
for in effect, the reuiewer's confusion between

reproduction and original print undermined the concept

of limitation by which the portfolio was issued.

But Whistler's main method centred on the issue of a

limited edition of signed lithographs (often with his

trademark butterfly) at double the price of those left

unsigned. His attempts in this way to bestow an aura of

exclusiuity and desirability upon a hitherto mass

reproducible medium is echoed in a draft paragraph

prepared by the artist in December 1895, in order to

publicise a forthcoming exhibition of his lithographs. Its

tone is reminiscent of that found in the press reports

heralding the appearance of the Gentle Art:

51 3Magazine of Art. Dec 1887, p.KM. See also Gentle Art , p.1 96.
51 ^111 his tier to Editor, Sundau Times. 15 Jan 1888. See The Critic-
flaneur,' Gentle Art, p.1 98.



The Fine Arts Society haue succeeded in obtaining Mr Whistler's
consent to their bringing together, and showing in something like
a collection for the first time, the greater number of his

lithographs.

Attention is drawn to the uniqueness of an occasion

which displays the results of a partnership between a

self-styled painter of rare pictures and a mass

reproducible medium. The paragraph concludes:
R better moment could not haue been chosen, for the reuiual of

lithography has of late greatly occupied some of the most

distinguished painters in this country, and Mr UJhistler's
Enhibition will offer a rare occasion of seeing the work to whose
influence the latest mouement in the art world is greatly

Neither is his leading role in eleuating its status

neglected. Ulhistler, it suggests, has regenerated the

technique and made it modern and fashionable.516

Joseph Penned builds upon this construct in his preface

to the exhibition catalogue:
..It is not necessary for me to define, to describe, or to introduce
the art of Mr UJhistler. Nothing that I could say would make it
seem more perfect, or giue it an added interest. I might,

515Draft MS paragraph, [18951, GUL, H40.
516Whistler assures UJay in a letter dated 7 December 1893 that his
success with the medium 'is sure to make lithography a roaring
fashion.' (Freer Gallery of Rrt, Folder 113) Way introduced Whistler to
lithography in 1878 but the artist soon abandoned the process, only
returning to it in 1887, when he issued a second set of 'Rrt Notes.'
The Studio later remarked that firms like Way and Goulding were
'urgent with technical assistance' to artists during this period
('Modern Woodcuts & Lithography' (Studio Special Number), London
1919, p.1 22). The increasing dominance of reproductiue processes
like photograuure during the late seuenties and eighties threatened
lithographic printing firms like the Ways.' It was in their interest to
stimulate the interest of artists in the process, thereby also raising
the status of their trade. . For this reason, when Whistler requested
the chemical formula that would enable him to prepare the stone
himself for printing in Paris, Way was reluctant to supply it, for he
did not want to encourage him to produce his own proofs (see Way
to Whistler, 17 Oct 1893, GUL, W97).



homeuer, point out that Mr Whistler has but carried on and

improued upon the traditions of the original lithographers of a

former generation, that these prints are not the result of a

sudden desire to add either qualitg or quantity to the mall space

of an euhibition, or euen to the glory of the inuentor of the art.

They are subjects mhich Mr Whistler felt should be eupressed by

lithography.^' '

Penned argues that LUhistler has raised the status of

lithography to a medium of 'artistic' response to a giuen

subject rather than merely that of cheapness.

If his tone is adulatory, his remarks serue to remind us

that Whistler redefined the boundaries of lithographic

art. But he did so in seueral diuerse contents publishing

his lithographs, for instance, in the periodical press - a

mass medium. The publication of 'The Toilet,' and 'The

Broad Bridge' in the Piccadilly in 1878 mas foHomed some

years later in 1890 by the publication of a series of

lithographs including 'The UJinged Hat' (fig. 5.5.) in

Herbert Uiuian's UJhirlmind. Others, such as 'Chelsea

Rags,' (fig. 5.6.) appeared in the Rlbermarle. But at the

same time the journals chosen mere esoteric, small-

scale publications aimed at a smart' society readership

from mhich many of his patrons deriued. Both Theodore

Watts-Dunton, mho edited the short-liued Piccadilly, and

Herbert Uiuian belonged to UJhistler's literary-

journalistic coterie. Euen art magazines like Rrt Journal

and the Studio - the only other category of periodical in

5'7Joseph Pennell, Preface to euh., cat., Fine Art Society, Dec 1 895,
GUL, EC.1895.1, p.6.



which the lithographs were published - themselues

serued an equally well-defined readership. Hence, we

find Whistler marketing his lithographs in a commonplace

but carefully calculated content.

This is echoed again in 1893, when the Pall Mall Magazine

wished to feature his lithographs of the Lunembourg

Gardens. UJhistler confesses his dislike of its format to

Thomas UJay:
Vou tell me that the Pall Mall magazine belongs to the millionaire

flstor, therefore I ought to haue a big price for anything I do for
them..I don't think I should entertain .[it]..because the book

itself seems uery uulgar in get up, and also small in size for a

lithograph.51 8
The magazine, he felt, was an inappropriate medium in

which to show his lithographs. Thus, while Whistler did

utilise the press to aduertise his skills in the lithographic

medium, the content in which the lithographs appeared

always remained important. Furthermore, that they

appeared in magazines did not preuent them from

acquiring a rarity ualue - the lithographs released with

the Whirlwind (itself an ephemeral publication) were

issued for a limited period between mid Nouember and

the end of December 1890. Within weeks, Uiuian was able

to remark with considerable satisfaction in the pages of

the magazine, that those who had been foolish enough

not to purchase the original issue containing the first

518Whistler to Thomas UJay, 5 Nou 1893, Freer Gallery of Hrt, Folder
104. ig?



'Song on Stone' for a penny, were now finding that they

were hauing to pay fiue shillings for it.519

IDith the success of his 'Nocturnes, Marines & Cheualet

Pieces' exhibition in March 1892, Whistler's efforts to

capitalise upon the rise in his fortunes intensified with

the appearance of 'The Whistler Album' the following

year. This was a portfolio520 of twenty-four photographs

of works shown at the exhibition. In producing the

Album, he deliberately set out to create as much

distinction as possible between the signed and the

unsigned copies, as he remarks reuealingly to D.C.

Thomson:

I am sure you mill be pleased with the signing, as I haue taken
trouble and made the difference betmeen the signed and

unsigned copies uery perceptible.521

lilhistier also intended that the three lithographs

published in the LUhirlwind and another in the monthly

Albermarle in January 1892 should metamorphosise into

a portfolio, with Heinemann as publisher. Heinemann's

list announced in September 1893:

Songs on Stone

by J. McNeill UJhistler. H Series of Lithographic drawings in colour

by Mr UJhistler will appear from time to time in parts under the
aboue title. Each containing four plates.

519Herbert Uiuian, 'Brouhaha,' UJhirlwind. 15 Nou 1890, Uol 2, No 20,
p.98. The first 'Song on Stone' had been issued with the seuenteenth
number of the magazine.
J^ult appeared in June 1893. UJhistler signed one hundred of these,
which were sold at £6.6.0. Two hundred were left unsigned and sold
at £4.4.0.
521 UJhistler to B.C. Thomson, 1 5 May 1 893, LCPC, Cont. 2.



The first issue of 200 copies will be sold at Two Guineas net per

part, by subscription for the series only.
There will also be issued 50 copies on Japanese paper, signed by
the artist each fiue guineas net.522

The scheme neuer materialised, although copies of

Heinemann's announcement and subscription form mere

printed.523 Howeuer, it does shorn this metamorphosis

taking effect as the content of the lithographs alters.

Initially sold within the pages of a magazine, their

desirabilitg as artistic objects increases when they are

presented as a series in an elegant portfolio designed by

UJhistler and in a limited edition.524 This process

continues as the materials become more refined - the

mechanically grained paper of the HlhirlLUind and

Rlbermarle issue is, for enample, replaced by Japanese

paper- and there is euen greater restraint on the size of

the edition. The process reaches its apen when the

presence of Whistler's signature more than doubles the

ordinary marketable ualue of the lithograph. The

signature, it seems, is destined to become a ualuable

commodity on its own terms. Whistler would continue in

522iForthcoming IDorks,' fl Reference Catalogue of Current
Literature. London 1894, p.4 .This was not the only occasion on which
Heinemann undertook to publish a portfolio of lithographs. He went
on do so for the artist LUilliam Nicholson in 1898, using a similar
strategy of producing 'Popular,' 'Library' and 'Editions de Lu«e.'
These last two were published as limited editions (see Reference
Catalogue , 1 898 edtn., p.4.
523See GUL, UJhistler 248.
524fl gradual increase in the asking price was anticipated in the
draft agreement between HJhistler and Heinemann: a special clause
allowed for an increase in royalties on each set in proportion to any
agreed price rise. See draft agreement, [18931, GUL, H186.



a similar uein, issuing his lithographs in limited numbers

and mostly as proofs on Old Dutch and Chinese paper.

'Songs on Stone' therefore shows Whistler gradually

intensifying the impact of the once humble lithograph

through signing, limitation and manipulation of content.

Such skills are refined in the Gentle Art, for it represents

a union between the topicality and ephemerality of

periodica! publishing and the careful packaging and

permanency of the limited edition portfolio. When

Whistler pronounces in the opening pages of the Gentle

Art that he has carefully superuised its creation, his

words enact a desire to proscribe what is authentic in

the tent. Indeed, his typography and carefully

juxtaposed butterfly signatures, which impose an

incontrouertible order upon the way in which one

proceeds through the text, as much represent this close

superuision as his attendance at the Ballantyne Press.

The publication of 'Songs on Stone' also opens up another

analogy between Whistler's actiuities as a printmaker

and his authorship of the Gentle Art. Firstly, Whistler's

practice of repeatedly altering differing states of his

etched plates is echoed in the Gentle Art when he blithely

improues upon the wording, paragraphing and

punctuation of his own original texts and those

requisitioned from other published sources. This

tendency had long been manifest in his press letters and

exhibition catalogues. Furthermore, he also swelled later
200



editions of his catalogues with newly gathered material.

The 'state' of a catalogue being thus altered, a uibrant

and ceaseless topicality was maintained. For example,

the third edition of the catalogue of the second showing

of his Uenice etchings (fig. 5.7.) was augmented by

'Cauiare to the Critics,' an exchange with the liJorld

dating from February 1883, the period of the exhibition.

The approuing remarks of the article upon 'Mr Whistler's

New Method with Critics,'525 together with Whistler's

response,526 serued to prolong the topicality of his

onslaught upon the critics long after the exhibition had

opened, fln analogy between the Gentle Art and etching

was made by Oswald Crawfurd in his reuiew:
...probably the bibliophile of the future who is without a copy of
the first edition on his shelues will be as unhappy as those
Flemish amateurs of etching and tulips in the seuenteenth

century are represented to haue been when their collections
lacked a first state of Rembrandt's 'Little Juno with the Crown,'

or a bulb of the famous 'Semper Augustus' tulip.522
Thus, Crawfurd had already suspected that the Gentle Art

would appear in the altered 'states' which stimulate the

link between limited editions and desirability.

Whistler seems to haue intended to create this same

restless atmosphere in the Gentle Art. In the aftermath

of the Goupil exhibition in March 1892, a second edition

525See GUL. EC.1 883.3.

526'Cauiare to the Critics' was priuately printed subsequently as a
four-page leaflet, along with the LiJorld article and Whistler's follow-
up letter.
5271 bid., Academy, p.435.



appeared. Hauing concluded the first edition at 'L'Enuoi,'

a report on his speech deliuered at the Criterion

testimonial dinner (which itself represents a moment of

high dramatic tension in the Gentle Rrtl lUhistler resumes

his self-seruing autobiographical narratiue with the

addition of the Goupil exhibition catalogue, settling one

or two old scores along the way. Distressed by the

exhibition of 'three draped figures'528 at Dowdeswells' 'a

painting long ago barely begun and thrown aside for

destruction' UJhistler registers his protest in the Pall Mall

Gazette: 'fill along,' he maintains, 'haue I carefully

destroyed plates, torn up proofs, and burned canuases,

that the truth of the quoted word shall preuail and that

the future collector shall be spared the mortification of

cataloguing his pet mistakes.' 'To destroy,' he declares,

'is to remain.'529 It is a statement which could be

appropriately applied to the Gentle Rrt.

Further editions:

The concept of updated editions of the Gentle Art

remained in Whistler's mind530 during the 1890s, despite

his assurance to 'fltlas' in 1892 that 'we "collect" no

more'531 and the image of the butterfly fluttering away

into the clouds with which we are left on the final page

528flccording to VMSM, the picture was a copy of 'The Three Girls'
(1872/3), painted in 1879/80, which was being sold by Dowdeswells
for Alfred Chapman. See VMSM, Cat. No. 89.
529Mornina Post 27 Jul 1 891. Rep., Pall Mall Gazette. 28 Jul 1 891,
GUL, PCI 1/57. Rep. Gentle Art, p.288.
530See LUhistierto Heinemann, n.d., [1 8921, LCPC, Cont. 2.
531 'Final Acknowledgements,' Gentle Art, p.334.



of the second edition (fig. 5.8.). He writes to Heinemann

in 1 894:

I trust soon to turn up in town for a moment - LUhat about the

Gentle Art?

It will be time soon to begin preparations for a new edition.532
The following year, engulfed in his legal case against Sir

LUilliam Eden, it seems that LlJhistler may haue intended

to incorporate his account of euents, together with

seueral other matters in this latest edition. In a press

interuiew about the affair and the attention it had

attracted, he responded to the reporter's plea for

information with the following remark:
Tell you about it - why certainly. It's delightful; They're all
"making copy" for the second uolume of rny "Gentle Art"^33..

Rgain, in 1897, a new edition was proposed. He tells

Heinemann in a passage reuealing of his editorial

'method:'

I think you had better first haue euerything translated [that is,
the notes pertaining to the trial] - and then I will go ouer the
whole and take the essential and make it all beautiful, and ?put

in the deuilry we mean..It will all come in you know....The nent
Gentle Art will be splendid - I am in the humour.534

fln announcement of this 'new edition in preparation'

appears in Heinemann's autumn catalogue of 1897535

(fig. 5.9.). This was noticed by Man Beerbohm:

532UJhistler to Heinemann, [1894], Pierpont Morgan Library.
533<The Gentle Artist: Mr J. McN. LlJhistler loouitur.'Saturday Aeuiew.
16 Mar 1895, Uol 79, No 2055, p.342.
534LUhistler to Heinemann, [Dec 1897], LCPC, Cont.10.
5351 bid., Reference Catalogue. Jan 1898. By 1904, less than a year
after the artist's death, the ualue of the limited editions and
presentation copies had increased substantially. A large paper
edition, for euample, was offered for sale at £3.1 Os and a
presentation copy which had belonged to LD.E Henley, at £5.5s. See
respectiuely Hodgson & Co (cat. no. 422) & Puttick & Simpson (cat.



The world is to be enriched by further instruction in the "Gentle
Rrt of Making Enemies"..Oasis found in the desert of Mr

Heinemann's Autumn list!536

Recalling LUhistler's long career as a public letter-writer,

Beerbohm traces the genesis of the Gentle Rrt in his

article, and offers a few words of encouragement.

Rlthough nowadays, Beerbohm declares, 'the old spirit of

pugnacity..has been less often manifested,' it 'has not

died in him, and there is enough material for an enlarged

edition of his book.'537

But while LBhistler may haue started out with the

intention of incorporating the Baronet & The Butterfly

into a new uolume of the Gentle Rrt (and he certainly

used it as a source of reference for the uolume), it neuer

materialised. Vet at the same time, his literary career

did not cease, although he focused upon publishing

material relating to specific incidents rather than

catalogues of disparate euents. fls late as Nouember

1902, LLPhistier planned to publish a pamphlet entitled fln

Interrupted Correspondence538 for which he seems to

no. 3510) in Book Prices Current London 1904. The Pennells also
mention passing Mudie's Library in July 1909 and 'seeing a copy of
the Whistler' at the price of 40s which was 'one of a uery limited
number of the first edition now out of print, for which this special
offer was made.' This may haue been a copy of the Gentle Art. See
MS, LOhistler Journal. LCPC, Bon 352, Folder 55, p.1 9.
536Man Beerbohm, 'Papillon Range' Saturday Reuiew. 20 Nou 1897,
Uol LHHHIU, No 2195, p.546.
537lbid., Beerbohm, p.547.
538This little recorded pamphlet concerned a portrait of Lillie
Pamington entitled 'Grenat & Or: Le Petit Cardinal' (1900-1) that
Whistler had enhibited at the Royal Society of Portrait Painters that
year. One or two critics, including Frederick UJedmore, art critic of
the Standard and an old bete noire, noticed that the work had been



haue again used the Gentle Rrt as reference.539 flge and

infirmity seem to haue preuented its genesis, although

proof copies suruiue in Glasgow.540 Neuertheless, the

possibility of a future edition of the Gentle Art remained,

perhaps at Heinemann's urging, for the same year, the

Pennells record his presence during a uisit to Whistler's

studio. There they found Whistler, tuho had only just

recouered from a recent illness, and his publisher 'deep

ouer old letters and nemspaper clippings, preparing

another edition of the Gentle firt and also a little brown

paper leaflet with the UJedmore correspondence.'541

UJhistler's uolumising attitude to the Gentle Art should

perhaps be seen in the conteut of his strong journalistic

connections during the eighties and nineties and the

cyclical nature of the newspaper industry and its

operations. But if the Gentle Art in a sense competes

with this increasingly rapid publishing cycle, it is also

because in style and layout it reflects that of papers like

the UJorld. the Truth and the Pall Mall Gazette (see figs.

eHhibited before (it had been ewhibited once before, but at the Paris
Salon rather than in Britain). This incensed Whistler, who interpreted
his remarks to mean that he was showing old work. The pamphlet
incorporates two reuiews and four press letters between Whistler
and the editor of the Standard. One of these, dated 23 Nou 1902, had
been refused publication.

539flccording to a note in the preliminarg pages of a copg of the
Gentle Art in Glasgow, in which siu proof copies of the pamphlet
were found (see GUL, llihistler 263/1-6). The Pennells state in their
unpublished bibliographg that it was to haue been published bg
Heinemann and include additional material (see ibid., Pennell,
Unpublished Bibliographg, p.36).
540See note 531.

541'the Uiedmore correspondence,' that is. fln Interrupted
Correspondence. Ibid.. Pennell, Llihistler Journal, p.265.



5.10, 5.11.). fls has been discussed earlier, all were

regular recipients of Whistler's letters from the late

seuenties onwards and display particular characteristics

associated with the New Journalism.542 Elements of this

crusading, pithy, sensationalist style of journalism -

imported from America - peruaded these papers in the

form of bold headlines, concise well-spaced paragraphs,

typographical deuices and low print density. Querying the

actual 'newness' of the 'New Journalism', Joel H. UJiener

emphasises the importance of uisual characteristics as 'a

map to their understanding.'543 While in newspapers

such as the Times, 'there were few traces of the "bright"

paraphernalia of modern journalism, designed to attract

the eye,'544 he belieues that the Pall Mall Gazette and

the cheaper and highly successful Star introduced

innouations like banner headlines and crossheadings

'much in the way that title-pages and chapter headings

were employed to increase the appeal of popular

fiction.'545 The Star, in addition, 'was the first daily

newspaper...to use lower case type for its crossheads

and lesser headlines.'546 But if the Gentle Art bears the

hallmarks of journals like the World, the Pall Mall

Gazette and others mentioned elsewhere - if it can be

542R phrase used by Matthew Arnold in reference to sensational
journalism in the British press. See 'Up to Easter,' Nineteenth
Centuru. CHAIN, May 1887, p.638.
543Joel H. IDiener, 'How New?' in Papers for the Millions: The New
Journalism in Britain 1850s to 1914. Joel H. Wiener, (ed.),
Connecticut 1988, p.50.
544lbid, p.51.
545 Ibid.

546Ibid, p.52.



eye-catching, amusing, satirical, and episodic in an easily

digestible form - it is also presented as an object of

beauty, bearing the imprint of the artist.

Vet the analogy with his actiuities as a printmaker

remains as uigorous. Pat Gilmour asserts:
Overestimated during his life-time as the greatest etchers since
Rembrandt, UJhistler made a fetish of manipulating the ink on his

etching plates in a uiay which made practicallg every sheet a

unique monotype. Print artistry, he thought, derived from a

multiplicity of impressions from one source...Vet behind the
appeal to snobbery through rarity, there lurks a hand competing
with the photograph547..

If one accepts the ualidity of Gilmour's statement, does

the Gentle Art prouoke similar kinds of conclusions? It

could be said that many of the artistic episodes

reconstructed by Whistler in the Gentle Art display the

momentary intensity of a photographic snapshot. But an

area which inuites more serious analogy is that between

Whistler's attitude to 'print artistry' and rarity in the

Gentle Art, for it too represents a multiplicity of

impressions deriued from a single source. Bs has been

pointed out earlier, LUhistler was keen to suggest that

his pamphlets belonged to a 'Brown Paper series'548 and

in the late eighties was intrigued by the prices the

earlier and rarer ones were fetching.549 The analogy

547Pat Gilmour, The Mechanised Image: Rn Historical Perspective on
2oth Century Prints. e«h., cat., Arts Council. London 1978, p.22.
548See Chapter 1, p.52.
549Ibid., LUhistler to Frederick Dixon.



with his prints is once again inuoked - the pamphlets

could be collected as a 'series.'

Rgainst this backdrop, the Gentle Rrt takes on the guise
of an open-ended narratiue, a periodic encyclical. Such a

content shifts one's uiew (shaped by the Pennells'

proselytising in their Life) of the book as an artistic

epistle, a last-ditch attempt to leaue a magisterial,

indestructible self-portrait for posterity. In a sense, the

raison d'etre of the Gentle Rrt was, by 1 893, being

ouerwhelmed by the critical and popular success of the

Goupil exhibition. Rs Beerbohm notes, since the

publication of the first edition of the Gentle Rrt. LLIhistler

had 'come into his kingdom of "popular recognition.'" He

also pinpoints one reason why the Goupil exhibition

catalogue prouides the finale for the Gentle Rrt and why

the focus of LlJhistler's argument shifts from critics to

patrons in the Baronet & The Butterfly.550

Instead of allowing the Fords to syndicate him, LUhistler

was effectiuely syndicating himself during the nineties.

In 1893, D.S. MacColl noted the changed critical climate

and the implications for LHhistler:

...Gath, though disappointing in the field is wily uanquished, and
hauing bowed down before the conqueror sets about making him
into one of her own gods. The poet is receiued and applauded -

550His attitude coloured by his quarrel with Leyland ouer the
Peacock Room, Whistler's antipathy towards Sir William Eden (who
had paid him in tradesman's pounds rather than the gentleman's
guineas), was perhaps aroused by his sense of betrayal at, as he
saw it, the uulgar attempts of his patrons to profiteer by his works.



and expurgated - the painter is exhibited - and explained. To

euery artist this comes: it is coming fast for Mr Whistler....Last

year there was a popular exhibition in Bond Street, now there is
an album of photographs after the pictures: next year we shall
hear that he has a message.55^

It is to this atmosphere that the Gentle Art and his other

literary actiuities of the nineties belong. This is
underlined by the stark contrast in appearance between
the elaborately conceiued and packaged Baronet and

rather more humble Art & Brt Critics - the other

pamphlet to arise out of a court-case - or the news-

sheet-like design of the uarious pamphlets chronicling

his spat with Haden and the Painter Etcher's Society

during the eighties.552 But for the moment, it is

important to emphasise that Whistler's journalistic

connections from the eighties and his enperiences as a

printmaker and pamphleteer became rich sources of

inspiration in the Gentle Art. How design and content

successfully interact in the uolume is the subject of the

following chapter.

551D.S MacColl, 'Mr Whistler's Paintings in Oil,' Art Journal. Mar 1893,
p.88.
552See Chapter II, note 203.



CHAPTER U I

Design & Content in the Gentle Hrt
-"Authorised" Edition

If Whistler's attitude to the presentation of the Gentle

Art mas inspired by his experience of marketing his

prints and, at least in part, by Ford's edition, he also

sought to create a sense of uniqueness in its materials

and appearance. Thus me expand our question 'horn

different?' by inuestigating the charactistics mhich

imposed upon it Whistler's artistic imprint and made it

different, not only from Ford's edition, but other books
of its genre.

Whistler inuolued himself closely in the technical side of

book-making during the publication of the Ten O'clock

Lecture, the Gentle Art and later in the nineties, the

Baronet & The Butterfly, as his correspondence mith

Heinemann, Pamling and MacCall exemplifies. Whistler,

for example, instructs Pamling during the preparation of

the Baronet :

Now there is I see on some old copy of the Gentle Art, a yellow
brown paper,' but rather coarsely ribbed - this we cannot haue.
Indeed I think we could not do better than match if possible the

colour and quality of the couer of the few presentation copies -

Vou know what I mean..

Ves - that is the right thing to do....much better than the

yellowish tone..

210



[postscript] There are other ?neglects of the printers to tell you

of! -terrible553...

In the priuate presses of the nineties one finds parallels,

perhaps, with Whistler's watchful attitude. Arthur

Symons notes that when Hacon and Ricketts founded the

Uale Press in 1895-6, the colophons usually included the

inscription 'Charles Ricketts, under whose superuision

this book has been printed by the Ballantyne Press.'554
He also belieues that Ricketts anticipated the 'modern

"typographer:'"
who (in one definition) is a being concerned e«clusiuely with the

designing of printing, the choice of papers, ink, ornament and

binding etc., for the book in hand555..
llie know that in the prospectus for the Gentle Art.

LUhistler emphasised his superuisory role in its

production. But in the hallmarks of its design and layout,

too, does the artist assert his proprietorship of the book.

As a consequence, his approach heralded a distinct and

newly-specialised concept.

At the same time, the extent to which llJhistler insisted

upon employing the most uncomplicated means at his

disposal cannot be ouer-estimated. This is summarised

admirably by John Russell Taylor:
He required no special types for his books, no uirtuoso effects in

printing. He had no difficulty in working within the framework of

553UJhistler to Sidney Pawling, n.d., [1898], LCPC, Cont. 2.
554 See B.J.fl Symons, 'Rn Unacknowledged Mouement in Fine
Printing,' Fleuron. Uol 7, (1930). Rep. in R Fleuron Anthology, London
1978, p.317.
5551 bid., Symons. See also Oliuer Simon, Printing of Today. London
1928, pp.10-1 1.



ordinary commercial publishing, using the types normally
auailable in a normal printer's offices in the 1880s and the

papers on which eueryday books were printed, and moreouer

deuising for himself a form of binding (brown paper boards
lettered in black; yellow cloth just couering the spine) which was

practical, inenpensiue and, when arranged with his own flair for

inspired simplicity both elegant and distinctiue.556
Whistler attempted, then, to reinuent a seemingly

ordinary commercially printed uolume in mays mhich

manimised its impact, yet proclaimed its eKclusiuity.

Taylor belieues that Whistler mielded considerable

influence ouer the art of the book during the 1890s and

1900s 'not so much in precisely mhat he did as in the

attitude he had to the doing of it.'557 Hence his attitude

to its design and materials corresponds rnith his

approach, aided by Heinemann, to the 'packaging' of the

Gentle Art.

Beauty in the Gentle Art is created out of ordinary

materials, using eueryday means. Echoes of this

approach are found in the Ten O'clock mhen he attempts

to define the artist's relationship to society:
find the people liued in maruels of art - and ate and drank out of

masterpieces - for there was nothing else to eat and to drink out

of, and no bad building to Hue in; no article of daily life, of luuury,
or of necessity, that had not been handed down from the design
f the master, and made by his workers.558

556John Russell Taylor, The Rrt IMouueau Book in Britain. London
1966, p.52.
557Ibid., Taylor, p.53.
558Gentle Rrt. pp.1 40-1.



Whilst Charles Ricketts numbered both Whistler and

William Morris's Kelmscott Press amongst his

influences,559 it mas Whistler with whom he most

identified in his approach to book production. While he

designed his own types at the Uale Press, he continued
to use commonplace materials and commercial firms for

the printing of his works. In a sense, the Gentle Rrt
houers between the unigue and the commonplace, as an

artistically designed book produced out of eueryday

materials, claiming to address an exclusiue audience. If

this is the case, it also drifts historically between the

eighteenth century and the twentieth - the age of the

mass-produced, artfully packaged book.

Discussing the reuiual of fine printing in the 1890s,

Holbrook Jackson suggests that the fine book belongs to

a period before the nineteenth century in which 'the

"fine arts" were the patrician arts.' Such terms are

remnants of 'a period when one small class was content

to surround itself with beautiful things as a means of

escape from a distasteful enuironment, without any

desire to impose its tastes or standards upon outsiders.'

The "fine book," he argues, 'became an anachronism

559Colin Franklin notes the entent to which Whistler's influence is

present in the lower margin of his title page design for Thomas
Hardy's Tess d'Urberuilles (1 890). See Colin Franklin, The Priuate
Presses. London 1969, p.81.



after 1789. The "fine books" of our time, homeuer

modern, are equally anachronistic.'560

Jackson also makes some ualid remarks upon the may in

which UJhistler's typography relates to his literary style:
...the printing as mell as the format seem to be ineuitable for
what he had to say and the way he said it, and, as lilhistler's
prose style is always that of a talker rather than a writer, so he

manages to get into his typography a conuersational

lightness.56'
He notes that the 'small quarto' size and 'spacious mise

en page with carefully posed signatory Butterfly and

marginal notes is an appropriate deriuation for a book

which is so personal as to suggest indiscretion as though

one were permitted to peep into the author's priuate

correspondence or ouerhear his personal remarks.' 'It

was deliberate of course,' Jackson declares, 'you were

eupected to peep and pry.'562 Whistler thus reclaimed

the characteristics of the eighteenth century book. Vet

against the backdrop of an intensifying reuiual of

interest in fine book publishing during the 1890s, it also

displayed some the most defining currents of modernity
- aduertising, celebrity, newspaper publishing and

sensationalism.

In this content, it seems that Whistler borrowed a little

of the essence of periodical literature - its immediacy

560Holbrook Jackson,'Printing & Fine Printing,' in The Printing of
Books. London 1938, p.31.
561 Ibid., Jackson, p.91.
5621 bid., Jackson, p.94.



and ephemerality, in the Gentle Art, in order to

distinguish it from the densely detailed two-uolume

memoir or three-uolume nouel, then still holding its own

in Uictorian publishing. LUhile the Gentle Art did not by

itself bring about a reuolution in book publishing, it did

inaugurate a shift in approach. This was necessitated by

the super-ceding of the multiple uolume by the single

uolume, a point upon which fl.J.fl. Symons makes some

perceptiue remarks:
The 'Butterfly' showed that by taking care, by the euercise of
taste and judgement, the ordinary materials of the printer could
be made pleasing both to the eye and to the mind. Directly, at

least, his lesson went no further; he left no uniuersal formula to

be altered and adapted wholesale. For its own purpose,

Whistler's uiuid flashing mind gaue its own grace to a single

book; and then, that accomplished, turned back to other work.

But the hint was enough. It was perceiued that latent in printer's
cases lay a multiplicity of new arrangements; that the new,

siK-shilling single uolume book offered possibilities not beneath
the dignity of art.563

The Gentle Art also shares much with the uogue for

'dainty' uolumes during the 1890s, which propelled the

priuate press mouement personified by Hacon and

Ricketts' Uale Press, UJilliam Morris's Kelmscott Press

and the flshendene Press. In this LU his tier shares a

certain common attitude with IJJilde, for the term

'dainty,' also belonged to his uocabulary. IDilde, for

instance, tells R.L. Humphreys that his essay 'fl Portrait

563Ibid., Symons, p.307. 215



of Mr 11J.H.' (1889) should be published in 'a book as

dainty as John Gray's poems by Ricketts.'564

Vet the Gentle Rrt contrasts sharply Luith the exquisite

uolumes of poetry and belles lettres that UJilde has in
mind. Such uolumes mere produced in droues by Uictorian

publishers like the Chisiuick Press and the Bodley Head,

as Richard Le Gallienne's The Religion of a Literary Man

(1893, fig. 6.1.) and LionelJohnson's Poems (1 895, fig.

6.2.) exemplify. In appearance, the fragmentary uolumes
of this genre of the eighties and nineties perhaps bear a

closer relationship to lllhistler's preuious pamphlets Rrt

& Rrt Critics and the Ten O'clock. Both pamphlets had

their public and priuate arenas, being initially published

by Ulay and later by the commercial firm Chatto &
llJindus. The Gentle Rrt retains some essence of the

exquisiteness of the artistic uolume of the nineties, but

it also displays the robustness and mass-market appeal
of a popular three-uolume nouel that one might find at

Mudie's Library. In a sense, the Gentle Rrt merged two

concepts - the priuately circulated pamphlet or uolume

of belles lettres and the mass market nouel.

Design, materials & content - typography

Other currents to which Whistler responds in the Gentle

Rrt relate to a number of typographical experiments

564LUilde to Arthur L.Humphreys, [late Nou 1894), ibid., Hart Dauis,
Letters, p.378. The dainty' uolume referred to by IDilde was probably
John Gray's SMuerpoints (1893) which boasted an exquisite design by
Ricketts. Humphreys was a publisher and bookseller.



which accompanied the fine art printing reuiual and the

rise of the new priuate presses. On 15 Nouember 1888,

Emery Walker (1851-1933) a process-engrauer and

collector of early printed books, gaue a lecture entitled

'Letterpress Printing & Illustration' at the first Arts &
Crafts Exhibition in London. This was reuiewed by Oscar

Wilde in the Pall Mall Gazette. In his article, Wilde

asserted that it was essential for a sense of harmony to

exist 'between the type and the decoration.'565 Around

the same time, an exhibition catalogue was published,

which featured Walker's uiews on typography and

printing. These two euents rekindled Morris's interest in

the subject and prompted his desire to set up the

Kelmscott Press. Walker became his unofficial566 partner

in the firm upon its foundation in 1888. It was a fruitful

partnership, the first uolume The House of Cards being

published the same year. This was printed at the

Chiswick Press.567

William S. Petersen remarks upon the 'widespread

complacency' amongst Uictorian printers and their

assumption that 'because there had been enormous

aduances in printing technology during the nineteenth

century, the final typographical product must itself be

greatly superior to what it had been in the past.' One of

5650scar Wilde, 'Printing & Printers, Lectures at the Arts & Crafts,'
Pall Mall Gazette. 16 Nou 1888, p.5.
566Walker declined to become a formal partner.
567Morris decided to set up a printing press towards the end of
1889, but did not begin to print his own books until the spring of
1891.



the most common terms used in self-praise by printing

trade journals was, according to Petersen, the word

delicate:'

..the eHtremely fine strokes and serifs of modern typefaces were

inuariably described as delicate, a word which then suggested to
the writer related adjectiues like fine, sensitive, graceful, and
exquisite, while old face types were labelled heavy, coarse, and

clumsy. The hidden premise was that fineness of detail in type is
a hallmark of refinement - that is a more aduanced state of

ciuilisalion - whereas Morris, when he turned his attention to

type-design, saw thin strokes as a symptom of modern
decadence and ouerreacted by thickening his own Golden type

tremendously...with a mighty noise he attacked the weakness of
the modern-face type and proclaimed the superiority of the

simpler uirtues of strength, blackness, and boldness on the

printed page.568
fls far as the spacing of the teut on the page was

concerned (see fig. 6.3.), Morris thought that close

spacing enhanced legibility:
For clearness of reading the things necessary to be heeded are,

first, that the letters should be properly put on their bodies, and,
I think, especially that there should be small whites between
them....One thing should never be done in ideal printing, the

spacing out of letters, that is, putting an eutra white between

them; encept in such hurried and unimportant work as

newspaper printing, it is ineneusable.569

Whistler's interest in the eighteenth century is reflected

in his choice of typeface in the Gentle Art, for he

fauoured Old face Caslon (see fig. 6.4.), a type which can

be traced back to the year 1720. Moreouer, the specific

568UJilliam Morris, The Ideal Book: Essays & Lectures on the Arts of
the Book. William S. Petersen (ed.), Uniuersity of California 1982,
pp.HH-HHI.
569llJilliam Morris, 'The Ideal Book,' (1893), ibid., Petersen, p.68.



branch of the Caslon type used throughout the uolume

was also influenced by classical types produced in France

by firms such as Didot during the early nineteenth

century.570 Morris had also been interested in Caslon

type. Later, howeuer, in an essay on the subject of

printing, he wrote in disparaging terms of the modern

uersion of it:

The design of the letters of this modern "old style" leaue a good
deal to be desired, and the whole effect is a little too grey,

owing to the thinness of the letters.571
The reason, Morris reminded his readers, was that it had

been adapted to suit the new mass market technology of

printing:
most modern printing is done by machinery on soft paper, and
not by the hand press, and these somewhat wiry letters are

suitable for the machine press.572

LUhistler's use of Caslon thus offended the uirtues

ascribed by Morris to a bold, heauy, rustic typeface.

Caslon, hauing subsequently fallen out of fauour in

England, was reuiued by the Chiswick Press in 1844. By

1890, it had entered widespread commercial usage,

though it was much manipulated in accordance with the

tastes and increasingly mechanised reproductiue

methods of the printing trade.573 Hence, for Morris,

570See Daniel Berkeley Updike, Printing Types: Their History. Forms &
Use. (2 uols), I, London 1922, 1937 edtn., pp.176-80.
571UJilliam Morris, 'Printing,' (1893), ibid., Petersen, p.62.
5721 bid.

57311J.Turner Bery and fl.F Johnson report that Caslon became so
popular after its reuiual that euery foundry deueloped its own
uersion. See LU.Turner Bery and fl.F Johnson, Encylopaedia of
Typefaces. London 1953, p.30.



Caslon had come to signify uulgarity and commercial

tastelessness.574

Design & content - the binding:
LUhistler's desire to euolue a distinct and uniform style

for his publications may haue been awakened in him

through his association with Dante Gabriel Rossetti in

earlier Chelsea days: Recording to Ruari MacLean,

Rossetti's design for the binding of his sister Christina's

uolume, Goblin Market (1862) was 'in complete contrast

to the general style of the period.' Certainly, the

simplicity its appearance, particularly the black cloth

binding with its gold-stamped decoration in a grid-

locked design markedly contrasts with elaborate tooled

and leather-bound uolumes more commonly associated

with the period which contained the works of such

authors as Carlyle, Rrnold and Thackeray. He also created

some distinctiue designs for the bindings of LDilliam

Michael Rossetti's translation of Dante's Diuine Comedy

(1865), Swinburne's Rtalanta in Calydon (1865) his own

Poems (1870) and one or two other uolumes.575

Howeuer, if elements of the design for Goblin Market

relate to LUhistler's own artistic euperiments with both

his pictures and their frames during this period, MacLean

belieues that the 'seuere design of straight lines with

574lbid., p.63.
575See figs. 6.5., 6.6., & 6.7. for comparitiue examples of Rossetti's
bindings and (for example) Ruskin's elaboratelg tooled edition of The
Stones of Uenice.



tiny circles blocked in gold on blue cloth..has no

particular harmony with the book'576 itself.

MacLean's judyement seems unduly harsh for, as

fllastair Grieue notes, Rossetti's increasing concern luith

growth and change in his poetical works of the late

1860s is reflected in the dull green binding that he chose

for his Poems. This theme is continued in the gold-

stamped design for the binding which, he goes on to

obserue, 'consists of blocks of spirals freely but not

randomly scattered with flowers. These flowers are all

of one kind hut their stems and leaues uary.'577 The

Gentle Rrt echoes the tradition of Rossetti, but

distinguishes itself from his designs by Whistler's desire

to make it seem distinctly modern, fashionable and

ephemeral. This distinction is largely created by his close

integration of its materials and design -paper rather

than cloth boards for the couer, making this appear to

conuerge with the tent. The importance of the

arrangement of the space around the discreetly placed

lettering and butterfly signature, rather than the motifs,

to the ouerall effect of the design, is another

distinguishing feature. The design and materials of the

binding thus set the tone of its contents, functioning as

an integral part of Whistler's modernistic scheme. The

couer effectiuely functions as an aduertisement for its

576Ruairi MacLean, Uictorian Book Design & Colour Printing. London
1 963, p.1 58.
577Rlastair Grieue,'Rossetti's Applied Rrt Designs - 2: Book-Bindings,'
Burlington Magazine. CHU, Feb 1973, p.83.



content - it promises that what UJhistler has to say in

the Gentle Art too will be distinctiue and sensational.

Sometimes Whistler's attempts to exploit corollaries

between the ualues expressed by his book designs and

the artistic ualues he espoused aroused a different

response. The tendency always remained for UJhistler's

personality to mingle with the appearance of his uarious

publications in any case. In 1879, Art Journal referred

disparagingly to the appearance of Whistler u Ruskin:
R folded leaf of common coarse broion paper, sik by eight inches

square, was arrested, in the course of transfer from our table to

the waste-paper basket, by noticing a fern words printed on one

side.^78

Similarly, in other journals, the uisual appearance of the

pamphlet was allied with the uitriolic tone of UJhistler's

polemic. Truth reported the appearance of 'a uery bitter

little book...ascetically clad in coarse brown paper.'579
The apparent coarseness of its appearance was linked

with the coarseness of LUhistler's language.

Howeuer, although lilhistler's use of brown paper couers

seems to haue been considered nouel, there was at least

one precedent, fls Jackson points out, Edward

Fitzgerald's translation Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam:

Rstronomer-Poet of Persia was issued with such a couer

578firt Journal. April 1 879, p.63.
579Truth. 9 Jan 1879, Uol 5, No 106, pp.38-9. 222



in 1 859.580 Further editions mere issued in 1868, 1872

and 1879 to much popular success. It is likely, therefore,

that Whistler mould haue been familiar mith it. fl nem

edition - on this occasion translated by Justin MacCarthy
- mas published in May 1889 and is knomn to haue been

in circulation in Chelsea circles.581 This may mell haue

sported a similar appearance.582

One or tmo other features datiny from Whistler's

formatiue days in Paris and London during the late fifties

and early sinties also reuerberate in the design and

materials of the Gentle Art. Firstly, in using a yellom and

bromn paper board binding, Whistler echoes the genre of

the paper board or mrappered book mhich dates from

1849 mhen George Routledge started his 'Railmay

Library.' These mere cheaply produced and, as the name

of the series indicates, they mere sold at railmay

bookstalls. Recording to MacLean, many 'mere

remarkably mell-designed, sophisticated and enpensiue

looking.'583 Paper-board or mrappered books quickly

euolued into mhat became knomn as the 'yellom-back' or

'mustard plaster' and this refinement mas replaced by a

rather more elaborate, pictorial approach to their design

(see figs. 6.9., 6.10 for comparison). But such links mith

588Fitzgerald was also concerned with the appearance of the page,
preferring wide margins and spacious tgpe (see fig. 6.8.).
581 See Rupert Hart-Dauis, More Letters of Oscar UJilde. London
1 985, p.83.
^82l haue so far been unable to locate this edition.

5831 bid., MacLean, p.103.



the 'yellow-back' also re-euoke a connection with LUilde

explicated earlier, for in the taste for the finely

produced 'dainty' uolume he shared with the fastidious

IDhistler, he also shared a concern that the binding

should help distinguish it from the commonplace book. He

writes, for example, to Arthur L. Humphreys of a

proposed uolume of epigrams
1 think...it should be bound in cloth, and look dainty and nice. I
don't want a "railway bookstall" book,584

There may also be a link between the yellow couer of the

Gentle Art and the yellow couer of the French naturalist

nouel. It is perhaps no coincidence that Whistler was an

euid reader of Balzac, who anticipated the genre and

whose influence was first felt in Paris during the 1850s.

The work of Balzac was a familiar topic of discussion at

HJhistler's dinner table during the 1870s and 1880s585
and at least one work by Balzac is to be found amongst

the remnants of his library in Glasgow.586

584The uolume was Oscariana and it appears to haue been intended
as a counterblast to Robert Hichens' The Green Carnation which had
been published some months earlier, for LUilde goes on to tell
Humphreys

After the Green Carnation publication, this book of "real Oscar UJilde"
should be refined and distinguished: else, it will look like a bit of
journalism.

echoing LDhistler's attitude to his edition of the Gentle Rrt.
UJilde to Rrthur L. Humphreys, [late Nou 1894], ibid., Hart Dauis,
Letters. (1 962), p.378.
585Rlan Cole records one occasion in his diary:

7 Dec 1875:
Dined with Jimmy (Lindsey Houses) Cyril Flower - Tissot - Storey - Talked
Balzac - Pere Goriot - Cousine Bette, Cousin Pons - jeune homme de
Prouince a Paris - Illusion Perdues.

Ibid., Rlan Cole Diaries.
586See GUL, UJhistler 294.



Design & content - asymmetry:
Samuel Bing's Le Japon flrtistiaue. a series aimed at

connoisseurs of Japanese art and decoration mas first

published in French and subsequently in English from

1888-91. The series mas notable for its clean,

uncluttered, frequently asymmetrical layout and use of

Japanese style marginal motifs and it set the tone of the

art magazines of the nineties such as the Studio and on

the continent, Juqend and Dekoratiue Kunst.587
Whistler's first use of asymmetrical layout can be traced

back much earlier, homeuer. John Russell Taylor points

out that the aesthetic of Japanese art reflected in

Whistler's Peacock Room manifested 'a mhole repertoire

of decoratiue motifs - and a may of placing them

uncompromisingly in empty spaces.' These inform the

design of the Gentle Rrt. He also acknomledges the effect
of Whistler's 'best paintings of the later 1860s and

1870s... distinguished by boldly asymmetrical

compositions, eutremely elegant simplified silhouettes,

and... the rendering of pictorial space as a collection of
flat places super- imposed on one another,'588 upon his

tastes in book design.589 Such connections betmeen his

interest in Japanese art and his book designs mere also

587See Treuor Fauucett,'Illustration & Design,'in The Art Press: Ttuo
Centuries of Art Magazines. T Fawcett & C Philpott (eds.), London
1976, p.57.
588lbid., Taylor, p.30.
589Furthermore, as Grieue points out, Rossetti was using an
asymettrical arrangement of lines in 1862 in the form of a grid for
his design for the binding of Christina Rossetti's Goblin Market.



recognised by contemporary critics. The Star.590
commenting in 1891 upon LUhistler's influence on book

design, alludes to his use of Japanese motifs during the

1860s, drawing an analogy between the placement of

'subtitles upon a page in small squares of tiny type' and

'marks on china or old siluer'591 (see fig. 6.12.).

Whistler's use of asymmetry in a pamphlet can be traced

back to Art & Rrt Critics.592 published in December 1878,

and to the inuitation cards and exhibition catalogue of

his first exhibition of llenice etchings in 1880. Howeuer,

he does not fully exploit the range of effects offered by

the deuice until 1883. On this occasion, it burst forth into

effect on the couer and title pages of the catalogue for

his second exhibition of Uenice etchings. It was in this

catalogue that Whistler assembled a body of quotes from

earlier reuiews and placed them beneath the titles of the

works on display, often beneath works to which they

bear no relation. The effect intensified by its appearance

as a 'small, compact body of text in the middle of a sea

590'Books& Bookmen,' Star. 4 Jun 1891. The article concerned the
work of the publishers Osgood, Mcluaine & Co, for whom Charles
Ricketts had just produced a number of innouatiue designs. Its
author mag haue been Elizabeth Pennell who became art critic of the
Star towards the end of 1888.

591This is probablg a reference to LUhistler's experiments with the
'Six Marks' (the signature and date marks found on Chinese
porcelain uases) through which he euolued his butterflg signature.
Early examples, in which the butterfly is enclosed by a rectangular
block, appear in such works as 'Symphony in Grey & Green: The
0cean'(1866, fig. 6.1 1.) and 'Nocturne: Blue & Siluer Cremorne'
(1872). The signature on the formerwas added in c.1872.
^^Notably on the couer. See GUL, Whistler 267.



of white paper'593 (as Russell Taylor memorably puts it)
the title announces in bold capitals 'Mr LUhistier & His

Critics - fl Cataloyue.' Tucked away neatly to the right

beneath the title appears Whistler's butterfly with its

stinging tail and beneath it again to the left, in minute

type, appears the terse statement 'Out of their own

mouths shall ye judge them'594 (see fig. 6.13).

Such attempts to heighten the impact of the catalogue

are remarkable, particularly in uiew of the considerable

contrast between the uarious stages of the proofs and

the final published uersion of, for instance, the placing of

the title 'Mr LUhistler & His Critics.' No butterfly appears

in the earliest proofs and the typography is more

conuentional in appearance in comparison with the

exaggerated asymmetry of the later uersion.595 Vet

euen the relatiue conformity of the title page from the

early proofs of this 1883 catalogue shows a radical

simplification in design in contrast to the title page of

Rrt & Rrt Critics, with its symmetrically organised text

blocks, publisher's colophon and use of the 'London'

typeface. Hallmarks including the butterfly signature,
coarse brown paper couers, along with the use of

italicisation596and Caslon capitals are to be found as far

593Ibid., Taylor, p.52.
594Gentle Rrt. p.91.
595See Etchings & Drypoints: Uenice Second Series (6 edtns.), Fine
firt Society, London 1883, GUL, EC.1883.
5951talicisation is also a feature of his broadside Harmony in Blue &
Gold: The Peacock Room (1877). See GUL, Whistler 246.



back as 1874.597 Howeuer, it seems that it was only in

his catalogues of the 1880s that UJhistler started

seriously manipulating the symmetry of the tent,

framing it with annotations in small-scale type and

scattering his butterfly signature in uarious incarnations

throughout the margins and elsewhere.

But if Japonisme and his experiences as a solo exhibitor

were important factors in defining his tastes, it also

seems likely - giuen the quite radical refinement of his

approach during the 1880s - that the lessons he had

learnt as an etcher in Uenice from 1879-80 contributed

to this process. It is worth quoting Whistler's reported

statement on his 'secret of drawing' to his followers

Mortimer Menpes and Walter Sickert:
I began first of all by seizing upon the chief point of interest -

perhaps it might haue been the extreme distance - the little
palaces and shipping beneath the bridge. If so, I mould begin

draining that distance in elaborately, and then mould expand
from it until I came to the bridge, mhich I mould dram in one

smeep. If by chance I did not see the mhole bridge, I mould not
put it in. In this may the picture must necessarily be a perfect

thing from start to finish. Euen if one mere to be arrested in the
middle of it, it mould still be a fine and complete picture.598

Not only did Whistler's preuious concern for ouerall

pictorial harmony - meaning in the present

597His butterfly signature first appears on inuitation card to
Whistler's 1874 exhibition in Pall Mall. In Glasgom, a copy of the
exhibition catalogue includes an early incarnation of the butterfly in
ink. It appears in the lomer right-hand corner of its couer (See GUL,
Whistler EC.1 874.1) The bromn paper used for the Pall Mall catalogue
in 1 874 is identical to that used by Whistler in his charcoal and
pastel dramings (see ibid., Spencer in The Documented Image, p.37).
5981 bid., Menpes, pp.22-3.



context, the harmonious interaction of design and

text599 on the printed page - intensifg as a result of his

experiences in Uenice. So too did his urge to focus the

uiewer's attention on a single point of interest, carefully

suspended in a floating space, thereby shifting the focal

point of the scene and heightening the tension between

its compositional elements. R comparable sense of

tension seems to exist, for example, between such

Uenice etchings as 'The Little Lagoon' (fig. 6.14.) - and

later in the almost unbearable refinement of 'Bunting'

(1887, fig. 6.15) and 'Ryde Pier' (1887) - and the title

pages of the Ten O'clock.'600 Hence, a link was being

continually made between the design of the Gentle Rrt

and LUhistler's artistic self, as Osbert Burdett reiterates:
Few books, relying entirely upon the resources of ordinary type
and italic appeal so much to the eye as the Gentle Art....no
book in the disposition of its print is more characteristic, more

like a black and white etching, of its author's self601..

Rs has already been indicated, LUhistler was not the only

figure in his circle to experiment with textual symmetry

and typography nor be attracted by classical types. Nor

599Whistler was not only concerned that his butterfly signature
should be placed in a position that would maximise its impact, but
that its scale should be in proportion to the arrangement of the text.
See Whistler to Pawling concerning the butterflies for the Baronet &
The Butterfly, for example, n.d., Humanities Research Center,
Uniuersity of Texas, Rustin.
600See Gentle Rrt. pp.131, 132. See also the title page for the
exhibition catalogue 'Nocturnes, Marines & Cheualet Pieces' (second
edtn.. Gentle Rrt. 293). The two last-mentioned etchings belong to a
group of twelve executed by Whistler at a Naval Review held on 27
duly 1 887 to commemorate Queen llictoria's Golden Jubilee.
601 Ibid., Burdett, p.77.



was he the only artist during the nineties to concern

himself with the technical side of book-making nor seek

to create a clean, uncluttered effect on the printed page

- in contrast to that typified by the Kelmscott books. In

fl Defence of the Reuiual of Printing. Ricketts proclaims

his role as a pioneering designer: 'I built, decorated and

bound "The Sphinu," he asserts 'the first book of the

modern reuiual printed in three colours, red, black and

green.' The 'small bulk of the tent and unusual length of

the lines' necessitated a 'peculiar arrangement of the

tent.' To print the tent in capitals mas intended as 'an

effort arnay from the Renaissance towards a books

marked by suruiuing classical traits.'602 What mas nouel

about the Gentle Rrt (and indeed those Whistlerian

publications which preceded it) in 1890 is that its

physical makeup - typography, layout and binding -

sharply reflected the typographical and other

commercial book-making practices of its own period.603

Signatures and Signification in the Gentle Hrt:

UJhistler's butterfly signatures (fig. 6.16), as has been

mentioned elsewhere, are an important deuice in the

Gentle Rrt. through which he attempts to place his seal

of authenticity upon his works and manipulate their

ualue in the marketplace. The inspiration for his highly

602Charles Ricketts, R Defence of the Reuiual of Printing. London
1 899, p.25.
603and, as I haue suggested in the preuious chapter, seems to haue
set the tone for many of Heinemann's other publications during the
1890s (see Chapter U, note 485).



anthropomorphic butterflies, a design he seems to haue

gradually euolued during the seuenties from his earlier

blocked in Japanesque signatures is hazardous to

precisely define. But it is euident that this aspect

became increasingly important to him, reaching its most

highly refined state in the Gentle Art and the Baronet. Hs

has been preuiously suggested, the butterflies also

represent transient and anthropomorphic symbols which

inuoke both history and modernity.

Certainly il»histier's interest in the eighteenth century is

again an important element, this mingling with his sense

of artistic tradition. Dauid Parker Curry draws attention

to Baudelaire's poem 'Les Phares' which links Lllatteau

with the image of the butterfly:
llJatteau, ce carnaual oil bien des coeurs illustres

Comme des papillons, errent en flamboyant
Decors frais et legers eclaires par des lustres

Qui uersent la folie a ce bal tournoyant604..
fls the reference to LlJatteau implies, the whimsical

butterfly was an established motif in rococo design. Vet

anthropomorphism was also part of its currency - Clare

Le Corbeiller605 associates the rococo butterfly with

eighteenth century singeries, a mode of light satire

beloued of the court of Louis BU. In 1735, Christophe

Huet (d.1 739) painted the grande singerie, a fantastical

604Quoted in Dauid Parker Curry, James MacNeill Hlhistler at the
Freer Gallery of Art (e»h. cat.,) Smithsonian Institution, LUashington
D.C 1 984, p.280.
605Clare Le Corbeiller, 'Whimsy & Sobriety: Rococo Butterflies and
Neo-classical Porcelain,' RdoIIo. Jan 1994, pp.25-7.



rococo decoratiue scheme of panels at the Chateau de

Chantilly. The Chinese figures are attended by monkeys

in uarious frolicking poses, imitating the actiuities of

their masters. The same theme mas commonly used by

lilatteau and Claude fludran;606 their monkeys are, in

Hugh Honour's uiew, 'thoroughbred Parisians,' although

later 'these fashion-conscious creatures donned flowing

robes and assumed the airs of a mandarinate.'607

Some years later in c.1756, Charles Germain de Saint-

Rubin (1721-86) published a set of sin etchings entitled

'Essay de papilloneries humaines' and subsequently, a

second set.608 R.H. Neuille describes this second set of

sin etchings as similar, 'representing butterflies engaged

in all sorts of occupations - acting, boating, fighting and

the like.'609 The designs, of which three were copied

(with some modification) and used as decoration for

Seures porcelain, show anthropomorphic scenes of

butterflies in uarious theatrical poses - duelling,

606fludran seems to haue taken an early interest in singes . One of
the first enamples of his work in the genre was painted in 1709 for
the Chateau de Marly, Furthermore, according to Honour, UJatteau
worked under fludran at Marly' and later painted 'Les Singes
Peintres' for the Regent as a pendant to Breughel's 'La Musique des
Chats.'

Hugh Honour, Chinoiserie: The Uision of Cathay. London 1961, p.91.
607lbid. Honour belieues that the curious presence of the monkeys
in rococo decoration may deriue from their occasional presence on
Chinese porcelain, especially that of the seuenteenth century.
608flccording to Le Corbeiller, St flubin 'enjoyed the patronage of
Madame de Pompadour who "often" gaue him presents of "jolis
meubles et de porcelaines du Japon.'" Ibid., Le Corbeiller, p.25.
609R.H Neuille, French Prints of the Eighteenth Century. London 1908,
p.1 96.



gesticulating - in a manner sharplg reminiscent of

llJhistler's butterflg motifs.

The butterfly motif continued to surface in uarious

anthropomorphic and quasi-anthropomorphic forms

throughout the nineteenth century. It mas the subject or

motif of uerse and satire, prose and the theatre. Its

histrionic connections, once again, stretch back to at

least the eighteenth century - possibly to the

seuenteenth. Le Corbeiller confirms a direct relationship

between two of the Seures designs and two of Saint

Rubin's original plates, which are entitled 'Theatre

Italien' and 'Theatre Franpois' respectiuely and relate to

the tradition of Commedia del Arte, of Harlequin and

Pantalon. Rt the same time, the butterfly featured in the

nineteenth century in such works as the comic ballet 'Le

Papillon.' First staged in Paris in 1860, the leading

character metamorphosises into a butterfly on two

different occasions in the story before all is resolued.

The American dancer Loie Fuller also became famous in

London and on the Continent during the nineties for her

artfully choreographed butterfly dances (fig. 6.17.), in

which she appeared draped in shimmering silken

fabrics.610 Gaston Uuillier describes the hypnotic effect

of a performance of her Serpentine Dance at the Folies

Bergeres:

610Foran account ofhoiu Fuller euolued this signature role, see Loie
Fuller, Fifteen Vears of a Dancer's Life. London 1913.



By means of a nouel contriuance, the gauzy iridescent draperies
in which Lole Fuller swathes herself are waued about her, now to

form huge wings, now to surge in great clouds of gold, blue, or

crimson, under the coloured rags of the electric light. And in the
flood of this dazzling or pallid light, the form of the dancer

suddenly became incandescent, or moued slowly and spectrally in
the diaphanous and euer-changing coloration cast upon it.611

The butterfly was also a fashionable motif or feature in

the press and in popular literature. H weekly paper

calling itself The Butterfly only enisted for a short time

in 1881, but in the nineties the title was again reused.

Consequently, in 1893, a new monthly appeared under

the title describing itself as a 'Humorous & Artistic

Magazine.' The existence of this periodical was also

short, howeuer, as was its reuiual in 1899, despite

hauing secured such well-known figures as Man

Beerbohm and Joseph Pennell as contributors.612 In

another content, this time the comic strip aduenture The

Heritable History of Mr Bachelor Butterfly61311 845) - its
series of plates taken from the French paper

L'lllustration - the butterfly motif is sprinkled

throughout the tent. Similarly, some fiue years later, the

butterfly was the subject of The Butterfly's Ball &
Grasshopper's Feast.614 a prose adaptation of lliilliam

61 1 Ibid., Uuillier, p.379.
612The reuiued title was published by Grant Richards.
61 3The Ueritable History of Mr Bachelor Butterfly Showing How it
was Diuersified by Many Changes For Rfter Being Married in the Belly
of a LUhale, He Narrowly Escaped Bigamy & Became the Step-father
of Eight Hopeful Children. London 1845.
614llJilliam Roscoe. The Butterfly's Ball & Grasshopper's Feast.
London 1850.



Roscoe's popular poem of the same name and in 1876, it

was that of a nouel The Golden Butterfly.615 the work of

LU a It e r Besant and James Rice. The ephemeral butterfly
was an enduring motif, therefore, which appeared in

euer-uarying guises in popular culture, a combination

which is likely to haue appealed to Whistler.

UJhat did the signature mean to him in this content?

Dauid Lantane reueals a paradon in the idea that until

the latter half of the nineteenth century, 'the

propaganda for the author as creatine genius was

carried out, for the most part, in unsigned articles in the

periodical archiues of Fraser's. Blackwood's, the New

Monthly Magazine and uarious other mainstays of the

era.'616 Lantane surueys the scene during the early to

mid-century:
Many commentators..[sain] the collectiue power of the press,

with its millions of readers as unknown as its anonymous

authors, as the most striking characteristic of the new era. flt
the same time glimpsing the rawness of power stripped of the
ueneer of the aristocratic indiuidual author, these writers hold

out hope for the "poetising" of power. This moment of crisis in
the relation of power to knowledge (and to poetics) is reflected
in the many celebrations of the transcendent author which are

part of the rituals mourning the loss of such beings, and the

impossibility of their existing in the new age of the machine.617

616Walter Besant & James Rice, The Golden Butterfly. (3 uols),
London 1 876.

616Dauid E. Lantane, 'The Birth of the Ruthor in the LMctorian
Rrchwe,' Uictorian Periodicals Reuiew. Rutumn 1 989, p.1 1 0. He cites
discussions of poetry as especially pertinent examples of this
paradox.
6171 bid., p.111.



The increasing importance of the signature to UJhistler

during the seuenties should perhaps be connected to the

rise of the author, a tendency Luhich intensified during

this period. John Morley, a supporter of named

authorship, remarked in 1867:

Signs are not wanting that we are on the eve of an era of free

speech. The dullest man as he walks serenely ouer the ashes of
burnt out ideas must now and again hear sounds as of the rush
and crackle of flame beneath the thin stratum which he

confounds with the solid eueriasting earth. In religion the
conflict of ideas is becoming too hot to be smothered up much

longer...In politics the Whips are extinct and Tories and Radicals
are on the point of confronting one another in a final struggle
ouer Redistribution, Landlordism... This change of temper

presses more strongly than euer upon us the desirableness of

making journalists responsible for what they write...more hard

hitting.61 8
Amidst this bombastic and elliptical culture, the butterfly

may also perhaps be allied to the journalistic Luorld of

banner headlines in which the identity of author was

being increasingly trumpeted. As has been highlighted

earlier, Whistler's manipulatiue style and his

amplification of the author in the Gentle Art belongs to

this atmosphere. Morley belieued that to reueal the

authorship of an article gaue a professional authority

and credence to its assertions, especially if the author

was an authoritatiue figure upon the subject.

The amplifying public profile of the author, in parallel

with diuersifying journalistic formats in the press,

618John Morley, 'Anonymous Journalism,' Fortnightly Reuiew. Uol
Ulll, Dec 1867, p.287.



meant that celebrity became a definitiue and much

aspired to norm in art, literature and the theatre, fls has

been shown in the case of LU his tier and lililde during the

1880s, aduertising, mass communication and commodity

culture created a climate in which to broadcast one's

status, trademarks and celebrity became a necessary

competitiue strategy. In this climate, assisted by new

technologies, attempts to do so brought in a wider

and/or more clearly-defined audience. The decline of

anonymous journalism then, the increased abundance of

pictorial aduertising, the popularity of the public lecture

in which, for Whistler and UJilde, one's public identity

was paraded along with one's uiews are currents which

belong to a competitiue, critical and choice-driuen

society. It seems pertinent to note Harry Quilter's

complaint about the New English Rrt Club during the late

1 880s:

..the art of pictorial aduertising - has, chiefly ooiing to the
recommendation of the Press, fallen almost entirely into the
hands of artists of this new Rnglo-Gallic school. Indeed, seueral
of the New English Hrt Club men are prominent designers of
street posters play-bills, and other aduertisement placards.. They
are also rapidly coming to the front as book illustrators; and

journals like The Sketch, Today, In Town, St Paul's, et id genus

omne, rely almost enclusiuely upon the seruices of eight or ten

draughtsmen, all of whom are of this school, though the majority
do not actually belong to the club in question...!t may be as well
to mention here that some of the signatures to these pictures
re wholly fanciful ones and occasionally in the same paper there

may be two drawings of which one is signed by the artist's real
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name and the other by some nom de plume assumed for that
occasion only...I think this is a most objectionable practice.619

Signatures and identities were being affected and

rejected, interchanged, in the competitiue pursuit of a

marketplace and an audience. Reducing the complexity

of this public identity to its essence uia the shorthand

label of a signature became a crucial competitiue tool in

such an atmosphere.

This is perhaps reflected in Whistler's willingness to

design trademarks for others in his milieu. The Pennells

tell how he

..designed monograms for friends, usually letters in a circle or

oual. One of the best mas for the International Society of

Sculptors, Painters and Grauers, the effect obtained by the long
curues of the S's and the G's, and another mas for Mr

Heinemann620...

But what shapes Whistler's approach to the butterflies in

the Gentle Rrt and their infinitesimal range of poses and

attitudes? UJhile he reueals little of his methods in his

correspondence with Heinemann, Pawling and MacCall,

what does seem to haue been a particular point of

importance to him was their scale and position, always

being careful to inscribe precise instructions on the

proofs of his uarious published works.621 In a letter to

Pawling during the preparation of the Baronet, he

619Harry Quilter, Opinions on Men LUomen & Things, pp.367-8.
6201 bid., Pennell, Ulhistler Journal, p.306.
621 See Ten O'clock proof copy, GUL, Whistler 251, p.29, for euample.
Scale is a particular concern in the Baronet - see also llJhistler's
instructions and the accompanying dramings in proof copy, GUL,
Whistler 292.



emphasises that the proportions of the butterflies must

be reduced and expresses his dismay in finding that

MacCall had used the wrong ones:
...I haue just seen a copy of the book in its completeness -

printed from the plates sent ouer from London - with the latest

corrections of which I had no proof - and which Heinemann had

giuen entirely into the hands of Mr MacCall himself.
Now amongst the most important were two Butterflies, one

belonging to the "Baronet's Indiscretions" and the other to
"Encountered" - These I wanted to be reduced. The originals
were perfect - probably the most spirited in the whole book -

only a little too large in proportion to the rest.
I gaue the new scale with great care - and indicated the placing
of the new reductions - and was delighted to know that MacCall
was going himself to attend to this - feeling quite safe in his
hands.

Vou can fancy my shock this euening when I discouer this instead
of my beautiful butterflies he has found some other old blocks

lying about the office (discarded as early failures doubtless) and
used them!! - Could you belieue it !!!? It is too painful for me to

say more at present.&22
In a text such as 'The fiction,' the butterfly appears as a

tiny, discreet but tormenting motif, so tiny sometimes

that the pose of the butterfly is difficult to discern. In

other places, such as in his exchanges with the Royal

Society of British Artists, the butterfly glitters warningly

from the page, insisting upon the reader's attention.

The literal image of the butterfly jostles with the

metaphorical images euoked by IDhistler in the text and

622UJhistler to Pawling, n.d., [late 1890s], Humanities Research
Center, Uniuersity of Teuas, fiustin. R note on the uerso of the letter
enplains that Heinemann 'had forgotten to pass on the "reductions"
to McCall.'



the busy appearance of the letterpress contrasts with

the lonely, ephemeral image of the butterfly. The

letterpress suggests the crowd, the butterfly the

spectacle, for lilhistler reinuents the hero in the modern

sense, basing it upon celebrity, spectacle, originality and

transience. Bs in a billboard aduertisement, LUhistler's

butterfly is euerywhere in the Gentle Art - it is a

repetitiue, mechanical, yet it is by definition a personal

seal. It is perhaps no accident that Mallarme told

lilhistler in a letter that the Gentle Art was worth

reading for the butterflies alone, quite apart from the

text.623

The butterfly became an imprecise extension of the

insult. IJJhistler responds to a note in the 'Atlas' column

taking him to task for misspelling seueral Uenetian

place-names in the catalogue of his Uenice pastels

exhibition in February 1881:
fltlas, mon pauure ami, you know the story of the witness who,
when asked how far he stood from the spot where the deed was

done, answered unhesitatingly - "SiHty-three feet seuen inches!"

"How, sir," cried the prosecuting lawyer - "how can you possibly

pretend to such accuracy?" "LUell," returned the man in the bo«,

"you see I thought some d d fool would be sure to ask me, and
so I measured."624

The large butterfly signature, in haughty pose, boldly

emblazons the text of Whistler's cutting reply. Although

623Mallarme wrote to Whistler:
..mise e part sa prose d'ecriuain de race...m'est auis que les seuls
papillons e souhait composeraient un liure. Je les considerere et les lis,
comme un teute sacre et ami en initie.

26 Juin 1891. See ibid., Barbier, LetterLIU, p.92.
624'An Admission,1 Gentle Art, pp.70-1.



they reuerberate with meaning, it seems the

reuerberatiue effect is more highly ualued by IDhistler

that any readable meaning. Rs a unique signature in

which his agenda is reduced to its barest essence, the

butterflies suggest compressed layers of meaning which

enist only at the leuel of uncertainty. That each butterfly

possessed an indiuidual significance was an idea UJhistler

was keen to promote. Recording to fllan Cole's diary:
July 6 71890
To Ill's...J re his book and attitudes of butterflies each of them

significant.625
This correlates with his emphasis on the butterflies as

his seal of authenticity, for therein lies an inherent

historicity.

R similar analogy can be applied to his manipulation of

content in, for ewample, his catalogues in the Gentle Rrt.

Here, the original content of the press cutting is often

remarkably banal; a reuiew is frequently quite euen-

handed in its admonishment of praise and blame, while

the purloined letter or entract often contains little more

than minor changes in style and paragraphing. In his

terse assault on P.G. Hamerton for instance, LUhistler

includes Hamerton's remark

Whistler's etchings are not generally remarkable for poetical

feeling..

but omits the remainder of the eutract

625fllan Cole Diaries, GUL, LB6, p.229. 241



but there is a harmony in the lines of these masts and in the
festoons of the conuerging cables that hold the boats, which

approaches poetical synthesis626
from Hamerton's rather more lengthy essay on LDhistler

in Etching & Etchers (1 868).627

It is the act of purloinment and juntaposing the eutract

in a blank white space on the page which creates a sense

of uneasy enpectation in the reader that much has been

missed. Remoual of a quote or letter from its original

site and careful editing amplifies its effect, but also

precludes the possibility of banality. The altered state of

a tent being self-euident, the reader tends to attach

greater significance and notoriety to the original site. It
is possible to apply a similar analogy to meaning in the

butterflies, for as they houer watchfully beside or

beneath a tent, they appear all the more threatening for

what they signify rather the conteut to which they refer.

It is poignant, perhaps, to remember Whistler's letter to

Mallarme, written in October 1896 some months after

the death of Beatrin. He writes of returning to London

and finding himself alone and discouraged:
...Je trauerse Paris et je rentre a Londres pour me retrouuer seul
et timide auec mon trauail (qui m'en uoudra peut-etre de i'auoir

quite) et pour faire face riante et braue a mes ennemis -

Je suis enfin toujours seul - seul comme de I'etre Edgar Poe, a
too

qui uous m'auez trouue d'une certain resemblance. °

626<lnconsequences,' Gentle Art, p.79.
627P.G. Hamerton, Whistler,' Etching & Etchers. London 1868, pp.12-
17.

628llJhistler to Mallarme, n.d., [Oct 18961, GUL, M234.



CHAPTER Ull

The Gentle Art & the Landscape of UJhistler
& Ruskin

Seueral features of the Gentle Art emerged in the

preuious chapter - its ordinariness in terms of materials

and its identification with popular culture - the print, the

newspaper, Whistler also sought to create an edition of

the Gentle Art which would be as different from Ford's

uolume as possible. It would be near uniform with his

preuious pamphlets in appearance - in essence like an

enlarged pamphlet629 and aduertise his artistic skills and

originality. The Gentle Art was to be something different

and unclassifiable, as the difficulty that seueral

reuiewers were confronted with in doing so suggests.

'The Polemical Papers of a Butterfly, edited as by a

Cockatoo,' was a jocular description coined by the

Spectator's reuiewer, who found something altogether
%

'uncomfortable in the spectacle of a wit raking up his

own repartees from columns of ephemeral

correspondence.'630 The reuiewer of the Scotsman

thought Whistler himself
impossible to understand; but this book bears the name of a

publisher who has euery claim on public confidence. The work is a

curiosity. Its matter and its manner are alike eccentric.631

629especially yiuen that LUhistler originally intended his edition to
be bound in paper rather than board (see Chapter U, note 507).
630iMr UJhistler's Essays,' unsiyned reuiew, Spectator. 9 Aug 1890,
Uol 65, No 3241, p.182.
651 Scotsman. 23 Jun 1890, GUL, UJPC12/14.



But a wider agenda lies behind Whistler's approach which

requires further inuestigation, for there are other terms

in which the question 'how different was the Gentle Art'

should be phrased. The Gentle Rrt. it seems, was a

literary hybrid of the newspaper, the pamphlet and the

fine art book, but how does its content further LUhistler's

self-historicising agenda - that of the romantic artist in

the late nineteenth century market-place? What of the

metaphorical landscape he creates to support his thesis

'apart' yet 'a-part'632 of society? In what way does

Whistler's relationship with Buskin and Wilde function in

this content - how does he portray himself as 'different'

from them?

While Whistler's uiew of Wilde during the early nineties

will be set aside for discussion in the nent chapter, the

terms in which he rephrases his attack on Buskin in the

Gentle Art and its place in his agenda deserue attention

here. How does Whistler present his relationship with

him in the content of his career in the 1890s? How does

he choose to appear 'different' from Buskin and the

tradition he represented, giuen their closely aligned

romantic heritage?

The artist as hero - Whistler & Ruskin in 1890:

Buskin is an ouerwhelming presence in the Gentle Art, fit

regular internals in the uolume, we are confronted with

632with apologies to Robin Spencer for borrowing this illuminating
deconstruction of the phrase.



numerous jostling images and contents in which Ruskin

and a band of Ruskin inspired journalist-critics figure

prominentlg. 'Messieurs les Ennemis' announces UJhistler

boldly in its preliminary pages, signing himself with a

braggart-like butterfly (see figs. 7.1., 7.2.). Ry itself on

the following page, (fig. 7.3.) under the histrionic banner

'Prologue,' appears the passage of Ruskin's celebrated

libel:

For Mr Whistler's own sake, no less than for the protection of the

purchaser, Sir Coutts Lindsay ought not to haue admitted works
into the gallery in which the ill-educated conceit of the artist so

nearly approached the aspect of wilful imposture. I haue seen

and heard, much of cockney impudence before now; but neuer

expected to hear a coKcomb ask two hundred guineas for flinging
a pot of paint in the public's face.

John Ruskin633

LLPhistler's euocation of the passage and its position in

the preliminary pages of the book is intended to refocus

our attention on his 'war' between artist and critic

which, he suggests, is to be re-enacted between its

couers. It is as if the scene is being set for some lengthy

classical drama, crammed with conflict and intrigue.

The 'opening skirmish'634 is represented by 'The fiction,'

(fig. 7.4.) Whistler's masterfully edited account of the

Ruskin trial, the substance of which was gleaned from

uarious newspaper reports. It appears in dialogic form,

crammed with quotes from Ruskin's works -chiefly from

633<Prologue,' Gentle Rrt. p.1.
634<Rrt & Rrt Critics,' Gentle Rrt. p.25. 245



Modern Painters (1843-60) - and Whistler's counterblast

'Reflections.' The Attorney-General, cross-enamining the

artist, remarks upon the price asked for 'Nocturne in

Black & Gold,' The Falling Rocket' (1875) the picture at

the centre of the libel:

...It was marked two hundred guineas.
Is not that what we, who are not artists, would call a stiffish

price?

I think it uery likely that may be so.

...Now, Mr Whistler. Can you tell me how long it took you to
knock off that nocturne?

...I beg your pardon? (Laughter)
Oh! I am afraid that I am using a term that applies rather

perhaps to my own work. I should haue said, How long did you

take to paint that picture?

Oh, no! permit me, I am too greatly flattered to think that you

apply, to work of mine, any term that you are in the habit of

using with reference to your own. Let us say then how long did I
take to - "knock off," I think that is it - to knock off that

nocturne; well, as well as I remember, about a day.

Only a day?
LUell, I won't be quite positiue; I may haue still put a few more

touches to it the next day if the painting were not dry. I had
better say then, that I was two days at work on it.
Oh two days! The labour of two days, then, is that for which you

ask two hundred guineas?
No - I ask it for the knowledge of a lifetime.

(Hpplause) 635

fls the more detailed newspaper reports of the trial

reueal,636 Whistler enhanced the impact of this passage

through careful editing, the effect being to intensify the

£>35'The Action,' Gentle Art, pp.3-5.
636which Linda Merrill has reconstructed into a reuealing transcript
of the trial. This has been a useful aid to comparing Whistler's teut
with that of the original newspaper reports. See ibid., Merrill ,

pp.1 33-97.



reader's focus upon the central issue - whether the

picture offered ualue for money.637 He appears as an

heroic, mocking but truth-reuealing figure, battered on

all sides by critics, Philistines and a perplexed British

legal system. The spotlight is almost entirely upon him,

for record of the statements of his three witnesses -

LUilliam Gorman LLIilis, William Michael Bossetti and Rlbert

Moore, is omitted entirely.

The trial is placed firmly back in focus in the second

edition of the Gentle Rrt with the inclusion of the

catalogue to his important exhibition at Goupil's Gallery

in 1892. Whistler, in triumphant pose, garners numerous

'quotes' from past reuiews under the collectiue title 'The

Uoice of a People,' and opens the catalogue with an

'extract' from the Attorney General's speech in court:
I do not know when so much amusement has been afforded to

the British public as by Mr UJhistler's pictures.638
Once again, Whistler spells out this separation between

'maligned' artist and 'people.' Uarious 'quotes' from

Burne-Jones'639 euidence as a witness for Ruskin (fig.

7.6.) at the trial are sprinkled throughout the catalogue.

Rmidst seueral pages of extracts from reuiews of

'Arrangement in Grey & Black: Portrait of the Painter's

Mother' appears the artfully chosen quote:

637llJhile he also improues on the wording of the original reported
statements, UJhistler's editorialising of this passage centres on
omission of an exchange concerning his alleged practice of hanging
his pictures out on the garden wall in order to mellow the paint
surface.

638Gentle Rrt. p.297.
639See fig. 7.5.



I think Mr Whistler had great pouuers at first, which he has not

since justified.
Mr Jones R.fi

Euidence in Court, Nou 16,1878640
But now at last, as Whistler reminds us uia another quote

under the pointed heading 'Moral,' the hall of the

immortals beckons as is his due; the 'Mother' is on its

way to the Luxembourg, hauing been purchased by the

French Gouernment the preuious Nouember.641

fls the author of Modern Painters , The Stones of Uenice

and Academy Notes. Buskin had spawned numerous

disciples. These included not only major figures like

LBilde and Morris but leading journalist-critics like P.G.

Hamerton, Tom Taylor, Frederick llJedmore and Harry

Quilter. The tastes of the middle-class audience who

formed the chief market for contemporary art were

therefore guided during the sixties and seuenties uia a

Buskin-inspired model. But it would be nebulous to

classify these critics simply as Buskin's acolytes. Most

claimed to haue been influenced by Buskin but went on

to adapt his theories to suit their own agendas.642

640Gentle Art, p.330.
641 Gentle Art, p.31.
642For example Hamerton, whilst concurring with Auskin on the
didactic role of the critic, implicitly distances himself from him in
the introduction to his Thoughts About Art:

Now there has existed for the space of nearly a generation in England a
theory about art, which future ages will probably look back upon as one
of the most curiously interesting of bygone popular delusions [that] Art
has but one firm basis, the truth of nature; and sound criticism has but
one method to ascertain in the first place what the truth is, and then to
praise artists or condemn them exactly in proportion to their conformity
or non-conformity to the truth..

P.G Hamerton, Thoughts Hbout Art. London 1 873, pp.xu-xui.



Neuertheless, when Whistler jibes at this generation of

critics in his exhibition catalogues of 1883 and 1892,

echoes of Ruskin abound, 'fln artist of incomplete

performance,' Whistler quotes from an article bg

Wedmore in the Nineteenth Century: 'He must not

attempt to palm off his deficiencies upon us as

manifestations of power,' runs an unattributed quote

from a Daily Telegraph reuiew. One senses that Whistler's

choice of extracts and his method of juxtaposing them in

the catalogue was carefully calculated to intensify their

association with Ruskin and the issues raised at the trial

in 1878. The presence of the 1883 catalogue as well as

that from 1892 fits into this scheme. 'So little in them',

he quotes from a notice written by P.G Hamerton;643 'the

best art may be produced with trouble,' runs a another

remark made by Frederick Wedmore;644 'scampering

caprice' 645runs a quote from Sidney Coluin, Ruskin's

opposite number at Cambridge in the late seuenties and

early eighties, words which echo Ruskin's indictiue

phrase 'cockney impudence' in his libel against Whistler.

fl further statement made by Wedmore 'fln artist who

has neuer mastered the subtleties of accurate form' is

accompanied in the Gentle Rrt by the marginal

annotation:

Elsewhere Mr llJedmore is inspired to say -

643Gentle Rrt. p.98.
644Gentle Art, p.100.
645to which Lllhistler adds the marginal reflection:

This Critic true, is a Slade Professor.
Gentle Art, p.1 01.



"The true collector must gradually and painfully acquire the eye

to judge of the impression."

This is followed by the Reflection
This is possibly the process through which the preacher is

passing.646
Once again Ruskin, 'The Preacher "appointed'" of the Ten

O'clock Lecture, is a reference point.

On occasion, UJhistler quotes substantial chunks from

periodicals for reasons which seem to stem from their

connection with Ruskin, Morris and the Ruskinian critics.

In the 1892 catalogue, there appears a notable enample
- the monthly Merry England, its title quaintly spelt by

Whistler as Merrie England. The article was a lengthy

biographical one by Francis Phillimore, dating from 1888,

entitled 'Mr Whistler' and comprised a generally

sympathetic assessment of Whistler's work. Howeuer,

Merry England was a journal whose editorial ualues

were described by the Pall Mall Gazette as aduanced

Social Radical'647 and whose Manifesto' reflected

distinct Ruskinian sympathies.648 Its contributors

included Wilfrid and Rlice Meynell, Cardinal Manning and

Mrs Haweis and it featured articles on such topics as the

Kyrle Society, Working Boys Clubs and Ruskin in Uenice. It
seems that the editorial tone of a periodical was often

of significance in Whistler's choice of material as well as

the author of the passage.

646Ibid., p.98.

647Merry England. Nou 1883, p.68.
648'Manifesto of Merry England,' Merry England. May 1883, p.93. 250



UJhistler was, as a consequence, acknowledging Ruskin

as a peruasiue presence in the Uictorian art world in

which he liued and worked. Nowhere are we more

reminded of his impact in the Gentle Rrt than when the

dynamics of his relationship with the artist confront us

from its early pages. liJhistler had not forgotten the trial

for, as has already haue indicated, its financial and

professional consequences still affected him twelue

years later. That 'The Falling Rocket' remained unsold at

the time of the publication of the first edition of the

Gentle Rrt in 1890 is perhaps emblematic of the

situation. LUhen the picture was euentually sold two

years later - the year of the second edition - liJhistler

regarded its sale as a 'commercial slap' in the face for

Ruskin - 'the only rebuff understood or appreciated in his

country.'649

Vet by the time UJhistler was compiling and polishing his

material for the Gentle Rrt during the early months of

1890, Ruskin was, in practical terms, a spent force. His

fragile mental condition -the consequence of recurrent

bouts of mental illness during the early eighties - marred

his final term as Slade Professor from 1883-4.650

649UJhistler to Heinemann [Apr h May 1892], LCPC, Cont. 10. He Luent
on to tell him:

Vou luiII be pleased to hear ...that the cheque for the pot of Paint four
times ouer has been paid into the bank, and now you can tell the
people..

The picture had sold to an American collector for the sum of 800
guineas - four times the asking price at the time of the trial.
650Auskin suffered particularly graue attacks during the years
1881-3 and 1885.



Increasing age and infirmity placed a further burden

upon his precarious state and meant that his literary

output uirtually ceased by 1 889,651 although he mas to

hue a further eleuen years, dying with the century in

January 1900. Rs has been indicated earlier, the end

result of this was that Whistler became aware of the

difficulty - the near impossibility - of euer again

attacking Ruskin as a public figure after his failure to

meet him directly in court in 1878.

Neither did Ruskin still euert much direct impact ouer

Whistler's critical reputation. Ruskinian critics like

Taylor, Quilter and Hamerton were being ouertaken by

the New Critics mentioned earlier - R.fl.M. Steuenson,

George Moore, Malcolm Salaman and D.S. MacColl. Taylor

had died in 1880; Quilter had left his post as art critic of

the Spectator in 1886 and was preoccupied with sauing

his ailing Uniuersal Reuiew;652 Hamerton, domiciled in

France, had not been employed as a regular critic on the

London press for some years and was finding himself

increasingly alienated from the work of younger artists

in France and England.653 His magisterial Portfolio, a

651when Praeterita. Ruskin's autobiography and last work of
substance, upon which he had been working intermittently since
1885, was stalled by his illness.
65^lt ran from 1888-90.

653and equally so from the New Critics. He wrote in reference to
Moore in 1 893:

I wonder...to see the younger English critics writing just like Americans
about Corot, Monet and Degas, whilst they attack English artists with
quite frank uehemence.

Modern Painting,' Portfolio. HHIU, 1893, p.257.



'peace-preseruing periodical'654 of many decades

standing mas to cease publication upon his death in

1894. Wedmore mas one of the fern to remain; he mas

not to leaue the Standard until the early nineteen

hundreds, after more than thirty years as the paper's

chief art critic. His position mas ambiualent in any case,

for his initial unease mith Whistler's 'maymardness'655
modified during the 1880s.656 Whistler, as has been

noted elsemhere, had secured the loyalty of the Nem

Critics during the eighties, Salaman confiding to Whistler

that his radical pro-Whistler opinions had cost him his

position as art critic at the Manchester Post.657 Although

MacColl's attitude to Whistler later cooled,658 the loyalty

of these critics, in mhose mritings his theories are

654P.G. Hamerton, 'Preface to the New Series,' Portfolio. HR1, 1890,
p.2.
655See Four Masters of Etching. London 1883, p.287. In this work,
Wedmore praises llihistler's work as a printmaker, although euen
this is uneuen - the 'Thames Set' (1871) is represented as the peak
of the artist's achieuement, far aboue his painting.
656The result was a generallg glowing tribute to Whistler in 'The
Place of IDhistler,' Nineteenth Century & After. LU, 1 904, pp.665-75.
Howeuer, he alwags retained a preference for Whistler's work as a
printmaker, publishing a catalogue raisonne of his etchings
(Whistler's Etchings: fl Study & H Catalogue) in 1886 and an enlarged
edition in 1 899.

657He wrote to Whistler:
The local critic..is uery anti-Whistler - so also is the editor of the art and
literary past-times of the paper..The editors are not yet educated
enough to allow of Whistler critics - but I shall perseuere in a small way
until they are..

Salaman to Whistler, 2 Jan 1889, GUL, S8.
658MacColl later claimed that Ruskin ought to haue regarded
Whistler as an ally akin to the 'misty Turner' and 'by the Romantic
auoiders because the whole point of his Nocturnes was to reduce
contemporary reality to its lowest terms, to a tenuous film, to make
warehouses look like palaces and gas-lamps like jewels.' Whistler,'
he belieues 'was a mediator, after all, between fancy and realism.'.
D.S MacColl, Confessions of a Keeper or Culture is Anarchy, London
1931, p.15.



implicit, remained consistent throughout the 1890s.

MacColl's appreciatiue article 'Mr Whistler's Paintings in

Oil,' which appeared in the staid pages of Art Journal in

1893 is an exemplary case in point.6b9 With the

additional assistance of Sickert, Whistler had achieued a

mouthpiece for his theories and schemes upon which he

could depend. Rs Ruskin withdrew from public life, on the

one hand, while Whistler's public profile and critical

reputation magnified, on the other, it seems that

Whistler's animosity towards him regenerated itself in a

new and triumphalist way. This focused upon the impact

of Ruskin's actiuities660 as well as those remaining

critics like Wedmore who had been inspired by him.

In the early nineties, the Scottish dealer D.C. Thomson

(whom Whistler had met as far back as 1880) acquired

the position chief promotional agent for the artist. In

1 891, Thomson had agreed to exhibit Whistler's portrait

of Thomas Carlyle for a few weeks at the Goupil Gallery

before its departure to Glasgow. It hung in a room of its

own in solitary state and attracted a good deal of

interest in the press. In Nouember of that year, the

exhibition of 'The Artist's Mother' at the Goupil Gallery in

659See D.S MacColl, 'Mr UJhistler's Paintings in Oil,' Art Journal. Mar
1893, pp.88-93. UJhistler responded fauourably to the article in a
letter sent to MacColl uia his dealer D.C Thomson (see IDhistler to
Thomson, 5Jun 1893, GUL,T126).
660Hs Brian Maidment points out in his essay 'Interpreting Ruskin
1870-1914,' it is important to distinguish between the eutent to
which Ruskin himself became inactiue and that to which his ideas
became more widely known and understood.
See The Ruskin Poluaon: Essays on the Imagination of John Ruskin.
John Diuon Hunt & Faith M. Holland, (eds.), Manchester 1982, p.159.



Paris. Whistler and Thomson hoped that this, together

with articles by the French critic Gustaue Geffroy in Le

Gaulois and Le Justice.661 strong in their support of the

artist, and one by Duret which reproduced the portrait,

might engineer its purchase by the French

Gouernment.662 From this time onwards, Thomson began

to sense that an opportune moment had arriued to swing

the full measure of his resources behind Whistler's

efforts to enhance his critical status.

According to an account published in the Pennells' Life.

he wrote to Whistler during the winter of 1891-2:
Vour etchings are known to euery collector, your pastels haue
been exploited already in Bond Street, while your other works in

lithography and water-colour will neuer command large enough
markets to satisfy me and my gallery, therefore there only
remain your pictures in oil. I haue found some success in showing
the Carlyle, I haue helped you towards placing "The Mother' in
the Luxembourg, let us now gather together your paintings and
make a uery big splash.

Thomson sensed that it was the turn of Whistler's oils to

receiue the kind of promotional attention that his works

in other media had recently been receiuing. fls has been

outlined earlier, Whistler had been pursuing a number of

different auenues - the exhibitions of his water-colours

and prints at Wunderlich's Gallery in New Vork and the

publication of his lithographs, for example - in order to

promote his works in other media. Thomson was keen

661 Le Gaulois 4 Nou 1 891; Le Justice 30 Nou & 1 8 Dec 1 891.
662See UJhistler to Mallarme, 9 Nou 1891, GUL, M153.
6&3Quoted jn ibid., Pennell, Life II, p.120. 255



for the 'Nocturnes, Marines & Cheualet Pieces' exhibition

to open at the start of the London Season when the

Courts and Parliament would be in session, as he hoped

that the House of Commons could be persuaded to buy

one of LlJhistler's works for the National Gallery.664

Thomson seems to haue encouraged LlJhistler's use of

quotes from Buskin's works in the exhibition catalogue,

lending him uolumes of Modern Painters and suggesting

quotes which might be used and those which 'could be

made to fit certain pictures.'665 The idea, according to

Thomson, was to show that Ruskin and LDhistler had

started with 'the same ideas, that LlJhistler had kept

faithful to them and Ruskin went in for Pre-Rism [sic], Mr

Frith and all that superficial stuff.'666 LlJhistler's uiew is

unrecorded, but his intention seems to haue been to use

Ruskin, Burne-Jones and the affair of the trial as a filter

through which to rewrite his own history.

It is apparent that the catalogue was conceiued by

LLIhistler and Thomson in order to herald LlJhistler's

approaching status as master - the inuentor of a new

tradition perhaps, but one bathed in the glaring light of

modernity. 'I personally owe Mr Jones a friendly

gratitude,' LUhistler tells 'Rtlas' in reference to Burne-

664Thomson to UJhistler, 27 Feb 1 892, GUL, T35.
665Thomson to UJhistler, 5 Mar 1892, GUL, T42. The same day,
UJhistler had requested Modern Painters and 'any little pamphlets
you may happen to haue.' See LUhistler to Thomson 'March 5' [1892] ,

LCPC, Cont. 2.
666lbid., Thomson to lUhistler.



Jones' appearance as an artist-witness for Ruskin at the

trial, 'which I am pleased to acknowledge; for rare

indeed is the courage with which, on the face of it all-

astounded etiquette,667 and future possible ridicule, in

order to help write the historg of another.'668 In the

wake of the exhibition, during the late summer of 1892,

UJhistler tells one correspondent gleefully that the

'deliberate' attempt of Ruskin and his disciples 'to

beggar the artist..[has] ended but in his glorification.' In

full flow he declares:

...with pride and a clear conscience I may now say that I doubt if
I haue left a single enemy standing untouched on his legs - UJhat
a magnificent battle I haue made of it! What a superb uictory -

all along the line!! - The pluck of it! & the wit of it. I really
maruel [?when] I look back - and think now of the courage and

unflagging determination I must haue had, alone and absolutely
without one ally to haue unwearingly continued this single
minded strife in this cold commercial country - where all the

uulgar nethods of warfare known to the shopkeeper were

[?unwisely] brought to bare [sic] upon me for destruction and but
added to my triumph. The bancruptcy [sic] that was to haue been
his disgrace is the one public demonstration in England of which
he may well be proud.669

667Whistler's thinly-ueiled sense of betrayal is euident here, for he
always strictly adhered to the romantic uiew of the artist as one of
a select confraternity, who was endowed with special imaginatiue
powers.
668LL)histler to 'Atlas,' (Edmund Vates), World. 30 Mar 1 892, Uol 1 36,
No 925, p.19. The fourth edition of the catalogue included this letter.
It was subsequently reproduced in the second edition of the Gentle
Art, pp.330-4 where he improues upon the wording. The line 'they
are delighted in' in the original uersion is replaced by the rather
more triumphant 'they are understood - and keenly appreciated.'
669Fragment of a note (apparently addressed to George Lewis)
found on the recto of a letter, Whistler to Coronio, n.d., [Hug 18921,
GUL, C1 95.



After Whistler's letter to 'Atlas' was published in March

1892, Beatrix UJhistler summarised the artist's attitude

to the success of the exhibition in a letter to Thomson:

He hopes you haue seen the letter in the "World." Vou see it has
all happened exactly as he predicted to you.'670

Thus on the one hand, Whistler's intention seems to haue

been, uia a broadly chronological arrangement of the

material in the Gentle Art and the inclusion of his earliest

pamphlets and letters, to ground the euents of his career

- that is, those he has chosen to set before us, tuith an

implicit historicity. This enables him to dictate the fictiue

boundaries of his onm autobiographical narratiue. On the

other, by submerging their original context and tapping

into popular culture uia his quasi-theatrical narratiue,

inclusion of numerous press cuttings and letters -

punctuated Luith catchy headlines, cryptic annotations

and anthropomorphic butterflies - Whistler proclaims his

modernity. His careful reconstruction of the libel trial

and inclusion of copious material in the Gentle Art

directed at Buskin and the London critical corps

therefore belongs to an altered agenda.

Posterity is its keynote - uia Auskin, Whistler is

presenting himself as an offshoot of a new tradition,

from a new cultural landscape, whose relationship to

society is specialistic and capitalistic rather than

synthetic. The cumulatiue effect of this amassing

together of his uarious public letters, manifestos and

670Beatrix UJhistler to Thomson, n.d., [Hpr 1892], LCPC, Cont. 2. 258



pamphlets in the Gentle Art is to illuminate and codify

this landscape. But what are its touchstones?- how does

he juxtapose himself alongside Ruskin and bring it to

life?

The metaphorical landscape of Whistler:

In the Ten O'clock, Whistler contrasts the narratiue-

forming response of the literary art critic with the

harmonious language and reductiue approach of his

painter:
He finds poetry inhere he mould feel it if he mere himself

transcribing the euent, inuention in the intricacy of the mise en

scene, and noble philosophy in some detail of philanthropy,

courage, modesty, or uirtue, suggested to him by the
occurrence...

Meanmhile the painter's poetry is quite lost to him - the amazing
inuention that shall haue put form and colour into such perfect

harmony, that exquisiteness is the result, he is mithout

understanding - the nobility of thought, that shall haue giuen the
artist's dignity to the mhole says to him absolutely nothing.6?1

Vet, euocatiue images and motifs abound in the Gentle

Art, despite the absence of illustrations. In a well-known

passage from the Ten O'clock Lecture, he creates an

exquisite and poetic word-picture in his euocation of the

atmosphere of the city at dusk:
find mhen the euening mist clothes the riuerside mith poetry, as

mith a ueil, and the poor buildings lose themselues in the dim

sky, and the tall chimneys become campanili, and the
marehouses are palaces in the night, and the mhole city hangs
before us - and the mayfarer hastens home; the morking man

and the cultured one, the mise man and the one of pleasure,

cease to understand, as they haue ceased to see, and Nature,

671 Gentle Art, pp.1 47-8.



who, for once, has sung in tune, sings her exquisite song to the
artist alone, her son and her master - her son in that he loues

her, her master in that he knows her.672

Therein, one might assume, lies a paradon giuen

UJhistler's insistent affirmation of the boundaries

between art and literature, for the passage appears

almost Luithin the same breath as Whistler scorns

Ruskin's word-painting and his bringing of 'powers of

persuasion, and powers of language, to proue -

nothing.'673 But Whistler's enigmatic images, biblical,

literary and musical allusions (some of this uocabulary

being successfully transmitted into the language of the

New Critics during the 1880s and 90s)674serue as an

important backdrop for a wider agenda. They assist him

to separate himself from Ruskin and the Ruskinian

critics, hammer on the door of artistic immortality and

articulate his apparently contradictory position of

rarefied genius cum participant in modern life.

His euocation of the artist as a isolated being echoes his

romantic antecedents Wordsworth, Shelley and Keats

and reminds us of the closeness of the generations

between them. The cityscape of the Romantic poets was,

according to Dauid Perkins 'man's garden, helping to

protect him from his own instinctiue barbarism.' For

6721 bid., p.144.
6731 bid., p.149.
674See, for example, D.S MacColl in 'The Logic of Painting' fllbermarle
Reuiew Sept 1892. Rep. in Impressionism in England: The Critical
Reception. Kate Flint, fed.), London 1984 .



Wordsworth, the city reuealed the spectre of human

potentiality:
the "enormous City's turbulent world" reueals both the original
state - the burden push and blind riot - and also the inevitable

disease that human passion will create for itself when

unprotected and unredeemed by nature.675
Whistler's poetically concerned cityscape is that in which

the artist occupies a manipulatiue position - he remakes

his own cityscape. His projection of an urban junyle-like

backdrop enables him to uiuify the sub-tent of his

narratiue in the Gentle Art - that of the artist as

detached spectator.

In Whistler's scheme of thinys, the busyness and detail

of the metropolitan landscape contrasts with the artist's

aloofness and rarity. 'The sun blares,' he says in the Ten

O'clock 'the wind blows from the east, the sky is bereft

of cloud, and without, all is of iron. The windows of the

Crystal Palace are seen from all points of London. The

holiday-maker rejoices in the glorious day, and the

painter turns aside to shut his eyes.'676 The metaphorical

images inuoked by Whistler are marked by his contrast

between scarcity and super-abundance. Industry

incessantly churns out its manufactures: 'find Paris

produces - and Uienna furnishes and Birmingham and

Manchester haue arisen in their might - and there are

675Dauid Perkins, The Quest for Permanence: The Symbolism of
Wordsworth. Shelley & Keats , Cambridge, MB 1959, p.23.
676Gentle Art, pp.1 43-4.



are Swiss chalets in Brighton - and why not?'677 he

declares. His cityscape is one of artifice, fragmented and

unstill, all human and cultural life mechanised, its

poeticism transient. The tall chimneys are only in the

twilight transformed, as a nocturne from the seuenties
'Nocturne: Blue & Siluer - Cremorne Lights,' (c.1 872, fig.

7.7.) exemplifies. The status of his artist-hero is based

upon principles of spectacle, uncertainty, scarcity and

immortality. In 'Nocturne in Blue & Green: Chelsea'
(1871) the uague suggestion of a figure contemplates
the blurred motion of the city as in a split-second frame

of film, the stillness of its near-transparent form broken

by Whistler's uigorous horizontal brushstrokes.

Whistler constructs a landscape in the Gentle Art in

which these contrasts are constantly engaged with one

another, not only within the text itself but uia its

appearance on the printed page. In 'The Rction,' quotes

from Ruskin's works cluster together in the margins of

the page: 'I haue just said that euery class of rock,
earth and cloud must be known by the painter with

geologic and meteorologic accuracy,' Whistler pointedly
quotes from Modern Painters. Such densely detailed

criticisms and earnest exhortations to work and study

are a common thread between the quotations extracted

by Whistler from Modern Painters and Ruskin's other
works. 'Be not righteous ouermuch, neither make thyself

677MS, Ten O'clock, (relates to Gentle Art, p.142), GUL, 11)771. 262



ouerwise' he warns, with biblical authority in a

'Reflection,' 'why shouldest thou destroy thyself?678 In

a sense, his approach is not all that far remoued from

that of Ruskin, for his reference points are both local and

historically rooted - metropolitan life in London and

ancient life in Greece, as imayined by UJinckelmann.679
But his court of appeal is modernity, the offshoot of

timeless, unchanging tradition, for UJhistler finds his

chief reference points in the defining currents of late

nineteenth century industrialised society - analytical

science, mechanisation, urbanisation, consumer culture,

a backdrop against which Ruskin appears old-fashioned.

Modern life - Whistler's first court of appeal:

But how did this euolue and why was to portray himself

as 'modern' a necessary element of his narratiue?

LUhistler's construction of the urban landscape must

continue to inuolue Ruskin, whose landscape of the

particular in Nature - informed by his geological

excursions and gouerned by an embodying spirituality -

contrasts uiuidly with Whistler's austere industrialised

uersion. It is worth exploring the context in which his

uocabulary of images and allusions was constructed and

the analogies that Whistler creates in order to support

his self-uindicating narratiue. But firstly, we must look

briefly back to the earlier part of the century, for what

678iThe fiction' Gentle firt. p.12.
679as in llJinckelmann's Thoughts on the Imitation of Greek Art In
Painting & Sculpture (1 755).



of earlier attempts to define the relationship between

society and the new industrialising landscape? UJhat of

that critical tradition inherited by Whistler and Ruskin,

which stroue to reconcile natural science with natural

religion?

In the aftermath of the reuolutions in America and

France, prophetic figures like Thomas Carlyle (1795-
1881) and later in the 1850s and 60s, Matthew Rrnold

(1822-88)680 and Ruskin, attempted to carue out new

uisions for a society beset by uncertainty and a loss of

faith in the institutions of church and state. They shared

common themes - the implications for society of an

encroaching scientific materialism accompanied by a

fragmentation of the social order which, as they saw it,
was intensifying the breakdown of an existing religious

tradition.

In 'Signs of the Times' (1829) Carlyle addresses this

dilemma. 'It is no longer the moral, religious, spiritual

condition of the people that is our concern,' he says, 'but

their physical, practical, economical condition as

regulated by public laws. Thus is the Rody-politic more

than euer worshipped and tendered, but the Soul-politic

®88For Arnold, Ruskin's close contemporary, culture mas the most
durable defence against social and political turmoil. In Culture &
Anarchy (1869), Rrnold proposes culture - the 'study and pursuit of
perfection' as a kind of moral scheme. He feels that by our best self
me are united, impersonal at harmony.' See The [Dorks of Matthem
Rrnold. (15 uols), Ul, London 1903, pp.44, 75.



less than euer.'681 Carlyle uses the term a 'science of

mechanics,' inuoking images of industry, in order to bind

together the differing strands of his schema:
Were we required to characterise this age or ours by any single

epithet, we should be tempted to call it, not a Heroical,

Deuotional, Philosophical, or Moral Rge, but, aboue all others, the
Mechanical Rge...Nothing is now done directly or by hand; all is by
rule and calculated contriuance.682

He obserues that in this mechanical age

Euerything has its..pre-established apparatus

controlling and organisational hierarchies or institutions.

Bible societies must haue their committees and public

meetings; euery sect from Utilitarian to Anabaptist must

issue its 'monthly or quarterly magazine;'683 science,

art, literature and philosophy must be afforded their

learned societies and academies.

UJhat Carlyle designates the 'dynamical nature' of

humanity - its 'primary unmodified forces and

energies'684 is, he feels, being ouerwhelmed. He argues

that science and art benefit little from such

institutionalisation, for they deriue from this dynamical

nature. Their pre-eminence is merely incidental. Science

and art, he belieues, 'rose up, as it mere by spontaneous

growth, in the free soil and sunshine of Nature,'685
(which itself prouides only the climate of genius). At the

681Thomas Carlyle, 'Signs of the Times,' (1829). Rep. in The Uictorian
Prophets Peter Keating, (ed.), London 1981, p.54.
682lbid., p.47.
683lbid., p.49.
684lbid., p.55.
6851 bid., p.56.



root of Carlyle's project is the emergence of a utilitarian

materialistic philosophy at the expense of the diuine and

the spiritual. While science and art are reference points

for Carlyle, it is Christianity which is his underlying

concern. Religion, itself intrinsically dynamical, 'must

ever be regarded as the crowning glory or rather the life

and soul, of our whole modern culture.'686 The inherent

dynamism of religion is fertile ground for the 'higher

heauenly freedom' which, he argues, is 'man's

reasonable seruice'687 The pursuit of such spiritual

truths outweighs the importance of more faithful

'mechanistic' endeauours and accords the indiuidual a

higher wisdom than his fellow beings. Religion is a

unifying and integrating force in culture.

This correlates with Ruskin's uiew. When in 1871, Ruskin

dedicates the preface of Munera Pulueris to Carlyle
the man who alone, of all our masters of literature, has written,

without thought of himself, what he knew it to be needful for
the people of his time to hear, if the will to hear were in them:

whom therefore, as the time draws near when his task must be

ended, Republic and Free-thoughted England assaults with

impatient reproach; and out of abyss of her cowardice in policy
and dishonour in trade, sets the hacks of her literature to speak

euil, grateful to her ears, of the Solitary Teacher who has asked
her to be braue for the help of Man, and just, for the loue of
God.688

one senses his desire, in taking up Carlyle's mantle, to

manifest this synthesising power. Ruskin's euangelica!

6861 bid., p.57.
687 Ibid., p.68.
688 Preface,' Munera Pulueris. ibid., UJorks, HUM, p.1 46. 266



background had in any case already instilled in him a

belief that inanimate nature, like the Bible, ewpressed

diuine meaning. In his analysis of nature's forms, his

may of seeing is reuelatory rather than botanically

accurate. Ruskin upheld what Paul L. Sawyer describes as

'the Romantic opposition between analysis and moral

awareness.'689 Thus an accumulation of fact is always

gouerned by a controlling force:
Rll the groups of curues set beside each other depend for their

beauty on the obseruance of this law, and if therefore, the
mountain crest are to be so perfectly beautiful, Nature must
contriue to get this element of radiant curuature into them in
one way or another.698

The function of the artist is to be a 'seeing and feeling

creature.'691 The work of art should therefore be the

manifestation of the whole human spirit rather than a

separate aesthetic faculty, fls a result, the artist

appears as a primitiuistic, organic figure.

Hence, the critical tradition inherited by LHhistler and

Ruskin diuerges at this point. For LlJhistier, the artist is
one 'set apart' to produce 'that wondrous thing called

the masterpiece, which surpasses in perfection' that

which is 'contriued in what is called Nature.'692 In

689Paul L. Sauiyer, 'Ruskin & Tyndall: The Poetry of Matter & the
Poetry of Spirit,' in Uictorian Science & Uictorian Ualues. James
Paradis & Thomas Postlewait, (eds.), New Jersey 1981, 1985 edtn.,
p.238.
6991 bid., Modern Painters. Ill, UJorks. Ul, Pt II, pp.206-7.
691John Ruskin, 'The Pride of Science,' The Stones of Uenice. (1 853),
III, llJorks. HI, p.49.
692 Gentle Rrt. p.1 46.



seeking his separation from society, UJhistler argues for

the pre-eminence of a dynamical nature but also of

institutionalised elites - the artistic detachment of the

artist must be safeguarded, enabling him to compete

critically and commercially in the marketplace of late

nineteenth century art. Lilhistler used such institutions

as the Society of British Artists and the press during the

1880s in order to emphasise the centrality of this

dynamical nature and uphold his status as a specialist

artist.

His concern, in a sense, is to portray the artist as an

integral figure of the sleek urban landscape - the city of
scientific materialism, of rapid mass communication and

the urbane flaneur. This enters into his contrast

between Paris and London critics in Art & Art Critics

..the creature Critic is of comparatiuely modern growth ....To his

completeness go qualities euolued from the latest lightnesses of

to-day - indeed, the fine fleurof his type is brought forth in
Paris, and beside him the Englishman is but rough-hewn and

blundering after all; though not unkindly would one say it, as

reproaching him with inferiority resulting from chances

neglected.
The truth is, as compared with his brother of the Bouleuards, the

Briton was badly begun by nature.
To take himself seriously is the fate of the humbug at home, and
destruction to the jaunty career of the art critic, whose essence

of success lies in his strong sense of his ephemeral euistence,
and his consequent horror of ennuyering his world - in short, to

perceiue the joke of life is rarely giuen to our people, whilst it
forms the mainspring of the Parisian's sauoir plaire. The finesse
of the Frenchman, acquired in long loafing and cleuer cafe cackle
- the glib go and easy assurance of the petit creue, combined
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with the chic of great habit - the brilliant blague of the ateliers
- the aptitude of their argot - the fling of the Figaro, and the
knack of short paragraphs, which allows him to print of a picture
"C'est bien ecrit!" and of a subject, "C'est bien dit!" - these are

elements of an ensemble impossible in this island.693

Whistler's artist then, like his Paris critic, remains both

an incidental solitary figure, glimpsed momentarily upon

a busy street amidst a blurred crowded mass of

humanity. It is well to remember Poe's tale 'The Man of

the Crowd,' beloued of its French translator Baudelaire.

It Luas Baudelaire who, as Walter Benjamin points out,694

singled out the unknown figure in the crowd as a flaneur
in his essay on Guys, the term he uses being 'I'homme

des foules.'

In the gloom of a late autumnal afternoon in London, the

narrator, gazing out the window of a coffee house, is
absorbed by the spectacle of the massiue, heauing

crowd on the pauement outside. Drawn to the weird and

terrible face of an old man in its midst, he trails around

the city in his pursuit. When he finally catches up with

the old man, his stare is met with a uacant response.

"This old man," the narrator resigns himself to thinking,

'is the type and the genius of deep crime. He refuses to

be alone. He is the man of the crowd. It will be in uain to

follow; for I shall learn no more of him, nor of his

693<llJhistler u Ruskin: Art & Art Critics,' Gentle Art, pp.27-8.
694lIJalter Benjamin, 'The Paris of the Second Empire in Baudelaire' in
Charles Baudelaire: A Luric Poet in the Era of High Capitalism.
Frankfurt 1955, 1983 edtn., p.48.



deeds.'"695 The old man can be singled out momentarily,

but be is destined to remain an incidental figure.

LUhat is important then, is that strolling the bouleuards

with the crowd bestows one with a certain anonymity

and detachment. Rlthough UJhistler's artist is an integral

part of the crowd, he too remains an incidental presence

- a figure apart. Consequently, Whistler channels his

romantic inheritance in a fundamentally capitalistic and

opportunistic direction.

Science - the second court of appeal:

LUhistler writes of Ruskin in 'Art & Art Critics:'

Still alone stands Ruskin...To him and his example do me ome the

outrage of preferred assistance from the unscientific - the

meddling of the immodest, the intrusion of the garrulous.696
This use of the term 'unscientific,' is reiterated in the Ten

O'clock when Ruskin is charged with 'escaping scientific

assertion,'697 Rs we haue seen, such quasi-scientific

allusions surface regularly in the Gentle Rrt. wheneuer

UJhistler attempts to dissociate art from moral or

didactic purpose or assert his separate and special

status as an artist. 'Neither chemist or engineer can

offer new elements to the masterpiece,'698 as he

declares in the Ten O'clock.

695Edgar fillan Poe, The Man of the Cromd,' The QJorks of Edgar Rllan
Poe. (6 uols), I LI, LUith an Introduction & a Memoir bg R.R Stoddard,
London 1 884, p.341.
696Gentle Rrt. p.33.
697 Ten O'clock Lecture,' ibid., p.150.
6981 bid., p.155.



It was not a nouel approach. Vears earlier, Poe, whose

writings became familiar to French literary and artistic

circles through Baudelaire's translations during the

1 850s (the period of LUhistler's student days in Paris),
used a similar analytical uocabulary in 'The Philosophy of

Composition.' His search, hauing chosen a nouel first and

secondly a uisual effect within' for 'such combinations

of euent or tone as shall best aid me in the construction

of the effect'699 corresponds closely with Lilhistler's

quest in the Gentle Hrt for 'brilliant tones and delicate

tints'700 in Nature to bring about his artistic conception.

UJhistler may haue deueioped a similar analogy uia his

friendship with Swinburne during the 1860s, for

Swinburne too uses a positiuistic analogy in UJhitmania

(1887):
There is a science of uerse as surely as there is a science of
mathematics70'..

On the other hand, as Katherine Lochnan suggests,

UJhistler is likely to haue been aware of the work of the

German scientist Hermann Helmholtz on the physiology

of the human eye uia Seymour Haden. During lllhistler's

early days in London in the 1850s, he stayed frequently
with the Hadens, with whom he then enjoyed a cordial

relationship.702 Haden, at that time preoccupied with his

work as Honorary Surgeon to the Department of Science

699Edgar Rllan Poe, The Philosophy of Competition'(1 842), ibid.,
LUorks. U. D.I 58.

700'Ten O'clock Lecture.' Gentle Art, p.145.
701 A.C Swinburne, LUhitmania. London 1887, p.310.
702See Katherine A. Lochnan, The Etchings of James MacNeill
Lllhistler. New Hauen & London 1984, p.98.



& Art and other public duties relating to his profession,

Luas a knoiun admirer of Helmholtz, who had spoken

before a meeting of the British Medical Rssociation in

1854. In addition, we know of UJhistler's lengthy

connection with the Cole family; Sir Henry Cole had been

a member of the Committee which, chaired by Prince

filbert, had staged the Great Exhibition of 1851 at the

Crystal Palace. Cole was also a founding director of the

South Kensington Museum, while UJhistler's close friend

the diarist Hlan Cole was a pupil of the Gouernment

design schools there. Consequently, UJhistler's scientific

connections were almost as numerous as his literary

ones.

Scientific analogy therefore represents a second court of

appeal in the Gentle Art. For UJhistler, to embrace a

scientific framework was to identify himself with

increasingly specialised and professionalised norms of

the physical and natural sciences which had euolued

during the early decades of the nineteenth century, fis T.

UJ. Heyck obserues in his analysis of the terms 'men of

letters' and 'intellectual' in the context of nineteenth

century Britain:
[by the late nineteenth century] most obseruers thought that the

grand scale men of letters mould neuer be seen again. UJhat
could not be recouered, so it mas thought, mas the ability of a

'George Eliot' to address a mide uariety of groups in society
mithout giuing any hint of 'intellectual aristocracy,' or the

capacity of a 'Tennyson' to speak to the deepest needs and
concerns of a mhole generation; or the pomer of a 'Carlyle' to
affect for the better the mhole of an indiuidual's human nature.
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Natural science, eupertise, religious unbelief and the fracturing
of the general audience made these things impossible.703

Heyck belieues that the attempts of professional

scientists and uniuersity dons to achieue recognition for

their specialised status meant that by the end of the

century
Science and scholarship had succeeded in establishing endoiued

positions for themselues which put them begond the controls of
the marketplace for the general public. Theg had no intention of

prouiding moral leadership for a general audience; nor did the

literarg artists who accepted the doctrine of art for art's
sake.70^

UJhistler, then, as an artist participating in a laissez faire

system, sought auenues through which he could both

display his detached-spectator status and gain a rapport

with his chosen audience.

It was also during the earlier part of the nineteenth

century that analysis (that is, the inuestigation of

patterns of phenomena and structures of matter) fired

by the utilitarian demands of an industrialising society,

became the dominant branch of scientific endeauour.

This correlates with UJhistler's stance in the Gentle Art in

which he attempts to justify his literary status, denying

the label '"amateur'" writer because, he claims, he has

restrained himself from uenturing 'beyond the precincts'

of his own 'science.' In effect, the end justifies the

means. Scientific analogy assists him to affirm the

703T.LU. Heyck, The Transformation of Intellectual Life In Uictorian
England Kent 1982, p.230.
704lbid., Heyck, p.238. 273



boundary between art and literature yet houer on its

margins.

Scientific inuestigation (in Ruskin's terms, description

and classification of the surface of matter in the seruice

of moral truth) uerifies aesthetic response, that is, the

impact of the object of contemplation upon the mind and

senses of the uierner. 'The representation of facts'..

Ruskin tells us, ..'is the foundation of all art; like real

foundations, it may be little thought of when a brilliant

fabric is raised on it; but it must be there, find as few

buildings are beautiful unless euery line and column of

their mass haue reference to their foundation, and be

suggestiue of its existence and strength, so nothing can

be beautiful in art which does not in all its parts suggest

and guide to the foundation.' Thus, he argues, 'though we

want the thoughts and feelings of the artist as well as

the truth, yet they must be thoughts arising out of the

knowledge of truth, and feelings arising out of the

contemplation.'705

Ruskin's landscape is cluttered with the representation

of fact and thought, which must be informed by

empirical obseruation. He contrasts, for example, the

urbanised, materialistic atmosphere of England with the

more spiritually and historically compelling atmosphere

of Uenice and St Marks:

705,Ideas of Truth,' ibid., Ruskin, Modern Painters. I, LiJorks. Ill,
pp.136-7.



Between that grim cathedral of England and this what an

internal! There is a type of it in the uery birds that haunt them;

for, instead of the restless crowd, hoarse-uoiced and sable-

winged, drifting in the bleak upper air, the St Marks porches are

full of doues, that nestle among the marble foliage, and mingle
the soft iridescence of their lining plumes, changing at euery

motion, with the tints, hardly less lonely that hane stood

unchanged for seuen hundred years.706

Uenlce, the city to which he responded most profoundly,

(see fiy. 7.8.) was a semi-negotiated arrangement

between humanity and nature, fls Richard L. Stein points

out:

..at the height of its powers, Uenice embodies that precarious
balance between reality and imaginatine experience which
Ruskin idealises in Turner and tries to dramatise in the prose of

Modern Painters. It is a kind of nisible dream, an ideal giuen

actuality, an "embodied enchantment." The city represents the
sort of medium, between man and nature that Ruskin also

identifies in Turner's landscape painting. It is "a city in the sea,"
a half-natural artefact. Uenice possesses at once a uaried,

organic life and a frozen unity, as of a perfectly carued lion, a

static beauty which anticipates that of Veats' Byzantium.70?
Ruskin's way of seeing is reuelatory, opening up new

horizons of fact for the uiewer. This manimises the ualue

he has receiued from the focus of his contemplation.

Whistler's approach on the other hand imposes

limitations - the artist has distilled his own austere,

analytical uision of what he desires the uiewer to see.

706'$t Marks,' ibid., Ruskin, Stones. II, Works, H, p.84.
707Richard L. Stein, The Ritual of Interpretation: The Fine Rrts as
Literature in Ruskin. Rossetti & Pater , Cambridge, MR & London
1 975, pp.72-3.



In his 1883 catalogue, LUhistler prints a snippet from

Harry Quilter's review of the first enhibition of his Uenice

etchings in 1 880:
Rs we haue hinted, the series does not represent any Uenice that
we much care to remember; for who wants to remember the

degradation of what has been noble, the foulness of what has
been fair?

Beside it appears the annotation
The labour of the foolish wearieth euery one of them because he
knoweth not how to go to the City708..

in magisterial tones. Similarly, he declares in the 'Red

Rag:'
Rrt should be independent of all clap-trap - should stand alone,

and appeal to the artistic sense of eye or ear, without

confounding this with emotions entirely foreign to it, as

deuotion, pity, loue, patriotism, and the like...
The imitator is a poor kind of creature. If the man who paints

only the tree, or flower, or other surface he sees before him
were an artist, the king of artists would be the

photographer.709
and later, in 'Propositions No 2:'

Industry in Art is a necessity - not a uirtue - and any euidence of
the same, in the production, is a blemish, not a quality; a proof,
not of achieuement, but of absolutely insufficient work, for work
alone will efface the footsteps of work.7^0

Consequently, HJhistler and Ruskin were supporting tiuo

differing branches of scientific actiuity in their

uocabulary. It is pertinent to remember Ruskin's quarrel

with the physicist John Tyndall (1820-93), in uthich he

708Gentle Rrt. p.104.
709'The Red Rag,' ibid., pp.127-8.
710'Propositions No 2,' ibid., p.11 5. 276



attacked Tyndall's theory of glacial mouement.711
Ruskin, the amateur descriptiue geologist of the Rips in

the classifying tradition of Linnaeus, and for whom

spirituality was bound up with natural science, was

alarmed by Tyndall, the professional, auowedly

materialist scientist. His Rlpine eucursions represented,

as Paul Sawyer eloquently puts it, an essentially

'assaultatiue' kind of science, 'a kind of combatiue

questioning or louing conquest by measurement of the

greater primary forces.'712 The popularising, showman¬

like Tyndall (fig. 7.9.) was for Ruskin 'both the stock

pedant and the archetype of the new atheist

philosopher.'713

Hence, IJJhistler's clashes with Ruskin and the Ruskinian

critics, in a sense, aided his efforts to define his

71 ^he main substance of his attack appeared in Fors Clauigera.
Letter 34 1873, UJorks. HHUII, pp. 638-42 and in Deucalion, a serial
publication begun two years later in 1875.
71 2Ibid., Sawyer in Dictorian Science, p.227. Tyndall's The Glaciers of
the flips mas published in 1860. The ironies which this inuokes are
too complex to go into here - see Sawyer for an illuminating account
of the controuersy.
71 31 bid., Sawyer in Dictorian Science, p.223. It is worth noting the
response of one reuiewer, who euoked Tyndall in his notice of the
Ten O'clock Lecture in 1885:

Mr UJhistler maintains that the function of the artist is to "pick &
choose" not to make a mere transcript of Nature "who is uery rarely
right." This reminds me of something I heard Professor Tyndall once say
while I was attending his course of lectures on optics. The matter under
discussion was what is called "the blind spot" in the eye and the uarious
peculiarities of eyes, one often being long and the other short-sighted.
"Nature," said Dr John Tyndall, "works uery well in a rough sort of way
for the good of her creatures, but she seldom attains scientific
accuracy."

'The Turret', Our James Ten O'Clock Lecture,' 'Tribune.' 1 6 Feb 1 885,
GUL, IDPC3/93. The reuiewer probably heard a priuate preuiew of the
lecture, as LDhistler did not deliuer the lecture publicly until 20
February.



relationship to his audience, forcing him to stake out and

amplify his position. This inuolued defining his

separateness as an artist and proclaiming his specialised

status. To portray himself in 1890, years after the trial

had taken place, as different and Ruskin as 'old-

fashioned' and 'babbling of green fields' LUhistler mas

obliged to cloak himself with the defining currents of the

late nineteenth century landscape. Vet amidst this

landscape, as a romantic artist producing limited, hand¬

crafted and original works of art - features more

compatible with Ruskin that with the world of mass

manufacture, communication and reproduction - he was

compelled to display its outward characteristics and

speak its language.



CHHPTER UIIJ

Rmateurs, Plagiarists & Rpostasies

The theme of betrayal Is an important one in the Gentle

Art, as his inclusion of substantial and often much-

altered material relating to his former confreres Wilde,

Swinburne and Menpes suggests. It begins in the opening

pages of the uolume; Ford's entensiue introduction 'Mr

UJhistler as the Unattached UJriter' is replace d by sin

newspaper cuttings (see fig. 8.1.) reporting the progress

of UJhistler's pursuit of him and attempts to repress

Ford's pirated edition. Each cutting is allocated a page to

itself, magnifying the drama of the situation. In addition,

their titles (most of which replicate the original

journalistic headlines with their characteristically

elliptica I style) reflect Whistler's mood in 1890, although

the first and the third are abbreuiated for punchier

effect. 'An Extraordinary Piratical Plot,' cries the first

title, 'The Exploded Plot,' joins in the third, 'A Great

Literary Curiosity,' declares the last but one.

Incorporated into this theme are issues concerning

amateurism, plagiarism and originality which prouide a

common thread between his recent brushes with Wilde,

Swinburne and Menpes714 and the breakdown in his

714lt is worth noting here that Menpes had also recently rejoined
the Painter Etcher Society, once again, incurring Whistlers
displeasure (see Whistler to Helen Whistler, 24 Sept 1 888, GUL W707)



relations with the Society of British Artists. These issues

and conflicts seem likely to haue coloured UJhistler's

mood during the preparation of his edition of the Gentle

Art for, as he saw it, he had just been betrayed by Ford

and his hopes regarding Ford's potential usefulness to

him had once again been dashed.

The particularly uiuid presence of UJilde in the Gentle Art

signals the extent to which, like Buskin, he represented a

continuing source of irritation to Whistler in 1890.715
Almost the entire body of their press correspondence is

included from the early eighties onwards, through the

period of the Ten O'clock Lecture, to his final public

exchange with him in the columns of Truth in January

1 890. In the Gentle Art. Wilde assists Whistler to assert

his specialistic status against the backdrop of a society

driuen by multiplying technologies of mass manufacture.

It was an atmosphere in which the notion of originality

was being questioned, yet at the same time, increasingly

ualued. As has been shown, Whistler - competing in this

atmosphere, producing multiple impressions of his prints

and publicly parading his uiews - sought to heighten this

and providing further grounds for his inclusion of the Painter Etcher
Papers' in the Gentle Art.
71 5Whistler's eagerness to be informed of Wilde's doings is a
consistent feature of his correspondence from this period. See a
letter between LUhistler and Herbert Uiuian, for example in which he
inquires in gloating tones:

Haue you seen Oscar's letters in last night's St James? - also the terrible
critique upon his book [The Picture of Dorian Gray was published in Jun
1890] in the St James of Tuesday or Wednesday?

Whistler to Herbert Uiuian, n.d., [Jun 18901, GUL, Copies U/5. The
reuiew of Wilde's book was published in the St James Gazette on 24
Jun 1 890.



aura around his oeuure through signing, limitation and

presentation. 'To The rare Fern' as his inscription runs in

the title pages of the Gentle Art (fig. 8.2.).

In this chapter, me continue our question 'Horn

different?' bg considering how Whistler presents the

themes of betragal and rejection in the Gentle Art in the

context of his agenda in 1890, particularlg his

relationship with LUilde. In certain respects, he saw

LUilde, like Ruskin, as 'old-fashioned,' for in a cultural

landscape in which mass manufacture intensified the

aura of originalitg and specialisation was all, he seemed

a quaint figure. Through his attack on LLPilde in the Gentle

Rrt , he could appear more 'original' and, as with Ruskin,

more 'modern.' To this extent, then, is LUhistler's

disillusionment with UJilde's waywardness during the

eighties rephrased in the nineties. This inuokes another

recurrent question - how his portrayal of himself as

'apart' but 'a-part' in the Gentle Rrt relates to such

major euents of the late eighties, as his term as

President of the Society of British Rrtists.

Painter u Rrtist:

For Whistler and Wilde during the eighties, the pursuit of

public success demanded the projection of unique

sartorial and artistic trademarks, close identification

with the press, the creation of controuersy. The public

posturing of the two men ensured that the spotlight

remained continually upon them and attracted the
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attention of the caricaturists, fls UJalter Hamilton

sardonically remarked in The Aesthetic Mouement:
Caricature, which was once a deadly weapon is now but another
means of aduertising71 6..

LLP his tier's treatment of IJJilde in the Gentle Art dates

back to their uery public association during this period,

as has been portrayed earlier.

In the Ten O'clock Lecture, reprinted in the Gentle Art, he

condemns lllilde as an amateur and, in another passage

alluding to his inuoiuement in the dress reform

mouement, a 'mountebank:'
What! will you up and follow the first piper that leads you down
Petticoat Lane, there, on a Sabbath, to gather, for the week,
from the dull rags of ages wherewith to bedeck yourselues?

that, beneath your trauestied awkwardness, we haue trouble to
find your own dainty selues? Oh fie! Is the world, then,
enhausted? and must we go back because the thumb of the
mountebank jerks the other way?
Costume is not dress.

find the wearers of wardrobes may not be doctors of taste717...
It is also lllilde who figures largely in his protest that the

'gentle circle of art swarms with an intonicated mob of

mediocrity, whose leaders prate and counsel and call

aloud, where the Gods once spoke in a whisper!' He

warns:

Hnd now from their midst the Dilettante stalks abroad - The

amateur is loosed. The uoice of the aesthete is heard in the land,

and catastrophe is upon us.718

71 61bid., Hamilton, p.88.
71 7Gentle Rrt. pp.153-4.
71 8Gentle Rrt. p.152. 282



UJilde then, is a 'Dilettante," an 'amateur,' a 'meddler.' To

Whistler in the eighties, it seemed that he did not yet

haue a definite profession - he dined out on his rnit; he

was an aspiring poet; he had lectured on a diuersity of

topics; he mas to edit a women's magazine and publish a

short nouel. In all this, his uiews were eclectic and, in

Whistler's eyes, much borrowed.

Whistler's protest relates to his pose as the Parisian

flaneur beloued of Baudelaire. It is one which peruades

the ammunition-laden pages of Art & Art Critics and his

letters to the World and Truth. Christopher Prendergast

comments upon the idea of the flaneur in late nineteenth

century Paris:
Rlthough ..the flaneur, as typically a man of means and leisure,
is in some respects the antithesis of the eupert, a point of

resistance to 'specialisation' in a culture based on an increasingly
rationalised system of the diuision of labour, in his most

important aspect he in fact reproduces the terms of the system
he apparently rejects and transcends. Much of the minor
literature of nineteenth century flanerie is deuoted to

discriminating kinds of urban strollers according to the degree of
skill they bring to their pursuits.719

For Wilde, theflaneur reflected a leisured middle-class

society of the late nineteenth century. In a sense, he

was attempting to make a profession of leisure - to

refine and hone the skills of leisure. At the same time,

he sought to assert the status of the man of letters,

claiming that literature (or more specifically, on

71 9Christopher Prendergast, Paris in the Nineteenth Century. Ouford
& Cambridge MR 1992, p.134.



occasion, criticism) belonged at the apex of artistic

endeauour, since the creatiue literary act inuolued a

greater synthesis of human faculties. In LUhistler's

terms, hoiueuer, the pose of flaneur represented the

idea of the detached obseruer and appealed to his uiew

of the artist's independent position in relation to society.

It therefore remained a means toiuards an end.

In the Gentle Art. Whistler attacks Wilde's 'amateur'

status and magpie tendencies in a double sequence of

letters which appears immediately after the lecture. This

arrangement seems intended to create as reuerberatiue

an effect as possible. The leading letter from the second

group, written by LDhistler, had appeared in the World on

17 Nouember 1 886.720 According to the UJorld , it had

been 'read the other euening at a large meeting of the

members of the National Art Exhibition whose

antagonism to the Aoyal Academy has lately exercised

the studios.'The Exhibition Committee included Harry

Quilter - the frequent butt of Whistler's satire - and

LLIilde. The letter ran:

Gentlemen - I am naturally interested in any effort made amony

Painters to proue they are aliue - but when I find, thrust in the
uan of your leaders, the body of my dead 'firry, I know that

putrefaction alone can result. LUhen, followiny 'firry, there comes

on Oscar, you finish in farce, and briny upon yourselues the scorn

and ridicule of your own confreres in Europe.

72^misdated by Whistler in the Gentle Art as 17 Nou 1888. This is the
letter referred to by Uiuian in his Sun article and by Whistler in his
letter to Truth (see Chapter 111, notes 349 & 352).



What has Oscar in common with Art? eucept that he dines at our

tables and picks from our platters the plums for the pudding he
peddles in the prouinces.72'

His pairing of LUilde with Quilter was a carefully

calculated response, for Quilter's uolurne Sentiae flrtis:

First Principles of Art for Painters & Picture Louers had

recently been published. IHilde would remark in a reuiew

published in the Pall Mall Gazette that 'He rollicks

through art with the breathlessness of the tourist and

describes its beauties with the enthusiasm of an

auctioneer,'722 ending it with a comment upon the

'extraordinary uulgarity'723 of his style. Ulhen LUhistler

reprinted this letter in the Gentle Rrt. (fig. 8.3.) he added

one of his marginal reflections in which the curued,

wauering tail of the butterfly signature appears as an

unequiuoca! warning signal:

Oscar, you must really keep outside "the radius"72^
LUhistler also reproduces UJilde's reuiew of the Ten

O'clock in the Gentle Art, in a harshly edited and self-

seruing form. In his extract, LUhistler ensures that the

following remarks by UJilde are prominent:
..The poet is the supreme artist, for he is the master of colour

and of form and the real musician besides, and is lord ouer all life

and all arts; and so to the poet beyond all others are these

721 World ,17 Nou 1886, p.16. In the Gentle Art. Whistler adds the
marginal annotation 'Letter read at a meeting of this Society
associated for purposes of Art reform.'
722Pall Mall Gazette 18 Nou 1886. Aep. in Oscar LUilde, Aeuiews. The
LUorks of Oscar liJilde. Aobert Aoss (ed.), (15 uols), p.110.
7 231 bid., LUilde, Aeuiews. p.1 15.



mysteries known; to Edgar Allan Poe and to Baudelaire, not to

Benjamin ILlest and Paul Delaroche.725
The poet functioned in a synaethesic role. Rs Richard

Ellmann has said, it was LUilde's concern 'not to diuorce

art from life, as LUhistler and Gautier mould do, but to

bring the two together again though with the priorities

changed.'726 Whistler's reply was swift and caustic. 'I

haue read your exquisite article,' he told him, 'Nothing is

more delicate, in the flattery of "the Poet" to "the

Painter," than the naiuete of "the Poet," in his choice of

his Painters - Benjamin UJest and Paul Delaroche.' Once

again LLMIde is warned to 'keep outside the radius.'727

In all this, Whistler was not alone for, in actuality, he

was using methods analogous with those of others in his

milieu. He was also following a comparable agenda. M.H.

Spielmann worked as an art critic-journalist on Stead's

Pall Mall Gazette, the Graphic and later, during the

1880s, as editorof the Magazine of Rrt. Julie Cod ell

shows how, during his time at the Magazine. Spielmann

drew upon his experience as a New Journalist on the Pall

Mall Gazette in order to stimulate controuersy. She

points out, for instance, that
He encouraged Seymour Haden to begin a series of letters to the
editor in which Haden attacked the Printsellers' Association for

trying to limit editions of prints (July 1884), to which the
Association and the Fine Arts Society responded in kind.

7251 bid., Wilde, Miscellanies, p.66.
726Aichard Ellmann, The Uses of Decadence: Wilde, Veats, Joyce,' A
Long the Aiuerun. London 1988, 1990 edtn., p.7.
727Gentle Art, p.164.



Furthermore Codell suggests that, as an art journalist
Spielmann's uigorous exertions to define a function, an audience,
a gentlemanly image of artist, and to explicate the art world to a

consumer audience represent his rectification of the artistic

uocation with the need for income in an economically perilous

pursuit.728
In shaping and encouraging this new audience, Spielmann spoke
in an economic language his readers comprehended. Rs the son of
a banker, he could argue for real economic and social aduantages

through professionalisation: the formation of professional
societies and attention to market conditions and copyright laws.
What linked indiuidual artistic productiuity, the infrastructure of
the art world... and the large non-art world was the market

729economy.'

In Spielmann's terms, professionalisation asserted the

economic and social status of the artist. For Whistler, uia

a different method, it distinguished the position of the

professional artist from that of the amateur or artisan-

craftsman.

lilhistler attacked the appointment of llJilde to the

committee of the National Art Exhibition at a time when

he was closely inuolued in the affairs of the Society of

British Brtists. He would later attack its President, the

painter of churches and church interiors LUyke Bayliss

(fig. 8.4.), from a comparable uantage point. The Society,

founded in 1823 in a spirit of opposition to the Boyal

Academy, was in the words of Albert Ludouici 'considered

by the old members to be a kind of nursery to the

728Julie F. Codell, 'Marion Henry Spielmann & the Role of the Press in
the Professionalisation of Artists,' Uictorian Periodicals Reuiew. Uol
HHII, No 1, (Spring 1989), p.8.
729lbid., Codell, p.9.



Academy' by the 1880s. Due to a 'falling off of trade or

business' after a boom period for the sale of pictures in

the aftermath of the Franco-Prussian mar, and 'to many

other causes,'730 the Society was obliged to popularise

its shows in uarious ways. In 1884, Whistler indicated to

Ludouici, uia Sickert, his interest in becoming a member

of the Society. He was duly elected and exhibited two

works including 'Arrangement in Black No 2: Mrs Louis

Huth'(1873) at its winter exhibition that year. 'Artistic

Society was startled a week ago' noted the Times, 'by

the news that this most wayward, unEnglish of painters

had found a home among the men of Suffolk St.'731

Whistler's main aim during the years of his association

with the Society was to professionalise it - to transform

it from an ouercrowded picture shop into a kind of art

centre. With his election as President in December 1886,

he acquired a mandate to enact his plans (figs. 8.5., 8.6).
In a characteristically autocratic manner, he set about

ouerhauling its exhibition policy and increasing its

prestige, using the familiar uocabulary. This inuolued

drastically reducing the number of works shown,

redesigning the professional hallmarks of the society -

its notepaper, catalogues and signboard, and creating

harmonious decoratiue schemes around its exhibitions.

He also concerned himself with the display of the works

730fllbert Ludouici, fln Artist's Life in London & Paris 1870-1925.
London 1 926, p.71.
731Times. 3 Dec 1884, p.3. 288



and the needs of uisitors - initiating afternoon preuiews

and introducing the uelarium, a tent-like canopg which

controlled the flow of natural light in the gallerg. The

final seal upon Whistler's efforts came in 1887 when he

prepared an illuminated address, incorporating a series

of his etchings. This he presented to Queen Uictoria,

whose Jubilee was being commemorated that gear.

Shortlg afterwards, the Society receiued a Royal Charter.

Whistler also manifested his professionalising instincts

regarding the election of new members, encouraging the

election of young artists like Menpes and Theodore

Roussel. Furthermore, he utilised his links across the

Channel, inuiting Claude Monet and the Belgian painter

Alfred Steuens to exhibit with the Society in 1887. After

he was finally ousted in 1888, most of his friends and

followers leauing closely behind him, he remarked to an

interuiewer by way of defence:

..the "Rrtists" haue come out, and the "British" remain732

Once again, in his acerbic manner, Whistler was making

the distinction between the specialist artist and the

amateur polymath. In a letter to the Pall Mall Gazette,

written at the height of the mutiny against him, Whistler

732ifin Interuiew with an En-President,' Pall Mall Gazette. 11 dun
1 888, GUL, LUPC1 0/ 4-5. Rep. with a significant editorial changes
Gentle Rrt. p. 210. LUhistler omits the greater part of an introductory
paragraph, which playfully ponders upon the reasons for his
resignation and, curiously, re-orders the list of artists named by him
as hauing risen to his defence.



comments upon a preuious interuiew with Bayliss,733
who was his successor as President:

..Mr Bayliss takes this rare occasion of attention, to asset his
uarious qualifications for his post as head of painters in the

street of Suffolk, and so we learn that he is:-"Chairman of the

Board-school in his own district," "Champion chess-player of

Surrey," R member of the Diocesan Council of Rochester," "R
Fellow of the Society of Cyclists," and "Public Orator of

Nouiomagus.734
Perhaps ironically, the satisfaction that UJhistier

expressed in receiuing and listing official artistic

honours relates to this concern, for such honours

conferred upon him the seal of the specialist.735

UJhisfter, then, demanded membership for the artist of a

detached and special class as the practitioner of a

distinct aesthetic language, fls Bayliss later wrote in his

own defence:

[LUhistler'sI purpose was to make the RBR a small esoteric sect,

mine was to make it a great guild of the working artists of this

country..

adding with unintentional irony
Our beautiful galleries in Suffolk were too extensiue for Mr
Whistler's experiment. The world of Rrt does not contain enough

733This had solemnly listed his non-artistic accomplishments.
734Gentle Rrt. p.21 5.

735particularly, as has already been suggested, if they came from
abroad. Howeuer, his attitude towards the Royal Rcademy, a body
whose honours were supremely prized during this period, was
ambiualent to say the uery least. LLIhile publicly, Whistler seemed to
thriue on 'not being known at the RR,' priuately, he expressed strong
interest in becoming a candidate on numerous occasions until late
into his career, if the accounts of Luke Fildes and others are correct
(see the series of letters to the Times. 28 fiug-12 Sept 1903 on the
subject). His name had earlier appeared on the list of potential
candidates at the Royal Rcademy in the early sixties (see Whistler to
Royal Rcademy, n.d. [pre1866], GUL R154).



of the genus Papilio-llJhistlerialis to decorate its sin hundred

feet of wall space.736
Whistler's attitude is reflected in a letter to Francis

Howard, secretary of the International Society of

Sculptors Painters & Grauers during his presidency of

that body in the late 1890s. 'It is well then,' he told

Howard, 'we should understand that we are an

aristocratic body - and absolutely without reference, in

our proceedings, to the ungentle methods that gouern

those about us, whose euistence can be of possible

importance to themselues, and lUhitaker's filmanac

only!'737

In a by now familiar fashion, Whistler stage-directed the

enchange between himself and Bayliss. Bayliss relates

that at one stage during the controuersy
..the postman was knocking at my door all day. In the course of
the morning I receiued si« telegrams from my friend the

Butterfly, always with "mes compliments," drawing my

attention to sin letters he had written to sin different

newspapers.73®

Hence, in his inclusion in the Gentle Art of an entensiue

body of correspondence generated by his association

with the Society of British Brtists, HJhistler also restates

elements of his agenda in the Ten O'clock. Echoes of his

denunciation of the 'intonicated mob of mediocrity' in

736Sir UJyke Bayliss K.B., F.S.H., Oliues: The Reminiscences of fl
President Edited by his wife. With a preface by Frederick Wedmore,
London 1 906, p.1 68.
737Whistler to Francis Howard, (Secretary of ISSPG) n.d. [1898],
LCPC, Cont.9.
7381 bid., Bayliss.



the lecture resonate in this correspondence, as does his

cry
...this one unspoken sympathy than peruades humanity, is -

Uulyarity!

Uulgarity - under whose fascinating influence "the many" haue
elboiued "the fern,"..739

and his claim that the goddess flrt seeks the artist-

genius alone
Countless indeed, the horde of pretenders! But she kneiu them

not.

H teeming, seething busy mass, whose uirtue Luas industry and
whose industry was uice!740

Uiriting to the Daily News concerning the resignations of

the artists John Burr and John Reid from the Society,

UJhistler publicises his new selectiue exhibition policy:
the determined stand made by the Society in eucluding from their

coming euhibition the masses of commonplace work hitherto
offered to the public in their galleries.741

Meanwhile, by the time the Gentle Rrt was published in

1 890, his sense of betrayal at UJilde's hands had

extended to other former confreres, including Menpes

and, from early Chelsea days, fi.C. Swinburne, fit

Whistler's instigation, Swinburne had been persuaded by

his guardian-protector Theodore UJatts to write a critical

reuiew of the Ten O'clock Lecture on its publication in

June 1888. LUilliam Rothenstein relates the tale:

739<Ten O'Clock Lecture.' Gentle flrt. p.152.

740Ibid., p.158.
741 'fln Insinuation' Gentle flrt. p.187.The original passage used by
LUhistler in the letter, which was sent to the Daily News (22 Nou
1886) and the Pall Mall Gazette (22 Nou 1886) reads 'masses of
common-place work which had hitherto passed unchallenged
through the door.'



Whistler had pressed him to get SLuinburne to write something
about the Ten O'clock; a reuiew bg the Bard, it appeared would be
a uery good thing. Swinburne needed a good deal of persuading,
but at last had consented.742

But Swinburne's reuiew was not the flattering panegyric

that UJhistler had expected. UJhile he praises Whistler's

'sound and solid good sense' concerning 'the primary

requisites and the radical conditions of art,' he is

scathing about the manner in which Uelasquez, Greek art
and Japanese art mingle in the lecture:

...Mr Whistler concedes to Greek art a place beside Japanese.

Now this, on his own showing, will neuer do; it crosses, it
contravenes, it nullifies, it pulverises his theory or his principle
of artistic limitation.

Systematically, he questions the ualidity of Whistler's

creed - his negation of subject matter
It is true., that Mr Whistler's own merest "arrangements" in
colour are louely and effectiue; but his portraits, to speak of
these alone, are liable to the damning and intolerable imputation
of possessing not merely other qualities than these, but qualities
which actually appeal..to the intelligence and the emotions, to
the mind and the heart of the spectator.743

UJhistler's assertion that 'there neuer was an artistic

period' is described as

the flattest of all possible truisms...we must ask whether the

lecturer means to say that there haue not been times when the
general standard of taste and judgement, reason and perception,
was so much higher than other times that such periods may

justly and accurately be defined as artistic.744

742William Rothenstein. Men & Memories: Recollections of William
Rothenstein. (2 uols), I (1872-1900), London 1931, p.233.
743fl.C Swinburne, Mr Whistler s Lecture on Art,' Fortnightly Reuiew.
HLIH, Jun 1888, p.746. Rep. in Gentle Rrt. p.252.

744lbid., Swinburne, p.748.



The tone of the reuiew is sardonic throughout and

connotations of insubstantiality and friuolity peruade

Swinburne's remarks:

How far the witty tongue may be thrust into the smiling cheek
when the lecturer pauses to take breath between these

remarkably brief paragraphs it would be certainly indecorous and

possibly superfluous to inquire. But his theorem is

unquestionably calculated to prouoke the loudest and the
heartiest mirth that euer acclaimed the aduent of Momus or

Erycina. For it is this - that "Art and Joy go together," and that

tragic art is not art at all.745
St seems likely that Whistler's reportedly uigorous

attempts to persuade Swinburne to produce the reuiew

decided its caustic tone, although on the euidence of the

numerous reuisions present in his MS,746Swinburne
seems to haue taken considerable trouble ouer its

preparation. In an atmosphere in which Whistler's critical

stature was consolidating abroad, in which Mallarme had

translated the lecture, gaining him an admired position

amongst Symbolist writers in France, the reaction of

Swinburne - student of French literature, admirer of

Baudelaire and Poe - must haue been galling to the

artist.

His anguish at Swinburne's intimations of superficiality

and jocularity - words behind which shadows of

uulgarity linger - is borne out in his manipulation of the

tent of the reuiew in the Gentle Rrt (fig. 8.7). For

7,45Ibid., p.749.
746See Mr Whistler's Lecture on Art,' Facsimile MS, 1913, British
Library, AC.9719b. 294



example, Swinburne's allegations that his understanding
of Japanese art was of the most reductiue sort are

partially italicised, bg wag of emphasis, as follows:
Japanese art is not merely the incomparable achieuement of
certain harmonies of colour; it is the negation, the immolation,
the annihilation of euerything else.

In the margin beneath this statement, beside

Swinburne's reference to the fripperies of Japonaiserie

with which, he remarks '"the poor world" has

been...grieuously "pestered" of late years floats the

Reflection:

"Cups and fans and screens," and Hamilton uases and figurines of

Tanagra, and other "ujaterflies."747
Swinburne's remarks insinuated that it was upon such

props that LU his tier also depended. Clusters of other

UJhistlerian annotations intersperse the rest of the text,

but what particularly injured the artist was Swinburne's

apparent dismissal of him as a jester-figure, as his

persistent italicisation of Swinburne's intimations of

jocosity and flippancy suggest.

Hence, too, the seeming pathos of llJhistler's response, to

Swinburne - one of his earliest and most empathetic

confreres and the author of Before the Mirror.'748 The

reuiew appears, along with LUhistler's response in the

Gentle Rrt under the respectiue headings 'Rn Apostasy'

747Gentle Hrt. p.251.
748the uerses mhich had accompanied Symphony in White No 2'
(1865) to the Royal Rcademy that year.



and "Et tu, Brute!" His acute sense of grieuance is aii too

euident:

Cannot the man who wrote Btalanta - and the Ballads beautiful, -

can he not be content to spend his life with his work, which

should be his loue, - and has for him no misleading doubt and
darkness - that he should so stray about blindly in his brother's
flowerbeds and bruise himself!

Is life then so long with him, and his art so short, that he shall
dawdle by the way and wander from his path, reducing his giant
intellect - garrulous upon matters to him unknown, that the
scoffer may rejoice and the Philistine be appeased while he
takes up the parable of the mob and proclaims himself their

spokesman and fellow-sufferer? 0 Brother! where is thy sting! -

0 Poet! where is thy uictory!..
Do we not speak the same language? fire we strangers, then, or,

in our Father's house are there so many mansions that you lose

your way, my brother, and cannot recognise your kin?^^
Like 111iIde, Swinburne is warned away from the 'radius.'

fls with his attempts to create a spectacle around his art

and theories (which had long prompted accusations of

uulgarity from press and critics), LDhistler's justification

centres upon the idea that the means was necessary to

bring about the higher end. Rs scientific analogy aids him

to define the boundaries between art and literature, it

also enables him to claim that his literary actiuities only

serued to defend the boundaries of his profession of

artist-genius:
"Rmateur writer!" LUell should I deserue the reproach, had I

uentured beyond the precincts of my own science - and fatal

^^'Et tu, Brute,' Gentle Art, pp.259-60. On the other side, according
to Rothenstein, Swinburne and lOatts greatly resented 'Whistler's
subsequent onslaught.' See ibid., Rothenstein.



mould haue been the exposures as you, the heedless boldness,
haue unmittingly prouen.750

Once again, LUhistler's position reflected that of

professional scientists and academics, as T.LU. Heyck

shows:

During most of the nineteenth century, the men of letters had

enjoyed a position of cultural leadership mhich rested on their
inclination and capacity to prouide moral as mell as intellectual

guidance to a general public. In the late nineteenth century,
homeuer, professional scientists and scholars came formard both

as critics of and riual claimants to, the authority of the men of
letters. Attacks on the shallomness, the partisanship and the

moral pretensions of the men of letters mere common in the

mork of the nem academics. In his lectures on uniuersity

education, Nemman had criticised the contributions of the men of

letters to the crudity, flippancy and insubstantial quality of

English thought.751
Heyck's remarks also inuoke an analogy here with llJilde
- if LUfiistier and 111iIde may here represent respectiuely

the roles of scientist and man of letters, for lilhistler

saw in him this 'flippancy' and insubstantiality. For the

former, wit was a weapon; for the latter, it was a means

of transformation.

LUhistler's catalogue of betrayal and rejection, then,

which began with LUilde and continued with the Society

of British Artists, concludes with his letter to the UJorld.

his last on the subject of Swinburne. It is entitled

Freeing a Last Friend' and indeed, it does so. 'I haue lost

a confrere,' LUhistler uows, but, then, I haue gained an

7501 bid., p.262.
751 Ibid., Heyck, pp.228-9. 297



acquaintance - one Algernon Swinburne - "outsider" -

Putney.' It signals the beginning of Whistler's

detachment from the London art scene, the world of Tite

Street and the society press, to the world of testimonial

dinners, of France and the Luuembourg and a less

London-rooted mode of celebrity. UJe are reminded that

it is celebrity of sufficient magnitude to require the

seruices of a press cuttings agency the ridiculous

Romeike,' the supplier of 807 cuttings.752 The scene of

the action is beginning to shift, so it seems.

UJhistler & Wilde -the idea of originality:

Eclecticism and originality are important themes in

llJhistler's response to LLJilde's reuiew of the Ten O'clock.

Pointedly, he commences an attack on UJilde's

eclecticism with the heading "Rengaines" (old songs). 'It

is not enough' UJhistler says in a marginal Reflection,

'that our simple Sunflower thriue on his "thistle" - he

has now grafted Edgar Poe on the "rose" tree of the

early American Market in "a certain milieu" of dry goods

and sympathy; and a certain entourage" of worship and

wooden nutmegs.'753 For Whistler, plagiarism and

752See llJhistler's correspondence with the Romeike & Curtice
agency, Gentle Rrt. pp.282-3.
753"'Rengaines."' Gentle Rrt. p.161. IXIilde had commented:

Of course with regard to the ualue of beautiful surroundings I differ
entirely from Mr Whistler, fin artist is not an isolated fact; he is the
resultant of a certain milieu and a certain entourage, and can no more
be born of a nation that is deuoid of any sense of beauty than a fig can
grow from a thorn or a rose blossom from a thistle...The poet is the
supreme artist, for he is the master of colour and of form, and the real
musician besides, and is lord ouer all life and all arts; and so to the poet
beyond all others are these mysteries known; to Edgar Allan Poe and
Baudelaire, not to Benjamin West and Paul Delaroche...



eclecticism are connected with uulgarity and the

commercial ualues of the market-place, whilst he, all the

while, striues to proclaim his enclusiuity.754 fls Jonathan

Freedman points out:
It might be said that lililde's particular seruice was to uend
aestheticism most effectiuely to the broadest segments of the
market place; what, after all, is Dorian Gray's placement of topoi
that LUilde lifted from PreRaphaelite poetry, Paterian dogma, and

Huysman's fiction alongside plot deuices that he stole from
Gothic horror tales, sentimental fiction and sensational nouels

but an attempt to make the imaginatiue enterprise of British
aestheticism available to all the uarious segments of the
Uictorian reading public.755

UJilde's language was inclusiue; Whistler's was enclusiue.

It is a uiew deriued from Baudelaire, who writes in Salon

de 1846:

fln eclectic is a ship which tries to sail before all four winds at

once. Howeuer great its defects, a work concerned from an

euclusiue point of uiew will always haue a great attraction for

temperaments analogous to that of the artist. Bn eclectic's work
leaues no memory behind it.756

What is important for Whistler is this Baudelairean

'perspectiue' which establishes, in his terms, the

immortal (and appealing) qualities of the work of art.

754Regenia Gagnier notes that after his fall from grace, UJilde 'was
euen less concerned to produce the illusiue auricular and original
artwork; in his late work he would repeatedly sell one copyright to
many buyers...is practical euposure of art as commodity. Ibid.,
Gagnier, p.84
755Jonathan Freedman, Professions of Taste: Henry James. British
Restheticism & Commodity Culture. Stanford 1 990, p.51.
756HII 'On Eclecticism & Doubt' from 'Salon de 1846' The Mirror of

Rrt: Critical Studies by Charles Baudelaire. Jonathan Mayne, (trans.),
London 1 955, p.1 04.



With posterity high on the agenda in 1890, UJhistler's
desire to guard his artistic trademarks and reputation
had intensified; so too did his feeling of threat from his

artistic riuals and followers like lililde and Menpes.

Hence, eclecticism and originality are particularly

pertinent issues in Whistler's exchanges with Wilde in

the Gentle Art. In his attack on Wilde in Truth in January

1890, a year after Wilde's alleged plagiarism of his ideas

in his essay 'The Decay of Lying,' his bitterness was all

the more poignant, giuen that it had been a year in

which, as he saw it, his ideas had been pirated firstly by

Menpes and later by Ford.757 Herbert Uiuian's

'Reminiscences' had also reminded him of an occasion on

which he had reputedly bowed solemnly in a gesture of

proprietorship as Wilde expounded each of his

ideas758from his Royal Rcademy lecture. It rankled him

still, for he mentions it in the first letter of his exchange

with Wilde:

His methods are brought again freshly to my mind, by the

indefatigable and tardy Romeike, mho sends me newspaper

cuttings of "Mr Herbert Uiuian's Reminiscences," in which, among

other entertaining anecdotes, is told at length, the story of Oscar

simulating the becoming pride of author, upon a certain euening,
in the club of the Rcademy students, and arrogating to himself
the responsibility of the lecture, with which, at his earnest

prayer, I had, in good fellowship, crammed him, that he might not
add deplorable failure to foolish appearance, in his anomalous

position, as art expounder, before his clear-headed audience.

He went forth, on that occasion, as my St John - but, forgetting
that humility should be his chief characteristic, and unable to

7571 bid., UJhistler to Truth. 2 Jan 1 890. Rep. Gentle Rrt. p.236.
7581 bid., Uiuian. 300



withstand the unaccustomed respect with which his utterances

were receiued, he not only trifled with my shoe, but bolted with
the latchet!759

LUilde, of 'foolish appearance' and 'anomalous position'

has 'trifled' tuith LLPhistler's ideas and 'bolted' with the

'latchet' - the binding principles of LUhistler's ideas. The

emphasis is on his alleged pick-pocketing instincts.

LUilde's eclecticism dates back to his Ouford days, for he

still retained elements of the Ruskinian doctrine that he

had inherited there in the late seuenties, the period of

Ruskin's first term as Slade Professor. In his Royal

Academy lecture, UJilde acknowledges the power and

eloquence of Ruskin, the only other contemporary

artistic figure to be mentioned apart from LlJhistler.

IDhen UJilde touches the central focus of his thesis with

the question 'LlJhat are the relations of the artist to the

euternal world, and what is the result of the loss of

beautiful surroundings?' it is to Ruskin that he initially

turns. He quotes from a lecture giuen by Ruskin in 1859

entitled 'Modern Manufacture & Design' and the scene

which presented itself in his afternoon walk, to a

designer of the Gothic School of Pisa - Nino Pisano or any

of his men:'760

769lbid., Gentle Art, pp.236-7. Romeike & Curtice were Whistler's
press cuttings agents. Recording to a subsequent letter to Truth,
(which forms part of this exchange with LUilde) it was at LUaldo
Story's dinner table that LUilde 'was entrusted with the materials for
his crime.' (see Whistler to Truth. 16 Jan 1890, Uol 27, No 681, p.47.
Rep, in Gentle Rrt pp.241-2).
760John Ruskin, The Two Paths (Lectures 1858-9) Lecture III. Quoted
in 'Lecture to Art Students,' Ibid., LUilde, Miscellanies, p.31 7.



On each side of a bright riuer he saw rise a line of brighter
palaces, arched and pillared and inlaid with deep red porphyry
and with serpentine; along the quays before their gates were

riding troops of knights, noble in face and form, dazzling in crest
and shield...fiboue all this scenery of perfect human life, rose

dome and bell-tower, burning with white alabaster and gold.

UJhile Wilde disagrees with the Ruskinian notion that

'beautiful surroundings are necessary for the artist,'761
he regards 'the relations of the artist to the external

world and...the loss of beautiful surroundings' as one of

the 'most important questions of modern art.'762 Later in

1885, he expands his uiew of this relationship in his

reuiew of the Ten O'clock:

Of course with regard to the ualue of beautiful surroundings I
differ entirely from Mr Whistler. Hn artist is not an isolated fact;
he is the resultant of a certain milieu and a certain entourage,
and can no more be born of a nation that is deuoid of any sense

of beauty than a fig can grow from a thorn or a rose blossom
from a thistle.763

Giuen that the issue of originality so dominated

Whistler s uiew of Wilde in 1890, the implications for

Wilde's Oxford inheritance perhaps need further

inuestigation. During the years 1874-9, the period of his

Demyship at Magdalen College, Oxford, Wilde came under

the spell of Walter Pater, then a Fellow of Brasenose

College as well as Ruskin. Two strands of these

influences are euident in Wilde s Ten O'clock reuiew. On

761 Ibid., Wilde, Miscellanies, p.31 8.
7621 bid., p.316.
763,Mr Whistler's Ten O'clock,' Pall Mall Gazette. 21 Feb 1885, ibid.,
Wilde, Miscellanies, p.66. Rep. in Gentle Rrt under title 'Entr'act,'
p.161.



the one hand, his uiew that the artist is moulded by the

enuironment whence he arose is essentially related to

Ruskin. fls Ruskin declares in 'The Nature of Gothic:'

The feeling or habits of the workman which giue rise to this

['prickly independence'] in the work, are more complicated and
uarious than those indicated by any other sculptural expression
hitherto named. There is, first, the habit of hard and rapid

working; the industry of the tribes of the North, quickened by the
closeness of the climate, and giuing an expression of sharp

energy to all they do...as opposed to the languor of the Southern
tribes.764

On the other, Pater's synaesthesic theories also appealed

to llJilde. Rlthough he later modified his enthusiasm for

Pater himself, The Renaissance retained a high place in

his esteem. In his reuiew of Pater's Appreciations.

published in 1890, he recalls its impact upon him during

his undergraduate days:
..Mr Pater's essays became to me "the golden book of spirit and

sense, the holy writ of beauty." They are still this to me.765
It was in Pater's prose style that LUilde found his primary

source of inspiration - for IDilde, it represented a 'union

of personality with perception.'766 Thus, he professes a

shift in allegiance away from Ruskin in February 1882:
This recognition of the primary importance of the sensuous

element in art, this loue of art for art's sake is the point in which

we of the younger school haue made a departure from the

764John Ruskin, 'The Nature of Gothic' in The Stones of Uenice.
(1853), II, Works, H, p.240.
766'Mr Pater's last Uolume,' The Speaker , 22 Mar 1890, Rep. Wilde,
Reuiews. p.538.
7661 bid., Wilde, Reuiews. p.545.



teaching of Mr Ruskin - a departure definite and different and

decisiue.767

In reality, howeuer, it was only a partial break. LDhilst he

rejected the idea that 'the real test and uirtue of a

workman' is his 'earnestness., or his industry,' he

declared to his audience in 'The English Renaissance'

during the same period:
Rll the teaching in the world is of no auail if gou did not surround

gour workman with happg influences and with beautiful

things.768
Consequently, two directions appealed to IDilde, as

Richard Eiimann points out:
LUiide could see that he was being offered not only two uery

different doctrines but two different uocabularies. Though both
Ruskin and Pater welcomed beauty, for Ruskin it had to be allied
with good, for Pater it might haue just a touch of euil. Pater
rather liked the Borgias, for example. Ruskin spoke of faith,
Pater of mysticism, as if for him religion became bearable only
when it ouerflowed into excess. Ruskin appealed to conscience,

Pater to imagination. Ruskin inuoked disciplined restraint, Pater
allowed for a pleasant drift.769

These contrasts remained with him, whilst at the same

time, he stroue to proclaim his independence and

originality. If in a letter to Ruskin written in 1888, UJilde

reaffirms his impact upon him, reassuring him that 'from

you I learned nothing but what was good,'770 he later

767<L'Enuoi,' Intro, to Rennell Rodd, Rose Leaf & Rpple Leaf.
Philadelphia, 1882, p.11.
768The first rendition of the lecture was giuen on 9 January 1882 in
New Vork.
'The English Renaissance,' (1882) in UJilde, Miscellanies, p.275.
769lbid., Ellmann, Ulilde. p.47.
770LUiIde to Ruskin, [?May 1888], ibid., Hart-Dauis, Letters, p.218.



defines the impact of Ruskin and Pater upon him in

rather more restrained terms. While the Gentle Rrt mas

in preparation in 1890, Wilde was declaring in 'The Critic

as Artist,' (1890) his dialogue between Ernest and

Gilbert:

LlJho cares whether Mr Ruskin's uiews on Turner are sound or

not? llthat does it matter? That mighty and majestic prose of his,
so feruid and so fiery-coloured in its noble eloquence, so rich in
its elaborate symphonic music, so sure and certain, at its best, in
subtle choice of word and epithet, is at least as great a work of
art as any of those wonderful sunsets that bleach or rot on their
corrupted canuases in England's Gallery; greater indeed, one is

apt to think at times, not merely because its equal beauty is
much more enduring, but on account of the fuller uariety of its

appeal, soul speaking to soul in those long-cadenced lines, not

through form and colour alone, though through those, indeed,

completely and without loss, but with intellectual and emotional
utterance, with lofty passion and with loftier thought, with

imaginatiue insight, and with poetic aim; greater, I always think,
euen as Literature is the greater art. Who again cares whether
Mr Pater has put into the portrait of Mona Lisa something that
Leonardo neuer dreamt of?77^

Wilde's main intention is to show that in the highest

form of criticism, the critic takes up where the artist

leaues off - the work of art is 'simply..a starting point

for a new creation.' The artist's concern, he says in

Whistlerian terms, is purely with 'certain arrangements

of lines and masses, and with new and curious colour-

harmonies.'772

771<The Critic as Rrtist,' ibid., Wilde, Complete Works, p.1028.
7721 bid., p.1 029. 305



UJhat becomes Important for UJilde firstly, then, is the

impact of the prose creation itself, for which the work of

art is the raw material. The work of art liues a temporal

existence and criticism is a subuersiue and positiue force

for art, as Ellmann explains:
...since all fine Imaginatiue work is self-conscious and deliberate,
the role of criticism is to subuert what has just been done, by

confronting it with what was done before and elsewhere. The
critical faculty brings to bear "the concentrated experience of
the race" as opposed to momentary consolidations arriued at by
indiuidual artists. Rrt is a great subuerter but is always in danger
of forgetting to subuert. Criticism preuents art from forgetting,

preuents it from sinking into conformity. The image of subuersion
leads Wilde to see the artist and the critic within the artist as in

some sense criminal. He disrupts, he destroys as he creates. 73
Secondly, LUilde ualues its relationship to the age:

..it is rather the beholder who lends to the beautiful thing its

myriad meanings...and sets it in some new relation to the age so

that it becomes a uital portion of our liues.774
The focus of attention therefore shifts from the creatiue

act (that is, of the artist) itself to the Paterian moment

of perception. Pater asks in The Renaissance:
How shall we pass most swiftly from point to point, and be

present always at the focus where the greatest number of uital
forces unite in their purest energy? 775

For LLPhistier, the artist holds all the keys to the work of

art, as he interjects in the Ten O'clock:
...Rrt seeks the Rrtist alone..

He it is who calls her - he who holds her!

find again to the West, that her next louer may bring together
the Gallery at Madrid and show to the world how the Master

7731 bid., Ellmann, Riuerun. p.7.
774lbid., LlJilde, Complete Works, p.1 029.
7751 bid., Pater, Renaissance, p.1 88. 306



towers aboue all; and in their intimacy they reuel, he and she, in
this knowledge; and he knows the happiness untasted by other
mortal.

...She is proud of her comrade and promises that in after-years,
others shall pass that way, and understand.776

Criticism in Wilde's terms therefore diminishes in the

work of art a certain aura of originality and uniqueness.

Walter Benjamin writes in 'The Work of Brt in the Bge of

Mechanical Reproduction:'
The situations into which the product of mechanical reproduction

can be brought may not touch the actual work of art, yet the

quality of its presence is always depreciated, this holds not only
for the art work but also, for instance, for a landscape which

passes in reuiew before the spectator in a mouie. In the case of

the art object, a most sensitiue nucleus - namely, its

authenticity - is interfered with whereas no natural object is
uulnerable on that score. The authenticity of the thing is the
essence of all that is transmissible from its beginning, ranging
from its substantiue duration to its testimony to the history
which it has enperienced. Since the historical testimony rests on

the authenticity, the former, too, is jeopardised by reproduction
when substantiue duration ceases to matter. Rnd what is really

jeopardised when the historical testimony is affected is the

authority of the object.777
While Wilde does not attempt to reproduce its aura, he

seeks to transform its presence and ultimately, in effect,

its historicity. 'Of course I plagiarise,' Wilde tells Ma«

Beerbohm, 'It is the priuilege of the appreciatiue man. I

neuer read Flaubert's Tentation de St flntoine without

signing my name at the end of it. Que uoulez uous ? All

776'Ten O'Clock Lecture,1 Gentle Art, p.1 57.
777lDalter Benjamin, Illuminations. Hannah flrendt (ed.) & Harry Zohn
(trans.) Frankfurt 1955, 1969 edtn., p.221.



the best Hundred books bear my signature in this

manner.'778 Consequently, Whistler's response in 1890

stemmed not only from their long riualry, but his sense

that LUilde was trailing his footsteps in a multitude of

ways.

In promoting his agenda Whistler, in the romantic

tradition, keeps his eye fined firmly upon posterity.

When the artist dies, he asserts that firt 'sadly takes her

flight'.. H nearby marginal 'Reflection' whispers to us by

way of reminder:
find so haue me the ephemeral influence of the Master's memory
- the afterglom, in mhich are inarmed for a mhile the morker and
the disciple778..

Periods of great artistic achieuernent are distinguished

from the radiant aura left behind by the masters - those

who regenerated the art of their own period. Only a faint
shadow of this aura endures - the artist of the

succeeding generation must draw upon his own genius in

order to create new and great art.

To Whistler, the ordinariness of the materials and

methods used to create the Gentle Rrt asserted his

specialist status as an artist, for his artistic abilities

were required to place a unique stamp upon it. fit the

same time, both Whistler and Wilde sought to emphasise

the originality and unique physical attributes of their

778Beerbohm to Reggie Turner, 15 Apr 1893, Man Beerbohm: Letters
to Reggie Turner. Rupert Hart-Darns (ed.), London 1964, p.36.
778'Ten O'clock,' Gentle Art, p.1 57.



books.780 Uolumes like LUilde's Poems (1892) and The

Sphinx (1894) which belong to the fine printing

mouement of the nineties were meant to appeal to an

esoteric circle of writers and bibliophiles.781 LUilde wrote

in an earlier reuiew:

Book-binding is essentially decoratiue and good decoration is far
more often suggested by the material and mode of the work than

by any desire on the part of the designer to tell us of his joy in
the world. Hence it comes that good decoration is always
traditional, lilhere it is the eupression of the indiuidual it is

usually either false or capricious. These handicrafts are not

primarily eupressiue arts; they are impressiue arts.787
It is Wilde's use of the term 'impressiue' which signals

the point at which their attitudes diuerge. The work of

art, thought UJilde, demanded transformation; wit was a

means of transformation; the function of the couer of a

book was impressiue - to transform its contents. For

Whistler, the 'material' and 'mode of the work' was

central since, once again, it reflected the essential

qualities of his art. It represented an artistic weapon.

780James G. Nelson quotes the uiew of an unidentified newspaper in
reference to LUilde:

..Announcements of his fairy tales, dialogues and poems inuariably
include interesting bits of information as to "moss-green end-papers,"
special designs of "lilies in heliotrope and gold," & c. In fact the taste
for piquant couers bids fair to deuelop an encess of preciousness.

Quoted in James G. Nelson, The Early Nineties - H Uiew from the
Bodley Head. Haruard& Cambridge, MR 1971, p.72.
781 Ironically, it was from Whistler that llJilde acquired a interest in
printing and binding. See John Rothenstein, The Rrtists of the
Nineties. London 1928, p.183.
782'The Beauties of Book-binding' (reuiew of a lecture by Cobden
Sanderson) Pall Mall Gazette. 23 Nou 1888. Rep. in ibid., llJilde,
Miscellanies, p.104.



Ma« Beerbohm, commenting upon the Diem that Be

Profundis,' a product of the period after Wilde's fall from

grace, mas a 'heart-erg' makes reference to his

purported plagiarism:
..Nothing seemed more likely than that Wilde, smitten domn from
his rosy-clouded pinnacle, and dragged through the mire, and
cast among the flints, mould be diablement change en route. Vet
lo! he mas unchanged. He mas still precisely himself. He mas still

playing mith ideas,playing mith emotions. "There is only one thing
left for me nom," he mrites, "absolute humility"...We see him
here [in De Profundis] as the spectator of his omn tragedy.783

LUilde mas, in reality, playing the role of spectator to its

utmost. For Whistler the creation of spectacle and the

role of detached artist-spectator mas a means to an end
- it belonged to a self-historicising agenda from mhich

he attempted to dramatise the euents of his artistic

career, fls Lamrence Danson points out:
The question mas not merely mho had first defined a disciple as

'one mho has the opinions of his master.' Whistler mas applying
to Wildean paradou the blunt instrument of his ferocious common

sense....find he thereby re-polemicised issues that are at the
heart of Wilde's project...For the proposition that art imitates
life, Wilde had performed the aesthetic smitch, life imitates art.

This mas remorked by younger figures of the nineties

like Beerbohm, for mhom art imitated art:
That proposition - mhich Whistler in effect labels plagiarism -

has been relatiuely unproblematic in uarious art historical
contents: in neo-classical art, for instance, 'imitation' meant

literally the folloming of artistic models... Whistler's attack on

Wilde is a belated uersion of romanticism; it assumes the

possibility of unmediated originality...

783Man Beerbohm, R Lord of Language,' Uanity Fair. 2 Mar 1 905.
Rep. in H. Montgomery Hyde, Oscar Wilde: The Aftermath. London
1 963, pp.206-7. 310



In this, which Danson sees as a 'belated uersion of

romanticism,'784 the primacy of the artist with his

specialists status is paramount.

In the end, for IDhistler in the Gentle Art, the nineties

were about the commodification of a self-history,

especially since critics were no longer such an actiue

concern. In 1890, his agenda focused upon self-

immortalisation, which meant claiming originality for h

art and, in his efforts to set himself apart whilst

remaining a participant, professional status as a late

nineteenth century artist.

784Lauirence Danson, Man Beerbohm & the Art of Writing. OHford
1989, pp.70-1.



CHAPTER I H

The Gentle Art - Hn 'Artistic

Autobiography'?

During the early nineties, UJhistler found time to write

down a few notes for his memoirs. They are but minor

fragments, but they do reflect his agenda during this

period and are consistent with his myth-spinning

approach in the Gentle Art, flnnious that his own uersion

of euents should impose an indelible imprint upon his

future reputation and affecting a casual attitude

towards matters of biographical detail, he writes:
Determined that no mendacious scamp shall tell foolish truths

about me when centuries haue gone by and anxiety no longer

pulls at the pen of the "pupil"., mho mould sell the soul of his

master, I now proceed to take the mind out of such speculation

by immediately furnishing myself the fiction of my omn

biography - mhich shall remain - and is the story of my life...or
the beginning of it, for it is morth noting that all mho haue much
to do, assuredly remain to do it.785

The second fragment reueals the root of his concern -

that his own efforts might be ouerwhelmed by some

Boswell-like biographer:
Horn tiresome indeed are the Grismalds of this world....Pinning
their unimportant names onto the linen of the great as they
return the interrupted mash -They go down to Posterity with
their impudent bill, and Posterity accepts and remembers them
as the unreyuited benefactors of ungrateful genius - So Carlyle
had his Foster - and Rossetti his scribbling intimates.786

785Notes for memoirs, n.d., [pre1896], GUL, LU818.

786Notes for memoirs, [Sept 1 896], GUL, LD819. Copy in Rosalind
Birnie-Philip's hand.



Whistler's fears were well-founded, giuen a number of

contributing factors during the late eighties and early

nineties. To begin with, at least two biographer-

memo rialisers were houering, for by 1893, Joseph and

Elizabeth Pennell, (figs. 9.1., 9.2) the future authors of

the Life, were firmly established on the scene. Some

years later, in 1900, he would complain to Joseph Pennell

that he and his wife 'were bent on making an "Old

Master" of him before his time.'787 So too was Theodore

Duret, who would publish his monograph Histoire de

James MacNeill Whistler et de Son Oeuure in 1904.

Duret's critical article 'Whistler et son Oeuure' had

already been published in the journal Lettres et Les Arts,

(and in translation in its flnglo-flmerican counterpart Arts

& Letters). It had also been issued in Paris as a limited

edition pamphlet by the firm of Boussod, Ualadon et

cie.788 In a letter from the early nineties, wryly amused

by the increased popular attention being accorded him,

Whistler urges the Pennells to ask the editor of Cassells'

magazine 'to show you little correspondence resulting

from his decision to publish my photograph among

"Eminent Popular painters!!'"789 Furthermore, Sheridan

787Elizabeth Pennell's Journal, 20 Oct 1 900. See GUL, Philip u Pennell.
Rep. in Pennell, Whistler Journal, p.198.
788See Theodore Duret, 'Whistler et Son Oeuure,' Lettres et Les Rrts.
Paris 1888 and its English counterpart Rrts & Letters. Neiu Vork &
London 1 888.

789Whistler to the Pennells, 21 Feb [1894], LCPC, Boh 272.



Ford mould later claim that UJhistler regarded him as his

'future biographer.'790

The trickle of biographical mriting continued rnith the

publication of W.G. Bomdoin's James MacNeill LUhistier:

The Man & His UJork in 1901. In the folloming year, mith

both the Pennells and Duret busy making notes about him

for their respectiue morks, another eager biographer

appeared upon the scene. This mas Mrs flrthur Bell, mho

had been commissioned by the firm of Messrs Bell to

mrite a book about Whistler mhich, she pronounced to

Charles L. Freer, mas to be 'the most important

monograph of him yet published.'791 Freer referred her

letter to the artist, mho flem into a state of mrathful

panic, for he had already receiued a letter from Bernhard

Sickert (brother of his former follomer) reguesting his

co-operation for a book upon him for the 'Popular Library

of Art'792 series. No monder, then, that despite failing

health tomards the end of the nineties, UJhistler still felt

the urge to publish his uiems and determinedly sam the

Baronet & the Butterfly through its complex genesis

790The article also alleges that 'It mas understood that UJhistler had
selected Ford to mrite his life, but the historic battle betmeen them
naturally put an end to that' (p.8). This suggestion appears in
Humphrey's section of the article for mhich, she states, she mas
permitted access to Ford's papers by his midom. Homeuer, Ford's
claim is not substantiated elsemhere.

Ibid., Seitz & Humphrey, p.8.
791Mrs Rrthur Bell to Charles L. Freer, [1902], cited in Elizabeth
Pennell's Journal, 27 Oct 1 902, (see ibid., GUL, Philip u Pennell). The
Journal mas used in euidence for the defence in the legal action
taken against the Pennells by LUhistler's enecutrin Rosalind Birnie
Philip in 1 906-7.
792Bernhard Sickert, UJhistler. London & Nem Vork, n.d., [1 908].



from 1897-9. He also continued to clarify and correct

inaccuracies about him, both biographical and critical,

anxious not to be 'presented by any one'793.. When

alarm concerning his health caused a near-obituary to

appear in the Morning Post in August 1902, LLP his tie r

wrote from The Hague to express his amusement. Not

content to acknowledge 'the flattering attention paid me

by your gentleman of ready wreath and quick

biography,'794 he went on to correct some biographical

inaccuracies made in the report.

autobiography, satire, reference book?
To what literary genre does the Gentle Art belong in this

context? As the press reports haue preuiously indicated,

a number of commentators found it difficult to define in

literary terms. Oswald Crawfurd felt, for example, that it

was not really a book at all:
..though its contents are particularly interesting, Mr Whistler's
uolume cannot by any stretch of language be called a book. It is
of the order that Charles Lamb classed as "biblia abiblia," books
that are no books at all, like dictionaries and catalogues; and Mr
Whistler himself would probably be justly offended if it were

spoken of as literature, or he himself as a litterateur.795

Certainly, satire is one label that may be claimed by the

Gentle Art, for it ridicules the world of art critics,

aesthetes and proselytisers of art, utilising all the

weapons listed by Gilbert Highet in his Anatomy of Satire

7931 bid., Whistler to Thomson, n.d., [2 Apr 18921.
794Morning Post. 6 Aug 1 902, GUL, Chron. WPCs. Rep. in Pall Mall
Gazette, c.6 Aug 1 902, GUL, Chron. WPCs.
7951 bid., Crawfurd, p.435.



as rightfully belonging to the satirist - irony, paradox,

antithesis, parody, uiuidness and exaggeration.796
Furthermore, its literary tempo slots neatly into a

satirical uein, for Highet goes on to obserue that
UJhere other patterns of literature tend sometimes to be formal

and remote, satire is free, easy and direct. Where they use

carefully posed models in a skilfully lighted studio, the satirist
cries "I am a camera! I am a tape-recorder!'" The satirist euudes

the urgency and immediacy of actual life.797
Satire, as George fl. Test suggests, 'usually has a uital

connection mith a specific cultural context,' remaining

'bound to its communal origins and social functions.'798
For Whistler, it mas the most exacting means of

addressing his London society audience of the late

eighties. This audience mas amused by his barbs in the

pages of the World and the Ten O'clock because it mas

familiar mith his chief targets, the ualues they espoused

and the droll, biting draming-room repartee mhich tinged

his mit. Vet mhile this familiarity, along mith Whistler's

sensationalistic style and topicality in the Gentle Art

created a sense of immediate connection betmeen

audience and artist, it is something of an illusion. In his

guise as Butterfly-masp, Whistler adopts a persona that

remoues him a pace or tmo from the audience he

purports to address, and creates an aura of the extra¬

ordinary around him. The extra-ordinary and ethereal

Butterfly is pitched opposite the pedantic and the uulgar

796Gilbert Highet, The Hnatomy of Satire. New Jersey & London
1962, p.13.
7971 bid, p.3.

798George H.Test, Satire: Spirit & Art. Tampa, Florida 1991, p.32.



- the critics Tom Taylor and Harry Quilter, the latter
nicknamed after a music hall song and the familiar Punch

character. Hauing somehow acquired "firry' Quilter's

testimony in connection with his candidature for the

Slade Professorship, LUhistler parodies it in the LLPorld:
fltlas - I haue come upon the posthumous paper of 'firry - his
certificate of character, and printed pretension to the

Professorship of Slade - and 0! the shame of it - and the

indiscretion of it!

fiead, fltlas, and seek your past for a parallel:
"To the Electors of the Slade Professor of Fine Art for the

Uniuersity of Cambridge. - My Lord and Gentlemen, - I beg to
submit my name as a candidate for the Slade Professorship, and
enclose hereuiith a few testimonials...! haue also receiued

fauourable letters from the following gentlemen...fllma-

Tadema, R.A., Marcus Stone, R.A., Briton Riuiere, R.A., John

Brett, A.R.A...and others.

LUhat! is the Immaculate impure? - and shall the Academy haue

coquetted with the unclean?

Had Alma the classic aught in common with this 'firry of
commerce?

Belieue him not, Atlas!...

"There are seueral pictures of mine being exhibited in London at
the present time."(!!!)
"I haue also executed a good deal of distemper...
"I haue also trauelled for a year in the East."

('firry in the East!!)...
"For the last ten years I haue written every article upon art
which has appeared in the Spectator newspaper a confession,

fltlas clearly a confession!^99
Once again, elements of the eighteenth century surface,

for in UJhistler's language of satire, 'joyous' sauagery

combines with an elaborate courtliness and polish of

799'fl Document,' Gentle Art, pp.1 21 -2. 317



uocabulary, which, it

uiuidly than with the

Punch and Fun.

seems, could not contrast more

florid and heauy-handed humour of

The Gentle Art seems also, on occasion, to function like

an enlarged press cuttings book, from which Whistler

drew wheneuer the occasion demanded it. Such an

analogy sees him to pluck a line or bon mot - preserued

in the indestructible amber of the Gentle Art, its conteut

and moment lost - and fling it at posterity's critic. Myths

sprang up around his obsession with press cuttings.

Arthur Warren, his near neighbour in Chelsea who had

assisted him in the preparation of the Gentle Art, wrote

in a crusading article entitled '111histler & His Critics -

Unauailing Opposition to the American Artist.' In it, he

describes the scene at the Tower House:

Each day brings an assortment of articles and paragraphs, some

appreciatiue, more the reuerse. Indeed, they come so plentifully
that Mr LUhistler has engaged a secretary, whose principal duty
is to assort these gems from the contemporary press and paste
them into scrap books. LUhen the whim is upon him and he cares

to reply to any of his foemen, Whistler consults his eutraordinary
collection of press notices with their manifold contradictions,
and flips a fine selection of phrases in the face of some worthy,
who is astonished to see his forgotten lines turned upon him, and

conuicting him of ignorance or malice aforethought.800
In this content, the Gentle Art seems aliue - ongoing,

giuen his uolumising approach and enthusiasm for

800flrthur LUarren, 'LUhistler & His Critics - Unauailing Opposition to
the American Rrtist,' Boston Herald. 11 Jul 1889, IUPC10/121.



further pamphlets and editions; it becomes a kind of

reference book.

UJhistler mould later make euplicit use of the term.

During the Eden case, he wrote to D.C. Thomson of his

pride in hauing added a new clause to the Code Napoleon

establishing 'once for all, that the work of the Artist

belongs absolutely to himself,' therein also establishing

'the difference between the ordinary object of

commerce and the work of Art.' 'All this,' he assured

Thomson, 'will be understood when the case is published

as it will be shortly - and it then will become a book of

reference.'801 Whistler's sense of history peruades the

idea of a reference book; 'In England' at the moment, he

tells him, 'it is not euen distantly perceiued the great

importance of what has taken place.' As a reference

book, the Gentle Art cajoles the reader into becoming

inuolued, to take sides in the artistic debate. A sense of

intimacy deuelops between author and reader uia its

marginal annotations, which also intensify the personal

nature of the uolume - its handmadeness. This was

noticed by a Sunday Times reuiewerinJune 1890:
"I went," records some diarist - not Crabb, Robinson, I fancy - in
the early years of this century "to the sale of old Home-Tooke's

library. The competition was eager; for he wrote in his books'....]
share - longo interuallo - with Home-Tooke the weakness of

writing on the margins of my books; and the abundant and ample
meadows or margins of hand-made paper through which Mr
Whistler's sparkling riuer of type flows so seductiuely, inuites

801 Whistler to Thomson, n.d., [1 8971, LCPC, Cont. 2. 319



one to scribble notes and comments on the subjects dilated
upon.802

It Is an intimacy that is reminiscent, perhaps, of an

autograph book. The idea that any utilitarian element in

UJhistler's writings might euist at all, that his uiews

might become, as he desired,couronne de I'academie - a

kind of standard, thus gained a certain currency. In its

reuiew of the Gentle Art, the Scots Obseruer describes

Whistler's 1883 catalogue with its sub-title 'Mr Whistler

& His Critics: fl Catalogue' as a 'dictionary of art-critical

ineptitude.'803 On such a leuel, then, can one admit

Whistler's purported tendency 'half-laughing, half-

serious' to refer to the uolume as 'his Bible?'804 But is

the Gentle Brt autobiography? - the 'artistic

autobiography' which, as the Pennells so grandiosely

claim in their Life. Whistler is supposed to haue belieued

'would Hue with the writings of Cennini and Cellini, of

Diirer and Leonardo, of Reynolds and Fromentin.'805

Numerous 'Lines' of artists were published towards the

end of the last century, although autobiographies are

rarer than biographies. The impulse stirring each

autobiographg uaried - Wyke Bayliss responded to the

idea of a priuate, person-to-person memoir, eupressing

in the dedication of his Oliues: The Reminiscences of a

802Sundap Times. 29 Jun 1890, GUL, UJPC1 2/1 9.
803iMr Whistler's "Gentle Rrt,'" Scots Obseruer ,19 Jul 1890, Uol 4, No
87, p.228.

804lbid., Pennell, Life II, p. 107.



President (1 906). his desire that 'these records' might be

'preserued' for the 'eyes' of his wife.806 UJ.P. Frith's My

Autobiography & Reminiscences, a near contemporary of
the Gentle Rrt. was published in two uolumes in 1887. In

the first of them, Frith auowed his motiue to be a

didactic and morally useful one:

Though it has been constantly urged..that the lines of painters in
their somewhat monotonous course present but little or no

interest when told, I haue thought that if the painter himself
were to be the historian, and he were to describe simply and

truly his early career up to the final success or failure of it, he

might point a moral....fit the present date I haue passed more

than fifty years of artistic life and I propose to relate the many

ups and downs of it, my means and methods of study, some

euperiences of great difficulties, and the way they haue been

occasionally surmounted.80^
The didactic tone of William Holman Hunt's autobiography

PreRaphaelitism & the PreRaphaelite Brotherhood (1905)

is similar, but Hunt also professed as his motiuation a

desire to defend the idea of a British school of art,

'eradicating many mischieuous prejudices which are

thoughtlessly handed on as unquestioned truths.'808

If one compares Hunt's uolume to the Gentle Rrt. a book

with diuergent but equally passionately argued agenda,

one is immediately confronted by two striking

differences - firstly, its physical presence as a dense,

806lbid., Bayliss, Dedication, preliminary page,
ft n 7ou,UJ.P. Frith, My Autobiography & Reminiscences. (2 uols), I, London
1887, p.1.
808UJilliam Holman Hunt, Preface, PreRaphaelitism & the
PreRaphaelite Brotherhood. London 1905, p.lH.



tLuo-uolume tome as opposed to the fragmentary quality

and pared-down narratiue of Whistler's single-uolume

Gentle Art. Such characteristics in the Gentle Art also

contrast uiuidly with the exhaustiuely detailed, rigidly

chronological contents section (which extends to some

three pages) of Holman Hunt's uolume, giuen Whistler's

eccentric and often infuriating arrangement of the index

of his uolume. Reductiueness, then, is a singular theme in

the Gentle Rrt. compared with 'busyness,' archaeological

detail and discretion of Uictorian biography. Neither does

the order in which Whistler arranges the material

entirely conform to the rigidly chronological conuentions

of biography - in the earlier part of the uolume

especially, it zig-zags back and forth between the

sixties and the eighties. Consequently, the Gentle Rrt

ouerlaps into seueral genres but seems to deuiate from

all of them, contrasting greatly with the middle-class

normatiue ualues of biography then current. In

publishing the Gentle Rrt. then, did Whistler reinuent a

new genre? Or are there other terms in which it can be

described as autobiography?

Rutobiography in the Gentle Rrt:

In exploring these questions, it seems appropriate to

consider what the term 'autobiographical' represents in

the uolume. It is perhaps worth beginning with the title

itself. Rs a title, The Gentle Rrt Of Making Enemies is an

enigmatic one and, if the press reports are an accurate

barometer, seems to haue been chosen fairly arbitrarily.
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Other possible titles mere considered but they are less

striking. The fern of mhich me are amare include the

rather pedestrian The Correspondence of James MacNeill

IDhistler and secondly, Scalps, a title recorded by the

Pennells in their MS of the Life:

He had thought of calling his book "Scalps" as it mas made out of
the scalps he used to sag he was collecting.809

The first title seems to infer a rather different intention

on Whistler's part - a collection of carefully edited

fragments in the style of many a Uictorian diarist as in,

for instance, William Michael Rossetti's The Rossetti

Papers, a mosaic of narratiue, letters and diary entries

published in 1903, or William Bell Scott's Auto¬

biographical Notes, published in 1892, the year of the

second edition of the Gentle firt.810 While Whistler's

introductory mots
THE GENTLE H RT

or

MRKIN G ENEMIES

RS PLERSINGL Y EREMPL IF I ED
IN MRNY INSTRNCES, WHEREIN THE SERIOUS ONES
OF THIS ERRTH, CRREFULLY EHRSPERRTED, HRUE
BEEN PRETTIL V SPURRED ON TO UNSEEMLINESS

RND INDISCRETION, WHILE OUERCOME BY RN
UNDUE SENSE OF RIGHT

and inscription
To

The rare Few, who, early in Life,
haue rid Themselves of the Friendship
of the Many, these pathetic Papers

are inscribed

809MS, Pennell, Life. LCPC, Boh 329, Folder 12.

810Scott's, at times, uitriolic tone towards his former Pre-
Raphaelite associates meant that the book caused a stir when it
appeared post-humously.



are suggestiue of his uindicatiue stance, theg hardly

aduertise the Gentle Rrt ouertly as autobiography either.

It seems, then, that in the early months of 1890 at least,

the term 'autobiographical' did not feature prominently

in UJhistler's mind. Giuen the anecdotal, journalistic

quality of Ford's edition and the accounts from both men

which appeared in the press, the creation of an

autobiographical memoir in any of the senses understood

by their contemporaries would not haue been a feature

of their plans.

Parts of the Gentle Art do identify with the more

conuentional forms of epistolary autobiography - it

remains, so to speak, The Correspondence of James

MacNeill Whistler since a substantial percentage of it is

deuoted to reproducing his (albeit frequently altered)

public letters. There is also a purposeful ring to the title,

The Gentle Art of Making Enemies, a functionality which

connects with bibles and dictionaries and is likely to

haue appealed to Whistler, despite Ford's prior use of it.

In the actual tent of the Gentle Art, the term

'Rutobiographical' is employed sparingly, first appearing

by way of the introduction to the 1892 edition, in which

new material was incorporated. Specific record of

Whistler's attitude to the arrangement of this material is

scant; one of his few known utterances upon the subject

was to ask Heinemann
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...UJhat is your idea of where it all ought to come? Belieue my

notion of Appendix most simple.81 1
The material comprised the catalogue of his 1 892

eHhibition at Goupil's and an euchange concerning the

e»hibition of an earlier work812 at Dowdeswell's Gallery,

which had originally appeared in the press.

In the first letter from an euchange entitled

'Autobiographical' (replicating the term he had used on

the preuious page to introduce the new material),

Whistler complains that the Dowdeswells were showing

a picture 'long ago barely begun and thrown aside for

destruction,' disclaiming responsibility 'for the taste of

the frame with its astonishments of plush! and uaried

gilding.'813 He professes his concern that the public

might be misled into belieuing that the picture was

representatiue of his oeuure:

I think it not only just to myself to make this statement, but

right that the public would be warned against the possible

purchase of a picture in no way representatiue, and, in its actual

condition, absolutely worthless..

Although the letter was published in the Morning Post on

27 July and the Pall Mall Gazette on 28 July 1891,814
Whistler's title is one concocted at the time of the

81 Whistler to Heinemann, n.d., [1892], LCPC, Cont. 2.
81 2VMSM identify the work as 'Pink & Grey: Three Figures,' begun in
1 879. See ibid., VMSM , Cat. no. 89.
81 3Gentle Art, p.288.
814fl shortened uersion was published in the St James Gazette (28
Jul) and the Times (29 Jul). See GUL, 111PC1 1/57.



second edition.815 Thus once again, posterity heads his

agenda as he grauely warns 'the public' against the

purchase of, it is implied, a sub-standard work from

which sub-standard ualue would be receiued.

IDhistler also chooses to reprint a letter from '1U.C.'

(Wallace L. Crowdy) and his own follow-up letter in this

'autobiographical' section. Crowdy's letter alleges that

Dowdeswells had hung the picture in a priuate room

rather than a public gallery as an 'unfinished' work. In

addition, he takes the opportunity to uoice a few

prouocatiue remarks regarding Whistler's attitude to

finish:

Nolu so far from Messrs Dowdeswell showing it as a 'completed'

work, theg distinctly spoke of it as unfinished; nor can I imagine

anyone acquainted with Mr UJhistier's works speaking of any of
them as "completed!"81 6

It was a old jibe which reuerberates through his 1883

catalogue of Uenice etchings and the catalogue for the

1892 enhibition. UJhistler, keen to promote the notion

that the critical battle had been won, that posterity's

judgement had already been decreed, loftily pretended

to ignore the substance of Crowdy's remarks. 'My letter

should haue met with no reply at all,' he asserts, 'It was

a statement - authoritatiue and unanswerable, if there

815The letter originally appeared under the title 'Self-Criticism' in
the Pall Mall Gazette. Uol 53, No 8222, p.2 and the Morning Post. 27
Jul 1 891.

816'Mr UJhistler "had on his own Toast,"' Gentle Art, p.289. UJhistler
omits a further section of this letter: this asserts that it was the

years 1876-9 (when the disputed picture was painted) that
represented the peak period of his career.



euer were one.' As he told his American audience before

his aborted trip across the Atlantic 'J'ai d/f.'817 'The

dealer's business is to buy and sell,' he says, implicitly

contrasting this with what he regards as his concern -to

refine and polish the reputation that he will someday

leaue behind, in doing so obliterating those works he

desires us not to see. This he declares at the conclusion

of the letter, uia his oft-repeated cry 'To destroy is to

remain.' 'Eternity' is his master, not 'a gentlemanly firm

in Bond St.'818

His approach is subtle but effectiue, for this

'Autobiographical', section becomes the metaphorical

ante-room for the catalogue of his 1892 exhibition. LUe

are reminded that uictory has been won in the critical

war before we enter the battlefield - nicknamed by

Whistler 'The Uoice of a People.' His juxtaposing of this

material is reminiscent perhaps of Buskin's maxim:
..the true work of the critic is not to make his hearer belieue him

but agree with him.8^9
The phrase 'autobiographical,' then, in lllhistler's terms

means to improue, to refine and sometimes obliterate -

autobiography is about destroying to remain.

During the 1 892 exhibition, a correspondent in the UJorld

playfully disputed Whistler's labelling of Edward Burne-

817See 'Nostalgia,' ibid.. Gentle Art, p.185.
818'Ulhat Mr UJhistler "had on his own Toast,'" Pall Mall Gazette. 4
Hug 1891, Uol 53, p.2. Rep. Gentle Rrt. p.292.
819John Ruskin, 'Rcademg Notes,' (1855), LUorks H8I, p.5.



Jones in his catalogue as an R.fl. rather than an fl.R.fl.

UJhistler extracted seueral of his remarks and used them

in the Gentle Rrt in Luhich they follow the catalogue,

under the heading 'fl Zealous Enquirer:'
"Seueral opinions (and his 'euidence at Westminster') are quoted

of 'Mr Jones, R.H. (of luhom the Duke of Wellington - but no

matter...), died in 1 869. Mr Burne-Jones mas not elected an fl.R.fl

until 1885. I am afraid I enpose myself, but I still uenture to ask,
uiho is 'Mr Jones, R.R.?"'828

In his reply, UJhistler declared to Rtlas his 'friendly

gratitude' for Burne-Jones' so-called sacrifice 'in order

to help write the history of another' and confessed
as to those others - alas! I am afraid me haue done mith them. It

mas our amusement to conuict - they thought me cared to
conuince!

Rllons! They haue serued our micked purpose - Atlas, me

"collect" no more.

001

"Rutres gens, autres moeurs."0*-'

Priuately, UJhistler adopted a similar pose; the success of

the exhibition fresh in his mind, he was in a triumphant

mood. He wrote to Thomson:

If I fight no more it is because the battle is mon. The hatchet is
buried if you like, but "in the enemy's ribs" as I said - He has no

more to do but to die - No further heed mill be taken of his cries

- The game is up - Rien ne ua plus!

It is these two items, slightly altered from the originals

which conclude the 1892 edition of the uolume. It is also

this edition that has since become the standard text. Rs

a result, an atmosphere of resolute finality hangs ouer

the end of the book - the climax of LUhistler's

828Gentle Art, p.332.
821 Ibid., p.333.
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'autobiographical' narratiue has been reached. The battle

has not only been won, but the loose strands of the

narratiue haue been neatly parcelled together - the

'enemies' haue 'no more to do but to die...The game is

up;' these are his 'Final flcknoujledgements,' as HJhistler

spells it out in the title of his letter to 'Atlas.'

His attitude parallels that of other prominent figures of

the day in their autobiographical luritings and highlights

a curious kind of self-censorship present in nineteenth

century autobiography. As James Olney suggests:
It is interesting and significant that, in their own accounts,

Darwin, Mill, and Newman all, like Fox, reached a clearly defined
end point in deuelopment, a specific date beyond which there
was no change but only more of the same...Thus Darwin "I haue
now mentioned all the books which I haue published, and these

haue been the milestones in my life, so that little remains to be
said. I am not conscious of any change in my mind during the last

thirty years, excepting in one point presently to be mentioned"
[the "curious and lamentable loss of the higher aesthetic tastes"]
nor indeed could any change haue been expected unless one of

general deterioration"...Thus Newman: "From the time that I
became a Catholic, of course I haue no further history of my

Oil

religious opinions to narrate.'"0"

Whistler's career, if the Gentle Art and the Pennells'

subsequent BosLuellising is to be belieued, has therefore

been a kind of 'Pilgrim's Progress,' a moral struggle

against all manner of hostility and ridicule which has

been sustained only by diligence and moral fortitude.

Such metaphors of industry, single-mindedness and

822James Olney, Metaphors of Self: The Meaning of Autobiography.
Princeton N.J., 1 972, p.41.



fortitude euoke images of Uictorian philanthropy and

self-made men.

There are other ways in which the Gentle Art may be

defined as autobiography before 1892 rather than

memoir or Liues and Letters,' or testament.

Rutobiography, as Roy Pascal points out, 'imposes a

pattern on life, constructs out of it a coherent story. It

establishes certain stages in an indiuidual life, makes

links between them and defines, implicitly or explicitly, a

certain consistency of relationship between the self and

the outside world.' Of the critic and philosopher UJ.G.

Collingwood he asserts:
It was only in 1938, when he thought he had come to the

understanding that his life had a coherent purpose, that

[Collingwood] could write his autobiography.

It is this sense of LUhistler desiring, through rigorous

editing, to create a pattern of consistency and meaning

out of the euents of his career which persists

throughout the Gentle Rrt. Rutobiography is 'life's

philosophical history. 823ln this context the uolume

belongs to a tradition of Uictorian spiritual biography,

the deuelopment of which Linda Petersen highlights uia

Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe. Defoe, according to

Petersen, 'shifted his emphasis away from an exposition

823Roy Pascal, Design & Truth in Autobiography. Haruard 1960, p.9.



about the state of sin or gift of grace and concentrated

instead on a narratiue of the conuersion process.'824
The Gentle Rrt. published when UJhistler was in his late

fifties was a demonstration of purpose, that all his

preuious struggles and Barnum-like public persona were

meant to serue a greater and more coherent cause.

In autobiography we are also aware, as Pascal points

out, of 'a distinct attitude on the part of the author, a

distinctiue mode of presentation.' This is not to imply

that other modes of autobiography cannot become

'shaped'825 literary forms, but that autobiography

inuolues the construction, at one moment of being, of a

narratiue pose based on innumerable moments of being.

fis James Olney describes:
fln autobiography, if one places it in relation to the life from
which it comes, is more than a history of the past and more than
a book currently circulating in the world; it is also, intentionally
or not, a monument of the self as it is becoming, a metaphor of
the self at the summary moment of composition.826

These moments are drawn from a myriad of sources and

bound together by a underlying motiuation or theme. This

theme is present in LUhistler's introductory mots - the

'serious ones' haue been prouoked, 'ouercome by an

undue sense of right.' If, as aside from the broadly

(albeit not consistently) chronological arrangement of

824Noted by G.fl. Starr and J. Paul Hunter in their study of Defoe. See
Linda H. Petersen, Uictorian Autobiography. New Hauen & London,
1 986, p.5.
8251 bid., p.3.
0/luJames Olney, Metaphors of Self: The Meaning of Autobiography.
Princeton UP, 1972, p.35.



the material, it expresses a distinct lilhistlerian

'attitude,' then the Gentle Art also expresses elements of

autobiography before the term makes an explicit

appearance in the uolume.

The Gentle Rrt - how autobiographical?

In the Gentle Art, the public persona that llihistler had

already established bears a significant relationship to his

selection of material and the way in which it is arranged.

It is worth noting, for example, that two of UJhistler's

earliest letters - included in Ford's edition - were

omitted from his own edition. The first concerned the

exhibition of 'The lllhite Girl' at the Berner's Street

Gallery in 1862 and the second, written in Nouember

1873, the title of a work exhibited at the Society of

French Artists. While in both letters, UJhistler seeks to

clarify the title of a work of art, neither exude the sense

of a hue performance as uiuidly as his exchanges with

such figures as Taylor, LUilde and Bayliss during the late

seuenties and eighties. Neither do these letters entirely

reflect Whistler's Mephistophelian persona of this

period, which he so effectiuely brought to life in the

pages of the society press. It seems appropriate in this

context that one of the few early letters to be included

in the Gentle Art is his letter to the Hour in which, as we

haue preuiously discussed, he is reuealed attempting to

create a hue stage around the exhibition of his works.
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It is also noticeable that on the two occasions Whistler

decides to reproduce material from the 1860s, its

content is highly manipulated. He does so at least as

much as in his account of the Ruskin case, in which his

autobiographical persona is firmly imprinted upon the

mind of the reader. On the first occasion, Whistler makes

a fiery but rather belated and hitherto unrecorded

attempt to ridicule a reuiew of 'Symphony in UJhite No

3,'827 harmonising the accompanying date with that of

Hamerton's reuiew in the Saturday Reuiew.828 On the

second, LUhistler prints the tent of a letter from

Hamerton, requesting the loan of a set of proofs in

connection with an essay on the artist that he was

planning to publish in his forthcoming uolume Etching &
Etchers (1 868). UJhistler highlights in italics the main

section of the concluding sentence of Hamerton's letter

thus:

My opinion of your work is, on the whole, so fauourable that your

reputation could only yain, by your affording me the opportunity
of speaking of your work at length.829

This is juxtaposed with a seuerely edited extract from

Hamerton's subsequent essay, in which the more caustic

827This apparently dates from when UJhistler first pasted this
reuiew into a scrapbook, probably during the late eighties, (see GUL,
L1JPC1/3), as his remarks appear in red ink alongside the cutting.
There is no record of their appearance anywhere else in his press or
priuate correspondence.
poo
°^°Unsigned reuiew, Saturday Reuiew. 1 Jun 1867. UJhistler correctly
identifies the writer as P.G Hamerton, who was art critic of the
paper from 1 866-8.
829<fln Unanswered Letter,' Gentle Art, p.78. UJhistler, as this title
indicates, did not respond to Hamerton's request.



of his remarks figure prominently. The sentence

beginning
UJhistler's etchings are not generally remarkable for poetical

feeling.830
for euample, appears out of content, seuered from the

rest of it which is rather more complimentary in tone;
..but there is a harmony in the three lines of these masts and in
the festoons of the conuerging cables that hold the boats, which

approaches poetical synthesis.831
Rutobiographg in the Gentle Rrt. then, also means

juntaposing two contents - the sixties, the early years

of Whistler's 'persecution' by the critics, and the nineties

-alongside each other and enposing the triumph of

Whistlerian rationality ouer critical idiocy.

What binds together the disparate - sometimes serious,

sometimes triuial - elements of the Gentle Rrt and

ensnares it within the genre of autobiography is one's

sense of many little scrimmages being played out

beneath the surface of UJhistler's self-uindicatiue

campaign of the eighties and early nineties. This again

inuolues posing lllhistlerian rationality uersus Philistine

ridicule (or often simply mute incomprehension) from

critics and 'Islanders.' One means of obseruing this is

prouided by the titles that UJhistler chooses (or
sometimes merely borrows from their original site) and

carefully positions aboue each letter or extract.

83°'lnconsequences,' Gentle Art, p.79.
071
OJI Ibid., Hamerton, p.11. Hamerton was discussing the Thames
etchings. 334



Sometimes they follow an incident through as LLIhistler

reconstructs it from conflict' to 'uictory.' Tom Taylor's

acidic comments about Art & Art Critics are titled 'The Art

Critic of the "Times;'" Whistler's initial reply 'The

Position;' Taylor's response 'Serious Sarcasm' while

LUhistler's second response 'Final'832 is intended to place

the final seal upon the matter.

Similarly, his attack on P.G. Hamerton is sequentially

labelled 'An Unanswered Letter' (Hamerton's request to

borrow a set of Whistler's proofs in connection with

Etching & Etchers). 'Inconsequences' (entracts from

Hamerton's essay on the artist - disgruntled in tone - in

Etching & Etchers which was euentually published

without Whistlers assistance).833 UJhistler reaches a

crescendo with 'Uncouered Opinions,' in which a collation

of Hamerton's more opinionated remarks on Corot, Dore,

Daubigny and Courbet from Fine Arts Quarterly clusters in

the form of marginal annotations around his reuiew of

the 'UJhite Girl,' on the occasion of the picture's

euhibition at the Salon in 1863. The section is semi-

832Gentle Rrt. pp.35-9.
O "Z "X

^Whistler's attitude towards Hamerton is likely to haue been
influenced by the latter's reuiew of 'Symphony in White No 3' which
chided him for not creating 'precisely a symphony in white.' This is
reproduced elsewhere in the Gentle Art (p.44), although Whistler's
response to him in the uolume seems to haue come later. It is also
likely that Whistler did not want to appear in the book alongside
Haden, giuen his disintegrating relationship with him and his uiew of
him as an 'amateur' etcher. Haden was also friendly with Hamerton -
a recent conuert to etching - and had giuen him much aduice and
assistance about etching techniques, (see P.G. Hamerton, P.G
Hamerton: Hn Autobiography & H Memoir by His Wife. London 1897,
pp.324-8).



concluded with 'The Fate of an Anecdote,' a letter to the

New Vork Tribune concerning Hamerton's retelling of a

story about UJhistler's Thames Set, which had been

related to him by Seymour Haden. In it, lllhistler's

antipathy towards Hamerton mingles with his antipathy

towards Haden.

After a pause notated by a blank page, (aside from the

tiny and discreetly placed introduction 'In Encelsis' - In

the Highest), UJhistler's attack resumes with his inclusion

of Hamerton's response in paraphrase, along with his

own similarly styled reply on the subject of his 'uery

unbecoming and improper letter.'834 After Hamerton has

his final say on the matter in a letter to the Tribune

dated 1 1 October 1 880,835the saga is concluded when

UJhistler mocks his pedantic manner uia two marginal

Aeflections, branding Hamerton's letter 'Conuiction.'

Preceding these enchanges with Hamerton are the

'Propositions,' which set forth his uiews on etching,

particularly his dislike of the habit of using wide margins

and large plates - the following is a jibe at Haden
That the custom of "Remarque" emanates from the amateur, and

reflects his foolish facility beyond the border of his picture, thus

testifyiny to his unscientific sense of its dignity.836
Together, the Hamerton correspondence and the

Propositions' preface his catalogue of his 1883

834Gentle Rrt. p.86.

835lbid., pp.88-9.
836<Propositions,' UI, Gentle Rrt. pp.76-7. 336



exhibition of Uenice etchings with its copious extracts

from past reuiews. This accumulated body of material is

in turn included within a broader section labelled by

LUhistler 'Critic's "copy,"' which also features material on

Hamerton, Haden and the Painter Etcher s Society and

introduces Harry Quilter, his next major critic-target.

Stretching historically from the sixties to the eighties,

'Critic's "copy,"' is, in autobiographical terms, the 1890

correlation of the 'Autobiographical' section appended in

1892 in the afterglow of the Goupil exhibition and other

public successes.

If LUhistler's schema for the arrangement of the material

is riddled with inconsistencies and chronological back¬

tracking, one can also impose a certain autobiographical

context upon it in which distinctiue themes cluster

around significant euents in his career. Around the 1883

exhibition catalogue, clusters 'Critic's "Copy.'" The latter

is not only used, as mentioned earlier, to introduce the

section on critics, but for a second time when it

pointedly heads a reuiew of the first showing of his

Uenice etchings. In this reuiew the works are described

as lacking any 'particular ualue or originality.'837
Similiarly, many of LUhistler's targets and themes in the

Ten O'Clock Lecture cluster around it in the Gentle Art -

UJilde, Morris, Auskin and the Auskinian critics, artistic

genius uersus artistic commerce, finish ('the work of the

837World. 8 Dec 1 880, pp.7-8, Rep. Gentle Rrt. p.50. 337



master reeks not of the suueat of the brow').838

Important themes from 1890 like plagiarism and

betrayal - 'The Home of Taste,' 'The Habit of Second

Natures' also dominate, with Menpes, UJilde and

Swinburne all included as targets. Rll serue to represent

the 'euidence' for UJhistler's artistic case in the Gentle

firt.

Did Whistler then, deliberately set out to create an

'autobiography' in his edition of the Gentle Hrt - an

effect he sought to intensify as a conseguence of the

1892 eHhibition and which, as he saw it, had uindicated

his self-historicising schema? Perhaps the tightly

controlled narratiue and the interplay between design

and content in his edition, which distinguished it from

that of Ford, serues to make the Gentle Art seem more

intensely autobiographical. But could it be said that

Whistler's attitude to the uolume became increasingly

autobiographical as a result?

If, in the years after it was first published in 1890, the

Gentle Art became increasingly autobiographical, it was a

task in which Whistler was considerably assisted by his

dealer D.C. Thomson, the Pennells and one or two others.

Thomson, as has already been outlined, was aiding his

strenuous efforts to conuince his artistic public of his

credentials as an artist-master and carue out a place for

838<propositions No 2,' Gentle Art, p.1 1 5. 338



his works in the national galleries. This atmosphere

prompted liJhistler to assert his proprietorship ouer the

artistic trademarks euer more intensiuely. He did so

highly conscious of the public arena to which he felt his

works belonged, 'fill facts concerning my works, he tells

Thomson, 'belong to history and are for publication of

course.'839 To issue a second edition of the Gentle Art

and subseguently the Baronet belonged to his self-

historicising agenda. He was also keen that his new

catalogue production should reach an audience outside

London, in line with his desire to enlarge his reputation

abroad, aduising Thomson:
...you ought to get off some to Scotland - and especially to
America.848

The new 'RutobiographicaP section, then, was being

included in the expanded Gentle Rrt upon the coat-tails

of his exhibition at Goupil's, by which time his portraits

of Anna UJhistler and Carlyle were safely installed in

major public collections, the former in the 'French

Ualhalla of the painting world..among the masterpieces

of the masters in modern art,'841 as one report

hyperbolically put it. The idea of autobiography gained

currency in the Gentle Rrt in the wake of these uery

839LUhistler to Thomson, n.d., [1895], GUL, LB 1 /1 56.
848LUhistler to Thomson, [2 Apr 1892], LCPC, Cont. 16.
841'Mr LLIhistler,' Neuj Vork Daily Tribune. 17Jan 1892, GUL HIPC13/2.
Both euents mere Luidely reported in the press in Britain and abroad
- see, for euample, GUL llJPCs 1 1 & 13.



public successes, fl new edition seemed an appropriate

pendant to the 1892 enhibition.

Herbert Uiuian, whose paper the Whirlwind had issued

seueral of Whistler's lithographs in 1889, reuiewed and

enthusiastically promoted his edition of the Gentle Art in

its columns in the summerof 1890. There are strong

echoes of LUhistler in his remarks:

The reuiews of Mr Whistler's charming book in the English papers

haue been little more that a series of mhines from the mounded.

HII the scalpless uictims if his tomahawk haue welcomed the

opportunity if saying in the anonymous press what they would
scarce haue dared so much as to think in the daylight.

Uiuian goes on to print entracts from a glowing reuiew in

the Independence Beige 'to show what is thought of Mr

LUhistler on the continent, where there are no sore heads

to auenge,' claiming that he has been attempting to

persuade him to translate the Gentle Art into French,842
therein reasserting Whistler's links with France and the

cosmopolitanism of Paris. 'The pungency and finish of his

style,' he claims, 'is just what would delight Paris fin de

s/ec/e.'843

The reasons that the uolume was neuer translated in

French at this point seem likely to be connected to the

local nature of Whistler's quarrels with Quilter and other

figures like Haden. But what is of more interest is that

842So too had been Whistler's admirer and patron Comte Robert de
Montesquiou. See Montesquiou to Whistler, 27 Juin 1890, GUL, 397.
843Herbert Uiuian, 'The Gentle Rrt of Making Enemies,' (second
notice), Whirlwind. 5 Jul 1 890, GUL, Chron. WPCs.



the Gentle Art was, to an important eutent, a kind of

uindication of UJhistler's position before the audience

that he had been addressing in the pages of LUorid and

Truth during the 1880s. Whistler mas receiuing his

approbation abroad and his critical reputation mas

secure, mith the artist casting a mocking eye back in the

Gentle Art at his hapless 'uictims' from his nem uantage

point. Hs James Lauer has said:
The Gentle Art of Making Enemies was the story of Whistler's life
in London, and he tossed it to the London public as a final

gesture, for his thoughts were turning once more to France.844
Once again, too, in the 1890 and 1892 editions of the

Gentle Art is the analogy mith his printmaking euoked, in

mhich the idea of changing 'states' in response to

changing circumstances represents a significant theme.

The Pennells & the Gentle Rrt:

But the question 'is the Gentle Art autobiography and has

it almays been so?' is coloured by another factor - the

enistence of the Pennells' doggedly researched tmo-

uolume Life of James MacNeill Whistler and their

Whistler Journal. Their significance lies in the hectoring

tone of the Pennells' discussion of the Gentle Art (mainly
in the Life) and the manner in mhich the appearance of

the tmo morks mas calculated to affiliate them closely

mith it.

844James Lauer, Whistler. London & New Vork, 1930, p.238.
Whistler s quarrelsome and peripatetic life between London and
Paris during the nineties is amusingly captured by Man Beerbohm
(see fig. 9.3.).



In the Life, the Pennells eleuate UJhistler's sense of

making history into something noble and monumental -

an aura of almost pre-ordained greatness surrounds him,

in order to serue their campaign of aggrandisement. They

suggest that ouer the years, Whistler's public letters

formed part of a magnificent and deliberate plan.

According to their scheme of things, Whistler's implied

'masculine' characteristics of physical strength, single-

mindedness and sense of his own destiny constantly

ouer-rules his so-called 'feminine' characteristics of

quarrelsomeness and petulance:
For years, UJhistler's letters to the papers puzzled the crowd.

George Moore accounted for them in Modern Painting by an

elaborate theory of physical feebleness, and this has been taken

seriously euen in France and America. One glimpse of UJhistler at
the printing press, sleeues rolled up showing two strong arms,

and the theory would haue been knocked out. The letters were

not an eccentricity. From the first, written to the Athenaeum in

1862, they had but one aim - "to make history."'84^
In another passage from their discussion of the Gentle

Art, the Pennells eupress the uiew
Whistler gaue the sub-title autobiographical to one section, he

might haue giuen it to the uolume,8^
They might haue preferred that he had, for it fits more

harmoniously into their narratiue of Whistler's lone

'struggle' and conforms to the normatiue ualues of

autobiography then current - the idea of life as a moral

and spiritual journey in pursuit of a pre-destined goal.

Again, in the same place in the book, they report his

845Ibid., Pennell, Ufe II, p. 100.
8461 bid., p.1 07. 342



purported remarks, which are always harassed by their
own opinions:

"LUell you knout, you haue only to look and there it all is in the
Bible"... He mas right; "it" all is there, if "it" means his belief in
art and his steadfast adherence to this belief. The trial, the

pamphlets, the letters, the catalogues take their place as one

long deliberate sequence, instead of the independent,

inconsequent little squibs and the elaborate bids for notoriety
ft 47

they were supposed to be. f

LUhistler, the lone artist is perpetually pitted against the

hostile crowd. The Gentle Art 'to a multitude of

readers...was a jest;' To a "'sauing remnant," it was

serious.'848 Uthat, then, was UJhistler's relationship with

the Pennells and how did it euolue during the late 80s

and 1890s?

In the Life and the LUhistler Journal. Joseph Pennell, as

the pseudonymous 'J.' relates his account of his first

meeting with the artist in the summerof 1884. The

occasion came about when Pennell was asked by the

fimerican magazine the Century to approach him with a

uiew to commissioning him to 'etch, draw or paint

something in Chelsea.'849 Born in Philadelphia in 1857,

the dour, forthright Pennell was of Quaker origins. He

was already familiar with UJhistler's art, hauing first

encountered it in the collection of James L. Claghorn850

847The Pennells also misleadingly report that the catalogue of the
Goupil exhibition of 1892 was first included in the third edition of
the Gentle Art (published in 1 904) 'which he helped to prepare.'
Ibid., p.1 08.
848Ibid., p.107.

849Ibid., p.1.
8^°then President of the Pennsyluania Academy.



'two or three years before.'851 Howeuer, he declares

that his first impression of the artist was unfauourable

..my first thought...mas that a bar-keeper had strayed from a

Philadelphia saloon into a Chelsea studio. Whistler mas all nerues,

all life, all action, and, frankly, at first I did not like him.852
and contact between them remained intermittent ouer

the nent few years.853

Howeuer, LUhistier would haue remained interested in

the Pennells and aware of their doinys for seueral

reasons. Firstly, both became art critics - Joseph Pennell

wrote the column 'Artist Unknown' for the Star.

succeediny Georye Bernard Shaw as critic in 1888. His

presence supplemented the band of New Critics already

in prominent positions, like Charles UJhibley at the Scots

(shortly to become the National) Obseruer. R.A.M.

Steuenson and within a short time, D.S. MacColl. As

Elizabeth Pennell later declared:

"Nern" mas the popular slang mord of the period - the nem

journalism, the nem moman, the nem theatre, and of some nem

substitute for the old criticism British art mas sorely in need.854
Pennell promoted UJhistler in the press with considerable

uiyour in the Star and other papers. His time at the Star

851 Ibid., Pennell. Life. II, p.2. It is morth noting that Pennell mas
Secretary of the Philadelphia Society of Etchers mhen Seymour
Haden, in Rmerica on a lecture tour, mas receiued by the Society in
December 1882 (see Elizabeth Pennell, The Life & Letters of Joseph
Pennell. (2 uols), London 1930, I, pp.78-9). Pennell also heard LLIiide
lecture in Philadelphia in January 1882 (ibid., pp.49-50) and later
met him on the train to Nem Orleans, mhere he mas enthralled by
UJilde's descriptions of Whistler's paintings (ibid., p.52).
8521 bid., Pennell. Life. II, p.2.
8531 bid, p.6.
854lbid., E. Pennell, Life & Letters I, p.201.



llias short-liued, howeuer, and it was soon left to

Elizabeth Pennell to take ouer his position, which she

later combined with art reuiewing for the Daily

Chronicle. LDoman and the New Vork paper, the Nation.855
The second important reason was that Joseph Pennell

was a practising etcher and illustrator who would assist

LUhistler with his etchings on a number of occasions. He

also became an enthusiast for lithography,856
consistently promoting the process in the press and

elsewhere. He would describe Whistler's lithographs

shown at the Fine Art Society in 1895 as 'the most

important series of lithographs euer made.'857

LDhistler would also haue been aware of their doings for

some time uia his literary and journalistic contacts. Back

in the winter of 1885-6, for enample, the Pennells are

known to haue been regular attenders of the Sunday

euening receptions giuen by Edmund Gosse, to whom

UJhistler had been introduced by LUilliam Michael

Rossetti. In addition, many from UJhistler's circle of the

late eighties and early nineties like Charles UJhibley,

together with the Americans Henry Harland, Henry James

and UJolcott Balestier congregated there. Later, Elizabeth

Pennell remembered the dinners of the Scots Obseruer858

855 Edward Laroque Tinker, The Pennells. New Vork, priuately
printed, 1951, p.1 6.
856Pennell first encountered the euperiments of French artists such
as Steinlen, Redon and Toulouse-Lautrec at the Paris Salons in 1895
and became 'enthused about the process (See ibid., Tinker, p.16).
857lbid., J. Pennell, Catalogue of Lithographs, p.6.
858shortly to base itself permanently in London.



at Solferino's Restaurant in Rupert Street, at which

Joseph Pennell 'often sat next to Whistler with whom he

began to feel more at ease, losing gradually his first

discomfort in "the master's" presence.'859

During this period, an incident arose which, the Pennells

allege, aroused LUhistler's interest and further

established them in his fauour. In the winter of 1889-90,

Joseph Pennell uisited the artist Hubert Herkomer, who

showed him some photograuure proofs of his drawings

to illustrate his musical play 'Rn Idyll.' These were to be

published shortly. Pennell himself had just published a

uolume entitled Pen Drawing & Pen Draughtsmen860 in

which he defended the ualidity of modern photographic

methods of reproduction of pen drawings. He also argued

that similar linear effects to those created in etching

were possible through this method. The following spring,

Pennell was disturbed to discouer that Herkomer's

drawings (supplemented by a little drypoint) were being

aduertised as etchings. Herkomer was a prominent

artistic figure - an Rcademician, a Slade Professor at

Oxford861 and a member of the Royal Society of Painter-

Etchers. LDhistler, asserts Elizabeth Penned, was shown

8591 bid., E. Pennell, Life & Letters. I, p.217.
860Joseph P ennell, Pen Draming & Pen Draughtsmen: Their LlJork &
their Methods: fl Studu of the Art Today mith Technical Suggestions.
London 1 889.
861 from 1885-94.



the prints and 'mas indignant'862 at the purported

deception.

domeuer, the accounts of both Pennells claim that it mas

from March 1892, the period of LLIhistler's retrospectiue

exhibition at Goupil's, that Joseph Pennell's friendship

mith UJhistler began to truly flourish. Declaring that on

the Press day, it mas Pennell and R.fl.M. Steuenson, in

particular, mho mere priuileged to receiue an inuitation

into the back room in mhich UJhistler had established

himself, aloof from the cromd, his mife represents them

as 'the tmo men mho had done most to prepare the may

for the triumph.'863 Penned himself chips in mith his

uersion:

It was not until I succeed George Bernard Sham as art critic on

the Star that I really got to know Whistler...For along with Bob

Steuenson, though my name is always omitted by the honest
British authorities, I began to tell blind Britons, what an artist
was in their midst. D.S. MacColl chipped in ponderously, and

George Moore, also wanting as usual to be on the right side
floundered about clumsily86^..

So does the Pennells' construct of their role in creating

an old master out of the artist begin.

Seueral years later, UJhistler took a definite public stand

on Joseph Pennell's behalf in a libel case against his

862lbid., E. Pennell, Life & Letters. I, p.240. Contrary to what is
suggested by both Pennells, there appears to be no conclusiue
documentary euidence to support this uiew. The eutent of Whistler's
interest in the case is therefore debatable.

863lbid.
86^Ibid., J. Pennell, flduentures. p.240.



former follower, Walter Sickert. In December 1896,

Sickert published a reuiew of Pennell's exhibition of

Spanish lithographs in the Saturday Reuiew. In it, he

suggested that the lithographs were reproductions

rather than original works of art, since they had been

made on transfer paper. Whistler retained a uigorous

interest in such matters, giuen his reluctance to permit

the photographic reproduction of his prints. He feared

that such reproductions would be sold unscrupulously as

originals. This, he emphasises in the Gentle Art, when he

reproduces an exchange which was first published in the

World in July 1878 at the height of his preparations for

the Ruskin trial, 'fltlas' had commented that an etching

'St James Street' in a recent number of Danity Fair was

'sadly disappointing.'865 It prompted Whistler's first

letter to 'Rtlas,' in which he asserted that 'The

impression in Uanity Fair that disappoints him is not an

etching at all, but a reproduction for that paper by some

transfer process.'866 Rs in his relationship with his one¬

time followers Wilde and Menpes, originality and the

fear of his artistic reputation being compromised had

long been, and would remain crucial features of

Whistler's agenda.

If Whistler regarded the Pennells as useful in practical

ways, it may also be the case that some other subtler

865UJorld. 5 Jul 1 878, No 209, p.13. Rep. Gentle Art under title 'R
Troubled One,' p.46 together with Whistler's response.
866World ,10 Jul 1878, No 210, p.13. Rep Gentle Rrt under Whistler's
title 'Full Absolution,' p.46.



reason existed behind their appeal to him. In his essay

'On the UJit of Whistler,' G.K. Chesterton's uiew of

Whistler helps to throw some light on the matter:
The doctrine of the distinction between art and morality owes a

great part of its success to art and morality being hopelessly
mined up in the persons and performance of its greatest

enponents. Of this lucky contradiction the uery incarnation was

IDhistler. No man euer preached the impersonality of art so well;
no man euer preached the impersonality of art so personally...He

gloried in standing as an artist apart from right and wrong. But
he succeeded by talking from morning till night about his rights
and about his wrongs..fl man must be something of a moralist if
he is to preach, euen if he is to preach unmorality.867

Hence, it may well be that some element of Whistler's

low church upbringing appealed to Joseph Pennell's

Quaker soul. Howeuer, what is more importance here is

that the Pennells embraced Whistler's self-historicising

agenda and an 'artistic autobiography' supported their

construct of Whistler's 'struggle' as a lone crusading

artist in the Life.

The Life & the Gentle Rrt:

Making their case in the introduction of the first uolume

of the Life in the aftermath of Philip u Pennell, the

Pennells wrote:

It is known how easily we there [in court] established our

authority, while Miss Birnie Philip clearly showed that the uolume
of letters which she and her sister Mrs LDhibley, were authorised
to issue was to be uirtually on the lines of the Gentle Rrt in the

preparation of which Mrs IDhibley had helped. TheGentle Rrt
contained nothing but letters and documents preuiously

867G.K Chesterton, 'On the LJUit of IDhistler' Heretics. London & New
Vork, 1905, 6th edtn, pp.236-7.



published - his public utterances in fact with occasional

reflections and comments - but no priuate correspondence, so

desirable in any biography.

The couple hoped that they could imprint the seal of their

authority upon the biography uia the publication of his

priuate correspondence. Howeuer, this was not

sanctioned by Birnie Philip, nor as matters turned out,

the court. Regarding their endeauour as a 'sacred

trust,'868 the Pennells regarded their role as to reueal

the priuate side of UJhistler in order to compliment the

public side which, as they saw it, had been recorded in

his 'autobiography,' the Gentle Brt.

The physical resemblance between the two uolumes -

brown paper couers, yellow binding and wide margins

closely identifies them with each other (fig. 9.4.). This

resemblance also transposes some of the intimate tone

of the Life, intensified by their liberal use of direct

guotes, upon the Gentle Art. Ironically though,

considering the Pennells euident desire to pair the Life

with the Gentle Art, their biblical tone and efforts to

unearth euery detail about their subject's career has

created a hefty two-uolume tome which follows a well-

established tradition of Uictorian biography. This

tradition demanded editorial discretion and length. In

John ft. Garraty's uiew, the former had the effect of

creating the latter:

8681 bid., Pennell. Life. I, p.HKIU. 350



fln age that inuented the uerb 'to bowdlerise' and considered

'leg' an indelicate word could not be expected to excel in

biography, "fiuthorised" and "commemoratiue" liues proliferated.

Hs they grew duller and more reserued, they also grew longer.
The "Life & Letters" uariety flourished in two or euen three stout
uolumes - often with dashes substituted for the names of

persons still liuing and "offensiue" passages "modified" or

entirely remoued.869
In the end, the weighty presence and density of the Life

and the relentlessly chronological structure of the

Pennells' narratiue accentuates the daintiness and

idiosyncricity of Whistler's uolume.

The Pennells haue also intensified the aura of martyrdom

around LUhistler enuded by the Gentle Art. Sub-titling his

reuiew of the Life 'fl Page in the Martyrdom of Man,'

Frank Harris obserued:

Now if any pair euer liued who should be able to write Whistler's
Life and giue us a deathless picture of LUhistler it is the Pennells.
The husband is a considerable artist himself, an American too, in

perfect sympathy with the master; his wife an Englishwoman
with an uncommon gift of writing...
This pair then haue the knowledge; they haue besides the louing

sympathy; why haue they made but a poor half-success of their

astonishing opportunity?...First of all they are in loue with their

subject; now in order to paint properly one must haue been in
loue with the subject; but one must no longer be in loue: one

must be free of the feuer when pen or brush is taken in hand. But

the Pennells are still in hot ecstasy: in the Introduction they say

LUhistler was "the greatest artist of his generation, the most
wonderful man we haue euer known, and the most delightful
friend we haue euer made." At the end they call him "the

greatest artist and most striking personality of the nineteenth

®^John A. Garraty, The Nature of Biography. London 1 957, 1 958
edtn., p.91. 351



century," which must make those smile who know Goethe,

UJagner, or Balzac...
Rnd what is more serious still, how come he in euery dispute of

Whistler's, is in euery quarrel to take Whistler's side, and to take
it with such uehemence that he will not admit any fault in his
idol?..

The Pennells should first of all, haue told themselues that all men

of large and original minds must necessarily suffer a martyrdom

euerywhere and at all times. Originality implies loneliness;

powers seek correlatiue tasks; the life-prison of greatness
inuolues intensest labour, solitary confinement, and for most

frequent reward the torture-chamber of insanity...The great
masters haue not only to educate their judges, but they haue to
form their own public, and this is a slow and often a uery long
task.870

The case brought against the Pennells by LLIhistier's

enecutriK seems to haue increased the uigour of their

Boswellising, giuen their sense of injustice at being

prohibited from reproducing UJhistler's priuate

correspondence. As Sickert remarked:
LUe ask ourselues from time to time: - "flm I reading a life of

LDhistler, or am I reading amended and supplementary pleadings
ft 7 1

in the recent suit of Philip u Pennell?"0'1

In their hectoring tone, as Sickert goes on to obserue,

the Pennells follow up LUhistler's 'determined effort to

buttress up any weaknesses in the walls of his own

citadel by the promulgation of somewhat arbitrary little

decrees or bulls.'872 Howeuer, it was more difficult for

the Pennells, in their rush to idolise the artist, to

870Frank Harris, 'IDhistler - I. 'fl Page in the Martyrdom of Man,'
Academy. 18 Nou 191 1, Uol LHHHI, pp.626-7. Harris was reuiewing the
second edition.
871 Walter Sickert, 'The New Life of HJhistler,' Fortnightly Reuiew.
Dec 1908, p.1017.
872Ibid., Sickert, pp.1021-2.



effectiuely paper ouer his more obscure quarrels. Hs one

reuiewer wrote of him in the Gentle Art:

[He is] one of the misunderstood. He has an artistic message to
deliuer, and he has proclaimed it both in paint and ink, but he

knows, more sorrowfully than any man, that his message is not
for this generation or the next. It is along with Wagner's music
and UJilliam Morris's socialism, for the hereafter, for in art those

three are one. But unlike these two great ones, and less worthy
of the martyr's crown to the eutent of this unlikeness, his nature
has a part which is not of art compounded, but merely of
cleuerness - a cleuerness not of his hand but of the tongue, not
of the heart but of the spleen, not of the doue but of the serpent.

This flaw in the steel, this rift in the music of a fine "harmony of
flesh and blood," spoils the nobility of the message, because it
makes its deliuerer too human.873

LUhistler's inclusion of what the Pennells uiewed as less

desirable material in the Gentle Art is justified upon the

basis, that he 'thought "history" would be half-made, if

he did not leaue on record, with the prouocation he

receiued, his own gaiety of retaliation.' This correlates

with the dense style of their biography. Thus, despite the

all too euident chinks in Whistler's armour, the reuerent

tone of the Pennells' Life complimented Whistler's self-

mythologising in the Gentle Art admirably. That he was

prouoked is justified on the basis of his letter to Htlas

declaring 'we "collect" no more. Whistler, the Pennells

suggest, was writing it as confirmation that the 'battle

was won' for, with the arriual of a leuel of recognition

he had long craued, no further 'scalps' needed to be

collected.

873Manchester Enaminer. 23 Jun 1890, GUL WPC1 2/1 9.
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CONCLUSION

Whistler's actiuities as an exhibitor during the seuenties

and early eighties emphasised the importance of

establishing his own trademarks and creating a wider

stage around his works. It was a period during which

Whistler's historicising mentality began to assert itself,

although he had always been in the habit of carrying

press cuttings around in his pockets and showing them

to his friends. The Ruskin trial and the Peacock Room

highlighted the potential power of the press as a

conuenient framework for his uiews. But this was

dependent, to a considerable degree, upon journalistic

deuelopments within the newspaper industry itself. It

therefore follows that the success of the society press

during the eighties coincided with UJhistler's most

prolific period as a public letter writer and pamphleteer.

The journalistic format offered by such papers as the

UJorld allowed him to exert the full impact of his

eccentric public persona and acquire a rapport with his

society audience. Such experience serued him well in his

pamphlets and catalogues when he attempted to reuamp

their customary characteristics.

Whistler also exploited his public persona in his attacks

on the Ruskinian critics in the aftermath of the Ruskin

trial. In his attacks, LU his tier posits himself as a

specialist amongst amateurs, appealing to a specialist' 354



rather than a composite audience. Ruskin is inuoked as a

contrast - to UJhistler he spoke too many messages to

too many audiences. In addition, UJhistler's assaults

serued to represent their position as 'old' and his own as

'new.' Their effect was to enhance the entertainment

ualue of his press letters and cause his audience to

speculate as to who was going to 'get it' next.

LlJhistler's efforts to reuitalise his career during the

1880s required the support of a band of critics, dealers

and followers. Surrounded by this network, UJhistler's

first impulse was to regard the younger LUilde as a

potential agent for his ideas. Howeuer, the two men

quickly became riuals particularly when LUilde lectured in

Rmerica, presenting, it seemed to UJhistler, his ideas as

his own. The sense of competition between them

intensified further when UJilde's public persona began to

riual UJhistler's attempts to commercialise his image and

create an euent around the display of his works.

Neuertheless, both UJhistler and LUilde recognised, for a

time, the ualue in acting out their riualry in public, in

which each tried to outdo the other's wit.

The publication of the 'Ten O'CLock' in 1888 coincided with

a number of new deuelopments in UJhistler's career and a

time when he was beginning to accumulate honours from

abroad. It was published shortly after he had seuered his

links with the Society of British Rrtists and he hoped that

it would become 'Couronne de I'ficademie.' The lecture



was intended to reach a wider audience than his London

audience of the eighties, for it was to be published

simultaneously in America and Britain, and also in Paris.

Secondly, it was to be a more luxurious edition than that

printed by Thomas UJay a couple of years earlier, and

published on a commercial scale by a commercial firm.

Each edition was also to be more-or-less uniform in

appearance not only with the other, but with preuious

pamphlets like Art & Art Critics. Hence, the publication of

the Ten O'clock also coincided with Whistler's

increasingly self-conscious efforts to package' himself

as an artist.

Against a background in which he had been betrayed by

Wilde and Menpes, Whistler was receptiue to the

approaches of Sheridan Ford in 1888, seeing in him a

pliable agent for his ideas, along with his wife Marg
Martin Ford, an acquaintance of some years standing.

With his professional prospects brightening, particularly

in America, Whistler was in an expansiue mood -

together, the Fords seemed a useful combination.

Howeuer, the Fords misjudged the extent to which

Whistler would accede to being managed. Their proposed

contract with the artist to tour America was a

catastrophe, for Whistler feared the extent to which

they sought to control his actiuities. Relations were not

completely broken off, howeuer, and before long,

Sheridan Ford found a new opportunity to ingratiate

himself to the artist. Whistler had been incensed by what



he felt to be Mortimer Menpes1 theft of his ideas and

when the mocking 'interuiew' with him was conducted by

Ford for the Stanton Syndicate, he was pleased,

purportedly bombarding his friends with copies of the

article.

During the summer of 1889, Ford embarked upon a

project to produce a uolume of ULJhistler's writings. For a

while, LDhistler was preoccupied by the Paris EHhibition

of 1 889 and further professional honours. Howeuer,

these euents in the face of determined negation'874 at

home and his abandonment by the Society of British

Artists instilled in him a desire to cock-a-snook at the

London audience which he would soon leaue behind.

Money remained another clear incentiue, giuen his

peripatetic euistence between London and the Continent

and recent marriage. These reasons, along with his

perennial fear of losing editorial control ouer his affairs,

influenced Whistler's desire to rid himself of Ford. The

atmosphere also influenced him to uiew the potential of

the Gentle Art differently - as a chance to portray

himself and his uersion of euents in a self-seruing light,

trumpet his international success (which had been well-

couered in the press) to his London audience, in contrast

to his neglect' at home. Such motiues are well-enshrined

in his edition of the Gentle Art.

874Ibid., LUhistler to Salaman, [10 Nou 1888]. 357



Some months after he had discharged Ford, 111 his tier

discovered that Ford had pursued his own edition and

that it had gone to press. Ill it h the aid of his solicitor

George Lewis, a noted authority on copgright, he

attempted to suppress it. Once again, the press prouided

an important weapon for Whistler's machinations. In the

reports, he professed to fear that Ford would garble' his

writings for in a sense, LLIhistier felt that Ford was

replicating Menpes' sins, pirating his ideas for profit and

reproducing them in a substandard format which seemed

to parodg his own manner. The best wag to drown the

impact of Ford's edition was to produce his own. But this

had to be as different in appearance as possible from it,

kindle the interest of the reviewers and reassert his

proprietorship of his letters. The ensuing publicity hinted

at its artistry and luxuriousness and stressed Whistler's

close involvement in every stage of the publication

proceedings.

The newly established firm of William Heinemann became

British publishers of the Gentle Art. Heinemann's

cosmopolitanism and knowledge of technical matters

made for a fruitful partnership between publisher and

artist. On lllhistler's side, his experiences as a printmaker

and pamphleteer provided ready sources of inspiration

for the Gentle Art. Through signing and the issue of

limited editions, IDhistler hoped to project the volume as

a unigue work bearing the unmistakable imprint of the

artist. He was assisted considerably in his efforts by his



lengthy enperience of marketing his prints, in which he

raised the commodifiable ualue of his butterfly

signature, emphasising the disparity between limited

signed editions and the unsigned larger editions. Such

analogies with his printmaking and the link that IXIhistler

habitually created between altered states and

desirability in his prints and catalogues encourages one

to uiew the Gentle Art itself as open-ended. It is a uiew

further animated by the euistence of a second edition

and the suggestion on seoeral occasions that updated

editions might be forthcoming.

The Gentle Art was thus presented as an ordinary,

commercially printed uolume in ways which manimised

its impact, whilst emphasising its uniqueness. In doing

so, LUhistler also borrowed something of the

characteristics and immediacy of periodical literature,

along with elements of the uogue for dainty' uolumes in

the 1890s, epitomised by the priuate press mouement

and publishers like The Bodley Head. Of central

importance to Whistler's agenda in the Gentle Art, then,

is its physical makeup. It also maintains a fine balance

between contemporaneity, on the one hand, and his

interest in the eighteenth century, on the other. This is

notably euident in the eighteenth century Caslon type

used in the uolume which had become popular amongst

commercial printers in the nineteenth century since it

suited modern printing processes. His juutaposing of his

unique artistic skills with the products of mass-



manufacture continues in the binding. This reflects the

commercial book-making practices of his period which

bred such formats as the yellow-back nouel. Therein lies

much of the nouelty of its materials and design.

Its nouelty was also enhanced by UJhistler's butterfly

signatures, which create a transient and

anthropomorphic symbology in the Gentle Rrt. They

inuoke history, hauing consistently surfaced in

literature, art and the theatre since at least the

eighteenth century. They also inuoke modernity, for they

place Whistler's unique seal upon the uolume at

innumerable internals throughout the Gentle Art during a

period in which anonymous authorship was still

customary in the press and elsewhere. Celebrity

demanded trademarks; the differing poses of each

butterfly signature projected originality and spectacle

alongside transient symbol of the butterfly itself.

In addition, while LUhistler desired to present the Gentle

Art different' in terms of its appearance, he sought to

portray himself similarly in its content. As an amorphous

mass, the material included in the Gentle Art and the

annotations which accompany it create a distinct

metaphorical landscape in which he appears modern' and

figures like Auskin and Wilde, in contrast, seem old-

fashioned.' As Whistler's elaborate reconstruction of the

euents of the trial in the uolume implies, Auskin still

occupied a clear place on his agenda in 1890. In 1878,



economic suruiual determined LUhistler's priorities; in

1890, it had more to do Luith his critical reputation for

posterity, Ulith this in mind, LUhistler's broadly

chronological arrangement of the tent seems like an

attempt to impose upon the euents of his career an

implicit historicity in which his uersion of euents always

triumphs. On the other hand, through its commonplace

materials, catchy headlines and cryptic annotations,

LUhistler aduertises his modernity. He conueys himself as

the offshoot of a modern industrial landscape of

newspapers, aduertising and the consumer economy.

LUhistler's approach belongs to an established critical

tradition of attempts to define the relationship between

natural science and natural religion, as exemplified by

Carlyle. For UJhistler, the romantic primitiuistic figure of

the artist euolued into one set apart. In the marketplace

of nineteenth century art, he chose to channel his

romantic inheritance in an essentially capitalistic

direction. To portray himself as different' from Ruskin,

as an artist producing hand-crafted, limited edition

works of art in an industrialising society, LUhistler had to

project an identity which located him firmly within the

defining currents of the late nineteenth century. In this,

scientific analogy prouided an useful framework through

which to assert his modernity and specialistic status, for

UJhistler identified with professional analytical scientists

like John Tyndall, whose approach greatly alarmed

Ruskin.



In his attacks on LUilde in the Gentle Art, the themes of

plagiarism, amateurism and betrayal are always present.

The latter two also figure prominently in his attack on

the Society of British Rrtists, which he had attempted to

reinuent as a confraternity of artists and its premises a

kind of art centre during his presidency. It was in this

content that Swinburne's reuiew of the Ten O'clock in

which he had referred to the artist as an amateur

writer' shook him greatly. Such a catalogue of betrayal

and rejection in the Gentle Art, from LUilde to Swinburne

signalled the beginning of LUhistler's detachment from

the London scene. LUith posterity high on the agenda in

1890, LUhistler's protectiueness ouer his artistic

hallmarks intensified. LUilde's eclecticism and belief that

criticism is itself a creatiue and synaesthesic process for

which the work of art prouides the raw materials, posed

a threat to him. His self-historicising agenda in the

nineties, which meant claiming originality for his art and

specialist status as an artist was endangered by

anything which diminished his creatiue role or the aura

of originality surrounding his art.

If LUhistler intended to portray the Gentle Art as

different from Ford's edition and himself as different -

an artist apart, a similar ambiguity exists as regards its

literary genre. But with the Goupil exhibition of 1892 and

the second edition, with its tell-tale new section

Autobiographical,' the Gentle Art becomes more

explicitly autobiographical. Autobiography came to mean



to improue, refine and obliterate in the interests of

posterity. Assisted by the Pennells' Boswellising in their

Life, it follows that the Gentle Art has come to be

projected as a kind of moral struggle (echoing a uigorous

tradition of Uictorian spiritual biography) in which 'truth'

alias yenius triumphs. In Whistler's narratiue pose,

UJhistlerian rationality is poised against Philistine

ridicule and incomprehension, aided by his choice of title

for each tent and its arrangement, often in a kind of

narratiue sequence. The second edition was a uindication

of Whistler's 'triumphant' position in the aftermath of

the 1892 exhibition, to be flung in the face of his London

public before he remoued to Paris.

The Pennells continue this uindication in the Life, which

conformed to their biographical narratiue of Whistler's

artistic 'struggle' and 'neglect' in England, a narratiue

which itself reflected the Uictorian tradition of spiritual

biography. Furthermore, the Pennells reinforce a sense

of autobiography in the Gentle Art uia the close physical

resemblance between the two uolumes. The intimate

tone of the Life, bolstered by their liberal use of direct

quotes is therefore transposed upon the Gentle Art. In

the end, howeuer, the Life follows the Uictorian tradition

of uoluminous biography, despite the Pennells'

intentions.

It was Mortimer Menpes, Whistler's one-time follower,

who once labelled the Gentle Art 'a liuing libel on its



author.'875 Menpes was writing shortly after the artist's

death in 1903 in the afterglow of his memory in the

public mind, a moment when many of his friends and

acolytes were already at work on their reminiscences.

Menpes must, of course, be included among them, for his

uolume UJhistler as I Knew Him (1904) in which the

remark appears, was one of the earliest to appear. But

did UJhistler create a liuing libel' or 'the fiction of my

own biography,' as he wrote in his own fragments of

autobiography?876

Menpes' feeling was that audiences reading the Gentle

Art who had not known him would absorb the uenom,

spite and bourgeois ill-temper' it exudes to the

detriment of UJhistler's kinder and more honourable

qualities. He also feared the feuerish friends of UJhistler

[who] make confusion worse confounded by taking

euerything he said in the Gentle Art literally.'877 But the

passing of time and a now well-established scepticism

towards the Pennells' reading of euents has done much

to diminish his fears; the rapier-like potency of

UJhistler's attacks has faded with the disappearance

from liuing memory of both his targets and those who

knew them. UJhat we haue been left with in histrionic

terms, is the script and the stage rather than the liuing

actors. UJhat Whistler did in his self-seruing editorial

cause was no more than the methods perpetrated by

875lbid., Menpes, p. 14.
876 Ibid., LUhistler, Notes for memoirs.
877 Ibid., Menpes.



tabloid newspapers today - to select a story, isolate it

from its content, pepper it with self-styled 'euidence'

and amplify precise aspects of it with biblical conuiction.

Thus, while the book remains petty and uindictiue at

times, an impression heightened by the local nature of

many of its quarrels, one is left with a sense of history

re-presented rather than history rewritten.
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126 THE GENTLE ART

The Red Rag

YyHY should not I call my works " symphonies,"
" arrangements," " harmonies," and " nocturnes "1 I r** H
know that many good people think my nomenclature
funny and myself " eccentric." Yes, "eccentric" is
the adjective they find for me.

The vast majority of English folk cannot and will
not consider a picture as a picture, apart from any
story which it may be supposed to tell.

My picture of a " Harmony in Grey and Gold " is
an illustration of my meaning—a snow scene with a

single black figure and a lighted tavern. I care nothing
for the past, present, or future of the black figure,
placed there because the black was wanted at that spot.
All that I know is that my combination of grey and
gold is the basis of the picture. Now this is pre¬

cisely what my friends cannot grasp.

They say, " Why not call it 'Trotty Veck,' and 6ell
it for a round harmony of golden guineas ? "—naively
acknowledging that, without baptism, there is no
.... market!

Fig. 1.1. Page from the Gentle Art: The Red Rag'.

Fig. 1.2. Edmund Vates,
(1831-94) editor-proprietor of
the World c.1 890.

Fig. 1.3. Henry Labouchere,
(1831-1912) editor-proprietor of
Truth, c.1 890.
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The White House, Chelsea

,v. .. Dec. z4, 1878 ^

Fig. 1.4. Whistler v Ruskin: Art & Art Critics. (18781.
pamphlet, front couer.

Glasgow Uniuersity Library, Whistler Collection.

Fig. 1.5. Tom Taylor (1 81 7-80),
playright, ciuil seruant and
art critic, 1 8?0s.



THE CHEAP /ESTHETIC SWELL.

(Shoicing 'ow 'Arry goes in for the Intense—'Eat. Therm. 97° in the Shade.)
Twopence I gave for my Sunshade,

A Penny I gate for my Fan,
Threepence I paid for my Straw,—Forrin made—

I'm a Japan-Esthetic young Man !

Fig. 1.6. 'The Cheap Aesthetic Smell,' Punch. 30 Jul 1881.



FORSCLAVIGERA. LETTERS
TOTIIEWORKMENANDLABOURERS OEGREATBRITAIN.

BYJOHNRUSKIN,LL.D. I.UTTERTIIETHIRD. MARCHIST,1871.
LONDON:PRINTEDFORTIIEAUTHOR

BYSMITH,ELDER&CO.,15,WATERLOOPLACE; ANDSOLDONLYBY
MR.G.ALLEN,HEATHFIELDCOTTAGE,KESTON,KENT. PriceSe~cenpence.
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Fig.1.8.EarlyuersionofcouerforWhistlervRuskin: Art&ArtCritics.FromThomasR.Way,Memoriesof JamesMacNeillUJhistlertheArtist.(1912).
Fig.1.7.ForsClauiqera.frontspiece.
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Fig 2.1. Malcolm Salaman, caricature
from the Journalist. 4 Feb 1 887.

Fig. 2.2. 'Arrangement in Flesh Colour & Black:
Portrait of Theodore Duret' (1 882-4) oil, 1 94 h 90.8cm,
Metropolitan Musuem of Art, New Vork.



PUNCH'SFANCYPORTRAITS-No.37. "0.TV."

"O,IfeeljustashappyasabrightSunflower!" LaysofChristyMinstrelsy.
iEstheteofJisthetes! What'sinaname?

ThepoetisWilde, Buthispoetry'stame.

Juke19,i860.]PUNCH,ORTHELONDONCHARIVARI.287 AFFILIATINGAN/ESTHETE.
nicox,apromisingyoungPharmaceuticalChemist,hasmodelledfrommemoryanHeroicGroup,inwhichMrs.CimabueBrownisrrjiresenbid astheMuseofthisCentury,crowningPostlclhwaiteandMaudleastheTwinGodsofitsPoetryandArt.

Postlethwaite."NoloftiahThrmehasevahemployedtheSoulptah'schisel!" Maudle."Distinctlyso.Onlyworkoninthisreverentspirit,Mr.Tilcox,andyouwillachievetheTrulyGrkatI" Mrs.CimabueBrown."Nay,youhavrachievedit!Oh,myyounoFriend,doyounotknowthatyouareaHEAVEN-
BORNGENIUSt"PoorPilcox."Ido!"[Givesuphispestleandmortar,andbecomesahopelessNincompoopforlife.

Fig.2.3.'AffiliatingAnAesthete,'Punch.19Jun1880.
Fig.2.4.(left)Punch'sFancyPortraitsNo37- "O.UJ."Punch.25Jun1881.



ARIADNEINNAXOS;OR,VERYLIKEAWAIL.
DE310NBTOCBOWNGREKNKRY-YALLKRY-GROSVENOR-GALLERTYOUNOMAN,INHUMBLE IMITATIONOFTHEPICTUREBTPROFESSORW.B.RICHMOND,8YMBOLI8INQ"THEOKIXT OKJSSTHETICLSMATTHEDEPARTUREOFHEROSCAR."

Fig.2.5.'AriadneinNaxos;or,UeryLikeaLUail,' Punch.4Feb1882.Thisaccompaniedthesketch APoet'sDay.'

Fig.2.6.Sketchofthebutterflywornbyguests atthepreuiewofWhistler'sexhibitionUenice Etchings:SecondSeries'inFeb1883,BritishMusuem.



MR. WHISTLER'S

|
" TEN O'CLOCK," as delivered at Prince's Hall,

I

February 20th, 1885.

+
" Punctually at 10 o'clock, as fashionable, as literary, and as artistic an audience as London

could muster, arrived at the doers of the Prince's Hall, Piccadilly."—Daily Telegraph.
" Few, if any, of the audience who crowded Prince's Hall last night, to listen to the message,

with the delivery of which Mr. Whistler had mysteriously announced himself to be commissioned,
credited the lecturer beforehand with the remarkable powers of oratory which he showed that he
possessed."—Sr. James's Gazette.

i: lit presence of one of the most brilliant, fashionable, and representative audiences of the
season, Mr. Whistler gave yesterday, at ten o'clock, at the Prince's Hall, an hour's address upon Art
and Criticism Flashes of amusing paradox and outbursts of characteristic cynicism
elicited much mirth from the audience—and the whole was a great success Mot
difficult was it sometimes to individualise the unnamed writers against whom the lecturer fulminated."
The Globe.

" For some little time past that eccentric person, Mr. James M'Nciil Whistler, has kept the
intellects of London in suspense by the announcement that 0:1 a Friday evening he would give a ' Ten
o'C'lock' at Prince's Hail, Piccadilly. Mr. Whistler's lecture will, of course, be published. It will
be more than curious to note if Mr. Raskin will condescend to notice it; and if he does, in what fashion
he will treat the artist."—Liverpool Daily Post.

" A very large and fashionable- audience filled the Prince's Hail, Piccadilly, on Friday

0

evening, little expecting to hear a closely-reasoned and lucid exposition of the relations between the
artist, his work, and the people in general The success of Mr. Whistler's ' T'en dClock'
was indeed unquestionable, not only as a rare entertainment ; but as a most unexpected revelation of
serious and scientific work, from a man who previously has been popularly regarded as eccentric and
incomprehensible."—Manchester G uardian.

" Last night, at Prince's Hail, Mr. Whistler made his first appearance as a lecturer on Art,
and spoke for more than an hour with really marvellous eloquence."—Pall Mall Gazette.

" Mr. Whistler excelled himself last night. He asked people to come to a mysterious meeting,
which he called his ' Ten 0'Clock.' When he got them there in full evening dress after dinner he
gave them a lesson on Art. It was the most amusingly amazing preformance ever witnessed."—
Liverpool Mercury.

"Our 'Ten o'Clcck' Teacher.—Mr. Whistler's latest enterprise has scored a great
success. Those who came to scoff remained to listen meekly. Before long, it is to be hoped that this
sermon will have been again heard in the laud, and subsequently, perchance, it will be also given to
the world in the brown-paper covers which have in times past contained so much to drive critics to
despair. Even then, when the homily is read in its completeness, there will be wanting the inimitable
manner in which each point was made, and every paragraph ended with an epigram, which often¬
times tickled from its unexpectedness."—The World.

Fig. 2.7. Ten O'clock Lecture: Opinions of the Press,' Library of Congress,
Pennell Collection.
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inscribed are few—scant, indeed, the list of those who
have helped to write her story of love and beauty.

From the sunny morning, when, with her glorious
Greek/relenting, she yielded up the secret of repeated
line, as, with his hand in hers, together they marked,
in marble, the measured rhyme of lovely limb and
draperies flowing in unison, to the day when she
dipped the Spaniard's brush in light and air, and made
his people live within their frames, and stand upon their
legs, that all nobility ^and sweetness, and tenderness,
and magnificence should be theirs by right, ages had
gone by, and few had been her choice.

Countless, indeed, the horde of pretenders 1 But she
knew them not., A teeming, seething, busy mass,
whose virtue was industry, and whose industry was
vice 1

Their names go to fill the catalogue of the collection
at home, of the gallery abroad, for the delectation of
the bagman and the critic.

L

Therefore have we cause to be merry !—and to cast
away all care—resolved that all is well—as it ever was
—and that it is not meet that we should be cried at,
and urged to take measures !

Enough have we endured of dulncss 1 Surely are
we weary of weeping, and our tears have been cozened
from us falsely for they have called out woe! when
there was no grief—and, alas 1 where all is fair!

We have then but to wait—until, with the mark of
the gods upon him—there come among us again the
chosen—who shall continue what has gone before.
Satisfied that, even were he never to appear, the story
of the beautiful is already complete—hewn in the
marbles of the Parthenon—and broidered, with the
birds, upon the fan of Hokusai — at the foot of
Fusi-yama.

Fig-2.8. The Ten O'clock Lecture. M 885/fil, pp.?«-q,
Glasgow Uniuersity Library, llJhistler Collection.

Fig. 2.9. Butterfly signature.
From the World. 18 Feb, 1881.



CORRESPONDENCE.

PADDON PAPERS.

THE OWL AND THE CABINET.

Fig. 2.10. Correspondence: Pad don Papers The Owl & the Cabinet. H 8821.
Glasgow University Library, lilhistler Collection.

THE PAINTER-ETCHERS' SOCIETY AND MR. WHISTLER.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PRESS.

" The Cuckoo," Tuesday, April 12th, 1881.
A STORM IN AN ESTHETIC TEAPOT.

The exhibition of etchings at the Hanover Gallery
has been the occasion of one of those squabbles which
amuse everybody—perhaps, including even the quarrel¬
ers themselves. Some etchings, exceedingly like Mr.
Whistler's in manner, but signed " Frank Duveneck,"
were sent to the Painter-Etchers' Exhibition from
Venice. The Painter-Etchers appear to have suspected
for a moment that the works were really Mr. Whistler's ;
and, not desiring to be the victims of an easy hoax on
the part of that gentleman, three of their members—Dr.
Seymour Haden, Dr. Hamilton, and Mr. Legros—went
to the Fine Art Society's Gallery, in New Bond-street,
and asked one of the assistants there to show them
some of Mr. Whistler's Venetian plates. From this
assistant they learned that Mr. Whistler was under an
arrangement to exhibit and sell his Venetian etchings
only at the Fine Art Society's Gallery; but, even if
these Painter-Etchers really believed that " Frank
Duveneck" was only another name for James Whistler,
this information about the Fine Art Society's arrange¬
ment with him need not have shaken that belief, for
the now de plume might easily have been adopted with
the concurrence of the society's leading spirits. Nor is
it altogether certain that the Painter-Etchers did any¬
thing more than compare, for their own satisfaction as
connoisseurs, the works of Mr. Whistler and Frank
Duveneck. The motive of their doing so may have been
misunderstood by the Fine Art Society's assistant with
whom they conferred.

Be that as it may, this assistant thought fit to repeat
to Mr. Whistler what had passed, and also his own

impressions as to the motive of the comparison and
the inquiries which the Painter-Etcherp had instituted.
Whereupon Mr. Whistler addressed a letter to Mr.
Seymour Haden (who is, by the way, his brother-in-law),*
of which all that need be here said is that it is

extremely characteristic of Mr. Whistler. " Is it," he
writes, " officially, as the Painter-Etchers' president,
that you pry about the town ? Of what nature, pray, is
the necessary duty that has led two medical men and a
Sladc professor to fail as connoisseurs and blunder as
detectives ?" Mr. Whistler thinks these queries so
pertinent, and in such perfect taste, that he has had the
letter in which they appear printed, and a copy of it
sent to all the members of the Painter-Etchers' Society's
Committee. Has Mr. W histler, whose work often com¬

mands respect, no judicious friends? If he ha:
have surely left town for the Easter holidays.

" The Cuckoo," Saturday, April 30th, 1881.
MR. WHISTLER AND THE PAINTER-ETCHERS.

Some time ago I referred to a storm in an " aisthctic
tea-pot" that was brewed and had burst in the Fine Art
Society's Gallery, in Bond-street, in re Mr. Whistler's
Venice etchings. It seems to me that Mr. Seymour
Haden, Mr. Legros, and Mr. Hamilton stumbled on an
artistic mare's nest, that they rashly suggested that
Mr. Whistler had been guilty of gross misfeasance in
publishing etchings in an assumed name, and that they
are now trying to get out of the scrape as best they
may. This is, however, simply an opinion formed on
perusal of the following documents, which I here present
to my readers to judge of.

No. 1. The following paragraph was some time ago
sent to me with this letter :—

" If the Editor of ' The Cuckoo ' should see his way
to the publication of the accompanying paragraph as it
stands, twenty copies may be sent, for circulation among
the Council of the Society of Painter-Etchers, to Mr.
Piker, newsvendor, Shepherd's Market."

"Mr. Whistler and the Painter-Etchers.—Our

explanation of this 'Storm in a Tea-pot' turns out to
have been in the main correct.

" It appears that not only were the three gentlemen
who went to the Fine Art Society's Gallery to look at
Mr. Whistler's etchings guiltless of offence, but that the
object of their going there was actually less to show
that Mr. Whistler was than that he was not the author
of the etchings which for a moment had puzzled them.
For this, indeed, they seem to have given each other—
in the presence of the blundering assistant, of course—
three very distinct reasons.

" Firstly, that, as already stated, Mr. Seymour Haden
had quite seriously written to Mr. Duveneck to buy the
etchings. Secondly, that they at once accepted as satis¬
factory and sufficient the explanation given them of Mr.
Whistler's obligations to the Fine Art Society: and,
thirdly, though this count appears to have somehow
slipped altogether out of the indictment—they were one
and all of opinion that, taken all round, the Duveneck
etchings were the best of the two (sic.) ! 11*

" It is a pity a clever man like Mr. Whistler is yet not
clever enough to see that while habitual public attacks

The italics arc mine.—J. A. McN. W.

Fig. 2.11. Entracts From the Press Mr UJhistler
& the Painter-EtcherSociety. 118811. Early uersion
of the Piker Papers.

Glasgow Uniuersity Library, LDhistler Collection.
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Fig.3.1.SheridanFord(1867-1922)c.1912.
Fig.3.2.^horirianFord.Art:flCommoditu.(1888). binding.Author'scopy.

Fig.3.3.MortimerMenpes,Self-portrait,(1889), lithograph.FromtheMagazineofRrt.1889.



Fig. 3.4. James MacNeill llJhistler, Sad Sea, Dieppe,'
(1 880s) oil, 1 2.5 h 21.7cm, Freer Gallery of Art.

Fig. 3.5. James MacNeill UJhistler, The Grey House,'
(1889), [water-colour] 23.6 h 13.8cm,
Freer Gallery of Hrt.



Fig. 4.1. Ma« Beerbohm, Sir George Lewis,
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Fig. 4.3. The Gentle Art of Making Enemies.
(Stokes edition), binding.
Glasgow University Library, UJhistler Collection.



Fig. 5.2. Uallery C. 0. Greard, Meissonier His Life & Art.
London: William Heinemann 1 897.



Fig. 5.3. The Gentle Art of Making Enemies. (Heinemann standard edition),
binding. Ruthor's copy.

I -
THE GENTLE ART OF

MAKING ENEMIES:
WITH SOME WHISTLER STORIES
OLD AND NEW: EDITED BY ll
SHERIDAN FORD

Fig. 5.4. The Gentle Rrt of Making Enemies. Lilith Some
UJhistler Stories Old & Neiu. (Stokes edition), binding,
Glasgow Uniuersity Library, UJhistler Collection.



Fig.5.5.TheWingedHat,'(1890),lithographfrom SongsonStone,'(firstappearedintheWhirlwind) 17.8h17cm,W.25.
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Fig.5.6.'ChelseaRags,'(1888),lithographfrom 'SongsonStone,'(firstappearedin 18h15.9cm,W.22.



I0OTHEGENTLEART 31.—DRURYLANE.
"InMr.Whistler'sproductionsonemightsafely

saythatthereisnoculture."—AIheiucum. 32.—TIIEBALCONY.
"IIiscolourissubversive."—RussianPress. 33.—ALIJF.RNEYSTREET.

"Thebestartmayboproducedwithtrouble."
F.Wedmore.*

34.—THESMITHY.
"Theyproduceadisappointingimpression." "HisEtchingsseemwoakwhenframed."*<io.-smL 0"ln<lifl<-rrnret» G.llamertoii.c,nI\"a,iiVc°withcr rcr«ifR,iiil.r;ui(lt •rovril."—litcJuui' ,uJI.trhrrs.

3S.—STABLES.
"Anunpleasingthing,andframedinMr.Whistler's

oddfashion."—CityPress.
36.—THEMAST.

"TheMastandtheLittleMastaredependentfor
muchoftheirinterest,onthedrawingoffestoonsA./.7//(//<;v.

ofcordhangingfromunequalheights." o'tS!'s P.G.Hamerlon.MZC!"

OFMAKINGENEMIES 37.—TRAGHETTO.
"Theartist'spresentprinciplesseemtodenyhim

anyeffectivechiaroscuro." -P.G.ITamerton. "Mr.Whistler'sfiguredraw-ings,generallydefective
andalwaysincomplete."

38.—FISHINGBOAT.
"Subjectsunimportantinthemselves."

nncTu illyli'lw:
t

P.G.I/amerton.
39.—PONTEPIOVAN.

"Wantofvarietyinthehandling."
St.JamessGazette.

40.—GARDEN.
"Anartwhichishappierinthegloomofadoorway

thanintheglowofthesunshine,andturnswitha pleiisantblindnessfromwhatsoeverinNatureorMan
isofperfectbeautyornoblethought."—'Arry. 41.-THERIALTO.

"Mr.Whistlerhasetchedtoomuchforhisreputa¬ tion."—F.Wedmore. "Scamperingcnprice."—S.Colrin.Thiscvtiir "Mr.Whistler'sdrawing,whichissometimesthataSla,k
ofaveryslovenlymaster."

Fig.5.7.UeniceEtchings:SecondSeries.exh.cat.,asreproducedinthe GentleArt.BoththeliJorldletterand'CauiaretotheCritics'areexcluded.



Fig. 5.8. Butterfly from the final page of the
second edition of the Gentle Art.

14 MR. HEINEMANN'S LIST.

THE PROSE WORKS OF HEINRICH HEINE.
Translated by Charles Godfrey Leland, M.A., F.R.I..S. (Hans
Breitmann). In Eight Volumes.

The Library Edition, in crown 8vo, cloth, at 5s. per Volume. Each Volume of
this edition is sold separately. The Cabinet Edition, in special binding,
boxed, price £2 10s. the set. The Large Paper Edition, limited to 50
Numbered Copies, price 15^. per Volume net, will only be supplied to
subscribers for the Complete Work.

I. FLORENTINE NIGHTS, SCIINABELEWOPSKI,
THE RABBI OF BACHARACH, and SHAKE¬
SPEARE'S MAIDENS AND WOMEN.

II., III. PICTURES OF TRAVEL. 1823-182*
IV. THE SALON. Letters on Art, Music, Popular Life,

and Politics.

v., VI. GERMANY.

VII., VIII. FRENCH AFFAIRS. Letters from Paris
1832, and Lutetia.

THE COMING TERROR. And other Essays and Letters.
By Robert Buchanan. Second Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth, 12J. 6d.

THE GENTLE ART OF MAKING ENEMIES. As
pleasingly exemplified in many instances, wherein the serious ones of
this earth, carefully exasperated, have been prettily spurred on to
indiscretions and unseemliness, while overcome by an undue sense
of right. By J, M'Neill Whistler. A New Edition.

[In preparation.
A few copies of the large paper issue of the first edition remain, price

;£i us. 6d. net.

AMERICA AND THE AMERICANS. From a French
Point of View. In one volume. Crown 8vo, 3^. 6J.

u MADE IN GERMANY." Reprinted with Additions from
The New Review. By Ernest E. Williams. Crown Svo, cloth. a.r. 6d.
Also Popular Edition, paper covers, is.

THE FOREIGNER IN THE FARMYARD. By Ernest
E. Williams, Author of " Made in Germany." Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

THE LABOUR MOVEMENT IN AMERICA. By
Richard T. Ely, Ph.D., Associate in Political Economy Johns Hopkins
University. Crown 8vo, cloth, Sf.

Fig. 5.9. William Heinemann's list for 1897
- aduertisement for the Gentle Rrt.
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ii'hMay,IS)-'..Thepicturesarethe»i«thandseventhnumbenofthe acnes-thaiinthe<.rosvenorlastyear,"TheReflectionofMedusa'sHead," brinetheeii;hlhandlast.] "MrAlmaTademaiscontributingthreepictures,oneofwhichrepresents
girlslisteningtomusic.Mr.\V.II.Richmondsends'JoanofArc,'anew portraitofI'rinreBismarckpaintedfromlife,andfourorfiveotherportraits, hr-imMrIlulmanHuntweshallhave'TheLadyof.Shalot,'andfromSir JohnMill.tisastudycalled'AReverie.'I'rofessorI.egrosisexhibitinga 'l'iet.\'and'PeasantWomenatPrayer;'Mr.Strudwick,'TheFairy Oueen;'Mr.Hall'',theloveIrenebetween'PaoloandFrancesca;' andMr.Weguelin,'Orpheus.'Mr.Frank11oilwillsendtwo portraits,Professorllerkomerthree,andSirJamesLinton,Mr. JohnSargent,Mr.S.J.Solomon,theHon.JohnCollier,Mr.Shannon, andMr.l.aThanguewillallberepresentedinthisbranchofart.Mr.-Henry Moorewillcontributetwoseapieces,andMr.ColinHunterthree,while landscapeswillcomefromSignorCosta,Mr.North,MrHamiltonMacallum, Mr.AlfredParsons,Mr.Itarllett,Mr.AlfredHunt,Mr.Keeleyllalswelle, Mr.MarkFisher,Mr.Houghton,and—that'sallIrememberatpresent" "Haveyouthoughtyetaboutyourwinterexhibition'" "Thatisalreadyarranged.Itistobeanexhibitionofobjectsofinterest connectedwiththeRoyalHouseofStuart.Thisisasubjectteemingwith interest,andthatitwillbeextremelypopularthereis,Ithink,littledoubt, judgingfromthemannerinwhichthelittlerecentexhibitionsatEdinburgh andNottinghamwerereceived.Noonewhohisnotgoneintothe sub|ectcanimaginethenumberolobjectsofdeephistoricalioterest connectedwiththesubject—quiteapartfromintrinsicartisticvalue. Thereisalreadyapowerfulgeneralcommittee,presidedoverbythe EarlofAshburnhans.Itcomprisesaboutseventynoblemenandgentle- menmostacquaintedwithandinterestedinthesubject—theartistic elementbeingrepresentedbySirFrederickLeighton,SirFrederick Iturton,SirNoelI'aton,andSirWilliamDouglasamongothers.IJefore thatweshallprobablyholdexhibitionsoftheappliedarts—abranchalmost whollyignoredandjetalmostuniversallyapprovedofanddemanded." "Isittrue,Mr.Carr,thattheamouotofworkentailedbyyournew

ventureobligesyoutogiveuptheeditorshipoftheLntfithHluitrattdf" "ThatisarumourwlichIhaveseeninprint,butwhichisentirelyfalse.
Ishallofcourseslicktothemagazine.Whenoncethe(ialleryisfairlystarted

it willgiverom|iarativelylittletrouble." "Andnow,dImayventureondelicategrnund,mightIaskhowlong—
*ofarasyoucantell--jouwillcontinuethegallery,and(inordertosatisfy thepubliccuriosity)canyoumakeanyfinancialstatement?" "Well,nehaveathirty.sixyears'Crownlease,andthat'sisfaraswe

Caretolookahead,atpresent.Astooutlay,wererknnthecostofthegallery willtouchcloseonf,\5.000,anundertakingwhich,webelieve,willallowfor •satisfactorymarginofprofit." "Andtheraoilal—ifonemayhintatit?Thepapershavesaidthat
LordRothschildisalargestockholder." ThenMr.Carrsmiledasphinxlikesmile,and,witharourteouifarewell, gracefullydisappearedintothecongenialchaosof"buildingmaterials" professionallyevolvedbyMessrs.Peto,thebuilders. CORRESPONDENCE.

"WHATPERSIFLAGE!WHATBADINAGEII"
fEditorvfthePai.i.Maii.Gazette. Mm,—Myapologies,Iprayyou,tothemuchdisturbedgentleman,

irReviewer,"whocomplainsthatIhaveallowed"justthreeweeks"to withoutnoticinghiswriting.
Letn

ichasten,lestliebetuitlicroffended,toarknon
'ledgehisanswer,in

Saturday
spaper.

Afirr

mmhmatter,liecomesunexpectedlyuponarli
tarunderstandingof

Itwilllieob-ervril,"hesaysnaively,"lli
atMr.Whistleris

merelyx.
•rkinginireateanimpressionthatyourKevtcwci
rneversawthework

IIP>runI.
I'd,"hereinheiscompletelyright,thisisabsnl
utelytheimpression

1didsec
ktoireate-"which,"hecontinues,"issurelyn

mtacreditableposi-

amIagreewithhim,
I .lies,"andcalls

iponyouSir,I
iVhistlePsmisleadingled rover,that"thenotucdi

.thesadspectacle,a to"corroborate"him, twasplacedinmy notappearuntilthe dusasready." usleadingtohim,it "ometothecopyin ■aintlyacquired—as ndWindus,whichI dealsalsowiththe
alongtimepastbeenadiertii indeed,onlyafewproofshave
it onlyis"shortly"toliepublished—

farbeentakenfromthetype. Yoursfaithfully,

JA.M'N.Whistler,Esq.CicattoanhWirent's. [Itiswell(0liecandidinthismatterofMr.Whistleranil"Our Reviewer."WehaveinsertedMr.Whistler'slettersonthesubjectofhis "Teno'clock"becauselieisanamusingletterwriter,witharefreshingflow ofpersiflage.Butthereisatimewhenevenpersiflagepallsandbadinage bores,sowearecompelledtosay,"Hold!enough."Weneedonlysay that"OurReviewer"isnottheAutolycusMr.Whistlerthinkshim,andthat thememoryofMessrs.ChattoandWindus,astothenatureoftheirannounce- mcnts,isatfault—ED.J'.Af.G.] LITERARYNOTES,NEIVS,ANDECHOES.
ItisquitetruethatMr.Gladstoneisgreatlyinterestedin"Rober. F.lsmrre."IndeeJheisfullofit,andfriendswhohavemethimlatelyhave foundhimfarmoreeagertodiscussthepointsofintellectualcasuistryraised byMrs.HumphryWardthantheeconomicheresiesofMr.Goschcnorthe RadicalappropriationsofMr.Ritchie. AproposofMrs.Ward'sbook,whichisaverylongone,itsreadersmay

beinterestedtoknowthatoriginallyitwasevenlonger.Amiscalculation wasmadeastothedimensionsofthemanuscript,andthebookwasfoundto amounttofourvolumes.Thenecessityofreducingitbyafourihmusthave beenpainfulenoughtotheauthoress,butisveryfortunateforherreaders. Indeed,Isupposethereisnotonenoveloutofahundredwhichwouldnot gainbybeingcurtailed,whentheauthorhaddonewithit,byevenmnrethan afourih.♦•.•• Mr.Ruskinfalksoffollowingupthetranslationof"lllrictheF.iria Servant,"whichisnowlieingpublishedunderhissupervision,withtransla¬ tionsofsomeof"Gotthelf's"shorterstories.MissKateGreenawaylias beendoingsomeillustrationsforthematMr.Ruskin'ssugge'tion. Mr.OswaldCrawford'snewnovel,"SylviaArden,"isannouncedfm immediatepubliralion.Mr.LaurenceOliphantisatMelton,writinganew book.WhenitisfinishedhewillprobablyreturntoCarmel. Mr.SydneyBuxton,M.P.,hasbeenengagedforthelastsixyearsupona
workdealingwithournationalfinance.Mr.Murrayhasnowgota|ior- (innofitinthepress,and(heworkwillbeissuedintwovolumesina fewweeks.Itstitleis,"FinanceandPolitics:anHistoricalStudy;" andpractically(heworkwillbeanhistoricalaccountofEnglishhislory andfinancesincePitt'slime.Theearlierpartofthework—upt•about Pitt'slime—issomewhatinthenatureofasketch;afterthattimethe subjectismorefullytreated.Toalargeextentthefinanceandthepolitics ofthisperiodhavebeeninterwoven. I waspresentsomelittletimeagoatabanquetgivenbytheSocialiststa

someFrenchdelegates,attheHolbornRestaurant.Oneofthespeakers,I remember,assuredtheintelligentforeignersthatallthebestEnglishtalentot thedaywasincludedintheSocialistranks."Inart,"hesaid,"wehave Mr.Bume-JonesandMr.WalterCrane;inliteratureMr.WilliamMorris andMr.BelfortIlax."WhatindignitiesMr.Morris'snamehasnevertheless
toputupwith,hasalreadybeenpointedoutinthiscolumn.AndnowI noticethatanarticecontributedtothecurrentnumberofMucmi/laa'i Ma^axitubyMr.BelfortBaxisprintedbothinsideandonthecoverasbeing

by"Mr.BelfortBar."SuchisfameI •••••
AcertainablefamilyisgettingquiteamonopolyintheLondonpublishing

trade.Mr.T.WcmyssReidis,aseveryoneknows,supremeat"Caxxcirs, andnowIhearthatMr.StuartJ.Reidischiefreaderat"SampsonLoir's." Anappealwasmadeinthesecolumnstheotherdaytothosewholi.xv*
oncebeenreaders—iftherebeanysuch—ofThomasMiller,tohelptogive hissondecentburial.Alas!thewoiksofthefatherseemtohave receivedlongsincethefavourwewereaskingforhisson.Howquickly

arethebardlingsofonegenerationboundintothebacksofthoseofthe nest!HerearesomelinesofMiller's,describinganoldfountain,which werestumbledonamongsomeoldnewspapercuttings.Millerdidwritesome lieautifullines,butthesaareonlyquotedfortheircuriousverbalcoincidences withsomeofKeats'sinthe"EveofSt.Agnes":— l'UfftaiwtlionsarewithDragonsblent Andcvaii-wnwyvdcherub;whileo'erallaSaint llendsgrimtrdownwithfrorenWerww-Swr* Aodonthedancingsprayitsdeadryrrrrvrttmrt,
shametoputpoorMiller'spoorerlinesnext Thec Stared,whe

Angela'
.blownbacka

nheadstherorni wingspaten

atheirt.re

Mr.D.C.Thomson,theauthorofthewellknownmrnngTaphson "Bewick"and"Phil,"ispreparinganimportantworkonthe"It.irbi-on Sihool."Itisinpreparationforthisbookthatheiswritingthearliile*nn "TheRomanticists"fortheMa^arin*Art.ThiCseriesistoincludeCo'ul, Rousseau,Dial,Millet,andDaubigny. Anmcumermmt,:the"ProseRemains"ofA.H.tlough.with.1veletims
Iromhislettersandamemoir,editedbyhiswidow;andanewamienlarged editionofMr.Rater's"StudiesintheRenaissance"(Macmillan)Anew volumeofessayshyMr.WI.Courtney,ofNewCollege,Oxford(Chapman *n-lHall)"lireL„ryTales,"byMrOscarWilde.«uhilluxtral.o-ixt.vMr. Wilier(laoe(HandNun)AnannotatededitionofsomeofDeOiunicy'a

I .ia»sbvRiofessorMa..«a(A.andCWark.JXY./.

OFMAKINGENEMIESu
atthetopofthebridge?Andiftheywerehorses andcarts,howinthonameoffortuneweretheyto gotoff?Now,aboutthesepictures,iftheplaintiff's argumentwastoavail,theymustnotventurepublicly(e*

toexpressanopinion,orthoywouldhavebroughtmyveunl'l^ againstthemanactionfordamages.rl-X-T'ihne\'ruii'"espe^iingAfterall,Criticshat!theiruses.*TieshouldlikeiY.VhwTsa'wM/'mc
definitelyascertainable

toknowwhatwouldbecomeofPoetry,ofPolitics,voTru.Wfr" ofPainting,ifCriticsworetoboextinguished?EveryOI','ououkmh";
1"Canaiettn,hudPainterstruggledtoobtainfamo.tkmhs"~m'akAskIn.'''

hebeenagreat._I'rof.ofArt pairhisrefe,iionseNoartistcouldobtainfamo,exceptthroughcriti-Pa,'"cr5-Vo1-'•v- whereverhechose., nifc'aJriahW*f"Andll.itmlmirI,inCr.-C CusMN.*ArtCritic.....Astothesopictures,theycouldonlycome««■««■•ofnj.je.V.w»„idbc ''th'rwVuMheconclusionthattheyworestrangefantasticalIv!!timro\c,u!!m^v't!mnj.inTiy conceitsnotworthytobecalledworksofArt.is'vnrroftlmthVngVre'in ....Comingtothelibel,thoAttorney-CeneralA'^onkl^in'mlkTwheih"^"
saidithadbeencontendedthatMr.Huskinwasnotd\iViii"!'whe,:h«'liiV,!*yHil..w justifiedininterferingwithaman'slivelihood.ButnumsteHumtinKilwiTthmibi whynot?Thenitwassaid,"Oh!youhaveridiculeds!."'I'i!v^,iili'.'h!ri.iirail Mr.Whistler'spictures."IfMr.Whistlerdisliked ridicule,heshouldnothavesubjectedhimselftoitIhuiSnislf^V-mTiheo'iI byexhibitingpubliclysuchproductions.Ifamanu.Ien'mD^ntwiV.i'fi'nn^'Hn.i thoughtapicturewasadaubXhehadarighttosayV,'1';""!".-''i"' ,or so,withoutsubjectinghimselftoariskofanaction..7repubimVtnZ\c HewouldnotbeabletocnllMr.Ruskin,ashewassu'iepLVonpneArtC1̂

fartooilltoattend;hut,ifhehadbeenabletoappear,
„rrightinitst aminothing.Il fnre.soinexhx

It"b?r.isinner'g'md'to*hear"*"'"^fHunilealillr.iliix.inatinii:V*

Fig.5.11.PagefromTheBction.'GentleArt, p.IIwithWhistler'sannotations.
Fig.5.10."WhatPersiflage!WhatBadinage!!" AsaWhistlerletterappearedinthecolumnsof thePallMallGazette.7Apr1888withbutterfly signature.Notethecorrelationbetweenthe NewJournalismstyleofthepage,withitswell- spacedtentandboldparagraphing,andfiq.5.1I
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The
IIe11- oion ofa Liter ary Man

TheReligionofa| LiteratyMan •••••• ••••» •»•» ••• •• •

Rich ard Le Galli- enne
s

PR

^81
RV Lona.or'

LitNew}a- 1803

RichardLeGallienne
Fig.6.1.RirhardIefiallienne.TheReligionof aLiteraryMan.London&NewVork:Elkin Matthews&JohnLane1893,binding.

p-o-iL-n-s BY•LIONEL JOHNSON
i8J)3 L®NB>®N°E1UKMFUOIMWS boston•commm®&i!^sr

Fig.6.2.LionelJohnson,Poems.London:Elkin Matthews&Boston:Copeland&Day1895, frontspiece.



NOTE BY WILLIAM MORRIS
ON HIS AIMS IN FOUNDING
THEKELMSCOTTPRESSa*A$

i"WA| BEGAN printing books withIb4 thehopeofproducingsomcwhich
IfAl would have a definite claim to
IjwJ beauty, while at the same time
ItU they should be easy to read and

should notdazzletheeye,ortrous
ble the intellect of the reader by eccentric
city of form in the letters. I have always
been a great admirer of the calligraphyof
the Middle Ages, & ofthe earlierprinting
which took its place. As to the fifteenths
century books, I had noticed that they
were always beautiful by force ofthe mere
typography, even without the added ors
nament, with which many of them are
so lavishly supplied. And it was the ess
senceofmyundertakingtoproduce books
which it wouldbeapleasuretolook upon
as pieces ofprinting and arrangement of
type. Lookingatmy adventure from this
point ofview then, I found I had to cons
sider chiefly the following things: the
paper, the form of the type, the relative
spacing ofthe letters, the words, and the

Fig. 6.3 UJilliam Morris, Note on my Aims in Founding
the Kelmscott Press'.. (1898).



•// B G T> £ 3
CASLON ITALIC SWASH LETTERS

AMERICAN TYPEFOUNDERS

Caslon Old Fuce Heavy
Italic Series

CASLON OLD FACE HEAVY ITALIC

STRIKING NEW SERIES TTT7 QTp iNJTTT?suitable for every description , !1of modern commercial work number increcisecl
CASLON OLD FACE OPEN CASLON OLD FACE OPEN HEAVY

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS Tl V U AT Z
abcdcfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890
iibc(lcff>hijklmiiopqrstu\ wx\7. 1234567890 &£

CASLON OLD FACE HEAVY WITH ITALIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTCYWXY/,
abedefwhij k 1 m nope] rst u vwxy

. IBCDEFG1IIJKLMXOPORS1 U!'ll'X\"/.

ti/Kilcilcfglujkhiuwpartiiv\i-xyz
\sl.oN <)| r> HI r

Fig. 6.4. Some enamples of Caslon Old Face type.
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Fig. 6.5. Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Poems.
London 1870, binding.



Fig.6.6.DanteGabrielRossetti,Ih London1861,binding.

Fig.6.7.JohnRuskin,TheStonesofUenice. London1853,binding.



THE ASTRONOMER-rOET OE rEKSlA.

left in the language of modern Europe as tlieir dark
memorial, is derived from the hashish, or opiate of liemp-
leavcs (the Indian bhang), witli which they maddened
themselves to the sullen pitch of oriental desperation,
or from the name of the founder of the dynasty, whom
we have seen in his quiet collegiate days, at Naislitipur.
One of the countless victims of the Assassin's dagger
was Xizam-ul-mulk himself, the old school-boy friend.1

" Omar Khayyam also came to the Vizier to claim the
share ; but not to ask for title or office. ' The greatest
' boon you can confer on me,' he said, ' is to let me live
'in a corner under the shadow of your fortune, to spread
' wide the advantages of Science, and pray for your
' long life and prosperity.' The Vizier tells us, that,
when he found Omar was really sincere in his refusal,
he pressed liirn no further, but granted him a yearly

1 Some of Omar's Rubdiyat warn us of the clangor of Greatness,
the instability of Fortune, and while advocating Charity to all Men,
recommending us to be too intimate with none. Attar makes Ni-
zdm-ul-mulk use the very words of his friend Omar [Rub. xxviii.],

When Nizam-til-Mulk was in the Agony (of Death) he said, ' Oh
God ! I am passing away in the hand of the Wind.' "

Fig. 6.8. Page from Edward Fitzgerald, Rubaigat
of Omar Khaggam. London 1 872 edtn.



Fig. 6.9. fl yellow-back: Thomas Miller, Rural Sketches.
J. & C. Brown & Co: London [1 8621, binding.

Fig. fi.1Q.The Gentle Rrt of Making Enemies.
(Heinemann standard edition), binding.



Fig. 6.11. James MacNeill Whistler, Symphony in Grey & Green: The Ocean,'
(1866), oil, 79.5 h 99cm, Frick Collection.

k i. fi.ecnoa
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IO., THE GENTLE ART

50. -BEGGARS.
■■ In the character of humanity he has not time to

he interested."—Standard.

"(leneral absence of tone."—P. G. llamerton.

51.—I.AGOON : NOON.
" Years ago James Whistler was a person of high

promise."—F. IVedmore.
" What the art of Mr. Whistler yields is a tertium • The<|uidnf

(piid." *—Sidney Coltin.
" All of which gems, I am sincerely thankful to say,

I cannot appreciate."
" As we have hinted, the series does not represent

any Venice that we much aire to remember; for who
wants to remember the degradation of what has • kefu-ct/os
been noble, the foulness of what has been fair?" roo5*h witineth

every one of them

'Arry * in the " Times." ^'"theCi
'• Disastrous failures."—F. Wedmore.

" Failures that are complete and failures that are

partial."—F. Wedmore.
" A publicity rarely bestowed upon failures at all."

F. Wedmore, Nineteenth Century.
•' Roil.) ce que I'on die de rr.oi

Dans Ij Giieerte de Holtwide."

&

Fig. 6.12. Marginal annotations in the Gentle Rrt compared with marks on old
siluer or Blue and White.



MR. WHISTLER

ASD

HIS CRITICS

A CATALOGUE

Owt of their own mouths shall ye judge them

Fig. 6.13. Mr llJhistler & His Critics,'frontspiece,
Uenice Etchings: Second Series.'



Fig.6.14.JamesMacNeillWhistler, 'TheLittleLagoon,'UeniceSet(K.I86), etchinganddrypoint.

i .-AJ

«,jewwife
—-<~

*~fe.

d.^h

Fig.6.15.JamesMacNeillWhistler,'Bunting,
1887,(k.324)etching.



reflection :

44 Cups and fans
and screens,"
and Hamilton
vases, and figurines
of Tanagra, and
other 44 waterflies."

reflection
• Because the

Bard is blind, shall
the Painter cease
to see? small collection

elvdlv L£nt

theik oivkiiks

reflection;
"If" indeed!

A

6.16. Butterflies from the Gentle Art.



F0L1ESBERGERE

Fig. 6.17. flduertisement for Les Folies
Bergere, 1890$, featuring Loie Fuller's
Butterfly Dance.



"MliSSIEURSI.F.SENNFirIS!'•

Fig.7.2.PhilMay,'OntheBrain-MrLUhistler,' caricatureofWhistlerandRuskin. FromPick-Me-Up.9Jan1892.
Fig.7.1.PreliminarypagefromtheGentleRrt: 'MessieurslesEnemis.'



tJavtfera, July t,
1877.

Prologue

" pOIl Mr. Whistler's own sake, no less than for the
jw«iorJoim protection of the purchaser, Sir Coutts Lindsay ought

not to have admitted works into the gallery in which
the ill-educated conceit of the artist so nearly ap¬

proached the aspect of wilful imposture. I have seen,
and heard, much of cockney impudence before now ;

but never expected to hear a coxcomb ask two hundred
guineas for flinging a pot of paint in the public's
face."

JOHN RUSKIN.

A

Fig. 7.3. Preliminary page from the Gentle Rrt: 'Prologue.



i6THEGENTLEART Mr.BaronHuddleston:"Thatcanonlyhebyre¬
pute.Idonotwanttoraisealaugh,butthereisa well-knowncaseof'anundoubted'Titianbeing purchasedwithaviewtoenablingstudentsandothers

tofindouthowtoproducehiswonderfulcolours. Withthatobjectthepicturewasrubbeddown,and theyfoundaredsurface,beneathwhichtheythought wasthesecret,butoncontinuingtherubbingthey discoveredafull-lengthportraitofGeorgeIII.in uniform!" Thewitnesswasthenaskedtolookatthepicture,
andhesaid:44ItisaportraitofDogeAndreaGritti, and1believeitisarealTitian.Itshowsfinish.It

isaveryperfectsampleofthehighestfinishol ancientart.*Thefleshisperfect,themodellingof• thefaceisroundandgood.Thatisan4arrange-Isli' mentinfleshandblood!''r',Hy Thewitnesshavingpointedou:theexcellencesofI'1'"",as"and
thatportrait,said:"1thinkMr.Whistlerhadgreat powersatfirst,whichhehasnotsincejustified,lie hasevadedthedifficultiesofhisart,becausethe difficultyofanartistincreaseseverydayofhispro- fessionallife." Cross-examined:"Whatisthevalueofthispicture^VAvV.'vl'-wT*"!

ofTitian?"Thatisamereaccidentofthesale-«;i",';aur.,,,.r.ril.s.''
wi.rfc.ifilu-t-rrahrsi

room."Erasers.
Fig.7.4.PagesfromtheGentleArt:TheAction,'pp.16-17

OFMAKINGENEMIES17
44Isitworthonethousandguineas?"—"Itwould

bo worthmanythousandstome." calculatedtopro- Mr.Frithwasthenexamined:44IamanR.A.;
andhavedevotedmylifeto{minting.Iamamem¬ beroftheAcademiesofvariouscountries.Iamthe authorofthe'RailwayStation,'4DerbyDay,'and 'Rake'sProgress.'1haveseenMr.Whistler'spic¬ tures,andinmyopiniontheyarenotseriousworks ofart.Thenocturneinblackandgoldisnota seriousworktome.Icannotseeanythingofthe truerepresentationofwaterandatmosphereinthe paintingof4BatterseaBridge.'Thereisapretty colourwhichpleasestheeye,butthereisnothing more.Tomythinking,thedescriptionofmoonlight

is nottrue.Thepictureisnotworthtwohundred guineas.Compositionanddetailaremostimportant mattersinapicture.Inourprofessionmenofequal moritdifferastothecharacterofapicture.One mayblame,whileanotherpraises,awork.Ihave notexhibitedattheGrosvenorGallery.Ihaveread Mr.Ruskin'sworks." rf.fi.f.ction Mr.Frithheregotdown.iic^d^fhtS'i!!"".0*1ma"~lhaven<"
rffu-ction:

$



Fig.7.5.JohnRuskinatBrantwood, ConistonUJater,1885.

Fig.7.6.EdwardBurne-Jonesin1895.Froma pencildrawingbyIB.GrahamRobertson.



Fig. 7.7. James MacNeill Whistler, Nocturne: Blue & Siluer -
Cremorne Lights,' (1 872), oil, 49.5 h 74cm, Tate Gallery.

Fig. 7.8. John Ruskin, EHterior of the Ducal Palace, Uenice,'
(1845 or 1852), pen, ink, pencil and mash, 36 h 50.3cm,
Rshmolean Musuem.



PROFESSOR TYNDALL'S LATEST PORTRAIT OF MR. C.,
Executed with Scientific Accuracy and Consul:cable Restraint of Tone,

(Guildford, May 28 )

Fig. 7.9. Profesor Tyndall's latest Portrait of MrG.
Enecuted Luith Scientific Accuracy and Considerable
Restraint of Tone,' Punch. 7 Jun 1 890. The reference
to Whistler is unmistakable.



SEIZUREOFMR.WHISTLER'SPIRATED WRITINGS

Thispiratedeollectionof'titers,writings,c^i.,towhose
v<j.JrustratedpublicationinthiscountryandAmericatee •//'•«3ei/readyalluded,wassehedinAntwerp,atthe printersonFridaylast—'heverydayojitsiattracted delivery.'Ihe/ersisrentandreallydesperatespeculator

inthisvolumenjdifficultbirth,laffiedinhisattemptto produceitinLondonandN-wYork,hadbeentrackedto AntwerpbyMcssis.LewisimlLewis;andheteasfinally broughtdownbyMaineMaeterlinck,thedistinguished lawyerofthatcity.

THEEXPLODEDPLOT
Withregardtothismatter,towhithwehavealready

alludedonapreviousoccasion,Messrs.LewisandLewis havereceivedthefollowinglerteifromMessrs.Field andTuer,oftheLeadenhallPiess,DatedMarsh25,••/•.,//Afatt
I'17ifttf."M.t

1890:—'*>"• '•Wehaveseenthepa<agraphinyesterday's'PallMall Gazette' relatingtothepub/iinrion"/'MiWhistler'sletters. Yonmayliketoknowthatweictcni/yputintotypefora .ertainpctsoitatenet-./Mi.Whistler'slettnsandother matter,takingitJotgrantedthatMr.Whistleihadgiven /cimission.Quireinent/y,lov-cvcr,andfortunatelyin :metostoptheworkbeingprinted,weweietoldthatM>. D'histlerobjeitedhislettersbeingpublished.Wethen
suitforthepersoninquestion,amitol,lhimthatuntilhe obtainedMi.Whistlei'1san.ncnwedalined1,/toned /:u1herwiththework,whie/i,wemaytellyou,isfinished andiastleadyf.r/tinting,amithetypedistributed, hornthetunefthisinterviewvwehavenotseen-rheard

panthepersonnquestion,andtheiethemattertests."

Fig.8.1.PreliminarypagesfromtheGentleArt:'SeizureofMrWhistler'sPirated Writings'...



T,

The rare Feiu. vvho, early in Life,
hceve r id Themselves of the Friendship
of the Mary, these pathetic Papers

are inscribed

Fig. 8.2. Preliminary page from the Gentle art: To The Rare Fern'.



THEGENTLEART
TotheCommitteeofthe Exhibition

NationalArt

Itern-.tilit;i
■till;.;«>fthis .11•ty,;isso<i.

(GENTLEMEN,—Iamnaturallyinterestedinany
,1,.,ieffortmadeamongPainterstoprovethattheyarenr/rM.Ait ^'Nov.17,iHtfti alivebutwhenIfind,thrustinthevanofyour leaders,thebodyofmydead'Any,Iknowthat putrefactionalonecanresult.When,following'Arry, therecomesonOscar,youfinishinfarce,andbring uponyourselvesthescornandridiculeofyourcon- JWresinEurope. WhathasOscarincommonwithArt?exceptthat

hedinesatourtablesandpicksfromourplattersthe plumsforthepuddinghepeddlesintheprovinces. Oscar—theamiable,irresponsible,esurientOscar— withnomoresenseofapicturethanofthefitofa coat,hasthecoinageoftheopinions...ofothers! With'ArryandOscaryouhaveavengedthe Academy.
Iam,Gentlemen,yoursobediently,

1nclosedtothe poet,withaline:
"(Kcar.youmust re.illykeepoutside 'theradius'1"

w

Fig.8.3. the"radius,"pp.164-5.
1:Oscar,Voumustreallykeepoutside

Fig.8.4.SirUJykeBayliss,Whistler's successorasPresidentoftheR.S.B.fl. Fig.8.5.SealdesignedbyWhistlerfor theRoyalSocietyofBritishArtists.
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A LITTLE MIXED,
Ottr Private View of the Institute of Painters in Oil Colours and tiif. Society of British Artists.

Fig. 8.6. 'fl Little Mined,1 Fun. 8 Dec 1886.



254THEGENTLEART niglithemosthackneyedverseinalltherangeof Shakespeare's—whichyetisalmostinvariablymis- construodandmisapplied—"One.touchofnature makesthewholeworldkin";andthis,asthepoet goesontoexplain,isthatall,withoneconsent,prefer worthlessbutshowynoveltiestopreciousbutfamiliar possessions."Thisonechordthatvibrateswith all,"saysMr.Whistler,whoproceedstociteartistic examplesofthelamentablefact,"thisoneunspoken sympathythatpervadeshumanity,is—Vulgarity." Huttheconsequencewhichheproceedstoindicate andtodeploreiscalculated,tostrikehisreaderswith asenseofmildifhilariousastonishment.Itisthat menofsoundjudgmentandpuretaste,quickfeelings andclearperceptions,mostunfortunatelyandmost inexplicablybegintomaketheirvoices"heardinthe land."Poison,asalltheworldknows,observedof theGermansofhisdaythat"inGreek"theywere " sadlytoseek."ItisnodiscredittoMr.Whistlerif thisishiscasealso;butthenhowoulddowellto eschewtheuseofaGreektermlyingsofaroutof thecommonwayastheword"icathete."Notmerelyk. theonlyaccuratemeaning,buttheonlypossiblemean-LPomoiset ing,ofthatwordisnothingmore,butnothingless,than this—anintelligent,appreciative,quick-wittedperson;
inaword,asthelexiconhitsit,"onewhoperceives."

OFMAKINGENEMIES255
Themanwhoisno{esthetestandsconfessed,bythe logicoflanguageandthenecessityofthecase,asa thick-witted,tasteless,senseless,andimpenetrable blockhead.IdonotwishtoinsultMr.Whistler, butIfoelboundtoavowmyimpressionthatthereis nomannowlivingwholessdeservesthehonourof enrolmentinsuchranksasthese—ofaseatinthe synagogueoftheanaesthetic ....Suchabuseoflanguageispossibleonlyto

thedrivellingdesperationofvenomousorfangless duncery:itisinhigherandgravermatters,ofwider bearingandofdeeperimport,thatwefinditneces¬ sarytodisputetheapparentlyseriouspropositionsor assertionsofMr.Whistler.Ilowfarthe.vritty tonguemaybethrustintothesmilingcheekwhen thelecturerpausestotakebreathbetweenthese remarkablybriefparagraphsitwouldbecertainly indecorousandpossiblysuperfluoustoinquire.But histheoremisunquestionablycalculatedtoprovoke theloudestandtheheartiestmirththateveracclaimed
KCTrON:

1.then,thetheadventofMoinuaorErycina.Foritisthis—that Vho'»er*e*"̂rfclin<*J°yK°together,"andthatftragicartis' fu" notartatall",,en
ilythefu-

.ThelaughingMuseofthelecturer,"quam
yioiho'fi,stJ°cuscircumvolat,"musthaveglancedroundinexpec- tationofthegeneralappeal,"Afterthatletustake ePeople.HisTragedyis(hnr<.Asoneof

O'clock"does
11slast—hit

Fig.8.7.PagesfromtheGentleArt:Swinburne'sreuiewofthe'TenO'Clock Lecture,' pp.254-5.



Fig.9.1.JamesMacNeillIbhistler,'Firelight,'(1896), (portraitofElizabethRobinsPennell(1855-1936)), lithograph,18.5k15cm,lb.103.

Fig.9.2.JosephPennell(1857-1926),atthe Pennells'apartmentinBuckinghamStreet,1890s.



Fig.9.3.ManBeerbohm,'flNocturne.Mr UJhistlercrossingtheChannel,'caricature. FromtheIdler.FebI898.

Fig.9.4.ThePennells'TheLifeofJamesMacNeill UJhistler(1908)andUJhistler'seditionoftheGentleArt.




